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Preface 

At the Second International Conference on Composite Structures held in 
Paisley in 1983 Peter J. Lanagan (PJL) (at that time an acquisitions editor 
with Applied Science Publishers Limited) began to sow the seed of an 
idea that one of us Geoffrey J. Turvey (GJT) should co-author a book on 
the buckling of laminated composite plates. The prospect of undertaking 
such a task appeared rather daunting and, as regards timeliness, was per
haps a little premature. During the next six years, in spite of a regular 
reminder by PJL at each of the following biannual Paisley conferences, the 
seed refused to germinate. It was not until the ECCM conference held in 
Bordeaux in 1989 that the first signs of germination began to show. At 
that meeting Ian H. Marshall (IHM), (primed by PJL) convinced GJT that 
co-editing rather than co-authoring a book on this topic would be a much 
less daunting prospect. Moreover, with the passage of six whole years, 
the research literature on laminated composite plate buckling behaviour 
had grown very substantially and it appeared that the case for a text sum
marizing the state of knowledge on this topic was quite strong. It was, 
therefore, agreed that we should acquiesce to PJL's wishes and embark 
on the task of co-editing such a text. What was less apparent in 1989, at 
least to GJT (and had it not been so, the need to prepare this preface might 
not have arisen), but has since become glaringly obvious, was that co-edit
ing should be regarded as no less daunting a task than co-authoring. 

Thus, in the Autumn of 1989 we set about deciding on the structure 
and format of the text and, with PJL's help, reduced what started off as a 
two-volume work to a moderately large single volume. As with any 
co-edited work, the road to completion has not been entirely straight
forward, but five years on-perhaps a little later than originally anticipa
ted -we have reached the end of the road without having to negotiate too 
many high hurdles because of the excellent co-operation we have received 
from all concerned: contributors, editors, sub-editors, copy editors and 
proof readers and others who we may not know. 

One of us (CJT) recalls a visit to RAE (now DRA) Farnborough in 1969 
to discuss his doctoral work on the buckling analysis of carbon fibre stiff
ened panels. During this meeting a very small flat aluminium plate with 
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bonded carbon fibre zed stiffeners was shown to those assembled as 
representing a possible way in which future lightweight aircraft fuselage 
structures might develop. It transpired that the smallness of the panel was 
dictated not only by the high costs of the carbon fibres, but also by the fact 
that, because the fibres were still very much at the development stage, they 
were only available in short lengths. Over the past twenty-five years, as 
fibre production techniques have become automated, the material cost con
straints have diminished and the length constraints have vanished. 
Carbon, glass, aramid and other fibre-reinforced plastics materials are now 
laminated into plates and panels which comprise the basic components of 
all manner of thin-walled engineering structures ranging from those 
deployed in the deepest oceans to those in the depths of outer space. In 
parallel with this expansion in the structural application of laminated 
plates, the need to be able to predict their structural performance has con
tinued to gain in importance. Because of the inherent anisotropic nature 
of these materials new analytical tools have had to be developed to meet 
this need. Plate buckling is one of the major design criteria for any thin
walled structure and this coupled with the anisotropic nature of fibre rein
forced plastics has led to the development of a whole new research field, 
viz. laminated composite plate buckling response. Most of the contribu
tors to this volume began, or were still in the early years of, their research 
careers at about the time this research field started to develop. Over the 
same time period that has borne witness to the the major developments 
and applications of advanced composite material thin-walled plate struc
tures, so too has a similar development taken place in the stature and expe
rience of the contributors. They are now leaders amongst the researchers 
in this field and the editors are indeed fortunate in having been able to 
persuade them to participate in this project and allow a wider audience to 
share and benefit from their in-depth knowledge of the many and varied 
facets of laminated composite plate buckling response. 

It is the editors' sincere hope that this volume will enjoy a wide reader
ship. Graduate engineers and researchers new to the field should find the 
text particularly helpful as a means of gaining from a single source a rea
sonably comprehensive overview of the present (up to 1994) state of know
ledge of laminated composite plate buckling response. Other more mature 
engineers and academics engaged in the development and application of 
composite structures may find particular sections of the book useful in 
their day-to-day endeavours. 

Lastly, we would like to believe (but shall never really know!) that we 
have managed to do justice to the vision of PJL's original suggestion, 
especially as his untimely death has prevented his witnessing the final 
outcome. 

G. J. Turvey and I. H. Marshall 
Lancaster and Paisley, September 1994 
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Buckling and postbuckling 
theory for laminated 
composite plates 

A. w. Leissa 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Laminated composite plates are fabricated oflaminae (also called layers or 
plies), where each lamina consists of high-strength fibres (e.g. glass, boron, 
graphite) embedded in a surrounding matrix material (e.g. epoxy resin). 
The present work is limited to laminae wherein the fibres are assumed to 
be all parallel and continuous (i.e. long fibres). Thus each layer may be 
treated in a macroscopic sense as being a homogeneous, orthotropic 
material, for which the deformation behaviour is linearly elastic. 

However, the fibres in one ply are typically not parallel to those of an 
adjacent ply. Cross-ply laminated plates arise in the special case when the 
fibre axes of adjacent plies are perpendicular, whereas angle-ply laminates 
occur when adjacent layers are alternately oriented at angles of + 8 and - 8 
with respect to a plate axis, the axis typically being parallel to the edges in 
the case of a rectangular plate. Depending upon the stacking sequence of 
the plies, a composite plate may be symmetrically, antisymmetrically, or 
unsymmetrically laminated with respect to its mid-plane. For example, 
four-layer, angle-ply plates having stacking sequences [8, - 8, -8,8], 
[8, - 8,8, - 8] and [8,8, - 8, 8] are symmetrical, antisymmetrical and 
unsymmetrical laminates, respectively. 

Plate buckling is a phenomenon which may occur when the plate is 
subjected to loads in its plane. Most commonly, uniaxial or biaxial com
pressive loads are considered; however, buckling may occur with biaxial 
loads which are compressive in one direction and tensile in the other, or 
with shearing loads, or with a combination of any of these loadings. 
Indeed, it may even occur with uniaxial tensile loading if the load is not 
uniform [1]. That is, a plate may buckle if the in-plane normal stress in any 
direction becomes compressive at any point within the plate. 
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Plate buckling may be discussed in terms of a plot of in-plane loading 
force (P) versus the transverse displacement (w) measured at a rep
resentative point on the plate. Classical buckling theory yields the 
bifurcation behaviour seen in branches I,ll and III of the curves depicted in 
Figure 1.1. That is, with increasing P, the curve follows the ordinate (I) 
upwards, showing no displacement with increased load until a critical 
force (Per) is reached. At this bifurcation point the curve theoretically may 
continue up the ordinate (II), or may follow a buckling path, which is 
horizontal (III) for the linear idealization, but of increasing slope (IV) for a 
non-linear (large displacement) analysis. This behaviour is very important 
for, typically, plates are able to carry loads far in excess of Pcr before they 
collapse. The latter curve (IV) is also called a 'postbuckling curve' for it 
depicts the behaviour of the plate after the buckling load (Per) is reached. 
Finally, it must be noted that no plate is initially perfectly flat and that if 
initial deviation from flatness exists (usually called a 'geometric imperfec
tion' or 'imperfection', although other types of imperfections may also 

II 

Q.. 

'ti 
tG 
.Q III 
CD Pcr c:: 
tG 
Q. 

.E 

Transverse displacement. w 

Fig. 1.1 Representative curves of in-plane load (P) versus transverse displacement 
(w) of a representative point in a plate. 
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exist), the P-w curve of Figure 1.1 will follow a path similar to curve V. As 
the imperfection magnitude is decreased, curve V becomes increasingly 
kinked in the vicinity of Per. But, for the curve shown in Figure 1.1, no clear 
buckling phenomenon may be defined. 

Unsymmetrically laminated plates can buckle only under very restricted 
circumstances [2,3]. If an unsymmetric laminate is subjected to, for 
example, uniaxial compression or shear loading, its load-deflection plot 
will typically resemble curve V in Figure 1.1. That is, transverse deflection 
will begin as soon as a small in-plane load is applied. 

This chapter presents the theory governing the buckling and postbuck
ling behaviour of laminated composite plates. The resulting differential 
equations, boundary conditions and energy functionals may be used to 
analyse these behaviours by various solution techniques. The subjeCt is 
divided into three parts. Section 1.2 deals with the bifurcation buckling of 
thin laminates, where the effects of shear deformation in the transverse 
direction are neglected. Shear deformation, which is typically much more 
important in laminates than in homogeneous, isotropic plates is added to 
the theory in section 1.3. Postbuckling equations are presented in the last 
section. 

1.2 THIN PLATE BUCKLING THEORY 

The theory presented in this section is the 'classical' buckling theory for 
laminated composite plates where the entire plate is assumed to be suffi
ciently thin that its flexibility due to transverse shearing forces may be 
considered small in comparison with its bending flexibility. Portions of this 
theory may be found in many places, especially for static equilibrium or free 
vibration (i.e. non-buckling problems). For further background informa
tion, the reader is referred to a number of supplemental sources [4-9]. 

Classical plate theory is governed by the Kirchhoff hypothesis: 'Normals 
to the mid-plane remain straight and normal as the plane deforms into a 
surface.' Let the x and y axes of a rectangular coordinate system lie in the 
mid-plane, and the z axis in the direction of the plate thickness. Then the 
kinematic behaviour of the plate described by the Kirchhoff hypothesis 
may be expressed by the following relationships: 

ow 
u=uo-zox 

oW 
V=V -z-

o cy (1.1) 

where u, v, ware displacement components of a typical point in the plate, 
and uo' Vo are in-plane displacements at a point of the mid-plane. 
Furthermore, uo, Vo and ware functions only of x and y. 
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Using the strain -displacement equations of classical plane elasticity 
theory, 

au av av au 
ex = -;;- , [,~ = -;;-, "/ xy = -a +-a ox . oyx y 

(1.2) 

where ex, e y are the in-plane normal strains, and Ixy is the in-plane, 
engineering (i.e. not tensorial) shear strain. Utilizing equations (1.2), 
equations (1.1) may be rewritten as 

(1.3) 

where e~, e~ and (~y are the mid-plane strains and Kx, Ky, and Kxy are the 
curvature changes of the mid-plane during deformation. These quantities 
are functions of x and y only, and are given by 

euo evo avo cUo 
(1.4) G~ = -~-, eO - y~y= ax +a:y y-a' ex 'y 

a2w c2w a2w 
(1.5) KX=~I Ky=~' Kxy = 2 cxay ox cy 

The in-plane force resultants Nx , Ny, Nxy (forces per unit length) and 
moment resultants MX/ My, Mxy (moments per unit length) are obtained by 
carrying out the force and moment integrals through the thickness; that is 

f'1 /2 

Nx = axdz 
-11/2 

fhl2 

Ny = aydz 
-11/2 

fhl2 

N xy = Txydz 
-h12 

(1.6) 

f"/2 
Mx = axzdz 

-11/2 

fh/2 

Mxy = 'xyzdz 
-/t/2 

(1.7) 

where ax and a~ are the in-plane normal stresses and 'xv is the in-plane 
shear stress. The positive senses of the force and moment resultants 
(including the transverse shear force resultants, Qx and Qy) are shown in 
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Figures 1.2 and 1.3. For laminated plates, the integrations required by 
equations (1.6) and (1.7) must be carried out piecewise (Le. stepwise) from 
layer to layer. Furthermore, for a typical lamina consisting of parallel fibres 
embedded in a matrix material, with the fibres lying at an angle () with 
respect to the x-axis of the plate, the orthotropic stress-strain relationships 
for the lamina must be transformed tensorially to be consistent with the 
plate axes. The details of these somewhat complicated calculations may be 
found elsewhere [4-6,8,9] and will not be elaborated upon here. Carrying 
out these calculations, one is able to relate the force and moment resultants 

z 

--y 

/ 
----:;1--.. N.y 100......---++-__ 

x 

Fig. 1.2 Positive stress resultants. 

z 

If 

Fig. 1.3 Positive moment resultants. 
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to the mid-plane strains and curvature changes as follows: 

Nt All A IZ Alii BII BIZ BI6 G~ 

Nil A IZ A zz A 26 BI2 B22 B Z6 8~ 
NXI/ AI6 AZIi A66 BI6 B 26 B66 

.,0 
I xy 

--------------------------------------------- (1.8) 
Mx Bll B12 B I6 °Il °12 °16 -K x 
Mil B12 B22 B 26 °12 

°22 °26 -/(y 

MXi/ BI6 B 26 B66 °16 
°26 0 66 -KXlj 

where A,]'B,I' and O,} are stiffness coefficients arising from integrals of the 
following forms: 

(1. 9) 

with e'l being constants which change from layer to layer during the 
integrations. It is observed that, not only is the 6 x 6 stiffness matrix of 
equation (1.8) symmetric, but the 3 x 3 submatrices AII'B'I' and e'l are also 
symmetric. 

It is important to understand the implications of the stiffness coefficients 
in equation (1.8). The B'J coefficients cause coupling between bending and 
stretching in the plate during transverse displacements. As can be seen 
from the second of equations (1.9), these coefficients vanish if the C; are 
even functions of z. This occurs when the laminate is symmetric (in 
thickness, fibre orientation and material properties) with respect to the 
plate mid-plane. 

Another type of coupling is seen by the existence of the A 16, A z 6, Bl 6, 

B2 6' °1 6' 0 26 coefficients. These coefficients indicate extension-shear 
and/ or bending-twisting coupling during the plate deformation. This 
coupling vanishes for cross-ply lay-ups. Further discussions of coupling 
may be found elsewhere [4-9]. 

To obtain the differential equations governing buckling, consider first a 
plate which, due to pressure components (Px, PIf' q in the x, y, z directions, 
respectively, which may also be regarded as body force components) and 
in-plane force resultants (N" Ny, Nxl), has undergone bending. Summing 
forces in the x,y,z directions on an infinitesimal plate element yields the 
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following equations of equilibrium, respectively: 

9 

(1. 10) 

Summing moments about axes parallel to the y and x coordinates yields, 
respectively, 

(1.11) 

The transverse shear forces Qx and QI/' as well as the slopes ow/ox and 
ow/oy, are typically small in the first two of equations (1.10). Taking 
advantage of this, and substituting equations (1.11), equations (1.10) 
become 

eNXl/ aNv --;-'" + -~-. + PI/ = a 
tX ey . 

::l2M ::l2M ::l2M ~2 ::l2W ~2 
ex C xy t Y ow C ow 
~ + 2-;-;- + ~ + Nx--;;;-z + 2Nx1/~ + N'/-2 + q = a 
ex cxcy ey ox . eXt y cy 

(1.12) 

Let us now consider each of the functions represented in equations (1.12), 
except for the body forces, to be composed of two parts: an initial part 
which exists before the onset of buckling, and an additional part which is 
due to buckling. Let these two parts be denoted by the superscripts' i' and 
'b'. That is, 

Nx = N~ + N~ , etc. 

Mx = M~ + M~ , etc. (1.13) 

It is assumed that the plate remains flat before buckling; i.e. 

(1.14) 
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and further that no additional body forces are added during buckling; i.e. 

(1.15) 

At the onset of buckling, but before it takes place, equations (1.12) reduce to 

(1.16) 

Substituting equations (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15) into equations (1.12) and 
subtracting equations (1.16) results in 

wherein the three terms 

(1.18) 

are considered small relative to the last three terms of the third of equations 
(1.17), and have been'dropped from it. Because, in general, N~, N~v' and Ne 
are functions of w, the three terms in expression (1.18) are each non-linear, 
and it is therefore imperative that they be dropped in order for the 
buckling problem to be linear and reasonably tractable. 

Equations (1.17) are the plate buckling equations in fundamental form. It 
should be understood that they are the equations of equilibrium of the 
plate in a condition of neutral stability. The plate is able to remain in this 
state. It need not return to the flat equilibrium position. Nor is it unstable. 

Before proceeding further with the buckling equations, it is worthwhile 
to study further the meaning of equations (1.16) for the prebuckled state. 
Since WI = 0, then K~ = K~ = K~y = O. Substituting the prebuckled forms of 
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equations (1.4) and (1.8) into equations (1.16) yields 

c [au' cv' (CV' CUi)] 
-;;- All -a + A12 -;- + A16 -;- + -~ex x 0y 0X ey 

a [CUi CVi (avi au')] . + -a A16-~-+A26-;;-+A66 -;-+-C +p~=O 
y ~ ~ d ~ 

a l au' avi (av' aUi)] -;;- A16-~-+Az6-a +A66 -~-+-~ex exy ex oy 

c/ [ou' av' (av' cU')] 
+2oxay B16 cx +B26 ay +B66 ax + oy 

aZl cu' cv' (av' au')] +-a 2 BI2-;-+B22-;-+B26 -;;-+-~- +q'=O .y tX 0y ex cy 

11 

(1.19a) 

(1.19b) 

(1.19c) 

where, for simplicity, the subscript '0' has been dropped from the displace
ments. For a symmetrically laminated plate, all the B,/ are zero. Then 
equation (1.19c) yields q' = O. For given values of the initial, tangential, 
body force components p~ and P:/, and given values of u' and v' and/ or their 
derivatives (i.e. in-plane stresses) on the plate boundaries, one could solve 
eqns (1.19a) and (1.19b) for the displacement field ui and Vi and, if desired, 
the corresponding initial stress field. 

For an unsymmetrically laminated plate, the B,} are not all zero, and the 
solutions for ui and Vi can be substituted into equation (1.19c) to determine 
what transverse pressure distribution q', together with boundary moments 
and transverse forces, must be applied in order that the plate remains flat. 
In the case that the initial, in-plane stresses (and strains) are constant or 
linearly varying with respect to x and y, all terms except qi vanish in 
equation (1.19c) with the result that no initial, transverse pressure is 
needed for the plate to remain flat. However, equations (1.8) and (1.11) 
show that constant initial strains give rise to constant edge moments, and 
that linearly varying initial strains require linearly varying moments and 
constant transverse shear forces for equilibrium at the edges. The 
conditions for unsymmetric laminates to remain flat while undergoing 
edge loading, thereby admitting the possibility of buckling, have been 
further elaborated [2,3]. It was shown [3] that for certain combinations of 
boundary conditions bifurcation buckling cannot occur, contrary to 
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numerous claims made otherwise in the published literature; for example: 

• simply supported, anti symmetrically laminated cross-ply (ALCP) 
plates subjected to uniaxial or biaxial loading; 

• ALCP plates having uniaxially loaded edges simply supported or 
clamped, and the other edges free or elastically supported; 

• antisymmetrically laminated angle-ply (ALAP) plates having one or 
more unloaded edges free; 

• simply supported ALAP plates loaded in shear. 

One convenient manner to represent the equilibrium equations 
governing the buckled configuration is in terms of the three components of 
in-plane displacement. Substituting equations (1.4), (1.5) and (1.8) into 
equations (1.17) yields the equations in matrix form as 

LI3 ] {U} {O} L2:J V = 0 
(L33 ~F) tv 0 

(1.20) 

where the L" are differential operators representing the plate stiffness, 

?-2 ?-2 ?-2 
LII =AII~+2A16~+A66~ 

ex cxey ey-

?-2 ?-2 ?-2 
L22 =A22~+2A26~+A66~ 

ey exey ex 

?-4?-4 ?-4 c4 ?-4 
L33 =DII ~+4DI6~+2(DI2 +2D66)~+4D26~+D22~ 

ex eX' ey ex cy tXcyc cy 

?-3 ('3 ?-3 83 
LI3 =L 31 = ~B11~~3BI6~~(B12 +2B66)~~B26~ 

ex erey exey ey" 

?-3 83 c3 Z,,3 
L23 = L32 = ~BI6~ ~ (B12 + 2B66)~ ~ 3B26~ ~ B22 --;---3 (1.21) 

eX' ex cy exey ty" 

and F is a differential operator representing the in-plane loading, 

('2 c2 ('2 
F = N, ~ + 2Nn/~ + N1/~ (1.22) 

ex . cxcy . ey 

For simplicity, the superscripts 'b' and 'i' which were used in equations 
(1.17) have been droppedc In what follows it will be regarded that u, v, tv 

represent the (infinitesimally) small displacements of the plate in the 
buckled configuration (mode shape), N" N'lf' Nt{ represent the in-plane 
forces which exist just before buckling occurs. Equations (1.20) are an 
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eighth order set of partial differential equations, similar in form to shell 
equilibrium equations (d. [10], pp. 32-34). Indeed, the coupling between 
bending and stretching, due to unsymmetric lamination, is responsible for 
raising the order from four to eight in the present problem, just as coupling 
of inextensional and membrane theories raises the order from four to eight 
in the shell problem. 

For symmetrically laminated plates BII = 0 and the L 13 and L2 3 operators 
in equations (1.21) are seen to vanish, and the in-plane part of the problem 
is uncoupled from the transverse part in equation (1.20). The in-plane part 
yields u = v = 0 in the buckled configuration, whereas the transverse 
displacements are governed by 

a4w a4w a4w a4w a4w 
011~+4016~+2(012+2066)::1 2::1 2+4026~+022~ ex ox oy vX vy vxoy oy 

Equation (1.23) is the same form as the buckling equation for a homo
geneous, anisotropic plate. The only difference is in how the stiffness 
coefficients 011 are calculated. 

For symmetrically laminated cross-ply plates there is no coupling 
between bending and twisting, and 0 16 = 0 26 = O. Equation (1.23) then 
specializes to 

84w 84w a4w c2w 82w a2w 
011 ~+ 2(012 + 2066)~+ 0 22 --;-;;,- =Nx~ + 2Nx1/~ +Ny---;-z 

ox ex oy cy ex . oxey vy 

(1.24) 

This is the same form as the buckling equation for a homogeneous, 
orthotropic plate. 

If, for example, a cross-ply plate of rectangular shape were fabricated so 
that its edges were not parallel to the axes of material orthotropy, then a 
coordinate transformation to provide the proper rotation of axes from the 
xy material coordinates of equation (1.24) to a set of x'y' coordinates parallel 
to the plate edges would result in a form similiar to equation (1.23). This 
new form would have six stiffness coefficients 0; jI 0; 6' 0; 2' O~ 6' 0; 6' 0; 2' 

but they would be linear combinations of the four material coefficients 0 1 l' 

°12'°66,022 , It is common in the literature to speak of a 'specially 
orthotropic' plate when the orthotropic material axes and the rectangular 
plate edges are parallel. However, this terminology is not recommended, 
for there then follows a tendency to speak of a plate described by 
equation (1.23) as 'generally orthotropic' plate, even if the plate is not 
orthotropic at all, but anisotropic. 
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It must be remembered that the force resultants Nx,Nxy and Ny are 
positive in accordance with the directions shown in Figure 1.2. 
Particularly, compressive Nx or Ny are negative quantities. Also, the sign of 
the shear force resultant Nxy is important for typical laminates [11]. 

For some types of buckling problems where bending-stretching 
coupling exists it may be desirable to use the in-plane force resultants 
generated during buckling (i.e. N~, N~, N~y) instead of the in-plane 
displacements (u, v) which occur. It is then usually convenient to represent 
the in-plane force resultants by an Airy stress function (¢), with the 
functions defined by the equations 

"2,1.. 

Nb=~ 
x 8y2 

(j2¢ 
Nb-

y- or 
Nb = _ 82¢ 

xy 8x8y 
(1.25) 

If equations (1.25) are substituted into the first two of equations (1.17), it is 
seen that the latter are identically satisfied. However, since the problem is 
no longer expressed in terms of in-plane displacements, it becomes 
necessary for the in-plane stresses to satisfy the in-plane equation of 
compatibility 

(1.26) 

where the strains (8~, 8~, Y~y) are those additional ones ansmg during 
buckling, but the superscript 'b' is dropped for simplicity. 

To utilize equation (1.26), equation (1.8) must be at least partially 
inverted. Rewrite equation (1.8) in the symbolic form 

(1.27) 

where N, M, EO and K are 3 x 1 subvectors and A, Band D are the 3 x 3 
submatrices delineated in equation (1.8). Multiplying through the first of 
the two sub matrix equations of equations (1.27) by A -I and solving for EO 

yields 

EO=A-IN-A-IBK (1.28) 

Substituting equation (1.28) into the second of equations (1.27) results in 

M = BA -IN - (D - BA -IB)K (1.29) 
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and equations (1.28) and (1.29) may be written in matrix form [4] as 

[ I:0J=[ A* B*J[NJ 
M _B*T D* -K 

where B*T is the transpose of the B* submatrix, and where 

A*=A- 1, B*=-A-1B, D*=D-BA-1B 

15 

(1.30) 

(1.31) 

Whereas A * and D* are symmetric submatrices, B* is, in general, not 
symmetric. Substituting equations (1.5), (1.25) and (1.30) into equation 
(1.26) yields 

a4¢ a4¢ a4¢ a4¢ a4¢ 
A~2~-2A~6~+(2A~2+AZ6) ~ .. 2;) 2-2A~6~+A~I---;--;t ox uX uy ox-uy uxuy uy 

a4w 04W 

+ (BZ 2 - 2B~ 6) axo!/- B~ 2 at = 0 (1.32) 

for the compatibility equation in the buckled state. Similarly, substituting 
equations (1.5), (1.25), and (1.30) into the last of equations (1.17) yields 

for the equilibrium equation in the buckled state. As in equations (1.22), 
(1.23), and (1.24), the superscript 'i' has been dropped from N x, Ny, and N xy 
in equation (1.33), but it must be remembered that these in-plane force 
resultants exist just before buckling occurs, whereas ¢ is related by 
equations (1.25) to the additional stress resultants generated by the 
buckled mode shape. Equations (1.32) and (1.33) form a set of differential 
equations which are also of eighth order. 

For symmetrically laminated plates B'J = 0, and equations (1.32) and 
(1.33) uncouple. Equation (1.32) becomes the anisotropic, stress function 
form of the compatibility equation for plane elasticity, and equation (1.33) 
reduces to equation (1.23). 
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The classical, bifurcation buckling problem for a laminated composite 
plate requires satisfying the governing differential equations derived 
above and the boundary (or edge) conditions. Both sets of equations are 
homogeneous, leading to an eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalues 
(buckling loads) and eigenfunctions (mode shapes). Consistent with the 
eighth order sets of differential equations which must be satisfied, four 
boundary conditions must be applied to each edge of the plate. The 
classical conditions are 

Un =0 or N~=O (1.34a) 

ut=O or N~t=O (1.34b) 

w=O or Vb = Qb + eMnt = 0 
n n at (1.34c) 

ew 
M~=O (1.34d) -~ =0 or 

en 

In the above equations the subscripts nand t denote the coordinates 
normal and tangential to the boundary. The function Qn + cMnt / at is the 
well known Kelvin-Kirchhoff 'edge reaction' which must be nullified at a 
free edge. In addition, at a free rectangular corner (the intersection of two 
free edges), the point condition Mnt = 0 must be satisfied. The generalized 
forces with the superscript 'b' in equations (1.34) are those due to the 
buckling displacement (w), as described by equations (1.13). They should 
not be confused with the in-plane forces existing just before buckling 
(N~, N~, N~1f)' 

Equations (1.34) may be used to represent any form of 'simple' edge 
condition (e.g. clamped, simply supported, free). More general boundary 
conditions which are applicable to edges having elastic constraints take the 
forms 

N~±klUn=O 

N~t ±k2ut =0 

eM Qb + __ nt + k w = 0 
n et - 3 

GW 
Mb +k -=0 

n - 4 an (1.35) 

Here the quantities kv k21 k3' k4 denote the spring stiffnesses of the 
constraints. Considerable care must be taken to use the proper sign (plus or 
minus) for the generalized restoring forces supplied by the elastic 
constraints, depending upon the edge under consideration (d. [12], p. 114). 

In some problems in-plane forces are applied to free edges of plates. This 
situation requires special, careful consideration. Figure 1.4 shows a plate 
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z 

L, 

Fig. 1.4 In-plane force resultants (P) applied to free edges. 

with free edges loaded by compressive stress resultants (P) along the 
edges x = constant. In the buckled mode shape the edges have rotated 
through angles ± 1/1. From considerations of internal forces acting an 
infinitesimal distance inside each edge, it may be seen that 

N x = -Pcos(± 1/1) 

oMx¥ 
Qx +-~-' = ±Psin(±I/1) 

cy 
(1.36) 

Because the deflected slopes in the buckled mode shape are small, 
cos(±I/1) ~ 1 and sin(±I/1) ~ ± ow/ex. Therefore equations (1.36) become 

Nx = -P 

Q oMxy _ paw 
X+ ""I - .... 

cy ex 
(1.37) 

which are the proper conditions to use in solving the problem. Similar 
conditions exist at free edges y = constant. 

In applying the boundary conditions it is useful to have explicit 
expressions for the various functions used in equations (1.34), (1.35) and 
(1.37). For the displacement formulation of the problem they are obtained 
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by combining equations (1.4), (1.5), (1.8), (1.11) and (1.34c). This results in 

(1.38a) 

(1.38b) 

(1.38c) 

(1.38d) 

(1.38e) 

(1.38f) 

(1.38g) 

(1.38h) 
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a2u a2U a2U a2V a2V 
Vx = B11 -a 2 + 3B16 -a ~ + 2B66~ + B16~ + (B12 + 2B66)-;;--;:;-

'x x oy ey ex OXUY 

a2v ('Pw a3w a3w a3w 
+ 2B26~ - 011--;--3 - 4016 ::l-.2~ - (012 + 4066) ~ - 2026~ 

ey uX UAOY uxey oy 

(1.38i) 

a2u a2u a2u iYv a2v 
Vv = 2B1 6 ::1 • .2 + (B12 + 2B6 6) --;;--::;- + B2 6 ~ + 2B6 6 --;--2 + 3B2 6 --;;--::;-. u.r exoy ey eX oxoy 

a2V a3W a3W a3W a3W 
+ B22~-2016--;--3 - (012 +4D66)-a 2~ -4D26~ -D22~ 

oy eX X oy uxoy ey 

(1.38j) 

For the stress function (and transverse displacement) formulation of the 
problem, the in-plane force resultants are given by equations (1.25); 
the other useful quantities are obtained from equations (1.5), (1.11), (1.30) 
and (1.34c). 

(1.39d) 

(1.3ge) 
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[ 
a3¢ a3¢ a3¢ 

Vy = - 2B~6~ + (B~2 -2BZ6)~ + (2B~6 - BZ2)~ 
ox vX oy vxoy 

83¢ 83w a3W 
+B~2.:l,,3 +2D~6 ~ __ , +(D~2+4DZ6)~ 

Vy OX- vX oy 

a3W a3w] 
+4D~6~ + D~2 a',3 oxoyy 

(1.39f) 

(1.39g) 

For non-rectangular plates other forms of Un, Uti Nn, Nnt, Mn, Mnt, Qn and 
Vn are needed_ These may be obtained by using the vector and tensorial 
transformation formulas generally available in the standard texts dealing 
with the theory of elasticity and plate theory [13,14], together with 
equations (1.38) or (1.39). 

For symmetric laminates the bending-stretching coupling disappears, 
and B,} = 0 in equations (1.38) and (1.39). For cross-ply plates having fibres 
parallel to the x and y axes, D 16 = D26 = 0 in equations (1.38) and (1.39). 

The differential equations of buckling equilibrium and boundary condi
tions shown above may also be derived by means of variational principles 
based upon the potential energy of the system while it undergoes buckling. 
Moreover, for many plate buckling problems, it is desirable to use 
analytical methods based upon energy principles, such as the Ritz and 
finite element methods. This also requires knowledge of the potential 
energy. 

The total potential energy of a plate (V) while in equilibrium in a 
displaced buckling mode is given by 

(1.40) 

where Vs, VB, and V BS are the strain energies due to stretching, bending, 
and bending-stretching coupling, respectively, and VL is the potential due 
to the applied in-plane force. 

The strain energy in a deformed plate is 

V = ~ f f f(O'xex + O'yey + Txy (xy) d(Vol) (1.41) 

Vol 

where the stresses and strains are those used previously in this section, and 
the integration is carried out over the volume of the plate. Substituting into 
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equation (1.41) the stress-strain relationships for each lamina, carrying 
out the tensorial transformations required to express the stresses and 
strains in terms of a single plate coordinate system (x, y), applying the 
kinematic conditions of equations (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) and integrating over 
the thickness layer by layer yields [4]: 

VS=~ff[All(~~)2 +2A12~~~; +A22(~;)2 
Area 

(OU OV)2] +A66 oy + OX dxdy (1.42a) 

(1.42b) 

(1.42c) 

where the A'i' B'i' and D" are the plate stiffness coefficients used previously 
in equation (1.8) and the integrals are taken over the area of the plate. 

For a symmetrical laminate, B" = 0 and consequently the strain energy 
due to bending-stretching coupling (VBS) vanishes. Then equation (1.42c) 
represents the entire strain energy caused by bending (i.e. changes in 
curvature), and is of the same form as found for homogeneous, anisotropic 
plates [6]. For the cross-ply laminate, with fibres parallel to the x and y axes, 
D16 =D26 =0. 
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The potential energy due to the initial in-plane loads is 

VL = - f f (Nx8~ + N~8~ + Nxy }'~y) dxdy (1.43) 

Area 

where 8~, 8~, and I~y are the mid-plane strains caused by a transverse 
displacement field (w). These are given by [14] 

ow ow 
}'~y = ox oy 

Substituting equations (1.44) into (1.43) results in 

VL = -~ If [Nx(~W)2 + Ny (OO(W)2 +2Nxy ~w ~wJdXdY 
2 oxy . ox oy 

Area 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

Equation (1.45) applies to homogeneous, isotropic plates as well as to 
laminated composites. 

1.3 SHEAR DEFORMATION EFFECTS 

As described at the beginning of section 1.2, classical plate theory is based 
upon the Kirchhoff hypothesis: 'Normals to the mid-plane of the 
undeformed plate remain straight and normal to the mid-plane during 
deformation.' This assumption therefore ignores the transverse shear 
deformation. Consideration of shear deformation results in added 
flexibility, which becomes significant as the plate thickness increases 
relative to its length and width. The shear flexibility is particularly 
important in laminated composites because the moduli of elasticity in 
transverse shear are typically much less than the in-plane moduli. 

The Kirchhoff hypothesis may be relaxed to include shear deformation 
effects by requiring normals to the mid-plane to remain straight during 
plate deformation, but not necessarily normal. Theories based upon this 
assumption are called 'first order shear deformation theories,' and are 
most commonly used in the analysis of thick plates. Higher order theories 
do not require normals to remain straight, but are considerably more 
complicated. 
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A quantitative theory which accurately provides the necessary 
correction for shear deformation has been available for thick beams since 
the 1930s. Generalization of isotropic plate theory to include shear 
deformation was carried out by Reissner [15,16] and Mindlin [17] in the 
1940s and 50s. Subsequently, Ziegler [18] showed for isotropic plates that 
the effects of the in-plane deformation immediately before buckling are of 
the same order of magnitude as, and in some cases even more than, the 
transverse shear deformation. An early monograph treating shear defor
mation effects in anisotropic plates was written by Ambartsumyan [19]. 

In shear deformation plate theory one may express the total slopes of the 
deformed mid surface at a typical point as 

(1.46) 

where t/Jx and t/Jy are the slope changes in the x and y directions (i.e. 
rotations about the y and x axes), respectively, due to bending and CPx and 
cpy are the slope changes due to shear. Shear deformation theory requires a 
solution in terms of three dependent variables, each of which is a function 
of the two independent variables (x, y). The dependent variables are 
typically taken to be wand either t/Jx and t/Jy or CPx and cp", with the remaining 
two variables determined by equation (1.46). The resulting set of 
governing differential equations for isotropic or symmetrically laminated 
plates is of sixth order, which requires specification of three boundary 
conditions per edge. This is in contrast with classical plate theory and with 
beam theory (with or without shear deformation) which only require 
fourth order equations and two boundary conditions per edge. Further 
generalization to unsymmetrical laminates, with the ensuing additional 
coupling between bending and stretching, results in a tenth order set of 
equations, as one finds for thick, isotropic shells. 

A theory for laminated composite plates which is a generalization 
of Mindlin's isotropic, homogeneous shear deformation theory was 
developed by Yang, Norris and Stavsky [20] for the analysis of wave 
propagation. This was extended by Whitney and Pagano [21] to other 
flexural problems. Not requiring the normals to the plate mid-plane to 
remain normal during deformation generalizes equations (1.1) for 
tangential displacements at an arbitrary point in the plate to 

(1.47) 
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where again Uo and Va are displacements of the mid-plane. Thus, the 
bending rotations t/lx and t/ly are independent of w, as discussed previously. 
Moreover, uo, vo, t/lx, t/I,,, and w are all independent functions of x and y. 
Substituting equations (1.47) into the strain-displacement and stress
strain equations of elasticity for the individual layers and integrating over 
the plate thickness as in equations (1.6) and (1.7), one obtains in-plane 
stress resultants (Nx,Ny,Nxy) and moment resultants (Mx,My,Mxy) in the 
form of equation (1.8), where the curvature changes are now given by 

(1.48) 

In the shear deformation theory, the transverse shearing forces per unit 
length (Qx and Qy) are determined by integrating the transverse shear 
stresses (Lxz and Lyz) over the thickness, yielding the additional stiffness 
relationships 

.0.49) 

where the mid-plane slope changes <Px and <Py are expressed in terms of 
t/lx, t/ly, and w through equations (1.46). The factor k is a 'shear· correction 
factor' to account for the fact that shear stresses are not uniform through 
the thickness. For homogeneous, isotropic plates these factors are usually 
taken to be either k = 5/6 = 0.833 [16] or 1[2/12 = 0.822 [17], and these 
values are often used for composite plates as well. 

Substituting the kinematic relations (1.4) and (1.48) into the stiffness 
equations (1.8) and (1.49), and then these into the five equations of neutral 
equilibrium for a plate element in the buckled state arising from equations 
(1.10) and (1.11), one obtains the governing equations for bifurcation 
buckling as [9,21] 

where 

Lll L12 L13 L14 0 
L21 L22 L23 L24 0 
L31 L32 L33 L34 L3S 

L41 L42 L43 L44 L4S 

o 0 LS3 LS4 Lss 

u 
V 

-t/lx 
-t/ly 

w 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

rP 02 02 

Lll =AllCX2+2A16 GXay +A66 ay2 

02 a2 a2 

L22 =A22ay2+2A26axay +A66ax2 

(1.50) 
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a2 ij2 a2 

L 13 = L31 = B11 ~ + 2B16 -;-;:;- + B66~ 
ox 0XOY oy 

02 82 02 

L14 = L41 = L23 = L32 = B1 6;;Z + (B12 + B6 6) ~ + B2 6 ~ 
0X tXty oy 

(1.51a) 

where 

(1.51b) 

For symmetrically laminated plates, BII = 0, therefore from equations 
(1.51a) the L 13 = L3 I! L14 = L41! L23 = L32 and L24 = L42 operators vanish in 
equation (1.50), leaving the first two (which involve in-plane displace
ments) uncoupled from the last three (which involve transverse displace
ments and buckling). For this case then, the governing equations become: 

(1.52) 
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For cross-ply symmetrically laminated plates 0 16 = 0 26 = A45 = 0, equa
tions (1.52) reduce further to 

i?t/J x 02t/J x iPt/J if (OW) 
OIl --;:;--z + 0 66 --;:;--z + (012 + 0 66) ~ + kA55 -,-- t/Jx = 0 ox ey uxuy ox 

02t/Jx 02t/Jx 02t/Jy (ow) 
0 66 ~ + 0 22 --;:;--z + (0 12 + 0 66 ) --;:;-;;- + kA44 --;:;- - t/Jy = 0 

d ~ ~~ ~ 

kAs5~ (~w -t/Jx)+kA44~ (~w -if;y) ex ex ty ey 

02W 02W 02W 
+ Nx --;-.. 2 + 2Nxl/ -;;--;:;- + N" --;-2 = 0 (1.53) 

uX . exoy . uy 

When a buckling analysis is made using energy methods, the strain 
energy of the buckling mode is needed. For symmetric laminates this is [22] 

v = ~ ff [0 (Ot/Jx )2 20 Ot/J. x oif;lj 0 (Ot/Jy)2 
2 11, + 12, , + 22 '" ex ex oy uy 

Area 

+ - -+- + - -+-20 ot/Jx (ot/J x o if; II) 20 ot/Jy (ot/Jx ot/Jy) 
16 ex cy ox 26 ey ey ex 

( et/Jx Ct/Jl/)2 (ow )2 (ow )2 + 0 66 -;- + -:;-.. + kAs, -, - t/Jx + kA44 -, - t/JlJ uy ex . ex oy . 

( OW ) (CW )] + 2kA45 ex - t/Jx oy - t/Jy dxdy (1.54) 

1.4 POSTBUCKLING BEHAVIOUR 

As discussed in section 1.1 above (Fig. 1.1), a linear, bifurcation buckling 
analysis establishes the critical value of loading for a particular plate. 
However, plates are typically capable of carrying considerable additional 
load before the collapse (or crippling, or ultimate) load is reached. In some 
cases this is even several times as much as the critical load, although this 
capability has been found to be less pronounced for laminated composite 
plates than for metal plates. Theoretical analysis of postbuckling 
behaviour of plates is non-linear, even though the transverse 
displacements considered may be only 'moderately large' (i.e. of the order 
of a few times the plate thickness). The initial non-linearity is due to 
additional in-plane strains (and stresses) caused by the transverse 
displacements. Additional geometrical or material non-linearities may 
arise during larger transverse displacements after buckling, but these are 
typically not considered in theoretical postbuckling analyses. 
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An excellent book by Chia [23] is available which provides a complete 
theory for dealing with the large displacement behaviour of laminated 
composite plates, including orthotropic, anisotropic and unsymmetrical 
laminates. However, shear deformation effects are not included. 

After buckling, a plate may undergo transverse displacement which is 
relatively large in comparison with the thickness. In this case the mid
plane strains given by equations (1.4) are generalized to include additional 
terms which account for stretching due to w: 

20 = GUo + ~ (aw)2 
x GX 2 ax 

(1.55) 

The added terms, which contain w, are seen to be non-linear. The curvature 
changes remain related to w by equations (1.5). In using equations (1.55) 
one realizes that they represent a first order correction to the classical linear 
theory, and that the added terms are those deemed the most significant 
corrections. For very large displacements, additional non-linear terms 
would be required in both equations (1.5) and (1.55). 

Substituting equations (1.4), (1.5), (1.8) and (1.55) into equations (1.12), 
and deleting the pressure components px, PY' and q acting along the plate 
surface, the following set of equations of equilibrium ensue [23], expressed 
in terms of displacements: 

[~:: ~:: ~::] {~} = ~~ {~: ::} + ~; {~:21;} + {~ } 
L31 L32 L33 W L13W L23W t/J 

(1.56) 

where the 0 subscripts have been dropped from the displacements, but the 
displacements are understood to refer to the plate mid-plane, and where 
the linear differential operators, L,], are defined by equations (1.21). 
Further, 

[av au ew eWJ ( 82w )2 + -::;-+;;-+-8 -;- L9W - 2(B12- B66) -a ~ ox uy X uyxcy 

+2(B -B ) --- -[ iYwa2w (8 2W )2J 12 66 3x2 ay2 axay (1.57) 
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with 

8Z 8z 82 

L9 = A] 6 --::;---z + 2A6 6 --::;--;::- + AZ 6 --::;---z 
ex cxey cy 

(1.58) 

It is observed that the left-hand side of equation (1. 56) consists of linear 
terms as in the classical bifurcation buckling problem, and that the right
hand side contains only non-linear terms which arise from the in-plane 
stresses caused by the postbuckling deformation. 

Equations (1.56) form an eighth order set of differential equations which 
govern the postbuckling equilibrium shape of a generally laminated (e.g. 
unsymmetrical) composite plate, with transverse shear deformation 
neglected. Certain simplifications are possible for symmetrical laminates. 
In one case, when the plate may be treated as anisotropic (e.g. angle-ply), all 
Bli = 0, which results in L]3 = L 3 ] = LZ3 = L32 = 0, and some simplification 
in equation (1.57). Further, for a plate which may be considered orthotropic 
(e.g. cross-ply) then, in addition, A]6=A26=D]6=D26=0. Detailed 
simplified forms are given by Chia [23]. It is important to note, however, 
that even for symmetric laminates equations (1.56) remain coupled by 
means of the non-linear terms and that a system of eighth order, non
linear, differential equations must be dealt with. 

The non-linear, postbuckling solution differs from the classical, linear 
buckling solution in a fundamental way in that the former results from an 
equilibrium problem, whereas the latter is for an eigenvalue problem. In 
both cases the governing differential equations are homogeneous. 
However, in the latter the boundary conditions are also homogeneous, 
whereas in the former they are not. Moreover, for the postbuckling 
problem either the in-plane stresses or the in-plane displacements are 
prescribed along the edges, and analysis of the postbuckling problem 
typically entails solving for w(x,y) in terms of these edge values. 

Formulation of the postbuckling problem for symmetrical and unsymmet
rica I laminated plates in terms of wand an Airy stress function is also available 
in detail in [23]. In the case of a homogeneous, isotropic plate the equations 
reduce to the well known ones originally derived by von Karman [24]: 

(1.59) 
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Series and Ritz-type buckling 
analyses 

Y. Narita 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

As in other structural analyses, like static bending and vibration analyses, 
series methods applied to the governing differential equations are the basis 
of buckling analysis of plate elements. The series solution gives us useful 
physical insights into the problems and accurate numerical results for the 
buckling loads of plates. The results obtained from the series-type solution, 
therefore, provide good data to compare with those obtained by numerical 
techniques such as finite element analysis. 

On the other hand, the Ritz method has been a well-known appro
ximate method for over a century in classical mechanics [1], and has been 
successfully used mostly in vibration analyses of plates [2]. This 
approach may be considered as a type of series solution, in the sense that 
it may use series expressions for the assumed solution of the problem. 
Unlike direct series-type solutions, however, this series expression is 
truncated at a finite number of terms and incorporated into the total 
potential energy of the plate. Then the variational principle is applied to 
the functional. Instead of applying the variational principle directly, the 
functional is assigned extreme numbers with respect to coefficients in 
the assumed displacement functions which satisfy at least geometric 
boundary conditions. These functions are called the admissible func
tions. For buckling of composite plates, the Ritz method has some 
advantages over the direct series-type solution, which will be explained 
in this chapter. 

Before we go into the details of the series / Ritz-type buckling analysis, 
we limit ourselves to the following problem to avoid duplication with 
other chapters. The problem considered is buckling of laminated plates of 
finite dimension that are thin enough and homogeneous in the plane. The 
plate geometry is limited to a rectangle, but possible extensions to other 
geometries will also be discussed briefly. 
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The plate is made up of a number of layers (plies). Each layer is 
composed of long, straight parallel fibres bonded together by a matrix 
material, and can be considered as a homogeneous, orthotropic material. 
These layers can be laminated in different ways. When the fibre directions 
of adjacent layers are perpendicular, e.g. a plate with fibre angles 
(0°,90°,0°), the plate is called a cross-ply plate. When the principal axes 
(directions of maximum and minimum stiffness) of the cross-ply plate 
coincide with x and y coordinate axes parallel to the edges, the plate is 
usually called an orthotropic plate or a specially orthotropic plate. On the 
other hand, angle-ply laminated plates occur when adjacent layers are 
alternately oriented at angles of + e and - e with respect to the edges. Such 
plates, whose principal axes are not parallel to the edges, are called 
anisotropic plates. 

For the plates explained above, we apply classical lamination theory 
[3,4] to model the elastic behaviour in the thickness direction of the 
laminates and to obtain the equivalent stiffnesses A,I' B" and D'I of 
the plates (Chapter 1).Then, even in the most complicated case presented 
in this chapter, the problem of solving buckling of laminated plates 
reduces to that of anisotropic plates. The laminates are not restricted to 
symmetrical layers and unsymmetrical laminates are also considered in 
the analysis. A significant difference between these two types of laminates 
is that in-plane and out-of-plane displacements (deflection) of the unsym
metrically laminated plate are coupled, whereas only out-of-plane 
displacement is considered for symmetrical laminates. This coupling 
complicates the analysis of the unsymmetrically laminated plates. 

In the plate analysis, the displacement field in the plate is modelled by 
the classical (thin) plate theory [2], thereby using the Kirchhoff hypothesis 
and neglecting the thickness shear [5]. The present theory deals with 
infinitesimal deformation of the plate (linear buckling theory) and the 
effect of large deformation (non-linear buckling, postbuckling) is not 
included. Other complicating effects, e.g. delamination and others 
inherent in laminated composites, are considered in Part Three. Having 
these assumptions given simplifies the three-dimensional plate problem 
into the two-dimensional thin plate model and reduces the analytical work 
to a large extent. 

Besides the points raised above, loading conditions, which cause buck
ling of plates, are essential factors in buckling problems. An assumption is 
made on this point that the plate is subjected to uniform in-plane normal 
forces Nx, Ny and / or shear force Nur Non-uniform in-plane forces may be 
obtained by solving the anisotropic plane elasticity problem, but this is 
beyond the scope of this chapter. 

In section 2.2, differential equations which govern buckling of compos
ite plates are presented, and applications of series-type methods are 
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introduced. Since there exist some difficulties in applying the series-type 
method to general cases, formulations and discussions are given only for 
symmetrically laminated rectangular plates. For this purpose, Fourier series 
methods and the superposition method, which have successively been used 
for solving free vibration problems of isotropic plates, are introduced in this 
section. 

In section 2.3 the Ritz method is introduced in general terms, and 
options for choosing displacement functions from several possibilities are 
discussed. The Ritz method has more advantages over the direct series 
solutions, for it is easier to apply to more general cases (e.g. anisotropic 
plates and unsymmetrical laminates). The energy functional, which is 
required in the Ritz method, is derived and written in non-dimensional 
form in section 2.4. 

In section 2.5 the Ritz approach is practically applied to the functional; 
linear simultaneous equations are formulated which contain eigenvalues 
(non-dimensional parameters representing the buckling loads). These buck
ling equations are written for some typical in-plane loading conditions, 
which affect considerably the buckling behaviour. Based on the equations, 
numerical results are given in section 2.6 to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
this method. Convergence studies are conducted by taking more terms in 
the displacement functions, in order to examine the effect of using different 
displacement functions. 

In section 2.7, extensions of the Ritz method to other plate geometries and 
plates with various constraints are discussed. The last section, 2.8, 
summarizes the chapter, gives some suggestions and describes the future 
scope of the series fRitz-type analyses in composite plate buckling problems. 

2.2 SERIES-TYPE METHODS AND THEIR APPLICA nONS 
TO COMPOSITE PLATE BUCKLING 

As compared with the number of reports on the Ritz method analysis of 
composite plates discussed later, the number of technical papers using 
series-type solutions for the problem is quite limited, owing to the 
difficulty of applying the method. The discussion in this section applies 
only to symmetrically laminated plates. 

Consider a rectangular plate of dimensions a x b x h shown in 
Figure 2.1. For symmetrical laminates, the coupling of in-plane and out
of-plane displacements of the plate does not exist, and both displacements 
become separable. The buckling problem is therefore analysed by the 
uncoupled anisotropic plate theory for symmetrical general laminates, 
and as a special case, by the uncoupled orthotropic plate theory for the 
symmetrical cross-ply laminates with the principal axes parallel to 
the edges. 
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Fig. 2.1 Laminated rectangular plate subjected to in-plane loads and coordinate 
conventions. 

The governing differential equation of elastic buckling for an anisotropic 
plate is given [3, 4, 6] in terms of deflected shapes w(x, y) by 

84w 84w ~w 04W 
Dll ox4 +4Dl6 o.0oy +2(DI2+ 2D66) ox2ay2 +4D26 ax8y3 

84w 82w 82w a2w 
+ D22 8y4 = Nx 8x2 + 2Nxy 8x8y + Ny 8y2 (2.1) 

where Nx and Ny are in-plane normal forces in x and y directions, 
respectively, and Nxy is the shear force, as shown in Figure 2.1. The Dij are 
the bending stiffnesses over the total plate thickness h, as defined in 
Chapter 1. In equation (2.1), the existence of Dl6 and D26 terms involving 
odd order derivatives in x and y makes deriving analytical solutions, 
specifically direct series-type solutions, difficult. One may resort to a 
practical approach and ignore the Dl 6 and D26 terms in the equation. But 
this approach should be abandoned, because, as pointed out by Jones [4], 
even small Dl 6 and D26 may cause significantly different results from those 
cases in which Dl 6 and D26 are strictly zero. 

For the orthotropic case (i.e. plates whose principal material axes are 
parallel to the edges), there is no coupling between bending and twisting 
and the stiffnesses Dl6 and D26 become zero. (Note that this coupling is 
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different from that of in-plane and out-of-plane displacements for un
symmetrical laminates, as stated above.) Then equation (2.1) becomes 

a4w a4w a4w a2w a2w a2w 
OIl OX4 + 2(012 + 2066 ) ox2ay2 + 0 22 oy4 = N x ax2 + 2Nxy oxoy + Ny oy2 

(2.2) 

There exist exact solutions for this equation for rectangular plates having 
specific boundary conditions and loading conditions. For example, closed 
form solutions are derivable for orthotropic rectangular plates with a pair 
of opposite edges simply supported subjected to uniform normal loads [6]. 
For orthotropic plates with other boundary conditions, such as a totally 
clamped plate which is an important practical problem, closed form exact 
solutions may be impossible. Furthermore, there are a variety of in-plane 
loading conditions which complicate formulations of the eigenvalue 
buckling equations, whereas in the free vibration problem the mass matrix 
is uniquely defined in the equations. 

In spite of the aforementioned difficulties, it is still possible to derive 
series-type analytical solutions for the problem. The process of series-type 
methods in general is to start with assuming series expressions 

x 

w(x,y) = L AmiXm(x,y) (2.3) 
m=l 

where Am are unknown coefficients. Expression (2.3) is substituted into the 
differential equation (2.1) or (2.2), and the coefficients are determined by 
constraint (boundary) conditions with the help of some mathematical 
characteristics such as orthogonality of functions iXm(X, y). The infinite 
series (2.3) is, of course, truncated to a finite number of terms in numerical 
calculation of the buckling loads. 

Among series-type approaches that may solve equation (2.1) directly, 
representative works are those by Whitney [7,8] who used a Fourier series 
method. He assumed a solution to equation (2.1) as 

w(X, Y) = WI (X, Y) + W2(X, Y) (2.4) 

where WI(X, Y) and wz(X, Y) satisfy independently prescribed boundary 
conditions, and are given by the double Fourier series 

x x mnX nnY 
WI(X, Y) = m~ln~1 Amn sin-a- sin-b- (2.5a) 

x x mnX nnY 
W2(X, Y) = m~o n~o Bmncos-a- cos-b- (2.5b) 

For clamped plates, for example, the assumed solutions (2.4) are not 
necessarily valid along the boundary. Hence, after expanding the higher 
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order derivatives in equation (2.1) into cosine-sine series to meet the 
requirements, a set of linear equations involving eigenvalues are obtained 
with respect to the coefficients A mn, Bmn and others. Critical buckling loads 
of a clamped square plate under biaxial compression thus obtained have 
been reported [7]. The comparison with Ritz solutions [9] shows that the 
present series-type solution yields slightly lower values than the Ritz 
results which give upper bounds. The discrepancy becomes greater as the 
degree of anisotropy increases, and the maximum difference is 1.7% for 
highly anisotropic materials of E1 / E2 = 50. 

For orthotropic rectangular plates, since exact solutions are derivable for 
six combinations of the classical boundary conditions under normal in
plane loads, our concern is directed at solving problems of orthotropic 
plates having other boundary conditions, such as clamped plates. In spite 
of relative simplicity, namely that this problem is a reduction from the 
anisotropic case by omitting the D16 and D26 terms in equation (2.1), 
relatively few papers are found which present series-type solutions for 
buckling problems. As a special case of the series-type approach explained 
above [7, 8], the Fourier series solution may be applicable, which was 
demonstrated for a vibration problem [10]. 

A similar series-type method, called the method of superposition, is 
introduced next to deal with this problem. The method has been 
successfully used for analysing vibration of isotropic rectangular plates 
with various boundary conditions [11,12]. In this approach, the plate 
region is expressed by a superposition of two or more building blocks of 
equal size, and in each block an exact series solution is assumed that 
satisfies the constraint conditions along the boundaries of the block. The 
boundary conditions of the plate are satisfied exactly, after combining 
these block solutions, if the infinite number of terms is retained. 

For example, consider an orthotropic rectangular plate clamped along 
its edges. Since a rectangular plate has two geometrically symmetrical axes 
and the principal material axes are assumed to be parallel to the edges, the 
buckling mode shapes of the plate fall into four mode patterns, such as 
doubly symmetrical modes about the X and Y axes (denoted by SS), 
doubly antisymmetrical modes (AA), and modes symmetrical about one 
axis and antisymmetrical about the other (SA or AS). The formulation is 
carried out for each mode class in the quarter plane. The analytical 
procedure for the SS mode is briefly explained in the following. The choice of 
the SS mode is also physically meaningful, because the lowest eigenvalue 
(buckling load) is of practical interest and the critical buckling usually takes 
place in the lowest SS mode for plates with moderate aspect ratios and 
orthotropy. Of course, one should keep in mind that, precisely speaking, it 
depends on plate dimensions, degree of orthotropy and loading conditions. 

For the SS mode, a quarter plane of the plate is decomposed into two 
building blocks shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.2. Two solutions 
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Fig. 2.2 Building blocks for the doubly symmetrical deformation mode of fully 
clamped plates, used in the method of superposition. 

Wj(X, Y) and wiX, Y) are assumed in the first and second building blocks, 
respectively. In the first block, the vertical edge reaction and slope normal to 
the block edges are to be zero along the symmetrical axes, and are indicated 
by small circles in the figure. The remaining two edges of the block are 
simply supported, with bending moment M j (X) distributed along Y = O. In 
the second block, the constraints are different only in that a bending moment 
MiY) is distributed along the edges X = O. In each block, by assuming one of 
the Levy type solutions (note that each block is introduced so that the Levy 
type solutions are applicable), for example, 

(2.6) 

in the first block, the problem of seeking two dimensional solutions Wj (X, Y) 
then reduces to that for ordinary differential equations in terms of Y m(Y)' A 
similar process is followed for wiX, Y), and two solutions are superposed to 
meet the plate boundary conditions. This highly accurate method can be 
extended to other boundary conditions such as cantilever plates [13] and 
others [12]. In spite of this potential possibility of extension, no papers are found 
that actually extend the superposition method to buckling of composite plates. 

The two similar approaches introduced in this section are exact in the 
sense that the solutions satisfy the differential equations, and boundary 
conditions if an infinite number of terms are retained, and can be truncated 
to obtain any desired degree of accuracy. For this reason, such series-type 
methods are still quite important approaches in buckling analysis of 
composite plates. 

2.3 RITZ METHOD 

The Ritz method is one of the most useful approximate methods in 
structural mechanics that are based on the variational principle. Direct ap
plication of the variational principle to the functional yields the governing 
differential equations and accompanying boundary conditions of the 
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problem. But, instead of following this process, the Ritz method intro
duces approximate displacement fields to express the total potential 
energy, such as 

[ 

U[= L PIct.I(X,y,Z) 
1=0 

K 

VK = L Qk CXk(X, y, z) 
k=O 

M 

WM = L Rmct.m(x,y,z) 
m = 0 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

where the U[, VK and WM are approximate expressions of displacements in 
the x, y and z directions, respectively, PlI Qk and Rm are unknown co
efficients, and cxlx,y,Z),CXk(X,y,Z) and cxm(x,y,z) are continuous functions 
chosen to satisfy, at least, the geometrical boundary conditions prescribed 
on the boundaries. Substitution of equations (2.7) into the total potential 
energy gives the functional written in terms of displacement fields. In the 
Ritz method, the coefficients Pi' Qk and Rm in equations (2.7) are deter
mined so that the functional is minimized in the fields. These coefficients 
are sometimes called Ritz coefficients. If the functions cx,(x,y,z), ct.k(X,y,Z) 
and (Xn,(x, y, z) are mathematically complete, the expressions (2.7) converge 
to the desired accuracy as the number of terms I, K and M go to infinity. Or 
even if they are not complete, accurate numerical results may be obtained 
by using a number of reasonably chosen functions. 

In buckling problems of plates subjected to in-plane forces, the total 
potential energy is the sum of strain energy V and load potential VL• 

(2.8) 

This functional expressed in terms of displacements Ult VK and WM is 
extremized with respect to the coefficients as 

aF of of 
ap, = 0, aQk = 0, aRm = ° (2.9a-c) 

(i = 0, 1, 2, ... , I; k = 0, 1,2, ... , K; m = 0, 1,2, ... ,M) 

This minimizing process yields a set of simultaneous, linear equations in 
the unknown coefficients PI' Q k and R m' The eigenvalues (buckling loads in 
the present problem) are roots of the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
in the equations, all of which are upper bounds to the exact values. The 
matrix size depends on the number of terms used in the displacements 
(2.7). The lowest of the eigenvalues is the critical buckling load, which has 
the greatest practical interest. The process set out above is applicable to 
arbitrary loading conditions. 
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The accuracy of numerical results in the Ritz method largely depends 
upon the choice of the displacement functions all ak, and am in equations 
(2.7). Even when the series is mathematically complete, the series cannot 
have an infinite number of terms in actual numerical computations, and 
must be truncated to a finite number of terms. From an engineering point 
of view, it is more important to use the series, wherein the first few terms 
can approximate closely the physical reality of the buckling deformation. 
Thus, the choice of the admissible functions is important in the Ritz 
buckling analysis, as well as in vibration problems. 

As mentioned, the displacement functions must satisfy at least the geo
metrical boundary conditions, namely, the displacement and the slope are 
to be satisfied at the edges of plates. It is needless to say that the satisfaction 
of the natural boundary conditions, i.e. conditions on moments and shear 
forces, is more desirable, but not required only to minimize the total 
potential energy [14]. 

There are various ways to make functions satisfy given boundary 
conditions. One possible way is to introduce the function 

j j 

Uj = I Pia, = Poao + I PIal (2.10) 
,=0 ,= 1 

where ao is a function that satisfies the boundary condition, and a, are 
functions that vanish on the boundary. But this is not often used for plate 
problems. 

A more frequently used option is to employ the series 

j 

Uj= IP,a, (2.11) 
,=0 

where each term ai(i = 0,1,2, ... , 1) satisfies the boundary conditions. For 
two-dimensional plate problems, displacements (mode shapes of plates) 
are assumed quite often to be the products of two sets of functions X(x) and 
Y(y). In particular, beam functions (also called 'beam eigenfunctions' or 
'beam characteristic functions'), which are exact solutions for vibrating 
beams, have been frequently used for plate problems [2,9,15]. The beam 
functions give accurate numerical results for vibration of plates, but Leissa 
[6] points out that they should be less accurate for plate buckling, because 
the beam buckling mode shapes are somewhat different from the beam 
vibration mode shapes, except for simply supported cases. The use of 
beam eigenfunctions has advantages in that they are orthogonal functions, 
and simplifies the eigenvalue problem by reducing the initial stress matrix 
(i.e. matrix multiplied to eigenvalues in the buckling equation) to a 
diagonal matrix. 

Another choice of orthogonal functions is to use orthogonal polynomials 
[16,17]. The higher order functions, all are successively generated by using 
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the Gram-Schmidt normalizing process, starting with a first polynomial 
that satisfies the geometrical boundary conditions. It has been shown that 
the displacement is equally represented by both orthogonal polynomials 
and beam functions, whereas the orthogonal polynomials give a much 
better approximation for bending moment and shear force [17]. 

Spline functions can be used in the Ritz method to represent mode 
shapes. The use of spline functions for sectorial beams gives accurate 
estimates for vibration frequencies of plates with curved edges, such as 
sectorial [18] and circular plates [19], but is not often used partly because of 
cumbersome calculations of the integrals. 

The geometrical boundary conditions are also satisfied by multiplying r:t, 
by a specific function [3 so that 

(2.12) 

where [3 is a function that constrains u/ to meet the prescribed geometrical 
boundary condition. In this case, equation (2.12) generally does not form 
orthogonal sets of functions, unless one uses the orthogonal polynomial 
approach above. As seen in section 2.6, however, this constrained function 
(2.12) can yield rather accurate numerical results in the Ritz method with 
the proper choice of r:t, and [3. 

2.4 THE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL USED IN THE RITZ METHOD 

The Ritz method is a type of energy method, which requires the energy 
functional in the formulation. As described in Chapter 1, the strain energy 
of laminated plates is given in matrix form as 

v = ~ ff {~-}T~+-~l{-~-} dArea (2.13) 

where 

f8} = ~ avo CUo + avo r ~ ~ ~ r 
t ex cy cy ax 

(2.14) 

f K 1. = _ c Wo _ ~ _ 2 C Wo {~2 c2 ~2 r 
1 J ax2 cy2 cxcy 

(2.15) 

[A" A12 A,,] [B" B12 
B"] [A] = A12 A22 A26 , [B] = B12 B22 B26 (2.16a, b) 

A 16 A26 A66 B16 B26 B66 

[D" 0 12 D"] [0] = 0 12 0 22 0 26 (2.16c) 
0 16 0 26 0 66 
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where Uo and Vo are in-plane displacements of a point in the midplane in the 
x and y directions, respectively, and Wo is the out-of-plane displacement 
(deflection). A,], Bij and D'j are the stiffnesses over the total thickness of the 
laminated plate, as defined in Chapter l. 

The strain energy (2.13) is also written in the form of the sum of various 
types of energy as 

v = Vs + VBS + VB (2.17) 

where Vs, VBS and VB are the strain energies due to stretching, bending
stretching coupling and bending, respectively, and are given by 

Vs = ~ ff{B}T[A]{B} dArea (2.18) 

VBS = ~ ff({Kf[B]{B} + {Bf [B]{K} )dArea (2.19) 

VB=~ff{Kf[D]{K}dArea (2.20) 

The potential energy due to the applied in-plane forces in Figure 2.1 is 

VL = ~ II {y}T[N]{y} dArea (2.21) 

where 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The directions of the positive normal and shear forces follow the usual sign 
convention in the theory of elasticity [20]. The total potential energy is the 
sum of equations (2.17) and (2.21) 

(2.24) 

For simplicity of the analysis and computer programming, it is conveni
ent in the formulation to use non-dimensional quantities to derive eigen
value equations for buckling, and the following parameters are introduced: 

¢ = x/(a/2), y/ = y/(b/2) : non-dimensional coordinates 

u = uo/h, v = vo/h, w = wo/h: non-dimensional displacements 

rx = alb, {3 = a/h : aspect and thickness ratios (2.25) 

where a, band h are the dimensions shown in Figure 2.l. 
Defining partial derivatives in ¢ and Y/ as 

( )'=o( )/o¢, ( )"=o( )/oy/ (2.26a) 
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and therefore for higher derivatives 

)"=c 2( )/C~2, ( )""=c2( )/01]2, 

)"'=c 2( )/C~OI] 

the functional F is rewritten in non-dimensional form as 

where 

F* = (cl.{32/D )F = V* - 2V* + 4 V* - V* o 5 BS B L 

V~ = ~ f f [all U'2 + a22 a2v· 2 + a66 (au' + V')2 

+ 2a 12 au'v' + 2a16 u'(au' + v') 

+ 2a26 aV'(au' + v')] d~dl] 

V;S = ~ f f[2b 11 u'w" + 2b22 a3 v· W" + 4b66 a(au' + v')W" 

+ 2b12 a(au'w" + v·w") + 2b16 {2au'w" + ((XU' + v')w"} 

+ 2b2 6 a2{2v'w" + (:xu' + v') w .. }] d~ dl] 

V;= ~ f f[d 11 W"2 + d22 a4 w .. 2 + 4d66 :x 2W·'2 

+ 2d 12 a2w" W" + 4d16 :xW"W" 

(2.26b) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

and the non-dimensional stiffnesses and in-plane loads are 

a'J=(a2/Do)AJ' b'J=(a/Do)B'J' d'J = (l/Do)D'J (i,j=l,2,6) (2.32) 

Ax = - (a2 / Do) NXI ;'1/ = - (a 2/ Do) N x, AXI/ = - (a2/ Do)Nxy (2.33) 

In equations (2.32) and (2.33), Do is a reference stiffness defined as 

(2.34) 

where Eo is a reference elastic modulus. As shown in Figure 2.1, 'I' is an 
axis in the fibre direction of a layer, and '2' is an axis perpendicular to the 
I-axis in the plane. V1l! V21 are Poisson's ratios between the two axes. In the 
numerical examples presented later, Eo is taken as Eo = E1• It is desirable to 
use Do in A rather than, for instance 0 1 11 because Do is independent of the 
laminate stacking sequence. Thus, changes in I. due to different numbers of 
layers or different fibre orientation angles for plates having the same 
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material and size (a x b x h) indicate directly the changes in the in-plane 
(buckling) loads. 

2.5 APPLICATION OF THE RITZ METHOD TO COMPOSITE 
PLATE BUCKLING 

Once the energy functional is derived for the laminated plate, the next step 
in the Ritz method is to introduce displacement functions, and find the 
extremes of the functional with respect to unknown coefficients. These 
functions are expressed typically for plate problems in series form 

I J 

u(~,I)= L L p'JX'(~)YJ(I) (2.35a) 
'=OJ=O 

K L 

V((,I) = L L QklXk(OY/(I) (2.35b) 
k=O/=O 

M N 

W((,I) = L L RmnXmWYn(l) (2.35c) 
m=On=O 

where P'JI Qk/ and Rmn are unknown coefficients. Each displacement (u, v 
and w) is expressed as a double series which satisfies the geometrical 
boundary conditions. It physically means that the plate buckles in a shape 
which must satisfy the constraint conditions, prescribed by equations 
(2.35), for displacement and/ or slope along the edges. 

Equations (2.35) are substituted into equations (2.27) to (2.31), and the 
function which contains the squares of coefficients of PIJI Qk/ and Rmn is 
extremised, with respect to the coefficients, as 

aF* 
- = 0 ([ = 0,1, ... , I; J = 0,1, ... , J) 
oP" I] 

aF* 
- = 0 (k = 0,1, ... , K;l = 0,1, ... , L) 
aQH 

aF* 
- = 0 (m = 0, I, ... , M; it = 0, I, ... , N) 
aRm" 

(2.36a) 

(2.36b) 

(2.36c) 

This process yields an eigenvalue problem, which is a set of simultaneous, 
linear equations in the unknowns p'J' Qk/ and Rmn- The size of the square 
matrix in the resulting equations is given by [(I + 1) (J + 1) + (K + 1) 
(L + 1) + (M + 1) (N + 1)]. These equations are 

(2.37) 
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where 

and 
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+ a 'X [I(OllO) + r lO(1 )]) , ~ 
16 Il II 

K L 
K, = " "(a 'XI(1001) + a 'XI(OllO) 

krlJ L.. L.. 6 6 1 2 
k=OI=O 

M N 
K ,= - 2 " "(b I(21110) + 2b 'X2 I(10ll) + b'X2 I(0120) 

min! L L 1 1 66 12 
m=Oll=O 

+ b 'X [2I(1110) + I(2001)] + b 'X 3 I(D021)) ~ ~ 
16 26 nlln! 

K L 

K ="" (a 'X2 I(OOll) + a I(1100) 
kkff L.. L.. 22 66 

k=OI=O 

M N 

K= -2" "(b 'X 3 I(0021)+2b 'XI(1ll0)+b d(2001) 
mknl L.. L.. 22 66 1 2 

111 =0 n =0 

M N 

K ~ = 4" "(d I(2200) + d 'X4 I(0022) + 4d 'X2 I(1111) 
mnmlI L L 1 1 2 2 6 6 

m=OH=O 

for I. = I. x 

for A = )~}' 

for A = Axy 

(2.38a) 

(2.38b) 

(2.38c) 

(2.38d) 

(2.38e) 

(2.38f) 

(2.39) 

The I's in equations (2.38) and (2.39) are the definite integrals, defined by 

(2.40) 
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For a rectangular plate, 

where 

fl 8(1') X (c) 8(q) X ·(c) 
-I-.(rq) - I • I - d Y 

'V" - ~ Y(p) ~ Y(q) ( 
-1 O( O( 

(2.41) 

This definite integral may be calculated either exactly or by various 
numerical integration techniques. The use of numerical integration 
naturally takes more time in the computation. 

Since various algebraic procedures, manipulations and practices are 
required to reach an eigenvalue equation (2.37) from the Ritz minimizing 
equation (2.36), this process is explained below, taking only the very first 
term in equation (2.27) as an example. Substitution of equation (2.35a) into 
(2.27) yields 

F* = V~ .. · = ~ ff[a 11 U'2] d(d1] + ... 

= ~ f f[a 11 {t}t PII X;(()Y/1]) fJ d(d1] + ... (2.42) 

Application of equation (2.36a) to (2.42) for some specific I and j gives 

x a~.-{t t PIJ X/(()Y}(1])}]d(d1]+'" 
II I-O}-O 

= ~ ff [a I1 2{tlto PljX/ (() YM)} 

x {X;(()Yj(1])}Jd~d1]+'" 

= tJo all { f f Xi (() Xi (() YJ (1]) Yj (1]) d(d1]} PI} 

1 J 

= I I all If}Jf)'PII for some I and J (2.43) 
I=O}=O 

As seen in equation (2.37), the determinant size to be solved depends on 
the number of terms [(I + 1) (J + 1) + (K + 1) (L + 1) + (M + l)(N + 1)] in 
the displacements (2.35). The eigenvalues (buckling loads) are the roots of 
the determinant of this coefficient matrix, all of which are upper bounds 
to the exact values. The lowest of the eigenvalues is the critical buckling 
load. The mode shape corresponding to any buckling load is found by 
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substituting that eigenvalue into any [(1 + 1) (J + 1) + (K + 1) (L + 1) + 
(M + 1) (N + 1) -1] equations in (2.37) and solving for the eigenvector 
{PljQkIRmn}/Pjj. 

For laminates which are symmetrical about their midplanes the coup
ling stiffnesses Blj are all zero, and the buckling eigenvalue problem (2.37) 
reduces to solving 

(2.44) 
The above process is valid for arbitrary loading conditions, but it is more 

convenient to rewrite Lmm"n' depending on types of loading conditions of 
practical importance. In the numerical results presented in the following 
section, five types of in-plane loading conditions are considered, as shown 
in Figure 2.3(a-e). The redefined buckling parameters), and correspond
ing matrix element L mm"" in (2.39), suitable for each type of loading, are 
given as follows. 

Case (1) uniaxial loading (Nx i= 0, Ny = N xy = 0) 

(2.4Sa) 

M N 

Lm"m" = L L I~jk~i (2.46a) 
m =0" =0 

(a) (b) (e) 

--

-- Edge (2) 

(d) (e) (/) 

Fig. 2.3 In-plane loading conditions considered: (a) uniaxial, (b) biaxial, (c) com
pression-tension, (d) positive pure shear, (e) negative pure shear, (f) edge number
ing system. 
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Case (2) biaxial, equal in both directions (Nx = Ny -# O,NXlI = 0) 

AB = Ax = - (a 2 /Do)Nx = - (a 2 /Do) Ny 
M N 

L __ = " "(1(1100) + rx21(0011) __ 
mmnn L. i..J mmnn 

m=On=O 

Case (3) compression-tension (Nx = - Ny -# 0, Nxy = 0) 

AcT = Ax = - (a 2 /Do)Nx 
M N 

L __ = " "(1(1100) _ rx21(0011) __ 
mmnn ~ L... mmnn 

m=On=O 

Case (4) positive pure shear (Nx = Ny = 0, N xy is positive) 

Aps = - Axy = (a 2/Do)Nxy 
M N 

L _ _ = " "rx(1(0110) + 1(1001) _ _ 
mmnn L. L... mmnn 

m =0 n =0 

Case (5) negative pure shear (Nx = Ny = 0, N xy is negative) 

ANS = Axy = - (a2/Do)Nxy 
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(2.45b) 

(2.46b) 

(2.45c) 

(2.46c) 

(2.45d) 

(2.46d) 

(2.45e) 

Since the signs of the N's are in accordance with the usual convention of 
elasticity theory [20], positive Au and AB (i.e. negative Nx and Ny) in Cases (1) 
and (2) indicate that the plate is in compression. Positive Aps means that the 
plate buckles by positive shear forces in the directions shown in Figure 2.3 
(d). For the calculation of ANs, one may use (2.46d) and obtain results just by 
replacing e with - e for each layer. 

2.6 NUMERICAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE RITZ METHOD 

In this section, numerical examples are calculated by the Ritz method 
developed in the previous sections, and critical buckling parameters A 
defined in equations (2.45a-e) are presented to discuss the accuracy and 
effectiveness of the method. The computation is carried out in double 
precision arithmetic. Results are given for symmetrically laminated, cross
ply and angle-ply plates. Owing to the uncoupling effect, the buckling 
equation (2.44), obtained by excluding displacement functions (2.35a) and 
(2.35b) from equation (2.37), was used to calculate eigenvalues. Composite 
plates made of the two materials are considered, and representative elastic 
moduli for layers made of these materials are listed in Table 2.1, as taken 
from Ref. [5]. It is seen that E-glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy materials 
are moderately and strongly orthotropic layers (E1/E2 = 2.45 and 15.4), 
respectively. 

As explained in section 2.3, there are several possibilities for the dis
placement functions. Since the most widely used functions in the Ritz 
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Table 2.1 Material properties for the composite plates studied 

Material E) E2 C12 "12 EdE2 
(CPa) (CPa) (CPa) 

E-glass / epoxy 60.7 24.8 12.0 0.23 2.45 
Graphite/ epoxy 138 8.96 7.1 0.30 15.4 

Reproduced from Vinson, J. R. and Sierakowski, R. L. The Behaviour of Structures Composed of 
Composite Materials; published by Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 1986. 

method are the beam functions, results are first shown for cases when one 
uses the beam functions for Xm(~) and Y,,('1) in equations (2.3Sc). For 
example, mode shapes are represented by the product of the trigonometric 
functions Xm(X) = sin(mnX/a) and Y,,(Y) = sin(nnY /b): 

M j\.l 

w(X, Y) = I I Rmnsin(mnX/a) sin(nnY /b) (2.47) 
m=l II =1 

for a simply supported plate whose edges are located along X = 0, a and 
Y = 0, b in Figure 2.1. This function is an exact solution for the orthotropic 
rectangular plate. 

In the calculation by the Ritz method, a suitable number of terms in the 
displacement functions (2.3S), or (2.47) in the present simply supported 
plate, must be determined in order to obtain sufficiently accurate results. 
For the present beam function, the convergence study is summarized in 
Table 2.2, taken from Ref. [IS], where results are presented for single
layer (8 = 30°) and three-layer (8 = 30", - 30=,30°) square plates subject
ed to five types of loading conditions, Cases (l)-(S). Critical values of 
the non-dimensional buckling parameters A are defined in equations 
(2.4Sa-e). 

In Table 2.2, results are given for four sizes of solution: M x N (number 
of terms used in the X and Y directions, respectively) = 6 x 6,8 x 8,10 x 10 
and 12 x 12. These solutions result in eigenvalue determinants of order 
36,64,100 and 144, respectively. It is found in the table that M x N = 6 x 6 
terms (36 degrees of freedom) of the series are insufficient, and an error of 
4.5% in Au is observed relative to the 12 x 12 solution for graphite/ epoxy 
single-layer plates. It is also obvious that less rapid convergence of the 
buckling parameters occurs for the strongly orthotropic, graphite/ epoxy 
material. However, no significant difference in convergence rates is seen 
among the various five loading conditions, or between the single-layer and 
three-layer solutions. These results may indicate that at least 100 degrees of 
freedom (M x N = 10 x 10) in the product of beam functions (2.47) are 
necessary to obtain reasonably accurate results. 
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Table 2.2 Convergence of buckling parameters ), of simply supported square 
plates, calculated by use of beam functions (2.47) 

MxN Au i, B /'CT I, PS I, NS 

E-glass / epoxy 

Single-layer: @ = 30" 

6x6 25.29 12-65 58.66 4439 78.05 
8x8 25.23 12.62 58.55 44.15 78.04 

10 x 10 25.20 12.60 58.49 44.04 78.02 
12 x 12 25.17 12.59 58.45 43.98 78.00 

Three-Iayer:@ = 308
, - 30c , 30' 

6x6 25.50 12.75 59.05 45.73 76.88 
8x8 25.45 12.73 58.95 45.51 76.87 

lOxlO 25.42 12.71 58.90 45.41 76.86 
12 x 12 25.40 12.70 58.87 45.35 76.86 

Graphite / epoxy 

Single-Iayer:@ = 30' 

6x6 12.85 6.314 36.94 12.36 67.41 
8x8 12.58 6.184 36.52 12.09 67.22 

10 x 10 12.41 6.103 36.28 11.94 67.04 
12 x 12 12.29 6,046 36.12 11.84 66.90 

Three-layer:B = 30c , - 30', 30c 

6x6 14.01 6.932 38.98 15,05 65.70 
8x8 13.78 6.821 38.63 14.79 65.56 

lOx 10 13.63 6.752 38.42 14.64 65.42 
12 x 12 13.53 6.703 38.29 14.55 65.30 

Reproduced from Narita, Y. and Leissa, A. W. International Journal of Mechanical Science, 1990. 

Next, displacement functions of the type (2.12) are introduced and 
modified for the two-dimensional plate problem: 

M N 

w(~, Yf) = I I ROl"CiOl(Of3(O Cin(Yf)f3(Yf) (2.48) 
m=O'l=Q 

where Ciol(~) is a power of order m, Cirn(~) = ~ol, and f3(~) = (~ + l)Bl (~ - 1)B3 is 
a function that identically satisfies the geometrical boundary conditions of 
w(~, Yf) along edges ~ = -1 and 1, depending upon the integer powers B1 
and B3• A similar definition is made for Cin(Yf) and f3(Yf). In the general case, 
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they are written for the three displacements (2.35a-c), 

I J 
u(~,Yf) = I IP,) ~'(~ + l)Bl (~-1)B3YfI(Yf + 1)B2 (Yf _1)B4 

,=01=0 

K L 

v(~,Yf) = I IQkl/(~ + l)Bl (~_1)B3YfI(Yf + 1)B2 (Yf _1)B4 
k=OI=O -

M N 

w(~, Yf) = I I Rmtl ~m(~ + l)Bl (~_1)B3 Yf"(Yf + 1)B2 (Yf _1)B4 
m =0 n =0 

(2.49a) 

(2.49b) 

(2.49c) 

where, in each displacement, B), B2, B3 and B4 are boundary indices [21,22] 
such that each function satisfies the geometrical boundary conditions 
along edge 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, shown in Figure 2.3(f). The use of 
these indices is explained in Table 2.3. The functions (2.49) make it possible 
to accommodate any combination of classical boundary conditions along 
the four edges in the Ritz analysis. From the viewpoints of analysis and 
computer programming, they have advantages in that the definite 
integrals, which appear in the buckling equations (2.37), are easily 
evaluated in an exact manner. Since equations (2.49) are not orthogonal 
functions, the Lmlfmn in the initial stress matrix (2.39) becomes a dense matrix 
with non-zero off-diagonal elements. But in general the eigenvalues 
may be sought without any serious difficulty by determinant search 
techniques. The uncoupled problem (2.44) is more easily solved as the 
standard eigenvalue problem with the help of numerical decomposition 
techniques. 

Table 2.4 presents a similar convergence study to that given in Table 2.2, 
for simply supported single-layer and three-layer square plates, except 
that the displacement function (2.49c) is used instead of the beam function 
(2.47). The boundary indices are taken as B) = B2 = B3 = B4 = 1 to give geo
metrical boundary conditions of simple support along all edges. Solutions 
are given for four sizes: M x N = 4 x 4,6 x 6,8 x 8 and 10 x 10. The 12 x 12 
solution was unable to yield results in double precision arithmetic owing 
to numerical instability. In Table 2.4, similar observations can be made, as 

Table 2.3 Boundary indices BIf for displacements u, v and w (subscript i takes 
values of 1,2,3 and 4 for the corresponding edges shown in Figure 2.3(f)) 

In-plane displacements 
U((, 1]), v((, 1]) 

Out-of-plane displacements 
w((,I]) 

o 
free 

free 

Boundary index, B, 

2 

constrained 

simply supported clamped 
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Table 2.4 Convergence of buckling parameters A of simply supported square 
plates, calculated by use of the constrained polynomials (2.49c) 

MxN Au }'B )·CT },ps ANS 

E-glass-epoxy 

Single-Iayer:l:l = 30° 

4x4 25.07 12.54 58.80 46.76 81.86 
6x6 25.04 12.52 58.28 43.76 77.85 
8x8 25.04 12.52 58.27 43.73 77.79 

lOxlO 25.03 12.52 58.26 43.73 77.79 

Three-Iayer:l:l = 30°, - 30°,30° 

4x4 25.31 12.66 59.19 48.17 80.68 
6x6 25.29 12.64 58.72 45.16 76.72 
8x8 25.28 12.64 58.71 45.13 76.66 

lOxlO 25.28 12.64 58.70 45.13 76.66 

Graphite-epoxy 

Single-layer:l:l = 30° 

4x4 12.00 5.952 37.76 13.84 69.73 
6x6 11.70 5.762 35.45 11.43 65.99 
8x8 11.61 5.723 35.30 11.30 65.83 

10 x 10 11.57 5.702 35.26 11.27 65.82 

Three-Iayer:l:l = 30°, - 30°,30° 

4x4 13.23 6.581 39.43 16.38 68.17 
6x6 13.04 6.461 37.69 14.14 64.56 
8x8 12.97 6.432 37.60 14.04 64.42 

lOxlO 12.94 6.417 37.57 14.02 64.41 

in Table 2.2, about the convergence rates which depend on the materials, 
loading types and layer stacking conditions. The comparison of results in 
Tables 2.2 and 2.4 shows that the values obtained with the polynomial 
(Table 2.4) are all lower than those with the beam function (Table 2.2) for 
the same number of terms. For example, there is 0.7% difference between 
Au = 25.03 and Au = 25.20 (in Tables 2.4 and 2.2, respectively) for the 10 x 10 
solutions of E-glass/epoxy single-layer plates, and the difference is more 
significant, 7.3%, for Au = 11.57 and 12.41 for graphite/epoxy plates. 

As is well known, the Ritz method with geometrically admissible 
functions, such as equations (2.47) and (2.49), always gives upper bound 
solutions. Considering these, the proposed polynomial solution seems to 
give better accuracy in the Ritz method for equal degrees of freedom. 
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To demonstrate the applicability of the solution (2.49) to any boundary 
conditions, buckling parameters are calculated for uniaxial and biaxial 
buckling of the graphite/epoxy three-layer(G=30°,-30°,300) square 
plates, and presented in Table 2.5. Four new combinations of clamped (C), 
simply supported (S) and free (F) edges are considered, as SFSF, CFCF, CSCS 
and CCCC (characters are in the sequence of Edge(l) to (4) in Fig.2.3(f)). 
When the convergence rates are compared, it is observed that the rate for 
clamped plates (CCCC) is faster than those for plates having simple supports. 
This is because the function (2.49c) with the index B) = B2 = B3 = B4 = 2 exactly 
satisfies the two (geometrical) boundary conditions, while it explicitly satisfies 
only one of the boundary conditions for simply supported edges. 

Besides the method presented here, there are other Ritz-type approaches 
which can deal with buckling of composite rectangular plates with 
arbitrary edge conditions. For example, Dickinson [23] presented a 
Rayleigh-Ritz approach for buckling of orthotropic plates, and proposed a 
general formula for critical buckling loads. More recently, Baharlou and 
Leissa [24] developed a method for buckling of generally laminated plates 
having arbitrary edges. In that method, the geometrical boundary 
conditions are satisfied by matrix manipulation. 

2.7 RITZ METHOD FOR PLATES WITH OTHER GEOMETRY 
AND CONSTRAINTS 

Besides the buckling problems of rectangular plates with classical 
boundary conditions, it is sometimes necessary to consider plates with 

Table 2.5 Convergence of buckling parameters ;, of square plates with various 
boundary conditions, calculated by use of the constrained polynomials (2.49c) 
(graphite-epoxy, three layers () = 30, - 30,30') 

MxN Edge constraint conditions 

SFSF 5555 CFCF CSCS CCCC 

Uniaxial ),u 

4x4 5.394 13.23 19.61 27.54 31.08 
6x6 5.204 13.04 18.89 27.24 30.79 
8x8 5.181 12.97 18.83 27.21 30.78 

10 x 10 5.176 12.94 18.81 27.20 30.78 

Biaxial ;'B 

4x4 3.505 6.581 8.833 13.86 15.13 
6x6 3.277 6.461 8.097 13.22 14.98 
8x8 3.258 6.432 7.984 13.19 14.97 

10 x 10 3.254 6.417 7.957 13.18 14.97 
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other planforms, such as circular and parallelogram plates, or plates 
having some complicated geometric constraints, such as point or elastic 
supports located internally or on the boundary. Such additional 
complicating constraints make seeking the series-type solutions more 
difficult, while the Ritz method is still applicable to those problems. 

For plates having other planforms, the displacement function of the type 
(2.48) can be applied. For symmetrically laminated, elliptical plates 
subjected to uniform in-plane forces Nx, Ny and NxY' the displacement 
function is written in the form 

M N 

w(~, 1]) = I L Rnl1l ~mrl"(~2 + 1]2 _l)B (2.50) 
m =0 n =0 

where B is the boundary index used to make equation (2.50) meet the 
geometrical boundary conditions along the plate edge, namely, B = 0 for a 
free edge, B = 1 for a simply supported edge and B = 2 for a clamped edge. 
The integration (2.40) in the buckling equation (2.44) is carried out over the 
elliptical region, and can be evaluated exactly by using the recursion 
formula [25]. The buckling parameters ;. are calculated by following the 
standard procedure, and the parameters of circular plates are given for 
IY. = 1 as a special case. 

For plates with elastic constraints distributed along particular lines 
(typically along the edges), the strain energy stored in elastic springs is 
added to the total potential energy (2.24). 

F=V+VL+~ ± r kiP)w2d5+~ ± r k;p) (c::)2d5 
2 p = 1 J 5 2 p = 1 J 5 en 

(2.51) 

where k~p)and kr) are translational and rotational elastic spring constants, 
respectively, of the pth spring distributed along the line 5, and (cwl an) is a 
slope in the normal direction of the line. 

Similarly, elastic point constraints are accommodated in the function by 

1 p 

F= V + VL + 2: p~lkpW2 (2.52) 

As these elastic constants kt, kr and kp are increased, the supports tend to 
become stiffer and the critical buckling load increases. In the limiting case 
when they become rigid supports, the Lagrange multiplier method is used 
to solve the problem instead [26,27]. 

2.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This chapter has dealt with series and Ritz buckling analyses of laminated 
composite plates. Because of the wide applicability of the Ritz method, 
most of the presentation has focused on the analytical procedure of the Ritz 
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method, rather than describing the series approach. In particular, displace
ment functions, which can accommodate arbitrary combinations of free, 
simply supported and clamped edges, are introduced, and the numerical 
results are presented for critical buckling loads of symmetrically laminated 
square plates. Comparison is made with results obtained by the classical 
beam function approach, and it is concluded that the proposed 
polynomials constrained to satisfy geometrical boundary conditions yield 
quite accurate buckling parameters. 

In the field of numerical analysis, it is widely known that the use of 
simple polynomials may cause numerical problems, such as in 
interpolation, and in some text books it is not recommended to use simple 
polynomials in the Ritz method. It is the present author's opinion, 
however, that the Ritz method with polynomials gives accurate results, 
with an advantage in computation time, when one uses it with the 
following points in mind. 

• The plate region considered should have a regular plan, such as rectangu
lar and elliptical plates. For plates of irregular geometries, e.g. with 
cut-outs or L-shaped plates, the solution accuracy deteriorates. 

• The first few terms of the polynomials (say, ten) give rapid convergence of 
the solution, but the use of higher order polynomials tends to make the 
buckling equation numerically unstable, unless it is modified somehow. 

• Only global behaviour should be considered, because the plate 
deformation is expressed in the Ritz method as the superposition of 
continuous functions and it is difficult to simulate the local behaviour 
with superposition, unless some specific terms (e.g. singular functions) 
are added to the displacement functions. 

In cases involving irregular geometries or local buckling behaviour, 
numerical approaches, like the finite element method where nodal dis
placements are taken as degrees of freedom, probably yield more 
reasonable results than the Ritz method. 
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Finite element buckling and 
postbuckling analyses 
A. K. Noor 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The physical understanding and numerical simulation of the buckling and 
postbuckling responses of laminated anisotropic plates have been the focus 
of intense efforts because of the extended use of fibrous composites in 
aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding and other industries, and the need to 
establish the practical limits of the load-carrying capability of structures 
made from these materials. The approximate analytical techniques which 
have been applied to the buckling and postbuckling of flat composite plates 
are mostly limited to plates having simple boundary conditions, modelled 
by the classical lamination theory, and subjected to simple loading states 
(e.g. [1-7]). The finite element method has enabled the linear instability 
analysis of composite plates with complex geometry (e.g. plates with 
cut-outs and/or stiffeners); complicated boundary conditions (e.g. elastic, 
discontinuous or point supports); variable thickness; and with temperature
dependent material properties. The finite element method has enabled 
non-linear postbuckling analysis and sensitivity analysis, which can be used 
to study the sensitivity of the buckling and postbuckling responses to 
variations in the different material and lamination parameters of the plate. 

Most of the finite element applications to instability analysis of struc
tures are based on using either the incremental/iterative approach, or the 
asymptotic (or perturbation) method. The latter method is an adaptation 
of Koiter's perturbation procedure for the study of the immediate 
postbuckling response and the sensitivity of the structure to fabricational 
imperfections. The algorithmic tools for finite element instability analysis 
of plates encompass three distinct aspects: analysis of the prebuckling 
state; determination of the stability boundary (i.e. critical or bifurcation 
points on the equilibrium path); and tracing the postcritical response. 

Summaries of the many buckling and postbuckling studies reported in 
the literature are given in monographs [8-14] and survey reports [15-17]. 
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The objective of this chapter is to give an overview of the finite element 
buckling and postbuckling analyses of composite plates. Discussion 
focuses on finite element formulations of the prebuckling, bifurcation 
buckling and postbuckling responses; sensitivity analysis; application of 
reduction methods and other recent computational enhancements; 
reported applications in the literature; and future directions for research. 
Finite element solutions are presented for the buckling and postbuckling 
responses of composite plates subjected to various combinations of 
mechanical and thermal loadings. The sensitivity of the responses to 
variations in material and lamination parameters is studied. 

The composite plates considered herein have rectangular planform and 
consist of a number of perfectly bonded layers (Fig. 3.1). Each layer is 
treated as a homogeneous anisotropic material. The effects of delami
nations and slip between the layers have been described in a number of 
publications (e.g. [18-24] and the monograph by Kachanov [25]). Hygro
thermal and dynamic buckling have been studied in a number of publi
cations (e.g. [26-28]). To sharpen the focus of the study, only static 
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Fig. 3.1 Panels considered in the present study and sign convention for stress 
resultants and generalized displacements. 
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mechanical and thermal loadings, and linear thermoelastic material 
response are considered. There is a large number of publications on the 
subject. The cited references are selected to illustrate the points discussed 
and are not necessarily the only significant contributions on the subject. 
The discussion is kept mostly at a descriptive level and for all the 
mathematical details, the reader is referred to the cited literature. 

3.2 LOADING TYPES 

Both static mechanical and steady-state thermal loads (and their combina
tions) are considered in this chapter. The mechanical loads include applied 
edge displacements, and applied compressive and in-plane shear edge 
loads (Fig. 3.2). The thermal loads consist of uniform temperature changes, 
i.e. independent of the coordinates. The applied edge displacement and 
applied edge loading are assumed to be proportional in the sense that their 
distributions are proportional to a parameter. 

For convenience, the loading types considered in the succeeding 
sections are divided into three groups: thermal loads due to temperature 
change; mechanical loads due to applied edge displacements; and 
mechanical loads due to applied edge loading. The three types of loads are 
assumed to be conservative and are represented by three independent 
parameters qv q2 and q3' respectively. 

3.3 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULA nON 

3.3.1 Mathematical theories 

The majority of the early finite elements used in the buckling and 
postbuckling studies are based on the Kirchhoff hypothesis of straight 
inextensional normals for the entire plate package. These hypotheses 
result in sufficiently accurate buckling and postbuckling predictions only 
for thin composite plates. Several theories have been proposed for the 
accurate modelling of composite plates with a low ratio of transverse shear 
modulus to in-plane modulus, for which the transverse shear deformation 
has to be included in the model. The proposed theories, which account for 
transverse shear deformation, can be grouped into the following four 
categories: 

1. Two-dimensional first-order shear deformation theory, based on 
linear through-the-thickness approximations for the displacement 
components. 

2. Two-dimensional higher-order shear deformation theories based on 
either global non-linear through-the-thickness approximations for the 
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displacement components, or a discrete layer-by-Iayer approximation 
for the displacement components. 

3. Quasi-three-dimensional continuum theories, in which simplifying 
assumptions are made regarding the stress (or strain) state in the plate 
(or in the individual layers), but no a priori assumptions are made about 
the distribution of the different response quantities in the thickness 
direction. 

4. Three-dimensional continuum theories, in which each of the individual 
layers of the plate is treated as a three-dimensional continuum. In quasi
three-dimensional and three-dimensional theories, the continuity of the 
transverse stresses at the layer interfaces is generally satisfied. By 
contrast, in two-dimensional global approximation theories the conti
nuity of the transverse stresses at layer interfaces is not maintained, and 
in two-dimensional discrete layer theories it can only be maintained by 
the addition of constraint conditions. 

The use of both the three-dimensional and quasi-three-dimensional 
theories for predicting the buckling response of composite plates with 
complicated geometry and/or boundary conditions is computationally 
expensive. Only a few studies have been based on these theories. The first
order shear deformation theory is computationally less expensive than 
higher-order shear deformation models and can predict accurate buckling 
loads, provided the proper values are selected for the composite shear 
correction coefficients [29]. An assessment of the different shear-defor
mation models for multilayered composite plates is given elsewhere [30]. 

3.3.2 Finite element models 

The discrete finite elements used in modelling composite panels can be 
classified, according to the mathematical theory used in their develop
ment, into four categories: Kirchhoff finite element models; first-order 
shear deformation models; higher-order shear deformation models (based 
on global nonlinear through-the-thickness approximations for the displace
ment components); and layerwise finite element models. The first three 
groups of elements are two-dimensional models, sometimes referred to in 
the literature as smeared laminate models. The layerwise finite element 
models can be based on either two-dimensional discrete layer theories, 
quasi-three-dimensional theories or three-dimensional continuum theories. 
The finite elements in each of the aforementioned four categories can be 
further classified, according to the formulation used, into displacement, 
mixed and hybrid finite element models. The development of displace
ment finite element models is typically based on the minimum poten
tial energy principle. Mixed models are based on either the two-field 
Hellinger-Reissner, or the three-field Hu-Washizu principle. The hybrid 
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elements are based on modified variational principles with relaxed conti
nuity requirements [31]. The equivalence between some of the displace
ment and mixed models for plates and shells is discussed elsewhere 
[32,33]. 

The Kirchhoff finite element models can be based on either the classical 
Kirchhoff theory, in which the constraints are enforced throughout the 
element, or on the discrete Kirchhoff theory, in which the constraints are 
enforced at some selected points [34]. If a displacement formulation is 
used, C1 continuity is required for the transverse displacement component, 
and the elements are cumbersome to develop. 

First-order shear deformation models have the advantage of requiring 
only CO continuity of all the primary variables; however, they can exhibit 
locking when applied to thin plates. The locking problem can be alleviated 
by using: reduced or selective integration techniques [35]; higher-order 
interpolation polynomials [36,37]; or hybrid or mixed models [32,38]. 
Reduced integration is an economical approach. However, it may result in 
the presence of spurious (zero-energy) displacement modes [32]. The 
mixed models include assumed natural strain (ANS) models [39,40], 
assumed natural deviatoric strain (ANDES) modes [41,42], and elements 
with mixed interpolated tensorial components (MITC), in which an 
explicit set of shape functions is used for covariant components of 
transverse shear strains in natural coordinates [43]. The zero energy modes 
can be eliminated by using stabilization matrices [44]. Hybrid models can 
be based on an assumed displacement field in conjunction with an 
assumed, intraelement, statically equilibrating stress field. 

The higher-order shear deformation finite element models reported in 
the literature were based on third-order polynomial approximation for the 
in-plane displacements in the thickness direction [45]. A marginal increase 
in accuracy is obtained by using these models, relative to the first-order 
shear deformation models, at the expense of a significant increase in 
computational effort and the requirement of C1 continuity for the 
transverse displacement. 

In recent years severallayerwise displacement and hybrid models have 
been developed for studying the response of laminated composites 
[22,46-53]. Also, a partial hybrid model, with the fundamental unknowns 
consisting of the displacements and transverse stress components was 
proposed by Jing and Liao [54]. 

Despite the large number of finite elements developed, the establishment 
of reliable and efficient elements for modelling composite panels continues 
to be an active research area. The use of parametrized variational princi
ples for developing simple elements that deliver engineering accuracy 
with coarse meshes, deserves special attention [55,56]. 

In the present study a first-order shear deformation, von Karman type 
plate theory is used, with the effects of large displacements, average 
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transverse shear deformation through-the-thickness, and laminated aniso
tropic material behaviour included. A linear Duhamel-Neumann type, 
constitutive model is used and the material properties are assumed to be 
independent of temperature [57]. The thermoelastic constitutive relations 
used in the present study are given in Appendix 3.A. A total Lagrangian 
formulation is used in which the panel deformations, at different values of 
the applied loading, are referred to the original undeformed configuration. 
A three-field mixed formulation is used with the fundamental unknowns 
consisting of the strain components, stress resultants and the generalized 
displacements of the panel. The sign conventions for generalized displace
ments and stress resultants are shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.3.3 Governing equations 

The governing equations describing the large deflection postbuckling 
response of the panel are obtained through application of the three-field 
Hu-Washizu mixed variational principle [31], and can be written in the 
following compact form: 

where [K] is the global linear structure matrix; {Z} is the response vector 
which includes strain parameters, stress-resultant parameters and nodal 
displacements; {G (Z) }is the vector of non-linear terms; ql, q2' q3 are thermal 
strain, edge displacement, and edge loading parameters; {Q(1)} is the 
vector of normalized thermal forces and moments; {Q(2)} is the vector of 
normalized mechanical strains; and {Q(3)} is the vector of normalized 
mechanical loads. The form of the arrays [K], {G(Z)}, {Q(1)}, {Q(2)} and 
{Q(3)} is described in Appendix 3.B. 

The standard approach for the solution of equations (3.1) is to vary one 
parameter, and fix the other two; or to choose a functional relationship 
between qlt q2 and q3 which is dependent on a single parameter q. In either 
case, the solution corresponding to the chosen combination of qlt q2 and q3 
(which is effectively dependent on a single parameter) constitutes a curve 
on the equilibrium surface of the panel. 

3.3.4 Pre buckling state 

If the prebuckling rotations and the non-linear terms in the transverse 
displacement component are negligible, the prebuckling response is 
obtained by solving a linear set of algebraic equations, with three right
hand sides (corresponding to ql = 1, q2 = q3 = 0; q2 = 1, ql = q3 = 0; and 
q3 = 1, ql = q2 = 0) 

[K] [{Zl} {Z2} {Z3}] = [(Q(1)}{Q(2)}{Q(3)}] (3.2) 
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where {ZI}, {Z2} and {Z3} are the response vectors associated with the 
thermal loading, applied edge displacements, and applied edge loadings, 
respectively. The vectors {ZI}, {Zz} and {Z3} are equal to {az/ oql}o, 
{aZ/oq2}o, and {oZ/ Oq3}O, respectively, where subscript ° refers to the 
value of the vectors at ql = q2 = q3 = 0, {Z} = 0. Note that symmetrically 
laminated plates subjected to symmetrical loadings (with respect to the 
middle plane) remain flat up to buckling. On the other hand, unsymmetri
cally laminated plates may experience some bending before buckling. 

3.3.5 Identification and determination of the stability boundary 

For certain combinations of the three parameters qlt q:u q3' an instability (or 
bifurcation) occurs. The totality of the critical (or bifurcation) points in the 
ql-q2-q3 space constitutes the stability boundary which separates regions of 
stability and instability. 

H the prebuckling rotations, and the non-linear terms in the transverse 
displacement are neglected, the stability boundary can be obtained by 
linearization of the governing finite element equations (3.1) about the 
initial undeformed configuration ql = q2 = q3 = 0, {Z} = 0, and solving a 
linear eigenvalue problem of the form: 

(3.3) 

where (41t 42' 43) is the critical combination of the load parameters ql, q2, q3; 
{Z} is the associated modal response vector; and [Kd, [K2] and [K3] are the 
geometric stiffness matrices. The explicit forms of [KI ], [K2] and [K3] are 
given in Appendix 3.B. 

H an accurate determination of the stability boundary is desired, 
equations (3.3) have to be solved for many different combinations of 
qlt q2, q3 at a considerable cost, even if an efficient eigenvalue extraction 
technique is used. The application of reduction methods outlined in a 
succeeding section can significantly reduce the computational effort 
needed for generating the stability boundary. 

3.3.6 Postbifurcation equilibrium configurations 

Finding the postbifurcation equilibrium configurations corresponding 
to specified values of the parameters qlt q2 and q3 is accomplished by 
solving the non-linear system of algebraic equations (3.1), using an in
cremental-iterative technique such as the Newton - Raphson method. The 
recursion formula for the rth iteration can be written in the following form: 

(3.4) 
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and 
(3.5) 

where {~z}(r) is the change in the response vector during the rth iteration 
cycle; and the range of i and j is 1 to the total number of components of the 
response vector {Z}. 

3.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity coefficients can be used to study the sensitivity of the buckling 
and postbuckling responses to variations in the different material and 
lamination parameters of the panel. 

3.4.1 Sensitivity of the critical combination of load parameters 

The expression for the sensitivity coefficients of the critical combination of 
ql, q2, q3 is given by: 

~ t [[OK] A [OKI] A [OK2] A [OK3]] ~ = - {Z} ;;-;- + ql ~ + q2 -;-:- + q3 ~ {Z} 
(;/. f c/o ( c/. ( c/o ( 

(3.6) 

where i.( refers to a typical lamination or material parameter of the paneL 
The subscript t in equation (3.6) signifies the dependence of the matrices 
on the particular choice of the lamination or material parameter. 

3.4.2 Sensitivity of the postbuckling response 

The derivatives of the postbuckling response with respect to the 
lamination and material parameters of the panel are obtained by 
differentiating equations (3.1). The resulting linear algebraic equations 
have the following form: 

[ ["G]] {"Z} ["K] {OQ(1)} [K] + ~Z' ~ , = - c,. {Z} + ql ---;-;--
C I C/. ( C/. ( clc i 

(3.7) 

and 

(3.8) 
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The subscript t in equations (3.7) and (3.8) signifies the dependence of the 
vectors and matrices on the particular choice of lamination or material 
parameter. For convenience, the subscript t is not, and will not be, used 
with the individual A's in the equations. However, in succeeding 
discussions At is used to denote a single design variable. 

Note that the matrix on the left-hand side of equations (3.7) is identical to 
that used in the Newton-Raphson iterative process (equations (3.4». 
Therefore, if the Newton-Raphson technique is used in generating the 
postbuckling response, the evaluation of the sensitivity coefficients 
requires the generation of the right-hand side of equations (3.7) and (3.8), 
and a forward-reduction/back substitution operation only (no decom
position of the left-hand-side matrix is required). The explicit form of 
{ 8Q(1) / 8 A} { is given in Appendix 3. B. 

3.5 APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE-PARAMETER REDUCTION 
METHODS 

To reduce the cost of generating the stability boundary, the postbifurcation 
equilibrium configurations and the sensitivity coefficients of the panel, 
multiple-parameter reduction methods have been developed for sub
stantially reducing the number of degrees of freedom used in the initial 
discretization. The methods are based on successive applications of the 
finite element method and a classical direct variational technique (e.g. 
Rayleigh-Ritz technique). The finite element method is used to generate a 
few global approximation vectors (basis vectors or modes). The direct 
variational technique is then used to approximate each of the linear 
eigenvalue problems, equations (3.3); also the non-linear equations, 
equations (3.1); and the linear equations for the sensitivity coefficients, 
equations (3.7) and (3.8); by a much smaller system of equations in the 
amplitudes of these modes. The application of reduction methods to 
the determination of the stability boundary and the postbifurcation equi
librium path has been described [58-60]; and their application to the 
evaluation of the sensitivity coefficients, equations (3.7) and (3.8), is 
described elsewhere [61]. The methods are highlighted subsequently. 

3.5.1 Basis reduction and reduced system of equations 

The non-linear response vector {Z} in equations (3.1) is approximated, 
over a range of values of the three parameters qlt q2 and q3, by a linear 
combination of a few global approximation vectors. The approximation 
can be expressed by the following transformation: 

(3.9) 
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where [r] is an n by r transformation matrix whose columns represent 
global approximation (or basis) vectors; and {'I'} r I is a vector of unknown 
coefficients (reduced degrees of freedom) which'represent amplitudes of 
global approximation vectors, 

Similarly, the vectors {Z}, {eZ/e)'}1 and {C2Z/0';'2}1 in equations (33), 
(3,7) and (3,8) are each approximated by a linear combination of a few basis 
vectors as follows: 

(3,10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

The direct variational technique is then used to approximate equa
tions (3.1), (33), (3.7) and (3,8) by the following reduced equations in {'I'}, 
{tV}, {lP}, {'P}: 

where 

{f('I')} = [K] {'I'} + {G('I')} -ql {Q(l)} -q2{Q(2)} -q3{Q(3)} 

[[K] + ql[Kd + qz[Kz] +q3[K3J]{tV} = 0 

[-[ct.>]] - [e2K] ( [oK]-[KJ+ _\II {'I'}/=- ~ ('I'}-2 --;-;- {'I'}r ° T {i OA ( uA ( 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

[KJ = [rY[K][r] (3.17) 

{G ('I')} = [rY {G ('I')} (3.18) 

[{Q(l)}{Q(Z)}{ Q(3)} J = [rY[{Q(1)}{Q(Z)}{Q(3)} J (3.19) 

[[K] [K1][K2J [K3JJ = [ty [[KJ [K1] [K2J [K3JJ [t] (3.20) 
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[[K]{ ~~:J ] = [f]~ [[K] [~~: ] ] [t]( (3.21) 

[O~~J = [t]~ [~KJ [r] 
OA I 0), ( 

(3.22) 

{aQ(l)} __ I {OQ(l)} (3.23) aA. - [r]/ ~, 
I OA I 

[[RL [:~:J] = [f]~ [[K{~~:J}f]/ (3.24) 

[[a2R] [aR] ] = [~r [[02KJ [OK] ] [r] a).? [ a;. / r / 8),2 I ale ( (3.25) 

{G('P, 'P)}( = [f]~ {G('P, 'P)}( (3.26) 

{a2Q } ~ {C2Q } (3.27) ? = [r]~ C'2 Ie ( ,Ie / 

Note that equations (3.13) are non-linear in t~e unknowns ('P} and equa
tions (3.15) and (3.16) are linear in {'P}r and {'P}(, respectively. The vector 
{G('P)} in equations (3.18) is obtained by replacing {Z} in the vector 
{G('P)} by its expression in terms of {'II}, equations (3.9). The vector 
{G{'P, 'P)}t in equations (3.26) is obtained by replacing {Z} and {az/ aA.}( in 
the vector {02G, / aZ,OZk aZ/ole azk/a),}( by their expressions in terms of 
{'II} and {'P}t, equations (3.9) and (3.11). 

3.5.2 Selection and generation of basis vectors 

The effectiveness of the reduction technique depends, to a great extent, on 
the proper choice of the global approximation vectors (the columns of the 
matrices [r], [f],[t]! and [f]r)' An effective choice for the basis vectors 
used in approximating the response vector, equations (3.9), was found to 
be the various order path derivatives (derivatives with respect to the 
parameters ql!q2 and q3); i.e. the matrix [r] used in approximating {Z}, over 
a range of values of the three parameters ql!q2 and q3' includes the response 
vector corresponding to a particular combination (ql,q2 and q3) and its 
various order derivatives, evaluated for the same combination (ql!q2 and 
q3), or 

(3.28) 
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The equations used in evaluating the basis vectors are obtained by 
successive differentiation of the governing finite element equations of the 
initial discretization, equations (3.1). For the two-parameter reduction 
method, the explicit form of these equations is given elsewhere [58]. 

The matrix [I'] consists of initial global approximation vectors defined as 
follows: 

- [{ez} feZ} {f:Z} {iYZ} {iYZ} {iYZ} { a2z} ] 
[r] = aq] 0 aq2 0 (lq3 () 2qi [] cq~ [] aq~ [] aq] Oq2 () ... 

(3.29) 

and subscript 0 refers to tfte value of the vectors at q] = q2 = q3 = 0, {Z} = o. 
The matrices [I'], and [I'L used in approximating the sensitivity coeffi

cients {oZ / a;.}, and[e2Z / al.2 ] , are selected as follows: 

- [ [or]] [r], = [r] CI. / (3.30) 

~ [ [Cf] [02f] ] [r]/ = [r] CI. , a;'2 / (3.31) 

The number of global approximation vectors in [I']I and [I']" for each I." is 
two and three times, respectively, the number of global approximation 
vectors used in [r]. The rationale for the particular choice of [f]1 and [fll is 
discussed elsewhere [61]. The derivatives of [r] with respect to ).,' [ar / ~Alt 
and [o2f / al?]" are obtained by differentiating each of the recursion 
relations for evaluating the path derivatives with respect to ).f. The 
resulting equations have the same left-hand sides as those of the original 
recursion relations, and therefore, no additional matrix factorizations are 
needed for generating [af / a/.]! and [e2f / 2),2], [61]. 

3.6 OTHER RECENT COMPUTATIONAL ENHANCEMENTS 

In addition to the reduction methods described in the preceding section, a 
number of strategies have been developed to reduce the computational 
effort in the buckling and postbuckling analyses. Among these strategies 
are: use of generalized arc-length parameters in the solution space; 
exploiting the special symmetries of composite panels; model-size 
reduction for symmetric anisotropic panels; model-size reduction for 
composite panels with un symmetric response; and application of 
global/local and hierarchical modelling strategies. These five strategies 
are described in more detail now. 

3.6.1 Use of generalized arc-length parameters in the solution space 

Numerical experiments have demonstrated that in tracing the postbuckling 
equilibrium paths, and in the application of reduction methods, it is 
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convenient to consider {Z}, qv q2 and q3 as functions of three non
decreasing parameters AV A2, ;:3 which are defined by the following three 
constraint equations: 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

and 

(3.34) 

where I.v 1.2 and 1.3 represent generalized arc-lengths in the (n + 3) 
dimensional space spanned by the components of {Z},qvq2 and q3 and 
av aZ, a3' fJv fJ2, If" are preselected constants, each having a value ranging 
between zero and one. Note that if !Xl =!X2 =!X3 = 0, and PI = fJ2 = If, = 1, the 
path parameters 1.1,1.2,1.3 reduce to the parameters qv q2' q3' 

Equations (3.32) to (3.34) are then added to equations (3.1) to form a 
system of N + 3 equations in the n + 3 unknowns {Z}, qv q2 and q3' The 
computational procedure based on using I.v A2 and ;:3 as the control 
parameters has been reported previously [58]. The use of 7.v 1.2, 1:3 as the 
control parameters improves the conditioning of the matrix of global 
approximation vectors, and the particular choice of the constraints 
ql = gl (Z, qv AI)' q2 = g2 (Z, q2, 1.2) and q3 = g3(Z, q3, 1.3), equations (3.32) to 
(3.34), greatly simplifies the evaluation of the path derivatives of {Z} with 
respect to I.v 1.2 and A3. Note that in order to 'retain the symmetry and 
bandedness of equations (3.1), the constraint equations, equations (3.32) to 
(3.34), are not solved simultaneously with equations (3.1); rather the 
two-step procedure proposed previously [62] is used instead. The 
adaptation of this procedure to the case of prescribed edge displacement, 
and to the reduced system of equations, is described elsewhere [58]. 

3.6.2 Exploiting the special symmetries of composite panels 

In an attempt to reduce the cost of analysing anisotropic panels, the 
different symmetries that exist in composite plates having symmetrical 
geometry, loading and boundary conditions have been identified [63,64]. 
Also, techniques have been developed in the cited references for exploiting 
these symmetries in the finite element analysis, thereby reducing the size 
of the analysis model (e.g. to half the panel [64]). However, the analysis 
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model for an anisotropic (non-orthotropic) panel is twice that of the 
corresponding orthotropic panel. 

3.6.3 Model-size reduction for symmetrical anisotropic panels 

A two-step computational procedure has been developed [65-67] for reduc
ing the analysis model of an anisotropic model to that of the corresponding 
orthotropic panel. The basic idea of the procedure is to generate the response 
of the anisotropic panel using a large perturbation from that of the corre
sponding orthotropic panel. The two key elements of the procedure are: 
operator splitting or additive decomposition of the material stiffness matrix 
of the panel into the sum of orthotropic and non-orthotropic parts; and 
either application of a reduction method to generate the response of the 
anisotropic panel starting from the response of the corresponding 
orthotropic panel, or selecting the orthotropic part of the matrices in the 
governing equations (with all the non-orthotropic terms set equal to zero) as 
the preconditioning matrices and applying the preconditioned conjugate 
gradient technique to account for the non-orthotropic terms [68]. 

3.6.4 Model-size reduction for composite panels with 
unsymmetrical responses 

Unsymmetry in the buckling and postbuckling responses may be caused 
by the unsymmetry of the material, geometry, boundary conditions and 
loading. The unsymmetry in the geometry can be caused by the presence of 
unsymmetrical imperfections in the panel. 

In addition to the aforementioned major sources of un symmetry, un
symmetrical response can be associated with [69]: the transition from a 
prebuckling (symmetrical) configuration to a postbuckling (unsymmetrical) 
configuration; and change of buckle pattern during the postbuckling 
regime. In a practical situation, a combination of the different types of 
unsymmetry may exist. 

A computational strategy has been developed [70] for the efficient 
analysis of composite structures in the presence of unsymmetrical factors. 
The strategy is based on approximating each of the unsymmetrical 
response vectors of the panel with a linear combination of symmetrical and 
antisymmetrical modes. The strategy is particularly effective for panels 
with symmetrical geometry but unsymmetrical response. 

The most time-consuming steps of the computational procedure, based 
on reduction methods, are those associated with operating on the original, 
full system of equations, namely, evaluation of the basis vectors and 
generation of an initial (or improved) non-linear solution. The use of 
model-size reduction procedures, outlined in the preceding subsections, in 
these steps can reduce the total computational effort. 



Other recent computational enhancements 

3.6.5 Application of global flocal and hierarchical modelling 
strategies 

73 

For multilayered composite plates, two-dimensional models were found 
to be adequate for predicting the global response characteristics (such as 
buckling loads), but they are not adequate for the accurate prediction of 
transverse stresses and deformations [30]. The various global-local 
methods described in this section, and the iterative methods used in 
conjunction with hierarchical modelling strategies such as the multimodel 
predictor-corrector procedures [71,72] appear to be very effective 
procedures for the accurate determination of the global as well as the 
detailed response characteristics of multilayered plates. 

A broad spectrum of global-local methods has been applied to 
laminated composite structures. These methods can be classified into the 
two categories of single-step methods and multistep methods [73]. In 
single-step methods the structure is divided into two regions, one for 
global analysis, and the other for local (detailed) analysis. Both analyses 
are performed simultaneously. By contrast, in multistep methods, the 
entire structure is covered by the global analysis. The global analysis is 
then followed by a local (detailed) analysis of a small region. 

The single-step methods reported in the literature include sublaminate 
groupings [10,74], use of incompatible two-dimensional elements in the 
global and local regions [75], use of two-dimensional and three
dimensional elements for the global and local regions with transition 
elements in between [76,77]; mesh superposition techniques [78,79]; and 
the multiscale modelling approach [80], which aims at relating the local 
effects to global response. The local influences which affect global 
(component scale) behaviour include: fibre-matrix interface bonding, 
progressive damage and failure processes and also non-linear history 
dependent constituent material behaviour [80]. The multistep global-local 
methods reported in the literature include two-dimensional coarse mesh 
to two-dimensional fine mesh and two-dimensional mesh to three
dimensional mesh [81,82]. Multistep methods in which separate analyses 
are performed in the global and local regions have the drawback that the 
influence of the detailed analysis, performed in the local region, on the 
global analysis is not accounted for. To remedy this drawback, iterative 
multistep methods have been proposed [83-85]. 

In multimodel predictor-corrector approaches simple models are used 
in the first (predictor) phase of the analysis, and the information obtained 
in this phase is then used to correct some key elements of the simple 
models, thereby obtaining a higher-order model and improving the 
response predictions. Two multimodel predictor-corrector procedures 
have been described [86]. The two procedures use the two-dimensional 
first-order shear deformation model in the first (predictor) phase but differ 
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in the elements of the computational model being corrected. In the first 
procedure the transverse shear stiffnesses are corrected, and in the second 
procedure the thickness distribution of displacements and/ or transverse 
stresses are corrected. 

The predictor phase consists of using the two-dimensional first-order 
shear deformation model to calculate initial estimates for the gross response 
characteristics of the panel (e.g. critical temperatures, vibration frequencies, 
average through-the-thickness displacements and rotations), as well as the 
in-plane stresses in different layers. Then the equilibrium equations and 
constitutive relations of the three-dimensional model are used to calculate 
transverse shear and transverse normal stresses and strains. 

The corrector phase consists of either: calculating a posteriori estimates of 
the composite correction factors and using them to adjust the transverse 
shear stiffnesses of the panel, or calculating a posteriori the functional 
dependence of the displacement components on the thickness coordinate. 
The corrected quantities are then used in conjuction with a three
dimensional model to obtain better estimates for the different response 
quantities. A hierarchy of models is obtained by repeated application of 
the corrector phase. However, in most of the applications to date accurate 
response quantities were obtained from a single application of the 
corrector phase. The predictor-corrector approaches have been applied to 
isothermal problems of plates [71] and to thermal buckling and sensitivity 
analysis [72,87]. The use of predictor-corrector procedures in conjunction 
with finite element models and adaptive strategies has been described [86]. 

3.7 NUMERICAL STUDIES AND REPORTED APPLICATIONS 

A number of numerical studies have been made of the accuracy of different 
finite element models for simulating the buckling response of composite 
plates. Fewer studies have addressed the accuracy of the postbuckling 
response. A partial list of references on finite element buckling and 
postbuckling analyses is given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The effectiveness of 
using reduction methods in buckling and postbuckling problems has been 
demonstrated [58, 59]. 

Herein, finite element solutions are presented for the buckling and 
postbuckling responses of composite plates subjected to various combi
nations of mechanical and thermal loadings. The sensitivity of the 
responses to variations in material and lamination parameters is studied. 

The composite panels considered in the present study have rectangular 
planform and a symmetric lamination with respect to the middle plane. 
Some of the panels have central circular cut-outs. The panels are subjected 
to various combinations of uniform temperature change T; applied edge 
compressive loads NJ and N2; applied edge displacement qe; and applied 
in-plane shear edge loads NJ 2' Henceforth, the separate loading cases will 
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be referred to as the T, N1, N2,qe and N12 cases, respectively. The material 
characteristics of the panels are assumed to be independent of the 
temperature and are given by: 

El = 153 GPa, ET = 9.62 GPa, ClT = 5.93 GPa, CIT = 3.23 GPa, vLT = 0.32, 
xl=1.8xlO-8°C-l,XT=23.6xlO-6°C-l, thickness of individual 
layers = 1.32 x 10 -4 m, L2 = 0.254 m. 

Three different types of boundary conditions are considered (Table 3.3). 
Four parameters were varied, namely, the aspect ratio of the panel, the 

fibre orientation angles, the loading, and (for panels with cut-outs) the hole 
diameter. Quasi-isotropic and anisotropic panels are considered. The fibre 
orientation and the designation of the panels are shown in Table 3.4 [57]. 
Mixed finite element models were used for the discretization of each panel. 
Biquadratic shape functions were used for approximating each of the 
generalized displacements, and bilinear shape functions were used for 
approximating each of the strain components and stress resultants. The 
characteristics of the equivalent two-field mixed finite element model are 
available elsewhere [32]. For each panel, the multiple-parameter reduction 
methods [58,61] were used in determining the stability boundary, 
generating the postbuckling response, and evaluating the sensitivity 
coefficients. Typical results are presented in Figures 3.3 to 3.10 for the 
buckling response; in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for the buckling sensitivity 
studies; and in Figures 3.13,3.14 and 3.15 for the postbuckling response 
and its sensitivity coefficients. The results are described subsequently. 

3.7.1 Buckling response 

All of the panels considered have symmetrical lamination with respect to 
the middle plane, and are assumed to remain flat until buckling. The 
prebuckling displacements exhibited inversion symmetry, characterized 
by the following relations: 

(3.35) 

Table 3.3 Boundary conditions used in the present study 

Boundary +LJ + L2 
condition type At Xl =-=-- At X2 =-=--

2 2 

1 W= 4>2 = 0 W= 4>1 =0 
2 [/1 = + qe /2 W= 4>1 =0 

W = 4>2 = 0 
3 [/1 =0 W= 4>1 =0 

W = 4>2 = 0 
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Table 3.4 Composite panels considered in the numerical studies [57] 

Panel 

QI 
Q3 
Al 
A3 
A5 

Laminate stacking sequence 

[± 45 /Oc /90cb 
[ + 45' /90' / - 45" /oclzs 
[± 45']4s 
[ + 45" /90' / - 45" /90lzs 
[+45' /0'/ -45/0'lzs 

Type 

Quasi-isotropic 
Quasi-isotropic 
Anisotropic 
Anisotropic 
Anisotropic 

All the bifurcation buckling modes of the panels considered exhibit 
either inversion symmetry or antisymmetry. The inversion symmetry is 
characterized by the following relations for the generalized displacements: 

(3.36) 

For the inversion antisymmetry, the right-hand sides of equations (3.36) 
are multiplied by a minus sign. 

The effects of varying the lamination on the stability boundaries for 
composite panels subjected to combinations of (Nlr N2), (NJr N12) and 
(N2' Nl 2) are shown in Figure 3.3 for both square and rectangular panels 
with Ll!L2 = 2. As can be seen from Figure 3.3, the square panels Al 
with ± 45° layers, have higher critical loads than all the other square 
panels. For rectangular panels, some of the critical combinations of the 
loads for panel A3, with + 45', - 45" and 90° layers, are higher than the 
corresponding ones for panels AI. The stability boundaries for square 
panels subjected to combined (Nl' N2) loadings, can be approximated by 
the following formula: 

(3.37) 

For rectangular panels, subjected to combined (NJr N2) loadings, the 
stability boundaries are piecewise linear. The discontinuities in the slope of 
the stability boundaries are due to mode changes that occur for certain 
combinations of Nl and N2 (the buckling mode changes from a symmetrical 
to an antisymmetrical mode and vice versa). The stability boundaries for 
panels subjected to combined (NJr N12) and combined (N2' N12) are non
linear. Note that the critical values of the negative Nl2 are higher than those 
of the positive N12. 

A pictorial surface representation of the stability boundary for a square 
I6-layer quasi-isotropic panel subjected to combined compressive NJr N2, 

and positive in-plane edge shear Nl2 is shown in Figure 3.4. The shading 
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Fig. 3.7 Effect of hole diameter on the critical values of NI and N12 for 16-layer 
composite plates with central circular cutout: (a) LI IL 2 = 1.0, b) LII L2 = 2.0. 
Regions with x refer to anti symmetrical buckling modes. Other regions have 
symmetrical buckling modes. 

on the surface represents the value of N I ; normalized by dividing it by 
INI.crlmax (the maximum critical value of NI). The linear relationship 
between NI and N2; and the non-linear relationship between both (Nv NI 2) 
and (N2' NI 2) are clearly observed on this surface plot. 

The effects of varying the lamination on the stability boundaries for 
composite panels subjected to combinations of (T, qe), (T, NI 2), and (qe, NI 2) 
are shown in Figure 3.5, for both square and rectangular panels with 
LI/L2 = 2. As can be seen from Figure 3.5, panels Al have higher critical 
values of qe' T and NI2 than all the other panels. An exception to that is the 
critical value of the negative NI2 for rectangular panels with L 1/ L2 = 2 
which is higher for panels A3 than for panel AI. The stability boundaries 
for panels subjected to combined qe and T are linear and can be 
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Fig. 3.8 Effect of hole diameter on the buckling mode shapes, w / Iwlmax' associated 
with the lowest eigenvalues for 16-layer composite panels subjected to 
compressive edge loading. Spacing of contour lines is 0.2 and dashed lines refer to 
negative contours. The locations of max ware identified by a x. 

approximated by the following formula: 

(3.38) 

The stability boundaries for panels subjected to combined (T'!VI 2) and 
combined (qe, !VI 2) are non-linear. 

A pictorial surface representation of the stability boundary for a square 
16-layer quasi-isotropic panel subjected to combined applied edge dis
placement qe' temperature increase T, and applied in-plane edge shear !VI 2 
is shown in Figure 3.6. The shading on the surface represents the value of 
T; normalized by dividing it by ITcrlmax (the maximum value of Tc.). The 
linear relationship between qe and T; and the non-linear relationship 
between both (qe, NI 2) and (T, NI 2) are clearly seen from the surface plot. 
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Fig. 3.12 Sensitivity of the critical values of (a) Nl and (b) N12 to variations in the 
hole diameter and fibre orientation angles of different layers. Square 16-layer 
composite panels. 

The effects of varying the lamination and the hole diameter, for panels 
with central circular cut-outs, on the critical values of N1 and N12, are 
shown in Figure 3.7 for both square and rectangular panels with 
L1 1 L 2 = 2. For a given d 1 L2, the critical values of N1 and N12 for panels Al 
are higher than those for all other panels. Exceptions to that are the critical 
values of N12 for rectangular panels A3 with L11 L2 = 2 and dl L2 < 0.4 
which are higher than those for panels Al. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the 
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Fig. 3.13 Thermal postbuckling response of initially stressed panels. Square, 16-
layer composite panels Ql, Al and A3. 11\\ 2, crlma, L2 / ET h2 = 0.504, 0.585, 0.511 for 
panels Ql, Al and A3, respectively. N12 / IN12'Crlma,: + = 0, 0 = 0.25, L, = 0.50, 
D =0.75. 

critical values of N12 decrease with increasing hole diameter for all the 
panels considered. 

The critical values of N1 for the square panels decrease with increasing 
d/L2• An exception to that is the critical value of N1 for panels A3 with 
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dl L2 > 0.3 which increases with increasing d1L2• For rectangular panels 
with dlLz > 0.3, the critical values of NJ increase with increasing d1L2. 

The non-monotonic variation of the critical values with d I Lz for some of 
the rectangular panels shown in Figure 3.7 is due to a mode change that 
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occurs at some values of d/L2 (the buckling mode changes from a 
symmetrical to an antisymmetrical mode, or vice versa). The mode 
changes for certain d/ L2 are shown in Figure 3.8 for rectangular panels 
subjected to N1• Note that for panels AS as d/L2 increases, the buckling 
mode changes from anti symmetrical to symmetrical and then back to an 
antisymmetrical mode. 

The effects of varying the hole diameter on the stability boundary for 
square 16-layer quasi-isotropic panels Q1 subjected to combinations of 
(Nlt N12), and (qe, Nd are shown in Figure 3.9. As can be seen from 
Figure 3.9 for panels subjected to combined (Nlt Nl 2) loadings, the stability 
boundary moves inward as the hole diameter increases. By contrast, for 
panels subjected to combined (qe, N12), the stability boundary can move 
inward or outward, depending on the relative magnitudes of N12/N12,er 
and qe/ qe,er' The difference between the change in the stability boundary 
with d/L2 for the two combined loading cases (Nlt N12) and (qe,Nu) is 
shown in the pictorial surface plots of Figure 3.10. The shading on the 
surfaces represents the normalized values of N1/iNl,crimax and qe/iqe,erimax' 

3.7.2 Sensitivity studies 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted to identify which material and lami
nation parameters most affected the buckling response of square panels 
with central circular holes. The sensitivity of the minimum critical values of 
the compressive loading Nlt and the positive in-plane edge shear loading 
N12, to variations in the three material parameters Elf ET, GLT and the four 
fibre angles, + 45:, - 45:, 0 and 90:, are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
Both quasi-isotropic panels Q1 and Q3 and the anisotropic panels AI, A3 
and AS are considered. The effect of the hole size on the normalized 
sensitivity coefficients 

. eNter /N- d' eN12,er/N-
/.-~-.- ler an /.-~-.- 12 
C/.' C/. 

where ;. = Elf ET and Gw for the five panels is shown in Figure 3.11. As can 
be seen from Figure 3.11, the sensitivity coefficients of N1,er with respect to 
El and GLT, for all the panels, increase with increase in the hole diameter, 
d / L2• The same is true for the sensitivity coefficients of Nl 2,er with respect to 
GLT• By contrast, the sensitivity coefficients of N12,cr with respect to ET 
decrease with increasing hole diameter, and the sensitivity coefficients 
with respect to El are relatively insensitive to changes in the hole diameter. 

The effect of the hole size on the normalized sensitivity coefficients 

eNI,er - eN12,er -
~ / NI er and -----;;--0 / N12 er 
cu' C ' 

is shown in Figure 3.12. As can be seen from Figure 3.12, d/L2 has a 
pronounced effect on the sensitivity coefficients. This observation is 
particularly true for the Nl case, panels AI, () = ± 45°, panels AS, () = 0°, 
and panels A3, () = 90:; and for the NI2 case, panels A3 and AS. 
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3.7.3 Postbuckling studies 

95 

The postbuckling responses of initially stressed, square, 16-layer 
composite panels Q1, Al and A3 are shown in Figure 3.13. Plots of the 
temperature change, T, versus the transverse displacement 'lOCI and the 
total strain energy, U, for different values of the applied edge shear Nl2 are 
shown in Figure 3.13. The temperature change, T, is normalized by (XT,L2 

and h; the transverse displacement 'lOCI is normalized by h; and the total 
strain energy, U, is normalized by ET, L2 and h. Although the transverse 
displacement 'lOCI associated with a given value of the temperature change 
T increases with increase in the initial value of the applied N12, the total 
strain energy for panels Q1 and Al is insensitive to changes in N12' 
However, the total strain energy of panel A3 is sensitive to changes in N12• 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted to identify which material 
parameters most affected the postbuckling response. The sensitivity of We 

and U to variations in the five material properties EL, Er, Cu , (XL and (XT and 
the four fibre angles +45", - 45, OC and 90" are shown in Figures 3.14 and 
3.15 for panels Q1, Al and A3. As can be seen from Figure 3.14, the total 
strain energy is very sensitive to variations in:XT and ET and is relatively 
insensitive to the other material parameters. In the advanced postbuckling 
stage, U for all panels is very sensitive to the variations in the + 45° and 
- 45° fibre angles. 

3.8 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

The expanded use of composite plates in high-tech industries is likely to 
continue in the next decade. Therefore, there is a need to use the power of 
finite element technology to improve the current predictive capability of 
the buckling and postbuckling responses of composite plates. As a step 
towards achieving this goal, the following six studies and extensions are 
proposed. 

• Finite element modelling of composite plates made of new materials and 
subjected to severe environments. Examples of new materials are 
smart/intelligent materials [123, 124], and composites with three-di
mensional reinforcements (as occurs with automated textile processes 
such as three-dimensional weaving, stitching, knitting and braiding, 
which place reinforcing fibres through the thickness of the material to 
lock the composite plies into place and suppress delamination [125]. 
Harsh environments include high temperatures, severe heat fluxes, 
electromagnetic and radiation effects. 

• Adaptation of high-performance finite elements, such as those based on 
parametrized variational principles [18,19] to the buckling and post
buckling analyses of multilayered composite plates. 
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• Quality assessment, adaptive improvement and validation of finite 
element buckling and postbuckling simulations. In addition to devel
oping practical error estimates and selecting a benchmark set of 
composite plate problems for assessing new finite elements, and new 
computational strategies, a high degree of interaction and communica
tion is needed between finite element analysts and experimentalists. 
Carefully conducted experiments are required not only to validate the 
finite element models, but also for understanding of the physical 
phenomena associated with the postbuckling response and failure of 
composite plates. 

• Application of finite elements in conjunction with hierarchical 
modelling strategies to the postbuckling and failure analysis of 
composite plates. In hierarchical modelling strategies different 
computational models are used in the interior and boundary regions of 
the plate, and are adaptively refined, as needed. Examples of these 
strategies are the multimodel predictor-corrector procedure [86]. 

• Use of practical finite element models for predicting the buckling and 
postbuckling of damaged composite plates (e.g. delaminated composite 
plates, for which the possibility exists of interaction between local and 
global buckling modes). 

• Extensive parametric studies of the effect of material lamination and 
geometric parameters, on the detailed response characteristics (e.g. 
through-the-thickness stresses) of composite plates with realistic 
boundary conditions, in the postbuckling range. A systematic study of 
the effects of geometric discontinuities (cut-outs and stiffeners) should 
also be included. The computational cost of these studies can be 
significantly reduced by using finite elements in conjunction with 
reduction methods. 
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APPENDIX 3.A THERMOELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 
FOR THE LAMINATE 

The linear thermoelastic model used in the present study is based on the 
following assumptions: 
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• the laminates are composed of a number of perfectly bonded layers; 
• every point of the laminate is assumed to possess a single plane of 

thermoelastic symmetry parallel to the middle plane; 
• the material properties are independent of temperature; 
• the constitutive relations are described by a first-order shear 

deformation type lamination theory, and can be written in the following 
compact form. 

{~} = [[~}t [~~ ~] {:} _ {~:} 
Q 0 0 [AJ}' 0 

(3.A.1) 

where {NT} and {MT} are the vectors of thermal forces and moments in the 
panel; {N}, {M}, {Q} and {c}, {K}, {';,} are the vectors of extensional, bending 
and transverse shear stress resultants and strain components of the 
laminate given by: 

{Nr = [NI N2N 12] (3.A.2) 

{Mr = [MI M2 M 12] (3.A.3) 

{Qf = [QI Q2] (3.A.4) 

{cr = [81 82 28d (3.A.5) 

{K f = [KI K2 2KI 2] (3.A.6) 

and 

{y r = [2cI 3 2C2 3] (3.A.7) 

The matrices [A], [B], [0] and [A,] contain the extensional, coupling, 
bending and transverse shear stiffnesses of the laminate which can be 
expressed in terms of the layer stiffnesses as follows: 

(3.A.8) 

[As] = k~1 I'-l [QsYk) dX3 (3.A.9) 

where [Q](k) and [Q,](k) are the extensional and transverse shear stiffness of 
the kth layer (referred to the XI, X2, X3 coordinate system); [I] is the identity 
matrix; hk and hk -I are the distances from the top and bottom surfaces of the 
kth layer to the middle surface; and NL is the total number of layers in the 
laminate. The expressions for the different coefficients of the matrices 
[Q](k)and [Qs](k) in terms of the material and geometric properties of the 
constituents (fibre and matrix) are given elsewhere [10,126]. 
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The vectors of thermal forces and moments, {NT} and {MT}, are given by: 

(3.A.1O) 

where {!l(} is the vector of coefficients of thermal expansion (referred to the 
coordinates Xl! X2, and X3 [127,128] and T is the temperature change. 

Note that for the classical lamination theory, the third equation of (3.A.l) 
is replaced by: 

(3.A.ll) 

and the transverse shear stress resultants are obtained from the 
equilibrium equations of the panel. 

For higher-order shear deformation theories, additional stress resultants 
and strain measures are used and the corresponding constitutive relations 
are more complicated [129]. 

APPENDIX 3.B FORM OF THE ARRAYS IN THE GOVERNING 
DISCRETE EQUATIONS OF THE PLATE 

The governing discrete equations of the plate, equations (3.1), consist of the 
constitutive relations, strain-displacement relations and the equilibrium 
equations. The response vector, {Z}, can be partitioned into the subvectors 
of strain parameters, {E}, stress-resultant parameters, {H}, and the free 
(unconstrained) nodal displacements, {X}, as follows: 

(3.B.l) 

The different arrays in equations (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7) can be partition
ed as follows: 

(3.B.2) 

(3.B.3) 

(3.B.4) 
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(Q''') ~{-[S~(x.,)} (3.B.5) 

(Q''') ~ {~} (3.B.6) 

[[K,][K,][K,jj ~ m 0 

lJ[~ 
0 

~I~ 
0 

~J] 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

(3.B.7) 

0 0 0 

[~~;]= 0 0 
eG1 
eX, (3.B.8) 

0 
oM1 oM1 
cH, eX, 

oK 
el,( 0 0 

l~~J= 0 0 0 (3.B.9) 

0 0 0 

{O?(1)} = 

CI,( o (3.B.10) 

o 

where [K] is the generalized stiffness matrix; [R] is a matrix of products of 
shape functions; [S1] and [S2] are the linear strain-displacement matrices 
associated with the free nodal displacements, {X}, and the constrained 
(prescribed non-zero) edge displacements, Q2{Xe }; {P} is the vector of 
applied edge forces; {G (X, Xc)} and {M (X, Xe, H)} are the subvectors of 
non-linear terms; {HT } is the subvector of normalized thermal forces and 
moments; a 0 refers to a null matrix or vector; and superscript t denotes 
matrix transposition. 

If the strain parameters are eliminated from equations (3.1), one obtains 
the governing equations of the two-field Hellinger-Reissner mixed 
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models. The governing equations for this model take the form: 

[ -F SI] {H} {G(X,Xe)} _ {t:r} _ {- [S2]{Xe}} _ {O} = 0 
s~ 0 X + M(H,X,Xe) ql 0 q2 0 q3 P 

where [F] is the linear flexibility matrix of the panel given by: 

[F] = [RnK] -I [R], and 

{t:r} = - [RP[K]-I {Hr} 

(3.B.11) 

(3.B.12) 

(3.B.13) 

The equivalence between the three-field Hu - Washizu mixed models, 
the two-field Hellinger-Reissner mixed models, and the reduced-selective 
integration displacement models has been discussed previously [32,33]. 

APPENDIX 3.C EXPLICIT FORM OF THE ARRAYS [K], [R] {HT} 
AND {t:T} 

It is convenient to partition the matrices [K] and [R], for individual 
elements, into blocks and to partition the vectors {Hr} and {t:r} into 
sub vectors as follows. 

The expressions of typical blocks (i',}') of [K] and [R] are given by: 

[
[A] [B] 0] 

[K]',j = i [B]I [0] 0 N/N, dQ 
n(e

j 0 0 [Asl 
(3.C.1) 

[Rt]' = - r [I]N/N,.dQ 
J.Q(e) 

(3.C.2) 

where N/ and N]' are the shape functions used in approximating each of the 
stress resultants; and Q(e) is the element domain. 

The expressions of typical partitions i' of the vectors {Hr} and {t:r} are 
given by: 

(3.C.3) 

(3.C.4) 
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4 

Finite strip buckling and 
postbuckling analysis 

D. J. Dawe 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The finite strip method (FSM) is an effective procedure for the numerical 
analysis of single rectangular plates and of complicated prismatic plate 
structures. Figure 4.1 shows examples of such plates and plate structures, 
each modelled by a number of finite strips which run the whole length of 
the structure. The finite strips are rigidly joined at longitudinal reference 
lines at which the requisite compatibility conditions should be satisfied. 
With regard to Figure 4.1 it should be noted, though, that finite strips may 
well have reference lines (i.e. lines with which degrees of freedom are 
associated) in their interior, in addition to at their exterior longitudinal 
edges, and that in some types of analysis the length of the strips which is 
considered for analysis purposes is less than the full length of the structure. 

The concern here is with the analysis of composite laminated plates and 
plate structures which may have very general material properties 
including anisotropy and coupling between in-plane (membrane) and 
out-of-plane (bending) actions. Furthermore, in considering the out-of
plane behaviour of component plates it is often necessary to take account of 
through-the-thickness shearing effects. The classical plate theory (CPT) 
ignores these effects, of course, whilst the first-order shear deformation 
plate theory (SDPT) includes them and provides an improved mathe
matical model for out-of-plane behaviour. Both kinds of plate theory are of 
interest here. (Shear deformation plate theories of higher than first order 
could also be used with the FSM, but have not been used to any significant 
extent in buckling/postbuckling analysis and are not considered here.) 

In section 4.2 an overview is given of work conducted to date on the 
analysis of the buckling of rectangular plates and plate structures when 
using the FSM. Thereafter, most of this chapter (sections 4.3-4.7) is 
concerned with an examination of the use of the FSM in solving problems 
involving the buckling of single plates. Description is given of the semi
analytical FSM in which analytical functions are used in the longitudinal 
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direction in the strip displacement field: plates of finite length can be 
analysed in a multi term approach and those of notionally infinite length in 
a single-term complex approach. Description is also given of the spline 
FSM in which B-spline functions are used in the longitudinal direction in a 
multi-term approach. All the types of analysis are based in the contexts of 
SDPT and CPT in turn. A small number of single-plate applications is 
described, with the main aim of showing the manner of convergence of 
results. 

In section 4.8 a general description is given of the use of the FSM in 
predicting the buckling of composite plate structures. The description 
given is rather brief, since the topic goes beyond the main theme of this 
volume, but it should be clear that it is in analysing plate structures, rather 
than single plates, that the FSM has its greatest advantage. 

In section 4.9 the analysis, using the FSM, of elastic postbuckling 
behaviour is considered. Again the treatment is necessarily brief but an 
introduction is given to the topic, both as it relates to single laminated 
plates and to plate structures. 

Finally, in section 4.10, brief concluding remarks are made. 

4.2 OVERVIEW OF FSM BUCKLING ANALYSIS 

Over the past two decades or more, considerable effort has been invested 
in the development of finite strip methods as a means of solving plate and 
plate-structure buckling and vibration problems. (Although the vibration 
problem is not of direct concern here it is closely linked with the buckling 
problem and the two problems have frequently been considered in 
common.) Previous work in the subject area can be broadly categorized as 
to whether the developed properties of an individual finite strip are based 
on the direct solution of a set of governing differential equations or on the 
application of potential energy or virtual work principles, whether 
the analysis is of the single-(longitudinal) term type or of the multi-term 
type and whether the out-of-plane strip properties are based on CPT or on 
SDPT. 

Wittrick [1,2] derived out-of-plane and in-plane stiffness properties for 
a component plate (of a plate structure) by solving explicitly the governing 
differential equations for the situation in which the mode shape of 
buckling (or vibration) varies purely sinusoidally in the longitudinal 
direction: the governing differential equations correspond to those of 
plane stress theory and of CPT. By formulating the analysis in terms of 
complex quantities [2] each component plate can accommodate applied 
shear (as well as direct biaxial) stress and anisotropic bending properties 
(but not anisotropic membrane properties nor coupling between 
membrane and bending behaviour). However, when applied shear or 
anisotropy are present the assumption of sinusoidal longitudinal 
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variation, which results in a convenient single-term type analysis over a 
half-wavelength of a buckled mode, rather than over the full length of the 
plate, is only strictly true for a structure of infinite length and can give gross 
errors for short structures, due to the skewing of nodal lines. Of course, 
when no applied shear stress or anisotropy are present the single-term 
analysis is perfectly satisfactory for diaphragm-supported structures of 
any length, since then the mode shapes are such that the nodal lines across 
the structure are straight and parallel to the ends. This so-called exact finite 
strip forms the basis of the analysis capability of Wittrick and Williams [3], 
and related developments have been described by Smith [4] and by 
Viswanathan et al. [5,6]. The single-term, 'exact' finite strip approaches 
[1-6] are powerful and sophisticated within their range of application but 
this range is limited with regard to the material properties and plate theory 
that can be accommodated and, of course, to the conditions that can be 
imposed at the ends of a structure. 

Attention is now turned to finite strip formulations in which the strip 
properties are developed on the basis of an assumed displacement field 
used in conjunction with potential energy or virtual work principles. The 
approach is an approximate one which lies between the conventional 
Rayleigh-Ritz method and the finite element method. The approximate 
FSM in prospect provides a means of solving prismatic plate-structure 
problems with an attractive blend of accuracy, economy, versatility and 
ease of modelling. It is the method discussed during the remainder of this 
chapter where it will be referred to (without the adjective 'approximate') 
simply as the finite strip method. 

The FSM, described in the texts of Cheung [7] and Loo and Cusens [8], 
has been used widely in the analysis of rectangular plates and plate 
structures. In the area of vibration and buckling analysis-and with the 
CPT used as a model of plate bending behaviour-early work dealing with 
single plates includes that of Cheung and Cheung [9] and Babu and Reddy 
[10]. Also specifically within the context of the use of the CPT, the analysis 
of prismatic plate structures has been considered by, amongst others, 
Cheung and Cheung [11], Turvey and Wittrick [12], Przemieniecki [13], 
Plank and Wittrick [14], Dawe [15], Graves-Smith and Sridharan [16], 
Morris and Dawe [17], and Mohd and Dawe [18]. (References [15],[17] and 
[18] basically deal with curved-plate finite strips but include flat-plate 
strips as a special case.) Most of these analyses are of the single-term type, 
corresponding to a longitudinal mode in which displacements vary purely 
sinusoidally: this relates to isotropic or orthotropic structures having 
diaphragm ends, and with no applied shear stress present [12, 13, 15, 17] or 
to the rather more general complex-quantity approach that allows the 
presence of applied shear stress and anisotropic properties in long 
structures [14]. However, a minority are of the multiterm type which 
allows consideration of plates and plate structures of finite length which 
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have other than diaphragm end conditions [11,18] or have applied stress 
systems which are not longitudinally invariant [16], or have applied shear 
stress and anisotropic material present [18]. For other than diaphragm 
ends the modes of vibration of Bernoulli-Euler beams are used 
to represent the longitudinal behaviour in the multi-term displacement 
field [9-11]. 

In the context of the use of SOPT to represent out-of-plane behaviour, 
Benson and Hinton [19] and Hinton [20] have used the FSM in the single
term analysis of the buckling and vibration of single plates with simply 
supported ends. Oawe and co-workers have analysed the behaviour of 
individual plates using the single-term approach for plates with simply 
supported ends [21] and the multi-term approach [22-29] for plates with 
general end conditions and/ or with applied shear stress or anisotropic 
material behaviour present. In the multi-term analyses the modes of 
vibration of Timoshenko beams are used to represent longitudinal 
behaviour. For prismatic plate assemblies the single-term approach has 
been developed [30-32] and this has included adoption of the complex
quantity philosophy to account for applied shear stress and anisotropic 
material when dealing with long structures [31,32]. Multi-term approaches 
for plate structures of finite length with diaphragm ends, and whose 
material may be anisotropic and/ or which may be subject to applied shear 
stress, have been developed [33,34]: the approaches use SOPT and CPT in 
turn. General descriptions of a powerful and efficient FSM capability for 
predicting buckling stresses or natural frequencies of complicated 
composite prismatic plate structures are given in references [35-37]: the 
overall capability embraces both SOPT and CPT analyses, and both the 
single-term analysis of long structures and the multi-term analysis of 
structures of finite length with diaphragm ends. Although it is outside the 
scope of the current work, it is also worth mentioning that a similar 
multi-term analysis capability has been developed based on the use of 
curved-plate finite strips in the analysis of shell structures [38,39]. 

The body of work described so far relates to what is commonly referred 
to as the semi-analytical FSM in which analytical functions are used in the 
longitudinal direction in the finite strip displacement field. As already 
indicated, for the multi-term analysis of finite-length structures these 
analytical functions may be Bernoulli-Euler or Timoshenko beam 
functions for analyses in the contexts of CPT or SOPT, respectively. The 
beam functions are continuous over the whole length of the structure and 
explicitly satisfy the kinematic conditions at the ends of a strip: if the end 
conditions correspond to diaphragms the beam functions are, in fact, 
simple sine and cosine functions. Of course, for the single-term type of 
analysis (of long structures) each displacement component is represented 
longitudinally by a sine term or a cosine term of half-wavelength equal to 
the prescribed half-wavelength of the buckling or vibrational mode. 
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For the analysis of finite-length plate structures an alternative to the 
semi-analytical FSM is what is known as the spline FSM in which 
polynomial spline functions (B-spline functions usually) are used in 
representing the displacement components longitudinally. The spline 
FSM is intrinsically more versatile (but perhaps is less accurate) than the 
semi-analytical FSM since the same basic functions are used in the spline 
FSM whatever end conditions apply, and such conditions are readily 
varied. The spline FSM appears to have been introduced first by Cheung 
and Fan in a static context [40] and then used by these authors in vibration 
analysis [41]. Lau and Hancock have used a similar spline FSM to study the 
buckling of plate structures subjected to applied direct and shear stresses 
[42]. In all these approaches the material is homogeneous and the analysis 
is in the context of CPT. Oawe and Wang have developed the spline FSM 
for the analysis of composite laminated plates and plate structures in the 
context of both SOPT and CPT, with emphasis on the former [29,43-45]. 
Related Rayleigh-Ritz method analyses of shear-deformable beams and 
plates are described elsewhere [46-48]. 

4.3 EQUATIONS FROM LAMINATE THEORY 

In Figure 4.2 is shown a rectangular flat plate of uniform thickness which is 
subjected to an applied in-plane stress system comprising uniform 
transverse stress a~, uniform shear stress r~y, and longitudinal stress a~ 

Fig. 4.2 Details of a rectangular plate. 
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whose intensity may vary linearly across the strip (and indeed a more 
complicated variation of the latter stress could readily be accommodated). 
It is assumed that the plate may be a laminate with arbitrary lay-up of a 
number of layers of unidirectional fibre-reinforced composite material. It is 
also assumed for the moment that the analysis of the buckling of the plate is 
to be conducted within the context of first-order SDPT [49-52]. 

The components of translational displacement at a general point, related 
to the x,y and z axes, are U, v and tv and the rotations of the middle-surface 
normal along the x and y axes are rf; t and rf;1{. All displacement quantities are 
in fact perturbation displacement quantities, i.e. they represent changes 
that occur at the instant of buckling following the application of the given 
in-plane stress system at its critical level. 

When expanded to include extension/compression of the middle 
surface the basic assumptions for displacement behaviour in SDPT become 

u(x,y,z) = li(X,y) +zrf;xCx,y) 

v(x,y,z) = v(x,y) + zrf;,,(x,y) 

iv(x,y,z) = w(x,y) (4.1) 

Here li, V and ware the components of translational displacement at the 
middle surface, z = o. The displacement at a general point is expressed in 
terms of five fundamental middle-surface quantities, namely li, v, W, rf;x and 
rf;y. In terms of these fundamental quantities the five significant linear 
strain components at a general point are 

eu Nx 
Gx = -;;- + z-~-

ex ex 

ev ('rf;lf 
F." = -;;- + Z-,_· 
. ey ey 

.. ell ev (Nt Ny) /",=-+-;;-+Z -,-+-
ey ex ey ex 

ew 
-, =-+rf; 
I:X ex x 

(4.2) 

In developing finite strip properties it is necessary to call upon expressions 
for the changes in strain energy and in potential energy of the applied 
in-plane stresses that occur during the perturbation associated with 
buckling. These expressions in the context of SOPT are now recorded. 
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The expression for the strain energy of the plate of middle-surface area 
Ao is 

ou (ou av) ov (au ov) + 2A 1 6 -a -;:;- + -a + 2Az 6 -;:;- -;:;- +-a x eyx cy eyx 

(au aljJy ov OljJx) (ou [aljJx aljJy] 
+ 2BI2 -a -a + -;;--~- + 2BI6 -;:;- -~- +-a x y cy ex ox eyx 

aljJx [au av]) +- -+-ax cy ex 

(O .. V [OljJx CljJl/] eljJy[eu av]) + 2B26 -a -a + -~- + -~- -;;- +-;:;-y y ex ey ey ex 

+ 2012 a!x a~ljJy + 2016 a!x (O~ljJx + a!y) + 2026 8ljJy (8!x + O!Y) 
ex cy ex ey ox ay cy ox 

(aw )2 (aw )2 
+ A44 ay + ljJ y + As 5 cx + ljJx 

( ow)( aw)] + 2A45 ljJx + -~ ljJl/ + -~ dxdy 
ex . ey 

(4.3) 

Here 

(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

are the laminate stiffness coefficients. The Q'J for i,j = 1,2,6 are transformed 
plane-stress reduced stiffness coefficients and the Q'J for i,j = 4,5 are 
through-thickness shear stiffness coefficients. The k,k, are shear correction 
factors. 
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The very general expression given by equation (4.3) for the strain energy 
includes the effects of in-plane stretching and shearing action, of out-of
plane bending and twisting action, of coupling of in-plane and out
of-plane actions, and of through-thickness shearing action. It is noted that 
for the common situation of symmetric lamination all the B" stiffness 
coefficients have zero value and the coupling between in-plane 
displacements u and v, and out-of-plane displacement wand rotations l/Ix 
and l/Iy, is removed completely. The expression for strain energy associated 
with out-of-plane buckling then reduces to the terms associated with the 
0 " and with A4 4, A4 s and As 5' 

Where the lamination is unsymmetrical it may be argued that owing to 
the coupling the laminate will not remain flat from the outset as the loading 
is applied (rather as if an initial geometrical imperfection were present), 
and hence that true bifurcational buckling does not occur. Whilst such 
argument has considerable justification, nevertheless there are situations 
in which bifurcational buckling does take place despite the presence of 
some of the B" coefficients. In any event, any prebuckling out-of-plane 
displacements are ignored here and the bending-stretching coupling 
effect is only taken into account during the process of bifurcational 
buckling itself. 

The expression for the potential energy of the applied in-plane stresses is 

v = ~ h If ((JO [(~U)2 + (~V)2 + (~W)2J + (Jo(CU)2 + (~V)2 + (~W)2J 
g 2 Ao x ex ex ex Y cy ey ey 

[CU au cvev cw Cu] +2r O --+--+-xy ax ey ex ey ex cy 

+ h2 {aD (c?x)2 + (e?y)2] + aO (Cl/l x)2 + (C?y)2] 
12 x ex ex y cy ey 

+2r o [N. xcl/Ix + el/lyN. 1I]})dxd 
Xl{ aX ey ex ey y (4.6) 

This comprehensive expression includes both out-of-plane and in-plane 
destabilizing influences. The former comprises the usual terms dependent 
on w together with terms dependent upon l/Ix and l/Iy whose significance 
increases with the laminate thickness. The latter comprises the terms 
dependent upon U and v: these terms will be absent when considering 
out-of-plane buckling of symmetric laminates. 

The above equations relate to first-order SDPT analysis. In CPT analysis 
the Kirchhoff normalcy condition is invoked and the rotations l/Ix and l/Iy 
are directly related to the deflection w by way of the equations 

(4.7) 
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It follows, of course, that the displacement of a general point depends on 
only the three fundamental quantities u,v and w, as against the five 
fundamental quantities of SOPT and this leads to considerable 
simplification. The relevant equations for CPT analysis can be obtained 
quite readily by direct substitution of the relationships given by equations 
(4.7) into equations (4.1)-(4.3), together with the neglect of those terms 
involving first derivatives of l/Ix and l/Iy in equation (4.6). Hence it is not 
necessary to record the CPT equations here but it is noted that the through
thickness shear strains, "Iyz and "Izx of equations (4.2), vanish of course, and 
that the A,] (i, j = 4,5) of equations (4.5) are no longer present. It is also noted 
that in CPT analysis the strain energy expression contains second 
derivatives of wand this implies a requirement for CI-type continuity of w, 
as distinct from the SOPT situation where only CO-type continuity is 
required for each of the reference quantities. 

4.4 SEMIANAL YTICAL APPROACH FOR FINITE-LENGTH PLATES 

4.4.1 Displacement fields 

In the FSM a plate of the type shown in Figure 4.2 is modelled with a 
number of finite strips of the same length, A, as the plate and of width b, 
where b ~ B. Typical individual finite strips in SOPT and CPT analyses are 
shown in Figures 4.3(a) and (b), respectively. 

The critical step in the development of strip properties is, of course, the 
selection of the displacement field, since this field, when used in 
conjunction with the expressions for strain energy and potential energy of 
applied stresses will lead directly to the elastic stiffness matrix and 
geometric stiffness matrix of the strip. It is necessary to make assumptions 
for the variation over the middle surface of each of the fundamental 
perturbation quantities (appropriate to the plate theory being used), in the 
form of multi-term summations of products of crosswise (y-direction) 
functions and longitudinal (x-direction) functions. 

(a) SDPT analysis 

In the context of SOPT the assumed strip displacement field can be written 
in the general series form 

u F" 0 0 0 0 q, 0 0 0 0 Al 
I 

V 0 P. 0 0 0 0 q, 0 0 0 A2 

w =L 0 0 FW 
I 0 0 0 0 q, 0 0 (4.8) 

l/Iy 0 0 0 F""y 
I 

0 0 0 0 q, 0 

l/Ix 0 0 0 0 F""x 
I 0 0 0 0 q, ASn+s I 
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I 
u u u u u u u 

n v v v v v Local 

w w w w w degrees of 

1/1, 1/1, 1/1, 1/1, 1/1 freedom 

I/Iy I/Iy I/Iy I/Iy 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.3 Individual finite strips for the analysis of finite-length structures for: (a) 
SDPT analysis (cubic interpolation), (b) CPT analysis. 

Here the quantities F:' ... F~' are the ith terms of the longitudinal series 
selected for u .. . I/Ix and are functions of x. The If> are row matrices defined as 

If> = [1 y... y"] (4.9) 

and representing a crosswise polynomial function of order n. The column 
matrix at the right-hand side of equation (4.8) is the list of generalized 
displacement coefficients corresponding to the ith terms of the longitudinal 
series. The summation on i, indicated in equation (4.8), would ordinarily 
run consecutively from 1 to r but may be more selective than this in some 
applications [33,34]. 

In the crosswise direction the obvious functions to use in SOPT analysis 
are Lagrange polynomial functions. The generalized displacement 
coefficients can be related in standard fashion to the local physical degrees 
of freedom (d.o.f.) of the strip. With Lagrange interpolation the latter are 
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located at (n + 1) reference lines across the strip in the manner shown in 
Figure 4.3(a) for the particular case of cubic interpolation: the indicated 
d.o.f. are those that apply for each longitudinal series term. The order n of 
crosswise polynomial interpolation can be varied readily, thus generating 
a family offinite strip models [21-23,31,33] with different numbers of strip 
reference lines and d.o.f. (For convenience, equal-order interpolation has 
been used for each of the fundamental quantities in any particular strip 
model, but this need not be so.) 

In terms of the d.o.f. the assumed displacement field can be re-expressed 

where N] is the shape function (of y) corresponding to reference line 1, etc. 
These shape functions are standard Lagrangian shape functions which are 
defined explicitly elsewhere [29]. 

In the semi-analytical FSM the longitudinal series functions F;' etc. are 
smooth and continuous over the strip length and have a form which varies 
with the specific end conditions (at x = 0, A) that apply for a particular 
plate. The range of possible end conditions is considerable, particularly for 
unbalanced laminates where specification of in-plane conditions has to be 
made as well as of out-of-plane conditions. 

The most commonly assumed conditions so far as out-of-plane 
behaviour is concerned are those of simple support at both ends. For 
unbalanced laminates one specification of end conditions (enlarged to 
incorporate in-plane conditions) at x = 0 and x = A is 

v = 'W = I/Iy = Nx =Mx = 0 (4.11) 

where only the first three, kinematic, conditions need be met explicitly. The 
latter two, natural, conditions imply that u and I/Ix are free at the ends, of 
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course. (N, and M, are the x-direction in-plane force and moment, 
respectively.) This specification, equation (4.11), is of particular interest in 
thinking forward to the analysis of prismatic plate structures, rather than 
simply of single plates, for then the specification corresponds to the 
assumption of diaphragm supports. For these end conditions the 
longitudinal series functions occurring in equations (4.8) and (4.10) can be 
trigonometric functions defined as [33] 

F:' = cosinxl A, F;' = sininxl A (4.12a) 

and 

F;" = Fy" = sin inx lA, F~' = cosinxl A (4.12b) 

For other end conditions the longitudinal series functions have been based 
on the mode shapes of free vibration of shear-deformable, Timoshenko 
beams [22]. Although it is possible to consider the analysis of unbalanced 
laminates, attention has been restricted to isotropic plates and balanced 
laminates for which assumptions are required for w, t/1, and t/11/ only. For 
such laminates the series functions may have the form [22-2sf 

F;' = Fy" = Wb), F~' = 'P,(x) (4.13) 

Here W,(x) and Ip,(x) are the normalized modes of free vibration, for 
deflection and cross-sectional rotation respectively, of a Timoshenko beam 
having end conditions which broadly correspond to the end conditions of 
any particular plate which is under consideration. The philosophy behind 
the selection of the longitudinal representation of w, t/1x and t/11/ by the Wi (x), 
'PI (x) and W,(x) beam functions, respectively, has been discussed 
elsewhere [22]. The 'standard' end conditions which have been considered 
in plate analysis are simply supported, clamped and free ends. These three 
possible end conditions for a plate are defined as follows (with Mxy and Q, 
denoting the twisting moment and the x-direction shearing force, 
respectively). 

simply supported end: W = t/11/ = M, = 0 

clamped end: w = t/1, = t/11/ = 0 

free end: M, = Mn, = Q, = 0 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

The Timoshenko beam functions, WI and Ipi' correspond to six 
combinations of any two of the following end conditions for a beam. 

simply supported end: W, = '1"1 Idx = 0 (4.17) 

clamped end: 

free end: 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

The Timoshenko beam normalized mode functions are generally rather 
complicated and will not be presented here since they are recorded 
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elsewhere [22]. The functions vary with the depth-to-Iength ratio and their 
determination requires the prior numerical calculation of the eigenvalues 
of highly transcendental beam frequency equations. An exception to this 
statement is the beam which is simply supported at both ends, where the 
normalized nodes are the simple trigonometric functions 

W, = sininxl A, 'P, = cos inxl A (4.20) 

which are independent of the depth-to-Iength ratio. In this case the 
combination of equations (4.13) and (4.20) leads back to the earlier 
definition given by equations (4.12b) for a plate with simply supported ends. 

Although the use of Timoshenko beam functions in the SDPT finite strip 
analysis of plates appears to be very appropriate, and indeed is largely 
successful, it is pertinent to note that there are circumstances in which the 
strip displacement field is not strictly admissible because of difficulties 
associated with the end conditions. Whereas there is no problem in 
satisfying the kinematic conditions at the ends, there can be problems with 
the natural (or force-type) conditions. These latter conditions need not be 
satisfied explicitly so long as they can arise naturally as a result of the 
variational procedure. In fact, for a supported end (i.e. either simply 
supported or clamped) of an orthotropic plate the natural boundary 
conditions are satisfied exactly. However, at a free end of an orthotropic 
plate the natural conditions (see equation (4.16)) are artificially prevented 
from being satisfied by the constraints inherent in the beam functions [22]. 
Effectively the desired free end condition Mx = 0 is replaced by the 
modified condition aifJj ex = O. Further, for an anisotropic laminate there 
are difficulties with the natural boundary conditions even for a supported 
end [33]. In the case of an unbalanced, anisotropic laminate with simply 
supported ends, for instance, the end conditions are given by equation 
(4.11) and the assumed longitudinal variations of the displacements are 
defined in equations (4.12). The fact that cui ex and Nj ex are constrained 
by the form of the field to have zero value at the end prevents the full and 
proper satisfaction of the natural conditions Nt = Mx = 0 at the ends when 
anisotropy is present. 

The effect of the artificial constraints imposed, in the circumstances just 
described, on the strip displacement field at the strip ends by the specific 
nature of the Timoshenko beam functions means that the stiffness of a plate 
is somewhat overestimated. It follows that fully converged predictions of 
critical stresses will be too high, though usually not unduly so. 

(b) CPT analysis 

The above description has been concerned with SDPT analysis. The 
situation with regard to CPT analysis is somewhat simpler in that ifJx and ifJ" 
are no longer present as independent fundamental quantities, but now 
note has to be taken of the fact that C-type continuity is required for w. 
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This latter point means that values of both wand cwl cy = If; must be 
used as degrees of freedom at the outside edges of a strip, and hence the 
minimum crosswise representation of w is by a cubic Hermitian poly
nomial function [33], though higher-order representation, such as quintic 
[15], could be used. The crosswise representations of u and v can still be 
made with Lagrangan polynomials, of various orders, as in the SOPT 
analysis. A variety of strip models is possible but the particular model 
shown in Figure 4.3(b) is defined by the displacement field, in generalized 
coefficient form, as 

{U} [F:' v =2:: 0 F; 
w '0 0 

o 
( 4.21) 

For this model each of the <I> represent cubic functions of y, but because of 
the different forms of interpolation required for w as compared to u and v, 
the arrangement of the 12 d.o.f. (per longitudinal series term) is as shown 
in Figure 4.3(b). 

For simply supported ends one common specification of end conditions 
in the context of CPT is as equation (4.11) but with reference to If;y removed. 
Correspondingly, appropriate longitudinal series functions, occurring in 
equation (4.21), are 

F:' = cos inxl A, F;' = F," = sin inxlA (4.22) 

For other end conditions, attention appears to have been restricted to 
balanced laminates and then the assumed displacement field comprises 
simply an expression for w. The 'standard' conditions of simply supported, 
clamped and free ends for a finite strip in the context of CPT are 

simply supported end: w = M, = 0 

clamped end: w = ('W I ex = 0 

free end: M, = Mxy = Qx = 0 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

One possible form for the longitudinal representation of w (as in equation 
4.21) is 

F;" = X,(x) (4.26) 

where X, (x) are the normalized modes of free vibration for the deflection of 
a Bernoulli-Euler beam having end conditions which broadly correspond 
to the end conditions of a particular plate under consideration. The 
Bernoulli - Euler beam functions, X" correspond to six combinations of any 
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two of the following end conditions for a beam: 

simply supported end: Xl = d2XJdx2 = 0 

clamped end: Xl = dXJdx = 0 

free end: d2XJdx2 = d 3XJdx3 = 0 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

The Bernoulli-Euler beam functions are not presented here since they are 
recorded elsewhere [7]. Unlike the Timoshenko beam functions, the 
Bernoulli-Euler beam functions are independent of the depth-to-length 
ratio, of course. 

As with the SDPT analysis there are difficulties in the CPT analysis in 
satisfying precisely some natural boundary conditions at plate ends when 
making use of beam functions. The circumstances in which difficulties 
arise in CPT analysis are broadly the same as in SDPT analysis. 

4.4.2 Strip models, superstrips and solution 

In the context of SDPT the development of a stiffness matrix k and a 
geometric stiffness matrix kg for an individual finite strip in the semi
analytical FSM depends upon the use of the displacement field, as given by 
equations (4.8) or (4.10) in general, in conjunction with the expressions for 
the strain energy and the potential energy of applied stresses, given by 
equations (4.3) and (4.6) respectively. It has been noted above that a family 
of shear-deformable finite strip models is available, based upon the use of 
different orders, n, of crosswise polynomial interpolation. This order has 
ranged from 1 to 5, corresponding to linear to quintic interpolation 
[21-23,26-30,33-37] (and including curved plate finite strips [38,39]). 

No algebraic details of the formulation of k and kg will be given here, 
but such details are given in the works of Dawe and co-workers 
[22,23,26,30,33,35]. It is noted that in calculating k and kg the necessary 
integrations over the strip middle surface are evaluated analytically in the 
longitudinal direction for all strip models. In the crosswise direction the 
integrations may again be performed in exact fashion but alternative 
versions of strip models also exist in which some form of selective or 
reduced numerical integration is used: the latter applies to relatively 
low-order models (n = lor 2 or 3) and can lead to improved accuracy [34] 
but is not considered further here. 

Although the availability of a considerable family of finite strip models 
increases the versatility of the SDPT FSM, it is noted that the importance of 
the choice of model is very much reduced when sub structuring techniques 
are introduced, thus allowing for the use of a large number of strips in 
economic fashion. In reference [31] substructuring was introduced to the 
extent of eliminating the d.o.f. at the internal reference lines of finite strips. 
More recently, multilevel substructuring techniques have been used to 
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create so-called superstrips which are assemblies of a number of finite 
strips of identical geometry and with identical applied loading. The 
superstrip concept has been described in detail elsewhere [32,33,35] and 
will be summarized briefly here. 

Sub structuring is first employed at the level of an individual finite strip 
to eliminate the d.o.f. at all internal reference lines and hence to provide a 
strip which effectively has d.o.f. only at its two outside edges, regardless of 
the interpolation order n. Then repetitive sub structuring is used to create 
an assembly of 2' identical strips (where c = 0,1,2, ... ) which usually 
models the complete plate. The assembly of 2' strips is called a superstrip 
of order c, or simply a SuperstripC. Typically we may take c = 5 so that a 
plate is then modelled with one superstrip5 which is an assembly of 32 
finite strips. It is possible, though, to use up to c = 10, or 1024 strips, before 
beginning to meet numerical problems. Whatever the value of c, a 
supers trip ultimately has effective d.o.f. located only at its outside edges. 
There is no loss of accuracy involved in substructuring out the very many 
internal d.o.f. associated with a supers trip of order c, i.e. the performance 
of superstrip5, say, is precisely that of an assembly of 32 individual strips. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that superstrips of high order can be 
created and used in obtaining solutions for critical buckling stresses with 
little penalty as regards computation time, as compared to the use of a 
single finite strip. 

In the context of CPT a similar situation exists as discussed in references 
[32-37], but in these studies only one type of strip model is considered, 
corresponding to the assumption of cubic crosswise interpolation, as noted 
earlier. (But note, though, that quintic crosswise interpolation is used in 
recent studies involving thin curved-plate finite strips [18,38].) The 
integrations involved in forming k and kg are evaluated in exact fash
ion. superstrips are developed in the CPT FsM in the same way as in the 
sDPTFsM. 

Whichever plate theory is used, the plate properties are assembled from 
the properties of individual finite strips or of supers trips in a common 
fashion. Boundary conditions are applied along longitudinal edges, as 
appropriate to the problem under consideration: there is no difficulty in 
explicitly satisfying the kinematic conditions at such edges, nor with 
allowing the natural conditions to arise as a result of the variational 
procedure. If the plate is assembled from individual finite strips, with no 
sub structuring involved, the final set of equations has the form 

(4.30) 

and constitutes a standard linear eigenvalue problem which can be solved 
using any of a wide variety of methods. In equation (4.30) 0 is the column 
matrix of plate d.o.f., K and Kg are corresponding plate stiffness and 
geometric stiffness matrices, and f is a load factor governing buckling. If 
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the plate is assembled from one or more superstrips the eigenvalue 
problem becomes non-linear. Then the practical solution of the set of plate 
equations, to yield critical values of the load factor, proceeds in the manner 
described in detail in reference [33] and involves the use of an extended 
Sturm sequence-bisection approach of the type first proposed by Wittrick 
and Williams [53]. This iterative approach is particularly well suited to the 
present analysis procedure and has the merit that eigenvalues are 
determined automatically and with certainty. Once a particular eigenvalue 
is found the corresponding eigenvector, representing the buckling mode, 
is determined through the use of a random force vector. 

4.5 SEMI ANAL YTICAL APPROACH FOR LONG PLATES 

In this approach the basic assumption is that the mode shape of buckling is 
purely sinusoidal in the longitudinal direction and thus that it is only 
necessary to consider behaviour over a prescribed half-wavelength, i, 
using a single term to represent the behaviour of each fundamental 
quantity in the longitudinal direction. In circumstances where the plate is 
orthotropic with simply supported ends and where no shear stress is 
applied, this assumption is perfectly correct. Then the nodal lines of a 
buckling mode are straight and parallel to the ends of the structure and the 
analysis simply becomes a special case of the multiterm analysis of 
section 4.4, with now i = 1 (in equations (4.8), (4.10) and (4.21» and irrx/ A 
(in equations (4.12) and (4.22» replaced by rrx/ ; .. 

In circumstances where the plate is anisotropic and/or where shear 
stress is applied, however, the nodal lines are generally curved and 
skewed across the plate. Within the restriction of a single-term approach 
this behaviour can be accommodated if the reference quantities in the strip 
displacement field are represented as complex quantities, in the manner 
first suggested by Wittrick [2]. When this is done the conditions at the ends 
of the analysis half-wavelength do not equate to conditions that could 
apply at the ends of a finite-length plate. Thus the single-term, complex 
analysis is strictly correct only for plates of infinite length. However, it will 
be nearly correct in circumstances where the structure is much longer 
than is the half-wavelength of the mode of buckling, i.e. where the plate 
is'long'. 

A typical individual SOPT finite strip for the analysis of long plates of 
arbitrary lamination is shown in Figure 4.4(a). In common with the SOPT 
strip for finite-length structures, shown in Figure 4.3(a), the strip of 
Figure 4.4(a) is shown having four reference lines corresponding to cubic 
Lagrangian crosswise interpolation (n = 3), but other orders of 
interpolation (n = 1,2,3,4 and 5) are again available [31,32,35]. In the 
SOPT finite strip analysis of long plates the length of plate for analysis 
purposes is only that between adjacent curved nodal lines (i.e. is J.) and the 
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Fig.4.4 Individual finite strips for the analysis of long structures for: (a) SDPT 
analysis (cubic interpolation), (b) CPT analysis. 

complex displacement field, in terms of generalized coefficients is 
assumed to be [31,32,35] 

u j 0 0 0 0 
vOl 0 0 0 
w = Re eI~ 0 0 1 0 0 
~y 0 0 0 1 0 
~x 0 0 0 0 j 

~ 0 0 0 0 Aj 
o ~ 0 0 0 A2 
o 0 ~ 0 0 (4.31) 
o 0 0 ~ 0 
o 0 0 0 ~ ASn+s 

Here j = J=1, ( = 1[X / A, Re ( ) denotes the real part of the quantity inside 
the parentheses and, as before, Alt etc, are generalized coefficients and ~ is 
defined by equation (4.9). 
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For the individual SDPT finite strip the stiffness matrix k and geometric 
stiffness matrix kg are derived by substituting equation (4.31) into 
equations (4.3) and (4.6), respectively, with integration in the longitudinal 
direction being eva luted analytically over the length ), [31]. Just as in the 
multi-term approach, a family of strip models is available for long plates, 
corresponding to different values of n and different schemes of crosswise 
integration [31,32,33]. 

In similar fashion, in the context of CPT an individual finite strip for the 
analysis of long structures is shown in Figure 4.4(b). In terms of 
generalized coefficients the displacement field is a reduced form of 
equation (4.31), with !/J x and !/J I{ removed from consideration. The particular 
model shown in Figure 4.4 (b), with the indicated d.o.f., corresponds to 
cubic crosswise interpolation of Lagrangian type for u,v and Hermitian 
type for w [31, 32, 35]. 

It is noted that in the present approaches, based on the use of complex 
displacement fields, k is complex Hermitian when the material 
properties are anisotropic but is real and symmetric otherwise, and kg is 
complex Hermitian in the presence of applied shear stress but is real and 
symmetric otherwise. Beyond the stage at which these matrices are 
established the developments described earlier in the context of finite
length plates (i.e. superstrips and solution procedures) apply equally to 
long plates. 

4.6 SPLINE APPROACH FOR FINITE-LENGTH PLATES 

4.6.1 Displacement fields 

The spline FSM has much in common with the semi-analytical FSM, except 
in the manner of representation of the longitudinal variations of the 
fundamental quantities. It has been seen that in the semi-analytical FSM 
the chosen longitudinal functions are smooth and continuous over the 
length A and that their nature changes with change in the prescribed end 
conditions. In the spline FSM, on the other hand, the chosen longitudinal 
functions are piecewise polynomial spline functions which are of the same 
basic nature for any prescribed end conditions, with such conditions being 
met by local modification only. 

More than one basis for the definition of spline functions is available 
[54,55] but the B-spline basis appears to the most suitable and popular one 
for use in structural analysis. Within the B-spline basis, spline functions of 
different polynomial order are available. 

In using the B-spline functions the strip length A is divided, as shown in 
Figure 4.5, into q sections which here are taken to be of equal length d 
(although it is possible to use sections of unequal length). Corresponding 
to the q sections there are q + 1 spline knots (labelled 0 to q) within the 
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Fig. 4.5 Spline sections and knots. 

length A, plus other knots outside each end of the length A which are 
required for the purpose of completing the definition of whatever 
fundamental quantity is being represented, and of prescribing appropriate 
end conditions. The number of these latter knots varies with the order of 
the B-spline functions which are used. 

The longitudinal variation, f(x) say, of each fundamental quantity is 
expressed as a summation of local B-spline functions 8, in the form 

'll 
(4.32) 

l=tl 

where ':I., are knot coefficients which are to be determined. The column 
matrix a. is a list of all the ':I., coefficients. The row matrix () contains all the 
local B-spline functions 8, and is termed the direct B-spline function 
basis. The lower and upper summation limits il and iu vary with the 
particular polynomial order k assumed for the local spline functions. This 
order can be taken to be I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (or higher), corresponding to 
linear, quadratic, cubic, quartic and quintic B-splines which are 
designated B1-, B2-, Br , B4-, and Bs-spline functions, respectively. A 
detailed and explicit definition of these local B-spline functions is given 
elsewhere [46] and here simply the shapes of these functions are 
illustrated in Figure 4.6. Clearly, as k increases the spline functions 
become less local in their character. 

The juxtaposition of individual local spline functions 8, to form the 
complete functions f(x) in the manner indicated algebraically in equation 
(4.32), is illustrated in Figure 4.7 for the functions of various orders. (Of 
course, the magnitudes of the various local functions will not be the same 
in reality since these are controlled by the ':I., coefficients.) Figure 4.7 
indicates values of the limits il and iu occurring in equation (4.32). It is 
noted that for the even functions (i.e. the quadratic and quartic functions) 
the centre-line of a 8, is displaced by d/2 from spline knot i in the positive 
x-direction whilst for the odd functions the centre-line of a 8, coincides with 
spline knot i. 
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Fig. 4.6 Local spline functions: (a) linear B,; (b) quadratic B2; (c) cubic B3; 

(d) quartic B4; and (e) quintic Bso 

Prescribed conditions on a function f(x) at the end knots 0 and q can be 
accommodated in a variety of ways. One such way is to express the knot 
coefficients local to the ends in terms of values off (x) and df(x)/ dx, atO and 
q, through a transformation, so that then f(x) can be written as 

f(x) = lJd (4.33) 

25 

.1 
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Here the row matrix lJ is termed the modified B-spline function basis and 
contains all local B-spline functions with some of these modified to take 
account of conditions at spline knots 0 and q. The column matrix d contains 
both a number of knot coefficients and values of f(x) and (except for the 
Bl-spline) its derivative at end knots 0 and q. 

In the SDPT spline finite strip analysis of arbitrary laminates each of the 
five fundamental quantities, u, v, w, I/Ix and I/Iv is to be represented 
longitudinally in the manner indicated above for the general function f(x). 
The first study of the use of B-spline functions in solving plate problems 
whilst taking shear deformation effects into account was concerned with 
the free vibration of balanced laminates, and used both the Rayleigh - Ritz 
and finite strip methods [43]. In this earlier study, equal cubic B3-spline 
functions were used in the representations of each of w,l/Ix and I/Iy. It was 
found that this particular approach yielded results of good accuracy for 
moderately thick laminates but that accuracy decreased significantly for 
thin laminates: it appeared that this indicated shear-locking behaviour. 
Subsequent detailed studies [44,46,47] have verified this and have shown 
that to avoid the detrimental effects of shear-locking behaviour it is 
necessary, in a finite strip approach, that the spline representation of I/Ix be 
one order lower than that of w. Thus if Bcspline functions represent w, then 
Bk_1-spline functions should represent I/Ix. The representation of I/Iy, and of 
U and v when dealing with unbalanced laminates, is not critical but usually 
would correspond to that of w, i.e. would be by Bk-spline functions. 

With the above remarks in mind the chosen displacement field for an 
SDPT finite strip, allowing for general lamination, is [45] 

U N, 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 

n v "+1 0 N, 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 d2 

W =2: 0 0 N, 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 d3 (4.34) 

I/Iy 
,~ 1 0 0 0 N, 0 0 0 0 lh 0 :: , I/Ix 0 0 0 0 N, 0 0 0 0 ~-1 

Here ~ and ~-1 are modified B-spline function bases of the kth and 
(k -1)th orders. The d1 to ds are column matrices of generalized 
displacement parameters, with subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 relating to 
u, v, W, I/Iy and I/Ix, respectively. The quantity j denotes the number of a 
reference line and once more there are (n + 1) reference lines across the 
strip, just as for the semi-analytical FSM described earlier. The N, are 
standard Lagrangian shape functions representing the crosswise 
variations of the fundamental quantities. As in the semi-analytical FSM, 
equal-order crosswise interpolation has been employed for each of 
u,v,w,l/Ix and I/Iy and such interpolation can be by linear, quadratic, cubic, 
quartic or quintic polynomials in a family of finite strip models [44,45]. 
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In the CPT approach the strip displacement field for an arbitrary 
laminate can be expressed as [45] 

(4.35) 

Here the NI, used in representing u and v, are again standard Lagrangian 
shape functions whilst the NIH' used in representing w, are Hermitian 
shape functions. In equation (4.35) the upper limit of the series of j = 4 
indicates that cubic polynomial interpolation is used across a strip, 
whether of the Lagrangian or Hermitian kinds [45]. In representing w it is 
indeed necessary that at least cubic Hermitian interpolation be employed, 
but lower-order Lagrangian interpolation could be used in representing u 
and v [40-42]. 

It is important to note that in using the spline FSM (whether in the 
context of SDPT or CPT) there is no difficulty in explicitly satisfying the 
necessary kinematic conditions at the ends of a strip, and at the same time 
allowing the natural conditions to be approached on application of the 
variational procedure. Thus, in contrast to the situation pertaining to the 
semi-analytical FSM, the displacement field in the spline FSM is 
kinematically admissible for plates having any end conditions and any 
lamination. 

4.6.2 Strip models, superstrips and solution 

In the spline FSM the variety of strip models broadly matches the situation 
described earlier with regard to the semi-analytical FSM. In the context of 
SDPT, spline FSM models based on linear, quadratic, cubic, quartic or 
quintic crosswise polynomial interpolation (i.e. n = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 in 
equation (4.34)) have been developed [44,45] using exact or reduced 
integration schemes across the strip model. In the longitudinal direction 
the spline representation (equation(4.34)) is conveniently referred to as a 
Bk,k_l-spline representation, meaning that modified B-spline function 
bases of order k are used to represent u, v, wand t/lv' and a modified B-spline 
function basis of order k - 1 is used to represent t/I X' The developed 
capability [44,45] allows choice between B32-, B43- and BS4-spline represen
tations. In the longitudinal direction the numerical integration scheme is 
effectively exact, with six Gauss points used in each spline section. 

As mentioned above, in the context of CPT the only level adopted in 
reference [45] for crosswise polynomial interpolation of u, v and w is cubic 
(equation(4.35)). In the longitudinal direction a Bk-spline representation is 
used for each of u, v and wand the developed capability allows choice 
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between B3-, B4- and Bs-spline representations. The necessary integrations 
to obtain strip properties are performed numerically but are effectively 
exact (with four Gauss points across a strip and six points along each spline 
section). 

The implementation of the supers trip concept and the procedures used 
in obtaining solutions are the same in the spline FSM as in the semi
analytical FSM. 

4.7 PLATE BUCKLING APPLICA nONS 

4.7.1 Introductory remarks 

As has been remarked earlier, the problems of buckling and free vibration 
are closely linked and many available descriptions of the application of the 
FSM include results for both types of problem. Even in cases where only 
vibration applications are considered, important information can be 
gleaned about the potential suitability of the FSM for use in buckling 
applications, particularly with respect to the chosen displacement field. 
Applications of the multi-term semi-analytical FSM to problems involving 
the buckling and/ or vibration of individual rectangular, flat plates of finite 
length are described in references [22-29,34-36]. Descriptions of applica
tions of the single-term, semi-analytical FSM to buckling and/ or vibration 
problems of long plates are given in references [19,20,21,24,31,32,35 and 
36]. Some spline FSM applications involving individual finite-length 
plates are presented in references [41-45]. 

There follows a small selection of illustrative results of the application of 
the semi-analytical and spline FSMs in solving problems of the buckling 
under uniform stress of individual rectangular plates. The main aim in 
doing this is to study the appropriateness of the assumed displacement 
fields by observing the manner in which results converge. 

The buckling of long plates is considered first using the single-term, 
semi-analytical FSM analysis capability described in section 4.5. Con
vergence is examined in detail with respect to the crosswise representation 
of displacement quantities, i.e. with respect to both the type of finite strip 
used and the number of strips used. The type of strip (always fully 
integrated) is designated by the value of n, the order of polynomial 
interpolation. The strips forming the whole width of a plate are assembled 
into one superstrip and the number of strips is designated in effect by the 
values of c, i.e. a superstrip of order c (a SuperstripC) is formed of 2C strips. 

Thereafter the concern is with the analysis of plates of finite length using 
the multi-term, semi-analytical FSM of section 4.4 and the multi-term, 
spline FSM of section 4.6. No further study of crosswise convergence is 
made. In all cases the plate width is modelled with one cubic Superstrip4 or 
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one cubic Superstrip5, i.e. with 16 or 32 strips based on n = 3; for either 
modelling the crosswise representation is effectively exact. In considering 
finite-length plates the emphasis is switched to examining convergence 
with respect to the longitudinal representation, i.e. with respect to the 
number, r, of terms used in the semi-analytical FSM or with respect to the 
number, q, of sections used in the spline FSM. Of course, in the spline FSM 
the order of spline functions used could be a further variable which would 
clearly affect convergence. Here, however, this order is not varied: in SOPT 
analysis the B32-spline representation is used throughout and in CPT 
analysis the B3-spline representation is used throughout. 

In presenting results for finite-length plates, the plates are described by a 
symbolism defining the boundary conditions at the four edges. A SCSF 
designation, say, means a plate whose edges are simply supported (S), 
clamped (C), simply supported (S) and free (F), respectively, starting at the 
edge x = 0 and proceeding clockwise (looking in the positive z-direction) 
around the plate. In SOPT analysis the values of the shear correction factors 
used are determined according to the method described by Whitney [56]. 

In what follows, most of the results are presented in terms of two 
buckling factors Ka and K,. These factors are defined as 

Here (aO)cr denotes the critical value of an applied uniform direct stress aO 
and this direct stress may be a~' or a:; as appropriate to the application 
under consideration. Similarly (r~\I)cr denotes the critical value of an 
applied uniform shear stress. 

4.7.2 Selected buckling studies 

(a) Long isotropic and anisotropic plates 

The plates considered here are notionally infinitely long or, in other words, 
are simply 'long' in the sense defined in section 4.5. Their longitudinal 
edges are simply supported and their widths are B. Three cases are 
considered, in all of which the loading or the material properties are such 
tha t the nodal lines of the buckling mode are curved and skewed across the 
plate. In each case the critical longitudinal half-wavelength of buckling, ).0 

is determined by trials involving a range of prescribed values of J.. 
In Case 1 the plate is isotropic with thickness ratio hi B = 0.01 and v = 0.3, 

and is subjected to uniform shear stress r~\I' It is found that ;.e = 1.25 B and it 
is at this value that calculations of critical buckling stress are made. 

In Case 2 the plate is anisotropic with hi B = 0.01 again, and is subjected 
to uniform uniaxial compressive stress a~. Specifically the anisotropic 
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properties correspond to a single-layer plate with fibres orientated at 45° to 
the longitudinal axis and with EL/ET = 10, GLT/ET = GTTIET = 0.25 and 
VLT = 0.3. The critical longitudinal half-wavelength is i"c = lOB/II. 

InCase 3 the plate is as Case 2 exceptthatnow hlB = 0.1. For this thicker 
geometry the predicted half-wavelength of the minimum buckling stress 
remains as Ac = 10B/n when using CPT analysis but is found to be 
}'e = 10B/13 when using SOPT analysis, and calculations of critical 
buckling stress are made at these appropriate i'e values. 

The three cases are used in large part as vehicles to examine the manner 
of convergence of results as the crosswise modelling is progressively made 
more refined. As mentioned earlier, the plate width is modelled with one 
superstrip and analyses are made in the contexts of both SOPT and CPT. In 
the SOPT analysis progressive refinement is applied by both increasing the 
order, n, of polynomial representation within each strip and by increasing 
the order, c, of the superstrip. In the CPT analysis only one value of n, i.e. 
n = 3, is used but the superstrip order c is varied. 

The results for the three cases are given in Table 4.1. The values of Ka and 
Ks in parentheses relate to CPT analysis whilst all other values relate to 
SOPT analysis (in which, in all cases, the shear correction factors used are 
~ = k~ = 5/6). It is seen that for the quadratic strip (n = 2) convergence is 

Table 4.1 Convergence of results for buckling of long plates: values of Ka and Ks 

Case Polynomial Order of supers trip, c 
order, n 

0 1 2 3 4 5 10 

Case 1 2 6.487 6.758 5.849 5.455 5.354 5.333 5.330 
Values 3 7.154 5.761 5.362 5.331 5.329 5.329 5.329 
of Ka 4 6.326 5.354 5.330 5.329 5.329 5.329 5.329 

5 5.438 5.330 5.329 5.329 5.329 5.329 5.331 
(3) (7.167) (5.770) (5.370) (5.339) (5.337) (5.336) (5.336) 

Case 2 2 7.224 5.415 3.968 3.601 3.534 3.526 3.525 
Values 3 5.007 3.664 3.534 3.526 3.525 3.525 3.525 
of Ks 4 3.742 3.530 3.525 3.525 3.525 3.525 3.525 

5 3.541 3.525 3.525 3.525 3.525 3.525 3.525 
(3) (5.051) (3.686) (3.546) (3.536) (3.535) (3.535) (3.535) 

Case 3 2 4.031 2.967 2.722 2.699 2.697 2.697 2.697 
Values 3 3.066 2.710 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 
of Ks 4 2.735 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 

5 2.699 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 2.697 
(3) (5.051) (3.688) (3.546) (3.536) (3.535) (3.535) (3.535) 

Values in parentheses relate to classical plate theory analysis whilst all other values relate to 
shear deformation plate theory analysis. 
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somewhat sluggish especially for the thin, isotropic plate (when 
performance would be improved if reduced integration were used in 
evaluating the stiffness matrix). For n ? 3 convergence with respect to c is 
rapid and, amongst other modellings, it is apparent that use of one cubic 
Superstrip4 or Superstrip5 gives effectively exact solutions: hence one or 
other of these modellings is used in the other applications that follow. 

One small anomaly seen in Table 4.1 is the value of Ka = 5.331 for Case 1, 
obtained when using one quintic Superstrip10. This value is slightly higher 
than the true converged value of Ka = 5.329, the small difference being an 
indication of the beginnings of numerical error associated with the use of a 
large number (1024) of very narrow strips. 

(b) Thin, square, isotropic SSSS plates 

The first of the finite-length plate problems considered is concerned with 
thin, square, isotropic plates (v = 0.3) with all edges simply supported and 
loaded in turn with uniform uniaxial compression (J~ and uniform shear 
r~y. Results based on the use of CPT analyses are recorded in Table 4.2 and 
show the manner of convergence of values of buckling factor with respect 
to r (for the semi-analytical FSM) or q (for the Brspline FSM). It should be 
noted that equal values of rand q do not imply equal computational effort 
in the two finite strip approaches: in fact for a given value of q the spline 
FSM is generally considerably more economical than is the semi-analytical 
FSM for the same value of r. The results given in Table 4.2 show good 
convergence characteristics and ultimate close agreement with established 
comparative values [57]. Of course, for the case of uniform compression 

Table 4.2 Buckling of thin, square, isotropic SSSS plates: values of Ka and Ks 

r or q Applied ~ Values of Ka Applied T~y Values of Ks 

Semianalytical Brspline Semianalytical Brspline 
FSM" FSM FSM FSM 

1 4.000 4.203 11.722 
2 4.000 4.007 10.388 10.090 
3 4.000 4.002 9.378 9.636 
4 4.000 4.001 9.366 9.405 
5 4.000 4.000 9.334 9.354 
6 4.000 4.000 9.332 9.338 
7 4.000 4.000 9.327 9.332 

Comparative 4.000 4.000 9.34 9.34 
solution [57] 

a FSM = finite strip method. 
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the semi-analytical FSM yields the exact solution (in the context of CPT) 
for r ~ 1. 

(c) Square, balanced orthotropic laminated plates 

The laminated plates considered here have a balanced OC 190" lOa 1900 10° 
lay-up in which the thickness of each of the 0° plies is hi 6 and that of each 
of the 90° plies is hi 4. The material properties of all layers are defined by 
Ed ET = 30, GLTI ET = 0.6, Gnl ET = 0.5 and VLT = 0.25. 

Table 4.3 shows results obtained for the buckling under uniform shear 
stress TO of an SSSS square laminate of thick geometry, with hi A = 0.1. xy 

Analyses have been conducted within the contexts of both CPT and SDPT 
and the results for the two finite strip approaches show convergence to a 
common value of buckling factor for each plate theory. There are very 
significant differences between the predictions based on the use of CPT 
and those of SDPT, reflecting the importance of through-thickness shear 
deformation effects. 

For other relative thicknesses the effect of shear deformation on the 
prediction of shear buckling stress for the SSSS five-layer laminate is 
shown as curve (a) in Figure 4.8 by plotting the percentage overestimation 
of the CPT prediction, as compared to the more-realistic SDPT prediction, 
against the hi A ratio. 

Other boundary conditions are now incorporated when considering the 
buckling of the thick laminate (hi A = 0.1) under the action of uniform 
uniaxial compression. Details are given in Table 4.4 of the manner of 
convergence of semi-analytical and spline FSM results for two particular 
cases. The first of these concerns a CCCC laminate subjected to (J~ stress, 
with the finite strips running in the direction of the applied stress. The 

Table 4.3 Shear buckling of thick, square, orthotropic, SSSS laminate: values of K, 

r or q Classical plate theory Shear deformation plate 
analysis theory analysis 

Semi-analytical BTspline Semi-analytical B3rSpline 
FSM" FSM FSM FSM 

1 5.160 2.314 
2 4.076 4.374 2.072 1.827 
3 3.774 3.917 1.693 1.692 
4 3.765 3.795 1.655 1.655 
5 3.757 3.769 1.648 1.644 
6 3.756 3.761 1.644 1.641 
7 3.755 3.759 1.643 1.640 

" FSM = finite strip method. 
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Fig. 4.8 Percentage overestimation, ",'X), of CPT buckling stresses for square, five
layer, orthotropic laminates: (a) SSSSwith It."' (b) CCCC with (J" and (c) CSC:Swith (J". 

second concerns a CSCS laminate subjected to (J~ stress with the finite strips 
running perpendicular to the direction of the applied stress (i.e. running 
from one clamped edge to the other). In both cases the analysis is in the 
context of SOPT and the modes of a clamped -clamped Timoshenko beam 
are used in the semi-analytical FSM . It is seen in Table 4.4 that in each case 
convergence of the two sets of FSM results is toward a common value of 

Table 4.4 Uniaxial buckling of thick, square, orthotropic, CCCC and CSCS 
laminates: values of Ka 

r or q CCCC laminate CSCS laminate 

Semi-analytical B12-spline Semi-analytical BlrSpline 
FSM a FSM FSM FSM 

1 2.680 2.623 1.791 2.071 
2 2.193 2.217 1.791 1.804 
3 2.142 2.157 1.787 1.791 
4 2.142 2.162 1.787 1.788 
5 2.141 2.149 1.786 1.787 
6 2.141 2.144 1.786 1.786 

, FSM = finite strip method. 
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Fig.4.9 Buckling stresses of rectangular unsymmetrical SSSS laminated plates: 
- = Jones [58]; • = finite strip method. 

buckling stress, as expected. It is noted that the buckled mode of the CCCC 
laminate has three longitudinal half-waves and this explains why the 
semi-analytical FSM results, in particular, are less accurate in this case for 
r = 1 and r = 2 than would be expected normally. 

For relative thicknesses up to hi A = 0.1 the effect of shear deformation on 
the prediction of uniaxial direct buckling stress, for the CCCC and CSCS cases 
just considered, is shown by curves (b) and (c), respectively, in Figure 4.8. 

(d) Rectangular, unbalanced orthotropic 5555 laminated plate 

Jones [58] has produced exact solutions in the context of CPT for the 
buckling behaviour of unsymmetrically laminated simply supported 
plates under uniform uniaxial compression, ~. One particular application 
concerns a graphite-epoxy laminate of length A and width B = A12. The 
laminate has a variable number of layers with the fibres in the second layer 
from the bottom oriented at 90° (to the x-axis) and the fibres in all other 
layers oriented at 0°. Layer properties are defined by ELI E1 = 40, GLTI E1 = 
0.5 and VLT = 0.25. Graphical results from Jones's analysis, showing how 
the critical buckling stress varies with the number of layers, are given by 
the full lines in Figure 4.9 (extracted from reference [58]). Results for the 
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actual unsymmetrical laminate, for which bending-stretching coupling 
exists, are labelled exact in the figure, whereas results based on neglecting 
the coupling are labelled B'I = O. The horizontal line on the graph relates to 
the buckling load for a laminate with all 0" layers. The semi-analytical CPT 
FSM has been used to solve this problem (with r = 1) and it is seen in 
Figure 4.9 that these results match very closely to those of Jones. 

(e) Rectangular, balanced, anisotropic SSSS and CCCC laminated plates 

Whitney [59] has considered the buckling of some symmetrically 
laminated, anisotropic simply supported plates in the context of CPT. One 
example concerns a laminate subjected to uniform uniaxial compression 
(J:, with a length-to-widthratio of AlB = 1.13 and with 20 equal plies all of 
which are orientated with their principal material axis at 8° to the 
longitudinal x-axis. The material properties are defined by ET/El = 0.1, 
GLT/El = 0.03 and VLT = 0.3. 

The CPT analysis of Whitney utilizes the Galerkin method in 
conjunction with a double sine series representation of w, with a total of 49 
terms in the series, and the results will be equivalent to using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method with the same assumed series. The problem is of 
particular interest because it would be expected that the sine series would 
not allow the proper satisfaction of the natural boundary conditions at the 
simply supported edges to be reached. To examine this, the problem has 
been solved here using both the semi-analytical CPT FSM (with sine series 
representation longitudinally) and the Brspline CPT FSM. 

Comparative results for all three approaches, for 0° ::::; 8 ::::; 90°, are shown 
in Figure 4.10. (The results of Whitney are copied directly from a graphical 
presentation in reference [59], and the present FSM results are based on the 
use of r = 6 and q = 6.) It is clear that there are significant differences 
between the three sets of results. In the Galerkin approach [59] all four 
boundaries of the laminate are over-constrained by the form of the chosen 
displacement field and buckling stresses consequently are over-estimated. 
In the semi-analytical FSM two boundaries (the strip ends) are over
constrained and buckling stresses are overestimated to a lesser extent. In 
the spline FSM no artificial constraint is present and the predicted buckling 
factors are valid. At its greatest the error in the Galerkin method results is 
around 13% when 8 is about 40°. 

In Table 4.5, numerical results are given for the SSSS plate in columns 
2-5 which show the manner of convergence of results when using the two 
types ofFSM,for 8 = 0° and 8 = 300. For the orthotropic plate the exact CPT 
solution is obtained using just r = 1 in the semi-analytical FSM and the 
spline FSM results converge rapidly to this solution. For the anisotropic 
plate, with 8 = 30°, convergence is slower for both approaches and appears 
to be towards different values, with the prediction of the semi-analytical 
FSM being about 4.8% too high. 
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Fig. 4.10 Buckling stresses of anisotropic SSSS rectangular laminated plates: - = 

Whitney [59]; .... = semianalytical finite strip method; - - = spline finite strip 
method. 

Table 4.5 Uniaxial buckling of thin anisotropic laminates: values of (O"~)cr N / ELh2 

r Simply supported rectangular laminate Clamped square laminate 
or 
q 

(J=O" (J = 30° (J=O° (J=30° 

Semi- Brspline Semi- Brspline Semi- Brspline Semi- Brspline 
analytical FSM analytical FSM analytical FSM analytical FSM 

FSM' FSM FSM FSM 

1 1.153 1.331 1.988 1.689 3.902 3.744 
2 1.160 1.605 1.408 3.902 3.830 2.962 3.684 
3 1.155 1.478 1.373 3.787 3.977 2.524 3.130 
4 1.154 1.462 1.359 3.787 3.829 2.461 2.695 
5 1.154 1.434 1.352 3.780 3.797 2.455 2.546 
6 1.154 1.426 1.347 3.780 3.787 2.449 2.490 
7 1.153 1.418 1.343 3.779 3.783 2.448 2.467 
8 1.153 1.406 1.341 3.779 3.782 2.458 

, FSM = finite strip method. 

In columns 6-9 of Table 4.5 similar convergence details are presented 
for laminates with all edges fully clamped. Again these laminates are 
defined in the work of Whitney [59]. They are once more composed of 20 
equal plies with common orientation at eo to the longitudinal axis. Now the 
laminates are square and the material properties are defined by ErfEL = 
0.09, GLT f EL = 0.03 and VLT = 0.3. The tabulated results reveal that the two 
CPT FSM approaches provide convergence toward a common value of 
buckling stress for both the orthotropic (e = 0°) and anisotropic (e = 30°) 
laminate, and thus that the clamped-clamped Bernoulli-Euler beam 
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functions are satisfactory in the semi-analytical CPT FSM. Whitney's 
results are based on a Rayleigh- Ritz approach using a series of these same 
beam functions in both coordinate directions and are presented in 
graphical form [59]. These results, for Oc ~ () ~ 90 c , are represented here in 
Figure 4.11 together with the converged FSM results. Generally the sets of 
results compare closely, although there is a noticeable difference between 
them for () in the range 0 to 30. There would seem to be no theoretical 
reason for this difference and it may be more apparent than real, resulting 
from inaccuracy in presenting results graphically in reference [59]. 

4.7.3 General comments on single-plate results 

The number and scope of applications presented above in section 4.7.2 is 
necessarily restricted but does demonstrate the main features of the 
performance of the semi-analytical and B-spline FSMs in solving laminated 
plate buckling problems, whether in the context of CPT or of SDPT. 

In the displacement fields of both approaches the crosswise representa
tions can be made using various orders of polynomial interpolation, 
though only cubic interpolation has been used in CPT analyses. Further, 
the creation of superstrips produces very accurate and efficient models of 
crosswise structural behaviour. 

For long plates, in situations in which the end conditions can be ignored 
on the assumption that the buckled half-wavelength;. is small compared to 

4 

• 
3 

20 40 60 80 90 

Fig.4.11 Buckling stresses of anisotropic CCCe, square laminated plates: - = 

Whitney [59]; • = finite strip method. 
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the plate length, the semi-analytical FSM is highly efficient since it uses 
only single-term, trigonometric representations in the longitudinal 
direction. By the use of complex quantities the approach is applicable for 
plates of general lamination and where applied shear stress is present. Of 
course, the approach requires the prior specification of a value of I,; if the 
critical value of ), is not known then it will be necessary to make 
calculations over a range of distinct values of ), to deduce the critical one 
and the corresponding critical buckling stress. 

For finite-length plates the use of a multi-term analysis is generally 
necessary and the longitudinal representation described herein has been 
by analytical (i.e. beam) functions or by B-spline functions. (Exceptionally, 
if the plate is orthotropic with simply supported ends and no shear stress is 
applied, the analysis becomes of the single-term type when using the 
semi-analytical approach.) 

For balanced orthotropic laminates of finite length the semi-analytical 
FSM generally demonstrates excellent convergence properties (with r) in 
the presence of applied direct stresses, and good convergence properties in 
the presence of applied shear stress. However, apart from the particular 
case of simply supported ends, no consideration has been given to 
unbalanced orthotropic laminates when using the semi-analytical 
approach: although this could be done, the selection of appropriate 
functions would be cumbersome. For the analysis of finite-length, 
anisotropic laminates the use of the semi-analytical FSM can lead to 
difficulties associated with matching specified end conditions, e.g. in 
allowing the natural conditions to be met at simply supported ends. 

The spline FSM offers an analysis capability which is complementary to 
that offered by the semianalytical FSM. In relatively straightforward 
situations concerning balanced, orthotropic laminates the performance of 
the spline FSM as compared to that of the semi-analytical FSM is likely to 
be inferior where only direct stresses are applied, or to be broadly similar 
where applied shear stress is present. The chief advantage of the spline 
FSM lies in its greater versatility in accommodating properly the full range 
of possible end conditions associated with unbalanced and/ or anisotropic 
laminates. 

4.8 BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF PRISMATIC PLATE STRUCTURES 

Consistent with the theme of this volume, the emphasis in this chapter is 
predominantly on the use of the FSM in analysing the buckling of single 
rectangular laminated plates. However, it is in analysing complicated, 
composite prismatic plate structures that the FSM has its greatest 
advantages in comparison with other procedures and has its most 
important role. Hence some general remarks on the analysis of plate 
structures are pertinent here. 
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In broad terms the analysis described heretofore for a single, generally 
anisotropic plate can be applied to any component plate of prismatic plate 
structures of the kinds shown in Figure 4.1(b) and (c). The plate shown in 
Figure 4.2 is now envisaged as a component plate and its local properties, 
i.e. k and kg related to the local xyz axes, are developed in the manner 
described earlier in this chapter. Of course, the development now has to 
include all five fundamental quantities in SOPT analysis and all three in 
CPT analysis whatever the nature of the material of the component plate. 

To maintain compatibility at the longitudinal junction lines between 
adjacent component plates it is necessary that v and w vary in the same 
fashion longitudinally at such lines. Thus in the semi-analytical FSM for 
finite-length plates, where the general displacement fields are given by 
equations (4.8) and (4.21), we have that F,I' = F,"'. For the important case of 
diaphragm ends, suitable trigonometric longitudinal functions are defined 
in equation (4.12) for SOPT analysis and equation (4.22) for CPT analysis 
[33,35]. For other end conditions it has been suggested [35] that in the 
semi-analyticalSOPT FSM use is made of the definitions 

F,I/ = F,ojJ, = tJI,(x), F," = F,'" = F,ojJ, = W,(x) (4.36) 

in equation (4.8) (or equation (4.10», where W,(x) and tJI,(x) are appro
priate Timoshenko beam functions. However, it is recalled that W,(x) and 
tJI, (x) depend upon a specified length-to-depth ratio. The basis for selection 
of this ratio is not established for plate structures, bearing in mind that 
component plates of differing geometries meet at junction lines and that 
compatibility conditions have to be satisfied. In the corresponding CPT 
analysis the definition [35] 

dX (x) 
FI/=-'- F"=F"'=X(x) 

I dx I I I I 
(4.37) 

could apply, where X,(x) are appropriate Bernoulli-Euler beam functions 
and these definitions are easier to accommodate. In the spline FSM the 
displacement fields for a component plate of a structure are as given by 
equations (4.34) and (4.35), for SOPT and CPT analysis, respectively, and 
the modified B-spline function bases in the longitudinal direction are 
unchanged from single-plate analysis [45]. 

In the analysis of a plate structure each component plate may be 
represented by one or more individual finite strips or, more usually, by a 
single supers trip if the stress field is uniform. It is, of course, necessary to 
transform the component plate properties from the local to a common, 
global configuration before the assembly of structure properties can be 
made. The transformation may, in fact, involve an eccentricity 
transformation, to account for off-set connections, as well as the usual, 
necessary rotation transformation which accounts for the different 
orientations of component plates [32,33,35,45]. 
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Beyond the stage at which component plate properties are established in 
a global configuration, higher levels of sub structuring can be invoked 
which involve progressive breakdown of the structure into substructures 
which are assemblies of two or more component plates. Successive 
sub structuring at various levels makes possible the solution of problems of 
very considerable complexity since it leads to very large economies in 
computer time and storage. It is perfectly practicable to calculate buckling 
loads of complicated structures using finite strip modellings which have in 
excess of 100 000 d.o.f. in totality, but which may use well under 100 
effective d.o.f after applying the various levels of substructuring. 
Regarding this, the buckling analysis using the semi-analytical FSM of 
finite-length structures with diaphragm ends is described in references 
[33,35] wherein the powerful computer programs BA V AMPAC (for CPT 
analysis) and BA V AMP AS (SDPT analysis) are described. A similar 
capability, but based on the spline FSM, is described in reference [45] and 
although the applications presented there relate only to structures with 
diaphragm ends, other end conditions can be accommodated readily. For 
long structures an advanced semi-analytical FSM capability incorporating 
multilevel sub structuring is presented in references [32,35] and the 
associated computer programs BA VPAC (for CPT analysis) and BA VPAS 
(for SDPT analysis) are described. 

Lack of space precludes the presentation here of any results of the 
application of the FSM to the solution of problems involving the buckling 
of composite prismatic plate structures. The interested reader will find a 
range of such problems described and discussed in references 
[30~32, 34~37,45]. 

4.9 POSTBUCKLING FSM ANALYSIS 

Early works concerned with the use of the FSM in predicting the geomet
rically non-linear response of single rectangular plates and of prismatic 
plate structures are those of Graves-Smith and Sridharan [60,61] and 
Hancock [62]. These authors consider the postbuckling behaviour of plates 
with simply supported ends when subjected to progressive end 
shortening. They also consider the post-local-buckling behaviour of plate 
structures subjected to end shortening, with each component plate of the 
structure having simply supported ends and with plate junctions assumed 
not to move appreciably during the deformation process. In these early 
works attention has been restricted to homogeneous materials and strip 
properties are based on the use of CPT in conjuction with a displacement 
field in which the membrane components are restricted to linear cross
wise variations (whilst the bending component varies cubically). The 
lengthwise variations in the displacement field are trigonometric in nature 
(aside from the presence of specific basic terms in the expressions for u and 
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v which represent prescibed end shortening and associated crosswise 
expansion). In general where this is the case the approach may be referred 
to as a geometrically non-linear, semianalytical FSM. 

Azizian and Dawe [63-66] have included through-thickness shear 
effects in geometrically non-linear, semianalytical FSM analysis, of the 
multi term type, by employing the first-order SDPT in considering the large 
deflection of isotropic plates [63,64] and of composite laminated plates 
[65], and the immediate postbuckling behaviour of composite laminated 
plates [66]. More recently, Dawe, Lam and Azizian [67-69] have studied 
the non-linear response into the advanced postbuckling state of 
rectangular laminates subjected to progressive uniform end shortening, 
using both CPT and SDPT finite strip approaches in turn. In these latter 
references allowance has been made for general lamination, including 
anisotropy and bending stretching material coupling. Further, in 
references [63-69] a considerable variety of finite strip models is 
employed. 

Lack of space here precludes any detailed description of the FSM 
postbuckling analysis of laminated plates but a few remarks are 
appropriate and will be made in the context of SDPT analysis, as described 
more fully in references [68,69]. The laminated plate under consideration 
is illustrated in Figure 4.2 but with the indicated applied stress system 
removed. In place of this applied stress system the plate is subjected to a 
progressive uniform end shortening in the x-direction assumed to be 
applied through rigid platens at the ends x = 0, A. Under the action of the 
uniform shortening two alternative specifications of the lateral expansion 
at the ends are considered [68,69]: either free lateral expansion is allowed, 
corresponding to frictionless platens (designated a Type A problem) or 
such expansion is prevented completely (a Type B problem). The plate 
ends are assumed to be simply supported for out-of-plane deformation. 
The longitudinal plate edges (running parallel to the x-axis) can have 
arbitrary boundary conditions so far as both in-plane and out-of-plane 
behaviours are concerned. 

The described problem is treated as one of geometric non-linearity using 
a total Lagrangian approach in which the non-linearity is introduced by 
the inclusion of non-linear terms in the strain-displacement equations in 
the manner of the von Karman assumption. In the SDPT approach this 
means that the definitions of the in-plane strains Gn t:y and ~'xy in 
equations (4.2) are extended by the addition of the non-linear terms 

~ (ew)2 ~ (ew)2 and ow ow 
2 ex ' 2 ey ex ey' 

respectively (whilst the definitions of }'l/Z and /:x are unchanged). The 
expression for strain energy in the non-linear problem now includes cubic 
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and quartic functions of displacement quantities as well as the quadratic 
functions appearing in equation (4.3) [68,69]. 

The laminated plate is modelled with a number of finite strips of similar 
type to that described earlier for linear analysis. Thus, in SOPT non-linear 
analysis a typical finite strip is again as shown in Figure 4.3(a): this strip 
corresponds to cubic crosswise interpolation but linear and quadratic 
models are also available [68,69]. The strip displacement field recorded in 
reference [68] can be written in the form 

u A/2-x 

=8 

(f.y 

o 
o 
o 

+ right-hand side of equation (4.10) (4.38) 

Here 8 is the prescribed end-shortening strain and (f. is a constant. It is 
specified that 

inx 
F" =Fw =Fl/Iv = sin-

1 1 I A I 

inx 
Fl/I'=cos-, A (4.39) 

for either Type A or Type B problems. With regard to u, w, t/ly and t/lx the 
kinematic conditions at the ends of a strip are that . 

(4.40) 

With regard to v the longitudinal series F," will clearly differ between the 
two problem types. For problem Type A, v is free at the loaded ends, an 
appropriate series is 

inx 
FV=cos-, A (4.41) 

and (f. = Al 2/ A2 2' For problem Type B the kinematic condition v = 0 applies 
at the ends, an appropriate series is 

l7rX 
P=sin-

I A 

with the i = 0 term defunct, and (f. = O. 

(4.42) 

It is noted that in the non-linear semi-analytical FSM the number of 
longitudinal series terms used in representing each of u, v, w, t/ly and t/lx (in 
SOPT analysis) may differ [68,69]. It is also noted that, as in the linear 
buckling analysis (see section 4.4), there are difficulties in satisfying some 
natural boundary conditions at strip ends when using the above 
displacement field for the analysis of anisotropic laminates. This may 
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introduce some overconstraint to the problem but for moderate anisotropy 
the effect would be expected to be small. 

Details of the manner of establishment of the set of non-linear plate 
equilibrium equations, and the means used to solve these equations (the 
Newton-Raphson process) are given in references [67-69]. In these same 
references description is given of the use of the FSM in predicting the 
non-linear response of a variety of rectangular laminated plates to 
progressive end shortening (in the contexts of both CPT and SOPT). It has 
been demonstrated [68,69] that there is close comparison between the 
predictions of the FSM and of a finite element method which is based on 
the use of quadratic isoparametric elements. For a given level of accuracy 
the FSM offers considerably better computational economy. 

The above comments relate to laminated plates which are initially 
perfectly flat. The effect of initial imperfections can be incorporated quite 
readily in the non-linear semi-analytical FSM analysis of laminates 
subjected to progressive end shortening, as can the presence of a pressure 
loading acting normal to the laminate surface. These complicating features 
are considered for laminates with simply supported ends in reference [70] 
and generated FSM results are shown to match closely those obtained from 
other solution procedures. 

The semi-analytical FSM has been applied to the prediction of the 
nonlinear response to progressive end shortening of composite prismatic 
plate structures in the contexts of CPT and SOPT [70]. Two quite different 
types of response have been studied. In the first type of response the 
post-Iocal-buckling of balanced, orthotropic laminated plate structures un
der uniform end-shortening strain is considered [70,71]. The analysis is 
based on the adoption of the 'classical' assumptions of post-local-buckling 
analysis [60] relating to the movements of the junctions between component 
plates. The adoption of these assumptions means that it is possible to base 
the postbuckling analysis on a length of the structure equal to one half
wavelength of the initial buckling mode. In the second type of response, the 
postoverall buckling under progressive end shortening of prismatic 
structures of general lamination is considered (as is the large-deflection 
behaviour under distributed normal loading) [70]. The conditions at the 
ends of a plate structure are basically those of diaphragms, with particular 
specifications of the longitudinal displacement. In considering overall-type 
behaviour it is necessary to maintain proper compatibility at the junctions 
between component plates and, in general, to use forms of the non-linear 
strain-displacement equations which are extended forms of the von 
Karman equations: non-linear terms in the crosswise displacement v now 
usually need to be included. Selected applications involving both types of 
plate-structure response are described in reference [70] (and for the first type 
in reference [71]) wherein good comparison with results generated using a 
commercial finite element package is demonstrated. 
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The non-linear work described above concerns the semi-analytical FSM 
in which the end conditions are such that the longitudinal variations of the 
displacement quantities can be expressed in terms of sine and cosine series. 
A wider range of end conditions could be accommodated in the semi
analytical FSM by using different types of analytical function, such as 
beam functions, in the longitudinal direction. However, in order to cope 
with a considerable variety of end conditions, whether for single 
composite plates or plate structures, it may well be preferable to develop a 
non-linear spline-function finite strip approach, as an extension of the 
linear spline FSM described in section 4.6. 

4.10 CONCLUSIONS 

Description has been given of the use of the FSM in predicting the buckling 
and postbuckling behaviour of rectangular plates and prismatic plate 
structures which may be made of composite laminated material. Consi
deration has been given to analyses based on the use both of CPT and of 
first-order SDPT. Two complementary versions of the FSM have been 
discussed, namely the semi-analytical FSM and the spline FSM. 

The FSM is a powerful and efficient procedure for predicting buckling 
and postbuckling response. In this chapter the main emphasis-in line with 
the philosphy of this book-has been on the buckling of single rectangular 
laminates. For single laminates the strip displacement fields have been 
considered in some detail and selected applications have been presented to 
illustrate the characteristics of finite strips whose properties are based on 
these fields. General comments on this single-plate buckling work have been 
given in section 4.7.3 and need not be repeated here. It has only been possible 
to discuss the buckling of prismatic plate structures in a rather cursory fashion 
but it is in this situation that the FSM is at its most effective in comparison with 
other procedures. Although little detail has been given in this chapter of the 
FSM analysis of plate structures, and no applications are included, reference 
has been given to a considerable body of work in this subject area. It has only 
been possible to describe postbuckling FSM analysis, of plates or of plate 
structures, in a brief manner. Here again, though, the FSM is an attractive 
procedure and its further development in the non-linear realm is recommend
ed, using both the semi-analytical and spline approaches. 
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Part Three 
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on Buckling Response 
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Shear deformation and 
sandwich configuration 

C. W. Bert 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Classical plate theory (CPT) is generally credited to Kirchhoff over 125 
years ago. It is based on the following simplifying hypotheses due to 
Kirchhoff: 

HI. plane sections prior to deformation remain plane and normal 
to the deflected reference surface; and 

H2. the thickness does not change during deformation. 

The corollaries of these respective hypotheses are: 

CL there is no transverse (or thickness direction) shear strain; and 
C2. there is no thickness normal strain. 

The Kirchhoff hypotheses have been adequate for most structural appli
cations of plates constructed of homogeneous isotropic materials. (The few 
exceptions are for the case of very thick plates.) In contrast, owing to the 
low shear modulus of most matrix materials relative to the elastic modu
lus of the fibres, typical fibre-reinforced composite materials have macro
scopic transverse shear moduli that are low relative to the in-plane elastic 
moduli. This means that transverse shear deformation effects are usually 
more significant in laminated composite-material plates than in homo
geneous isotropic plates of the same relative thickness. 

Sandwich plates consist of one or more thick, flexible cores to which are 
bonded thin relatively stiff facings. The facings provide the bending stiff
ness (like the flanges of an I beam), while the core serves to transfer the 
loading from facing to facing (like the web of an I beam). Owing to the na
ture of the typical core materials used, thickness shear deformation is 
important in connection with stiffness, while both thickness shear and 
thickness normal deformation play very important roles in the kind of local 
buckling known as face wrinkling. 
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The scope of the present chapter includes buckling and postbuckling of 
both compact laminated and sandwich plates subjected to static mecha
nicalloads, temperature andlor moisture changes, and dynamic loadings. 
Emphasis is placed upon the transverse shear effects in laminated plates 
and both transverse shear and transverse normal effects in sandwich 
plates. 

The coordinate system used is the conventional right-handed one for 
plate theory. The reference plane is taken to be the midplane and x and y 
are the Cartesian coordinates in that plane. The coordinate z is measured 
downward normal to the midplane. Particular attention is directed to rec
tangular-planform plates and dimensions a and b refer respectively to the 
length (in the x direction) and width (in the y direction). Unless specified 
otherwise, it will be assumed that alb ;0, l. 

The material of each layer or ply is assumed to be orthotropic with 
respect to its material-symmetry axes. These axes are denoted by L (lon
gitudinal- in the fibre direction), T (transverse in the plane), and N (nor
mal to the plane of the layer). Thus, the in-plane elastic moduli are E] and 
ET, the in-plane shear modulus Gll' the thickness shear moduli GLN and 
GTV and the thickness normal modulus E'J' The in-plane Poisson's ratios 
are denoted by V LT and Vw and the out-of-plane Poisson's ratios by VIS' 

Vr-;u VTN' and V NT. Assuming that the elastic properties are the same in 
tension and compression, symmetry of the stiffness array requires that an 
orthotropic material can have only nine independent elastic constants. 
Thus, the twelve elastic constants mentioned must be interrelated by the 
following so-called reciprocal relations: 

V IT I El = vTll ET 
vl.N/E l = vNl/EN 
vTN/ET = vNTIEN (5.1) 

If an orthotropic layer is oriented at an acute angle e from the in-plane 
reference axis (x) by rotation about the normal axis (z), the layer behaves 
as if it were monoclinic. Then its stress-strain relation can be expressed as 

CTy CII C IZ C]] 0 0 C1h 
G_,-

(Jy C2l CZ ] 0 0 C26 By 

CT_ C]] 0 0 0 t:_ 

T1/: sym. C-I-I Col; 0 Y1/: (5.2) 

T:.y C55 0 Y:x 

Tty C6b Ynl 
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where (J', are normal stresses, T
" 

are shear stresses, (;, are normal strains, 
and "I" are engineering shear strains (twice the tensor shear strains). The 
C'I are the Cauchy stiffness coefficients transformed to the xyz coordinate 
system and the contracted notation is used (i.e. C'I instead of C"kl)' 

Although considerable effort has been made to include in this chapter 
all references readily available in the English-language literature, the 
author knows that this is a virtually impossible task and thus apologizes 
for omitting some significant references. The author would like to men
tion first the books due to Ambartsumyan [1], Ashton and Whitney [2] and 
Whitney [3] as well as the surveys by Bert [4], Bert and Francis [5], 
Leissa [6,7], Dawe [8], Kapania and Raciti [9], and Ren [10]. 

5.2 THEORIES FOR SHEAR DEFORMABLE PLATES 

There are a great variety of theories for predicting the behaviour of plates 
with thickness shear deformation; see the excellent survey by Noor and 
Burton [11]. It is generally recognized that the most accurate theory is one 
in which each individual layer is analysed by the three-dimensional theo
ry of elasticity. Very few laminated plate buckling analyses have been 
performed using such a theory. In fact, the only ones for plates of linearly 
elastic materials are those due to Srinivas [12], Srinivas and Rao [13], 
Srinivas et al. [14], and Fan and Ye [15]. In addition, Pence and Song [16] 
have recently considered plates laminated of incompressible non-linearly 
elastic materials using three-dimensional theory for each layer. 

Noor [17] compared the results of the Srinivas theory with those of a 
much simpler theory known today as first-order shear deformation theo
ry (FSDT). For the material (boron/epoxy) and geometric parameters 
which he considered, Noor found that the FSDT with laminate-derived 
shear correction factors (Whitney [18, 19]; Bert [20]) were accurate within 
1 %. In view of this conclusion, there is little need to use higher-order shear 
deformation theories (HSDT) or individual-layer theories. The only pos
sible advantage of HSDT is that it does not require the separate ad hoc 
determination of the shear correction factors. However, in the interest of 
completeness, reference is made here to the large body of recent literature 
on HSDT. 

Probably the first attempt at an HSDT was due to Ambartsumyan [1]. 
Early buckling analyses using HSDT were due to Reddy and Phan [21], 
Di Sciuva [22], Kozma and Ochoa [23], Putcha and Reddy [24], Khdeir and 
Librescu [25, 26], Owen and Li [27], Khdeir [28,29], and Ren and Owen [30]. 
Senthilnathan et al. [31] introduced a considerably simplified HSDT ana
lysis. More recent efforts include those by Savithri and Varadan [32] and 
Nosier and Reddy [33,34]. Teply et al. [35] presented an analysis using an 
individual-layer theory which they called 'generalized' theory. 
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All of the aforementioned HSDT analyses included thickness shear de
formation but neglected thickness normal strains. Apparently, the only 
buckling analyses of laminated, non-sandwich plates including both thick
ness shear and thickness normal effects were due to Doong, Chen and 
Chen [36] and Doong, Lee and Fung [37]. 

For completeness, the microstructural analysis of initially stressed lami
nated plates by Sun [38] should be mentioned. It included first-order thick
ness shear deformations and microstructural action, but neglected 
thickness normal strains. 

5.3 ANALYSIS OF INITIAL (BIFURCATION) BUCKLING 
OF PLATES SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE MECHANICAL 
LOADING: FIRST -ORDER SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY 

As mentioned in section 5.2, Noor [17] showed that the theory now known 
as first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) is accurate within 1% in 
predicting bifurcation (initial) buckling loads as compared with results ob
tained by the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. The former theory is 
discussed in detail in this section. All of these analyses considered the rec
tangular planform, except one which is mentioned later. 

Probably the first buckling analysis using FSDT was due to 
Ambartsumyan [1]. He considered a symmetrically laminated cross-ply 
plate simply supported on all four edges (denoted as SSSS) and subjected 
to uniaxial compression (UC). This work was extended by Whitney [39] 
to angle-ply plates with an infinite number of layers. Noor [17] considered 
cross-ply plates with SSSS edge conditions and showed that the use of 
shear correction factors (SCF) derived for laminates gave better results than 
those derived for homogeneous plates. 

An entirely different approach was used by Durlofsky and Mayers [40], 
who modelled a shear deformable laminate as a multilayer sandwich. In 
other words, each composite material layer was modelled as two layers: 
a membrane layer and a shear deformable layer. Unfortunately, no quan
titative comparison has been made between the predictions of the 
Durlofsky-Mayers model and the more conventional Ambartsumyan
Whitney model. 

Perhaps the first simplified approach to the buckling analysis of shear 
deformable plates was due to Vinson and Smith [41]. They considered a 
single-layer orthotropic plate and used the principle of minimum po
tential energy. Their simplification was that instead of working with three 
solution dependent variables (the deflection wand two bending rotations 
1/11 and 1/12)' they reduced the number of solution variables to only one, 
the deflection. This was accomplished by solving for 1/11 and 1/12 using the 
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equations governing beam action in the respective x and y directions, i.e. 

dW hZ E1 
(1 + Nt ) 

0/1 = dX + 12 k1 G13 h k1G13 

dW h2 Ez ( N) 0/2 = dy + 1 + y (5.3) 12 kZGZ3 k2GZ3 h 

where k1 and k2' the shear correction factors, were taken to be 5/6. Also, 
E1 and E2 are in-plane elastic moduli, G13 and G23 are thickness shear 
moduli, h is the plate thickness, N x and N~ are the applied membrane forces 
per unit width, and W is the plate deflection. They applied the theory to 
these edge condition cases: SSSS, SSSF, sese, and SSSc. There e denotes 
clamped, F denotes free, and S simply supported. The first and third let
ters refer to the edge conditions on the loaded edges and the second and 
fourth letters the unloaded (side) edges. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the 
Vinson and Smith approximation has not been evaluated by comparison 
with more exact solutions. This is rectified to a limited extent here, as 
shown in Figure 5.1. This figure compares the results of an exact solution 
of the full linear buckling equations (see the Appendix to this chapter) with 
the approximate results obtained by Vinson and Smith. It can be seen that 
the approximate results are very accurate as far as predicting the buckling 
load for low-aspect-ratio plates (alb < 1.4), which buckle with only one axial 
half-wave. However, for higher-aspect-ratio plates, which buckle in two 
or more axial half-waves, the Vinson-Smith approximation is in consider
able error although it is conservative (predicts a much lower buckling load 
than the exact solution). 

Another approximate method was used by Turvey [42]. The approxi
mation that he used is known as the reduced stiffness approximation, 
which was introduced by Ashton [43] in connection with thin plates. 
Although Turvey applied his analysis to both biaxially (BC) and uniaxi
ally (UC) compressed plates with SSSS edge conditions, it was possible to 
compare results with three-dimensional elasticity results for only the ue 
case. Unfortunately, from the comparisons made, it was not possible to 
sort out the errors due to the approximate method of solution from those 
due to the approximate theory used (FSDT). This deficiency is remedied 
in Table 5.1 by considering results presented by Noor [17] and Turvey [42]. 
From this table, it can be concluded that there is a negligible loss of accu
racy by using Turvey'S approximation for the SSSS edge condition. 
However, caution should be exercised in extending this approach to other 
edge conditions. 

In the application of the theory of elastic bodies under initial stress 
(c.f. Reismann and Pawlik [44]) to the case of FSDT, certain additional terms 
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Fig. 5.1 Dimensionless buckling load ve.!:?us aspect ratio for a single-layer boron
epoxy plate (hi a = 0.1). Properties and N, are defined in Table 5.4: ..... = classical 
theory, --- = including Vinson-Smith approximation, - = including deflection 
approximation. 

Table 5.1 Comparison of dimensionless uniaxial buckling loads for square, 
cross-ply plates with SSSS edge conditions (EL/ET = 30, GLT/ET = 0.5, GTN/ET = 

0.6, vLT = 0.25, hlb = 0.1) 

No. of Three-dimensional NINE 
layers elasticity theory NE 

Accurate solutiona Approximate solution" 

2 9.375 1.006 1.007 
3 19.304 1.010 0.9772 
9 20.961 1.008 1.002 

10 20.635 1.007 1.007 

"Solution from Noor [17]; "Solution from Turvey [42]. 
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arise which were not considered in any of the aforementioned analyses. 
These terms have come to be known as curvature terms and were first in
cluded in the buckling analysis of laminated plates by Dawe and Craig [45]. 
Later Whitney[46] presented a more elegant way of calculating the cur
vature terms. His results showed that inclusion of the curvature terms 
plays a larger role as the dimensionless thickness ratio (h/a) is increased. 
His results are summarized in Table 5.2 for the h/a = 0.1 case and various 
lamination schemes and edge conditions. It is clear that the effect of 
these terms is generally about 1 % with a 1.8% maximum for the situations 
considered. 

A wide variety of numerical methods have been applied to the FSDT 
buckling analysis of laminated plates; they are summarized in Table 5.3. 
See also Noor [47] for a discussion of finite element analyses. Some com
ments on Table 5.3 [29,45,48-65] are in order. First, in the discussion 
(Cook [66]) of Lundgren and Salama [48], it was pointed out that the analy
sis was incorrect because the tangential rotations of the element edges were 
taken to be dependent upon the nodal deflections and thus the results con
verged from below rather than above. This was an early example of what 
is now called shear locking. Cohen [49] noted that the prediction of the 
shear buckling load is especially sensitive to the value of the SCF. Of the 
six different edge conditions considered by Khdeir [29] for UC loading, 
three (SSSS, SCSC and SSSC) are all much more sensitive to the value of 
SCF. Singh and Rao [61] noted the following ordering of the values of the 
SCF for three angle-ply lamination schemes: 

k45o/ -45' / 45° / -45' > k45, / -45' / -450 / 45° > k45o/ -45°· 

In contrast to the situation for thin plates for which reduced integra
tion is adequate, Bruno and Lato [64] concluded that full integration is 

Table 5.2 Effect of inclusion of curvature terms on the buckling loads for 
various laminated plates (ELI ET = 14, GLTI ET = 0.533, GTNI ET = 0.323, vLT = 0.30, 
hla = 0.1) 

Laminate Loading Edge conditions Percentage change 
owing to inclusion 
of curvature terms 

[00 /900 ], Balanced biaxial 5555 -1.12 
compression 

[00 /900 1, Balanced biaxial 55S5 +0.910 
compression and 
tension 

[ ±45°], Uniaxial compression Cylindrical bending 5S -0.679 
[±45°], Uniaxial compression Cylindrical bending CC -1.78 
[00 / ± 450 /900 ], Uniaxial compression Cylindrical bending 55 -0.945 
[00 / ± 450 /900 ], Uniaxial compression Cylindrical bending CC -1.52 
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necessary in the finite element analysis of shear deformable plates. In 
addition to the finite element-based optimization work of Lin and Yu [65], 
the recent work of Kam and Chang [67] should also be mentioned. 

It is noted that the numerical results, even for the dimensionless buck
ling load, depend upon a large number of material parameters as well as 
lamination schemes. To date, the only one who has attempted to simplify 
this situation for the case of FSDT buckling analysis is Yang [68], who sug
gested a generic approach using the following four dimensionless para
meters 

a == E2/EI 

0* == (QI 2 + 2Q6 6)/(QII Q22)1/2 

e == QI 2/(QI 2 + 2Q66) 

a* == (G23 + G31)/E1 (5.4) 

for the case of antisymmetric cross-ply-laminated plates with SSSS edges 
and UC or BC loading. 

To demonstrate the effects of various lamination schemes, exact solu
tions for the equations given in the Appendix are listed in Table 5.4. Certain 
conclusions may be drawn, as follows: 

• Comparison of the 90%°/90%°/90° and 0°/90°/90°/90%° symmetrical 
cross-ply lay-ups shows that it is advantageous to have the outer layers 
oriented at 0°. A similar result is shown by comparing the 90%% %°/90° 
and 0°/90%°/90%° lay-ups. 

• Comparison of the five-layer symmetrical regular angle-ply laminates 
suggests that there is an optimal orientation (e) between..lO° and 45°. 
Further analysis shows this to be true, the peak being Nx = 5.060 at 
e = 39°. 

• The '0°/ ± eo' class lay-up is popular in the aerospace industry. However, 
as can be seen, it is not as efficient in resisting buckling as the symmet
rical regular angle-ply mentioned above. 

• The symmetrical quasi-isotropic lay-up is another popular one which 
falls between the 0°/ ± eo and symmetrical regular angle-ply lay-ups. 

5.4 HYGROTHERMAL BUCKLING 

It has long been known that if a plate with edge conditions other than all 
edges free is subjected to a temperature increase, compressive stresses and 
consequent buckling instability can occur. More recently it has been obser
ved that moisture expansion is analogous to thermal expansion and thus 
all of the work on thermal buckling can be directly applied to predict buck
ling due to moisture pickup [69]. 

Perhaps the first analysis to include the interaction of hygrothermal 
effects and mechanical loading on producing buckling instability of shear 
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Table 5.4 Shear correction factors and dimensionless buckling loads for 
boron-epoxy laminates (hla = 0.1, alb = 1) 

Lamination Arrangement 

Symmetrical cross-ply 90%°/90° 
0°/90%° 

Symmetrical regular 
angle-ply (assume 
many layers) 

Symmetrical '0°/ ± (r 
angle-ply (assume 
many layers) 

Symmetrical 
quasi-isotropic 

90% ° /90° /0° /90° 
0°/90%°/90%° 
90%%% °/90° 
0°/90°/90°/90%° 

15°/ -15°115°/ -15°115° 
30°/-30° /30° / - 30°/30° 
45°/ -45°/45°/ -45°/45° 
60°/ -60°/60°/ -60°/60° 

0°/15°/-15°/15%° 
0°/30°/-30° /30° /00 
0°/45°/ -45°/45%° 
0°/60°/ -60°/60%° 
0°115°/-15°/-15°115%° 
0°/30°/-30°/ - 30°/30% ° 
0°/45°/ -45°/ -45°/45%° 
0°/60°/-60°/ -60°/60%° 

[00/45°/-45°/900 Is 

[45%°/ -45°/900Is 

0.59687 
0.84521 
0.57821 
0.88376 
0.56971 
0.88576 

0.83333 
0.83333 
0.83333 
0.83333 

0.84043 
0.85740 
0.87400 
0.88304 
0.84188 
0.86309 
0.88478 
0.89672 

0.89978 
0.77515 

0.84521 
0.59687 
0.88376 
0.57821 
0.88576 
0.56971 

0.83333 
0.83333 
0.83333 
0.83333 

0.82939 
0.77934 
0.67840 
0.60863 
0.82867 
0.77401 
0.68277 
0.62934 

0.67466 
0.84257 

N, 

1.924* 
3.298 
3.048* 
3.424 
3.069* 
3.422 

3.879 
4.828 
4.577* 
3.190* 

3.404 
3.705 
3.853 
3.748 
3.459 
3.855 
4.033 
3.883 

4.238 
4.645 

Material properties: £1 = 32.5 msi, £2 = 1.84 msi, G12 = G13 = 0.642 msi, G23 = 0.361 msi, 
V 12 = 0.256, V 21 = ~.0145. The critical load occurs with one axial h?lf-wave unless marked 
with an asterisk '. N, is the dimensionless buckling load given by N, = 7j'2(N,/hGI3). 

deformable laminated composite plates was the work of Flaggs and Vinson 
[70]. However, they did not investigate pure hygrothermal buckling; in
stead, they considered only the effect of hygrothermal action on the me
chanical buckling load. 

Probably the first analyses of thermal buckling of shear deformable lami
nated composite plates were the comparatively recent works of Tauchert 
and Huang [71] and Tauchert [72]. They used FSDT to analyse simply sup
ported (SSSS) plates of symmetrical angle-ply and antisymmetrical 
angle-ply construction, respectively. Three recent surveys which included 
thermal buckling of shear deformable composite plates are those due to 
Tauchert [73], Noor and Burton [74], and Thornton [75]. 

Other thermal buckling analyses based on FSDT include the work of 
Yang and Shieh [76], who used the generic approach which was described 
in section 5.3. Chen et al. [77,78] considered complete rectangular plates 
and rectangular plates with circular holes, respectively, using the finite ele
ment method (FEM). Ram and Sinha [79,80] considered both thermal and 
moisture effects and also the effect of moisture on mechanical buckling of 
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a plate with a circular cutout. Noor and Peters [81] used the mixed finite
element method for the case of combined thermal and mechanical load
ings. Birman [82] investigated the effect of temperature on the SCF for 
materials in which the elastic moduli are temperature dependent. He 
showed that temperature may increase or decrease the SCF. 

Parallel to the introduction of HSDT to the analysis of buckling due to 
purely mechanical loads, there have been some recent applications of 
HSDT to thermal buckling. As noted by Zukas [83], fibre-reinforced resin
matrix composites have much larger thermal expansion in the thickness 
direction than in the fibre direction owing to the much higher thermal 
expansion coefficient of the matrix material than the fibres. Thus, most of 
the thermal buckling HSDT analyses have included thickness normal 
deformation as well as higher-order thickness shear strain. Sun and Hsu [84] 
obtained a classical analytical solution of an SSSS symmetrical cross-ply 
plate. Chang [85] and Chang and Leu [86] considered SSSS plates of anti
symmetrical angle-ply construction and obtained finite-element and classi
cal analytical solutions, respectively. Chang [87] concluded that provided 
that the full stress-strain temperature relations are used, the predictions 
of HSDT with thickness normal strain are only very slightly different from 
FSDT. A similar conclusion was reached by Tauchert et al. [88]. This is in 
contrast to the conclusions of Chang and Leu [86] but that work was dis
cussed and modified by Rohwer [89]. 

Noor and Burton [90] applied two different versions of their predic
tor-corrector method (section 5.3) to the thermal buckling analysis of 
ten-layer antisymmetrical angle-ply and eight-layer anti symmetrical 
[± 45% °/90°1., plates. 

Until very recently, no thermal buckling analysis based on exact three
dimensional elasticity theory was available. However, Noor and Burton [91] 
filled this gap. The major conclusion of their work is that inclusion of the 
non-linear prebuckling strains can reduce the critical temperature as much 
as 36%. In contrast, for plates as thick as h/a = 0.3, the effect of thickness 
normal strain was negligible. This work was more recently extended to 
include temperature-dependent material properties and sensitivity analy
ses (Noor and Burton [92,93]). 

5.5 POST BUCKLING, INELASTIC BEHAVIOUR AND 
ULTIMATE LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY 

To realize the full potential weight saving in the application of advanced 
composite materials (i.e. high-modulus, high-strength, fibre-reinforced 
composites) to primary structure, advantage must be taken of the unique 
behavioural characteristics of such materials. An important example of this 
is the design for the postbuckling range and ultimate load carrying 
capacity rather than merely the traditional approach of using the critical 
load associated with linear elastic behaviour. 
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First, the postbuckling analysis of linear elastic shear deformable plates 
is discussed. This analysis differs from initial buckling theory by the 
addition of non-linear terms in the membrane strain-displacement rela
tions. In the presence of an initial imperfection, wo(x, y), in deflection, the 
membrane strain-displacement relations are 

-_ 1( )2+ 
81 - U,x +"2 w,x wo,x w,x 

- _ 1 ( )2 + 
82 - V,y + "2 W,y Wo,y W,y 

Y6 = U,y + V,x + W.x W,y + Wo,x W,y + Wo,y W,x (5.5) 

where u, v, ware the midplane displacements and ( ),x denotes d( )/dX. 
Apparently the first postbuckling analysis of shear deformable lami

nated composite plates was performed by Noor et ai. [94], see also Chapter 
3. Their analysis was based on FSDT and used the finite element method. 
Emphasis was placed on exploiting symmetries, i.e. mirror reflection in 
the plane and rotational symmetry with respect to the z axis (axis normal 
to the midplane). Results were given for several lamination schemes. This 
work was followed by the work of Noor and Peters [95] in which a reduced 
basis technique was used. 

Minguet et ai. [96] used the Rayleigh-Ritz method to discretize the 
problem and then obtained solutions by means of a direct energy-mini
mization technique. Noor et ai, [97] made extensive comparisons with 
experimental results. Recently, Kasagi and Sridharan [98] presented an 
FSDT-based postbuckling analysis using the p-version of the finite strip 
method to avoid difficulties associated with 'shear locking' previously en
countered in finite-element analyses of shear deformable plates. Dawe and 
Lam [99] and Lam and Dawe [100] have performed finite-strip and finite
element analyses of laminated plates using FSDT. 

Librescu and Stein [101] used FSDT to investigate the effect of initial im
perfections on postbuckling of plates laminated of transversely isotropic 
materials. They concluded that such plates were relatively insensitive to 
imperfections. The thermal postbuckling analogue of this work was pre
sented by Librescu and Souza [102]. They also considered postbuckling 
under the combined action of thermal and mechanical loads (Librescu and 
Souza [103]), as did Noor et ai, [104], 

Apparently Anderson and Mayers [105] were the first to include the 
effect of inelastic behaviour on postbuckling and ultimate failure of shear 
deformable laminated composite plates. They considered symmetrical 
angle-ply plates only, included material non-linearity (i.e. non-linear 
stress-strain relations), and used FSDT. Later their work was extended to 
more general lamination schemes by Arnold and Mayers [106], who ob
tained good agreement with the measured ultimate failure loads of Spier 
and Klouman [107]. The thermal buckling of shear deformable plates 
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laminated of metal-matrix composite materials (modelled as elastic-vis
coplastic material) was considered by Paley and Aboudi [lOS] using FSDT. 

Recently a very extensive experimental and shear deformable finite ele
ment study of postbuckling and failure of uniaxially compressed, lami
nated graphite-epoxy plates was performed by Engelstadet al. [109]. Plates 
both with and without a circular hole were investigated. The element used 
was a degenerate three-dimensional element, which included thickness 
shear strains but not thickness normal strains. Excellent agreement 
between prediction and experiment was obtained for load versus end 
shortening, load versus out-of-plane deflection, and load versus surface 
strains. Both first-ply failure and progressive failure predictions using 
either maximum stress or Tsai-Wu failure criteria were conservative rela
tive to the experimental failure loads. Another series of FEM analyses on 
failure of postbuckled plates was conducted by Hyer and Lee, consider
ing plates both without [110] and with [111, 112] holes. 

Certain classes of structures 'tailored' to optimize the initial buckling 
load may not achieve maximum postbuckling load. However, recently 
Biggers and Srinivasan [113] have shown that although tailoring can in
crease the initial buckling load by as much as 200%, still the postbuckling 
failure loads can be increased to the order of 100% over an analogous un
tailored plate. 

Although typical polymer-matrix composites exhibit creep even at 
moderate temperatures (due to the creep susceptibility of the matrix 
material), there have been relatively few analyses that addressed this 
problem. Apparently, the first work on buckling of viscoelastic laminated 
plates was performed by Wilson and Vinson [114], using FSDT and the 
Vinson -Smith approximation mentioned in section 5.3. Recently, Shalev 
and Aboudi [115] performed a viscoelastic postbuckling analysis using 
HSDT. 

5.6 DYNAMIC EFFECTS 

Apparently the first investigation of the dynamic stability of shear 
deformable laminated plates was performed by Chatterjee and 
Kulkarni [116], who analysed the problem of panel flutter using FSDT. They 
also included material damping via the elastic-viscoelastic correspon
dence principle and temperature and moisture effects as well. However, 
their analysis was considerably simplified by the assumption of cylindri
cal bending. 

More recently Lee and Cho [117,l1S] performed finite element flutter 
analyses of symmetrically laminated rectangular and trapezoidal plates 
with clamped edges [117] and clamped or simply supported edges [l1S] 
based on FSDT. 

Probably the first panel flutter analysis using HSDT was that of Birman 
and Librescu [119], who considered symmetrical cross-ply laminates. They 
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compared their results with those of FSDT using two different SCF (5/6 
and 2/3) and with CPT. As was expected, the FSDT predictions (with SCF 
of 5/6) were very close to those of HSDT but considerably lower than those 
of CPT. 

Another class of dynamic instability is that due to the presence of dy
namic in-plane compressive or shear loadings, either applied periodically 
or rapidly monotonically. It turns out that all such analyses for shear de
formable composite plates known to the author have been limited to the 
case of periodical uniaxial or biaxial compression. Apparently the first such 
analysis was that of Bert and Birman [120], who considered antisymmet
rical angle-ply plates using FSDT. 

More recent FSDT analyses include the works of Moorthy et al. [121] and 
Cederbaum et al. [122]. Moorthy et al. used the finite-element method to 
analyse both symmetrical cross-ply and antisymmetrical angle-ply lami
nates subjected to periodical axial compression. Three different sets of 
boundary conditions and several different solution procedures were in
vestigated. Although they included simple viscous damping, they as
sumed that the damping matrix was linearly proportional to the mass 
matrix. There is absolutely no physical basis for making this assumption. 
In fact, as was shown by Chang and Bert [123] and Siu and Bert [124], the 
material damping matrix is highly anisotropic. Cederbaum et al. used 
Lyapunov exponents and considered simply supported antisymmetrically 
laminated plates of viscoelastic material characterized by the Boltzmann 
hereditary integral. As would be expected, it was shown that the vis
coelastic damping reduced the width of the unstable regions. 

In spite of the fact that there is little difference between the natural fre
quency predictions using FSDT and HSDT, recently there have been a num
ber of dynamic instability investigations using HSDT. The analysis of 
Bhimaraddi [125] of small-amplitude vibration of buckled plates should 
also be mentioned. Librescu and Thangjitham [126] considered the highly 
simplified case of a laminate consisting of multiple transversely isotropic 
layers having the plane of isotropy parallel to the midplane. Cederbaum 
[127,128] considered the cases of anti symmetrical cross-ply and symmet
rical cross-ply laminates, respectively. 

The effects of material viscoelasticity, using the Boltzmann hereditary 
integral and HSDT, were investigated by Chandiramani et al. [129] and 
Chandiramani and Librescu [130] for orthotropic and off-axis plates, 
respectively. 

5.7 SANDWICH PLATES WITH COMPOSITE FACINGS 

At the outset, one should mention the two monographs on sandwich struc
tures by Plantema [131] and Allen [132], as well as the survey papers by 
Habip [133] and by Vinson and Shore [134]. Owing to the existence of a vast 
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literature on isotropic-facing sandwich plates, the present discussion is 
limited to sandwich plates having composite-material facings. 

Perhaps the first buckling analysis of orthotropic-facing sandwich 
panels was that of March and Smith [135]. Extensive experiments con
ducted by Boller [136,137] showed that the March and Smith equation was 
unconservative, i.e. it predicted buckling loads higher than those meas
ured. This is now believed to have been because the thickness shear 
flexibility was neglected. 

Probably the first buckling analyses of orthotropic-facing sandwich 
plates including thickness shear flexibility were those of March [138] and 
Ericksen and March [139]. Design curves based on the latter analysis were 
presented by Norris [140,141] for two cases: first, both facings of glass
fibre, polymer-matrix composites and, second, one facing of composite 
and the other of aluminium alloy. Also the buckling analysis of Robinson 
[142] should be mentioned. He extended the small-deflection, sandwich 
plate bending theory of Libove and Batdorf [143] and applied it to buck
ling of a plate with all four edges supported. Chang et al. [144] analysed 
plate buckling for four different sets of boundary conditions: SSSS, S on 
the loaded edges/C on the unloaded edges, vice versa, and CCCe. They 
obtained solutions by the March-Ericksen energy approach and by exact 
solution of the differential equation. Investigation of eight different sets 
of boundary conditions was undertaken by Rao [145] using the Galerkin 
method. 

The first sandwich plate theory to include thickness normal deforma
tion as well as thickness shear deformation was that of Wempner and 
Baylor [146]. However, in applying the theory to buckling analysis, they 
reduced it to the special case of isotropic facings. Palei and Trepelkova 
[147] conducted an extensive experimental investigation of the effects of 
shape and size of the cell on plates with glass-fibre/polymer-matrix fac
ings and honeycomb-cell cores. 

It has long been known that sandwich panels can experience several 
other modes of buckling in addition to overall buckling (sometimes called 
general instability) of the panel: face wrinkling and shear crimping. In 
addition, sandwich panels with honeycomb or corrugated ('truss') cores 
can exhibit dimpling, i.e. intracellular buckling in which the facing in the 
region supported by a single hexagonal or rectangular cell buckles like a 
small hexagonal or rectangular planform plate. Probably the most impor
tant of the local buckling modes is face wrinkling, which was first analysed 
by Gough et al. [148]. They treated the facing as a thin sheet supported by 
the core modelled as an elastic foundation. Further contributions were 
those of Norris et al. [149] and Yusuff [150]. All of the aforementioned face
wrinkling investigations were intended for isotropic-material facings. 
However, Harris and Crisman [151] showed that the Yusuff analysis could 
be applied to face wrinkling of orthotropic material facings under 
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uniaxial compression provided that the appropriate stiffnesses are used. 
The results can be expressed as follows. 

For core tension or compression failure: 

For core shear failure: 

[(2/3)(Efl Eel t/ tJP/2 
1 + (2wo Ee/Fel te) 

0.96 (Efl Eel Gel3)l/3 

1 + (Eel wo/WFel ) 

tjW<2 

tjW>2 

(O)er = 1 + (7T/Ler)(wo Gel3/Fel3) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where Ler depends upon the value of tjW. Here Eel == compressive elas
tic modulus of the core in the direction of loading, Efl == compressive elas
tic modulus of the facing in the direction of loading, Fel == core compression 
strength (inward wrinkling) or core tensile strength (outward wrinkling), 
FcJ 3 == core shear strength in the xz plane, Gel3 == core shear modulus in 
the xz plane, te == core thickness, tf == facing thickness, Wo == amplitude of 
initial waviness, and (o)cr == face-wrinkling stress at failure. The quantity 
W is the depth of the marginal zone given by 

(5.S) 

The quantity Ler is the critical half-wavelength of the wrinkle given by 

-17T [(Efl/EcJ)(te t1/24))114 tjW < 2 
Ler -

7T[(Ec1/Gc13)(tiYSW))112 tjW>2 (5.9) 

The above predictions were correlated with experimental data on honey
comb sandwich panels with glass-fibre/polymer-matrix facings by Harris 
and Crisman [151]. Further investigations of face wrinkling of composite 
facings were conducted by Harris and Nordby [152], Webber et al. [153], 
and Gutierrez and Webber [154]. 

Benson and Mayers [155] introduced a new unified analysis which 
included both general instability (long-wavelength buckling) and face 
wrinkling (short-wavelength buckling) in one analysis. However, to the 
best of the author's knowledge, this analysis has never been extended from 
isotropic-facing sandwich to composite-facing sandwich. 

Local buckling of orthotropic facing between corrugated cells was 
analysed by Zahn [156] and Johnson and Urbanik [157]. It was assumed, of 
course, that the flutes of the core were oriented longitudinally, i.e. paral
lel to the direction of the loading. 
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All of the papers mentioned so far in this section were limited to uni
axial compression loading. Kuenzi [158] presented extensive design curves 
for the case of biaxial compression loading. 

Most shear deformable plate buckling analyses are based on the ap
proach first used by Engesser [159] for shear deformable columns. However, 
an alternative approach to column buckling has been introduced by 
Haringx [160]. This approach was first applied to plate analysis by Bert and 
Chang [161]. Some minor errors were corrected by Bert and Cho [162], who 
applied it to uniaxial compression loading using the Galerkin method and 
to in-plane shear loading using the energy method. The former results 
were compared with extensive glass-fibre/epoxy-matrix facing experi
mental data reported by Nordby and Crisman [163]. The probable errors 
associated with the Engesser and Haringx type analyses were 12.0 and 
10.5%, respectively. 

In some applications, it is necessary to use multilayer or multicore sand
wich construction. Perhaps the first analysis of such a construction was 
due to Durlofsky and Mayers [40] (section 5.3). Other such analyses are due 
to Khatua and Cheung [164], Chan and Foo [165] and Pomazi [166]. 

Although there have been a number of finite element analyses of sand
wich plates, as substantiated by the review by Ha [167], most of the work 
has focused on bending and vibration rather than buckling. An exception 
is the aforementioned work of Khatua and Cheung [164] and Chan and 
Foo [165]. 

There have been relatively few comprehensive experimental investiga
tions of composite-facing sandwich panels that included correlation with 
analytical predictions. The exceptions include the previously mentioned 
work of Nordby and Crisman [163] on honeycomb-core panels with 
glass/epoxy facings, Pearce and Webber [168] and Minguet et al. [169] on 
panels having carbon/polymer facings. Pearce and Webber compared their 
results for facings with cross-ply and 45%°/45° lay-ups with their previ
ously published theory (Pearce and Webber [170]) which assumed that the 
facings have no layers oriented at other than 0° and 90°. Jegley [171] 
conducted a series of experiments on carbon/polymer-facing panels with 
discrete hat-shaped stiffeners of the same material. 

Recently there has been interest in the buckling analysis of sandwich 
plates having generally laminated facings, i.e. unbalanced and unsym
metrical about the plate midplane. A series of such analyses using the 
energy method was conducted by Rao and Kaeser [172] and Rao [173,174] 
for in-plane shear, uniaxial compression and in-plane bending, and a com
bination of biaxial compression, in-plane bending and in-plane shear, 
respectively. Also, Kim and Hong [175] presented a similar analysis of un i
axial compression, biaxial compression, and in-plane shear, each acting 
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separately rather than combined. However, they also included the effect 
of bond-line flexibility. 

Curiously, to the best of this author's knowledge, there have been very 
few thermal buckling analyses of sandwich plates with composite-ma
terial facings. The exception is the recent work of Noor et al. [176], who 
treated the combined effects of mechanical and thermal loadings. A slightly 
different problem, the effect of temperature on the mechanical buckling 
load, was recently investigated by Ko and Jackson [177]. Apparently, the 
only published analysis of the postbuckling behaviour of composite-fac
ing sandwich panels is that of Chang [178] who used the finite difference 
technique. 

One topic which has received considerable attention over a long period 
of time is the optimization of sandwich panels with composite faces. We 
should mention the early work of Vinson and Shore [179-182] and the more 
recent studies of Stehlin and Holsteinson [183], Vinson [184 -188], and 
Ding [189]. 

S.8 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Based upon the state of the art in the subject reviewed in this chapter, it is 
suggested that the following topics need further research. 

1. Buckling and postbuckling of shear deformable laminated plates with 
general in-plane loading, i.e. combined biaxial compression and in
plane shear. 

2. Analysis of planforms other than rectangular and trapezoidal. For ex
ample, the ellipsoidal planform is important in the analysis of delami
nation buckling. 

3. Thermal buckling of shear deformable laminated plates with free edges. 
4. Effect of temperature-dependent properties and stress-dependent ther

mal expansion coefficients. These effects must both be considered for 
thermodynamic consistency. 

S. Evaluation of individual effects of transverse shear deformation, trans
verse normal deformation, and 'curvature' effects versus three-dimen
sional elasticity solutions. 

6. More complete evaluation of the reduced stiffness and Vinson-Smith 
approximations for a variety of boundary conditions. 

7. Dynamic buckling owing to rapid, monotonically increasing loading. 
8. Hygrothermal buckling, postbuckling and dynamic buckling of sand

wich plates. 
9. Extension of the Benson-Mayers unified approach to sandwich plates 

with laminated composite layers. 
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APPENDIX S.A GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR BUCKLING OF 
SYMMETRICALLY LAMINATED PLATES UNDER UNIAXIAL 
COMPRESSION: FIRST -ORDER SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY 

Equilibrium equations 

In the absence of body forces and dynamic effects, the equilibrium equa
tions associated with moments about the respective y and x in-plane axes 
and forces in the thickness direction (z) are: 

eM1 eM6 

Q1 a + ex ey 
eM6 8M2 

Q2 a + -

ex ey 

CQ1 CQ2 82w 
-- + -- + N- = a (S.A.l) 

eX cy x cx2 

Here Ml and M2 are the bending stress couples (moments per unit width) 
about the respective y and x axes, M6 is the twisting stress couple, N x is the 
applied stress resultant (force per unit width, with compression being 
taken to be positive) acting in the x direction, Ql and Q2 are the thickness 
shear stress resultants acting tangentially on the planes normal to the res
pective x and y axes, w is the plate deflection, and x and yare Cartesian 
coordinates in the midplane of the plate. 

Constitutive relations 

It is assumed that the plate is either: symmetrically cross-ply laminated or 
symmetrically laminated with a sufficient number of layers that the 0 16 

and 0 26 bending-twisting coupling stiffnesses are negligible. Note that 
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each layer may be orthotropic with respect to its planes of material sym
metry. Thermoelastic effects are neglected. Under these conditions, the 
constitutive equations for the plate may be expressed as 

(S.A.2) 

(S.A.3) 

Here DII and D22 are primary flexural rigidities, DI2 is the Poisson-action 
flexural rigidity, D66 is the twisting rigidity, 51 and 52 are the shear 
rigidities, 'YJ and Y2 are the thickness shear strains, and Kp K2 and K6 are the 
curvature changes. The rigidities may be determined from the individual
layer properties as follows: 

Ih/2 

(DII' D12, D22, D66) = (QII' Q12' Q22' Q66) Z2 dz 
-h/2 

Ih/2 

(5p 52) = (kl G13, k2 G23) dz 
-h/2 

(S.A.4) 

Here GI3 and G23 are the thickness shear moduli, h is the total plate thick
ness, kl and k2 are the shear correction factors, and Q" are the plane-stress 
reduced stiffnesses. 

Kinematics 

The kinematics for small strains may be expressed as 

8YI 8Zw 
KI -

8x 8x2 

8Y2 c2w 
K2 -

8y ay2 

8YI 8Y2 82w 
K6 - + - 2--

cy ax cxay 
(S.A.S) 

Manipulation 

The set of equations presented above and the appropriate boundary con
ditions constitute the entire theory governing initial buckling behaviour. 
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The solution variables may be taken to be either (1/1)1 1/12' w) or (1)1 12' w). 
The latter choice is made here. Then the three coupled partial differential 
equations governing the problem can be written as 

83w (33w iF 11 
0Il ~ + (012 + 2066) -;--;--z - OIl--

ex LX UY 8x2 

(3212 8211 
- (012 + 066) -,-,- - 0 66 -- + Sl 11 = 0 

ex ey 8y2 

(33w 23w 2212 
022 ~ + (012 + 2066) ~ - 0 22 --ey ex cy 8y2 

(S.A.6) 

Example Solution 

The most commonly used boundary conditions are those of simple sup
port on all four edges. Then equations (S.A.6) may be solved exactly by 
taking 

11 = X cos ax sin {3y, 12 = Y sin ax cos {3y 

w = W sin ax sin {3y (S.A.7) 

where X, Y, Ware constants, a == m7T'Ia, {3 == n7T'Ib, m and n are integers rep
resenting the numbers of half-waves along the x and y axes, and a and b 
are the plate length (in the x direction) and width (in the y direction). 

Substituting equations (S.A.7) into equations (S.A.6) leads to a set of three 
homogeneous linear algebraic equations. To guarantee a non-trivial solu
tion, the determinant of the coefficients must vanish. This condition leads 
directly to the following result: 

Nx = {[011 a3 + (012 + 2066) af32] (022 f32 + 0 66 a2 + S2) 

where 

+ (012 + ° 66) a{3 [022 f33 + (012 + 2066) a2{3]} (S/ all) 

+ {(OIl a2 + 0 66 f32 + 51) [022 a3 + (0 12 + 2°66) a2{3] 

+ (012 + 066) a{3 [OIl a3 + (012 + 2066) af32]} (S2/ all) ({3/a) 

(S.A.8) 
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Selecting the set of integer values of (m, n) which makes Nx given by 
equation (S.A.8) a minimum leads to the critical or minimum value of Nx 

i.e. (Nx)cr' It turns out that just as in the thin plate case, n is always equal 
to unity. Thus, determination of (Nt)cr reduces to determination of m to 
minimize N x in equation (5.A.8). 

It is desirable to express the buckling load in terms of a dimensionless 
buckling coefficient. Here, the same non-dimensionalization used by 
Vinson and Smith [40] is used: 

(5.A.9) 
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Temperature and absorbed 
moisture 

T. R. Tauchert 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The presence of elevated temperature and absorbed moisture can alter 
significantly the structural response of fibre-reinforced laminated 
composites. A hygrothermal environment causes degradation in both 
strength and constitutive properties, particularly in the case of fibre
reinforced polymeric composites. Furthermore, associated hygrothermal 
expansion, either alone or in combination with mechanically induced 
deformation, can result in buckling, large deflections, and excessively high 
stress levels. Consequently, it is often imperative to consider environ
mental effects in the analysis and design of laminated systems. 

This chapter focuses on hygrothermally induced buckling and large 
deformation behaviour of composite plates. Most of the applications relate 
to purely thermal loadings, since this is where the majority of published 
research lies. A few of the references cited [1 ~4] do, however, consider the 
combined effects of temperature and moisture. Because the mathematical 
formulations governing thermal and hygroscopic loadings are analogous, 
generalization of the given thermoelastic solutions to hygrothermoelastic 
situations is straightforward. Similarly, it is generally not difficult to 
extend hygrothermal formulations and solution procedures to encompass 
the isothermal effects discussed in other chapters. A number of the cited 
references [3~9] do consider combined thermal/mechanical excitations. 

6.2 EQUATIONS GOVERNING HYGROTHERMAL BUCKLING 

When hygrothermal effects are taken into account, the constitutive rela
tions for an orthotropic lamina become, in contracted notation, 

(J, = {Q" (T,M{', - f:' x,("M)d, - [p, (T, m)dmJ U,]: 1,2,3) (6.1) 

Q,} (T,M)£} (I,) - 4,5, 6) 
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in which the elastic stiffness coefficients Q/}, the thermal expansion 
coefficients rI.} and the hygroscopic coefficients f3} depend, in general, upon 
the temperature T and moisture concentration M. For moderate increases 
in temperature (flT = T - To) and moisture (flM = M - Mo) from the 
corresponding stress-free values (T 0 and M o), the material properties may 
be considered temperature- and moisture-independent, in which case the 
stress-strain relations become 

(i,j = 1,2,3) 

(i,j=4,5,6) 
(6.2) 

Appropriate tensor transformations can be employed to transform 
equations (6.2) from principal material coordinates (Xl! X2, X3) to plate 
coordinates (x, y, z). For a typical layer k of a laminate, the resulting 
expression can be written as 

(Jx <211 <212 <213 0 0 <216 Gx - 51 flT -111 flM 

(Jy <212 <222 <223 0 0 <226 8// - 52 flT -112 flM 
(Jz <213 <223 <233 0 0 <236 8z - 53 flT -113 flM 

(J yz 0 0 0 <244 <245 0 Yyz 
°xz 0 0 0 <245 <255 0 })xz 

(J xy k <216 <226 <236 0 0 <266 k 
}'xy - 56 flT -116!!M k 

(6.3) 

in which <2,),5} and ~ denote the transformed material coefficients. 

6.2.1 Classical lamination theory 

If the plate is assumed to be very thin, such that the Kirchhoff hypothesis is 
valid (8z = Yyz = Yxz = 0), the in-plane strain components are given by 

(6.4) 

where the middle-surface strains and curvatures are related to the middle
surface displacements by 

CV O 

e~ = -~-, 
ey 

CU O OVO 

1}~1I = -"- + -"-. oy ex 

C2wo 

K = -2--
xy cxcy (6.5) 

The superscript (0) denotes the value of the associated quantity at the 
middle surface. Row, column and rectangular matrices will be denoted by 
<), { } and [ 1 respectively. Matrix transposition is denoted by a 
superscriptT; e.g. <)T = { }. 
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The corresponding force and moment resultants are 

Nx All AI2 AI6 BII B12 BI6 B; W; N:: 
Ny AI2 A22 A 2b BI2 B22 B 26 C y N; N~ 
Nxy AI6 A 26 A66 BI6 B26 B66 i'xy W;y N~ (6.6) 
Mx BII BI2 BI6 D11 DI2 DI6 Kx MT MM x x 

My BI2 B22 B 26 D12 D22 D26 Ky M~ MM 
Y 

Mxy BI6 B 26 B66 DI6 D26 D66 Kxy M~1f M::;, 

where A'I' B'I' D,! are the extensional, coupling and bending stiffnesses. The 
thermal and hygroscopic forces and moments appearing in equations (6.6) 
are given by r M;} N f [0" QI2 O,,]t} N~, M~ = I _ ql2 Q22 q26 ~2 ,1.T(l,z)dz (6.7) 

wr MT k~1 -J 1 Q Q26 Q 66 k !Y.6 k ~ ~ 16 

and 

r M~} N r [0" QI2 O"]n N~, M~ = I Q12 Q22 q26 ~2 ,1.M(l,z)dz (6.8) 

N::;" 
MM k~1 =,-1 Q 

Q26 Q66 k P6 k xy 16 

where here (Q'lh are the reduced stiffness coefficients corresponding to the 
plane stress condition. 

The displacement equilibrium equations governing hygrothermal 
response, found by substituting equation (6.6) into the equations for force 
and moment equilibrium, with the transverse components of the stress 
resultants due to the inclination of the middle surface included, are [10] 

~3o " " 
ewe T M C "rr M - B2 6 ~ - -;;- (Ny + Ny) - -;;- (1\,;" + N x,,) = 0 
ey ex' ey" 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 
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c2 T M iY T M + 2 ~ (Mxy + Mxy) + -;---2 (M1J + M'l) exey cy . . 

(6.11) 

Prebuckling displacements are determined by solving equations 
(6.9)-(6.11) with the non-linear terms involving Nx, Ny and NX1J in equation 
(6.11) omitted. For the corresponding buckling problem, Nx, Ny and Nxy are 
taken to be the stress resultant distributions corresponding to the prebuckled 
configuration of the plate. Critical values of the loading are found by solving 
the eigenvalue problem associated with equations (6.9)-(6.11), in which the 
hygrothermal force and moment terms are dropped. In this case uo, VO and we 
represent incremental displacements from the prebuckled state. While closed
form solutions have been obtained in a few special cases (as described in section 
6.3), finding exact solutions is generally not possible. 

Energy methods such as the Rayleigh-Ritz technique provide a useful 
means for obtaining approximate analytical solutions to hygrothermal 
buckling problems (section 6.4). The system's change in total potential 
energy IT consists of the strain energy U of the plate and the potential Vof 
the in-plane forces due to the transverse deflection; that is, IT = U + V 
where [10] 

U = rb ra [All (CU O )2 + A (C~UO) (c,VO) + A22 (C,VO)2 
Jo Jo 2 CX 12 ex cy 2 cy 

+ - -+- +A - -+-A ( au. C) (au. c eVO) (eVo) (cue eve) 
16 ex ey ex 26 cy cy ex 

+- -+- -B - - -B --+--A66 (eu O eVO)2 (cu. C) (c2WO) (cu .. 0 iywe avo fP.WO) 
2 \ ey ex 1 1 ex ex2 12 CX cy2 cy ex2 
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-B --+--+2---(euO ?;2wO evO iJ2w" evO 02W") 
26 cy ey2 ex ey2 oy exey 

T NM uU T M uU OV T M uV ( ::1 0) (::10 ~ 0) (::1 0) 
- (Nx + x ) ax - (N xy + N XI) ey + ax - (Nv + Ny) ey 

(6.12) 

and 

rb r" [1 (CW O)2 (OW O CWO) 1 (OWO)2] 
V= Jo Jo 2. Nx ex +N,y ex oy +2. Ny ey dxdy (6.13) 

6.2.2 Reissner-Mindlin theory 

Classical lamination theory, which neglects transverse shear deformation, 
can lead to significant errors when applied to even moderately thick (e.g. 
hi a:;::' 0.1) plates. This is particularly true for fibre-reinforced composite 
plates in which the transverse shear modulus is small in comparison with 
the in-plane Young's moduli. Here we consider the Reissner-Mindlin or 
first-order shear deformation theory which removes the basic assumption 
that normals to the undeformed plate middle surface remain normal to the 
deformed middle surface. Deformation of the midplane is described by 
the five quantities uo, vo, wo, I/Ixand I/Iy, where I/Ixand I/Iydenote rotations of the 
cross sections perpendicular to the x and y axes, respectively. In this case 
the middle-surface curvatures and transverse shear strains are 

ol/llj 
Kv =-~-", " oy 

ow) 
/y: = -~- + I/Iv' " oy . (6.14) 
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In addition to the constitutive relations in equation (6.6), the following 
relations for the shear stress resultants apply: 

(6.15) 

'Shear correction factors' k, can be included in the definition of the shear 
stiffnesses S'J to account for non-uniform shear strain distributions. 

In the Reissner-Mindlin formulation, hygrothermoelastic deformation 
of the plate is governed by the following five equations [10]: 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 
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B 0, v c, -xu ° xy C y C Y _ + -- -----"-"+-- - -+-- -0 
~2 0 (~MT ~MM) ("MT ~MM) 

22 ey2 Ox ex ey cy (6.20) 

For the prebuckling analysis, the non-linear terms involving Nt! Ny and 
Nxy in equation (6.18) are ignored. Subsequent buckling is investigated by 
substituting the values N" Ny and Nw calculated for the prebuckled state 
into equation (6.18), dropping the hygrothermal force and moment terms 
from equations (6.16), (6.17), (6.19) and (6.20), and treating u", vo, we, I/Ix 
and I/Iy as incremental displacements and rotations. 

In order to obtain an approximate solution via an energy approach, use 
is made of the total potential energy IT = U + V. For a moderately thick 
plate the strain energy U becomes [10] 

U- -A - +A - - +-A -_ fb fa [1 (eu, ")2 (au o) (eVo) 1 (av, 0)2 
o 0 2 11 ex 12 ex ey 2 22 ay 

+ A (i3~UC) (c~uJ + eVO) + A (i3~VO) (a~O + e~vo) 16 ox cy ex 26 cy oy ox 

+B --+-- + --(eu O al/ly ev, 0 el/lx ) B (evo) (N, Y) 
1 2 ex ay ey ex 2 2 ey ay 

(

;) 0 ~.I, ~ c './, 'C "'.1, '" e ~.I, ) cU 0'l'x OV C'l'x CU U'l'x uU 0'1'1/ +B --+--+ __ + __ 0 16 ey ex ex eX ex ey ex ex 

+B _+ __ +_0 ( CU o evo) (el/lx el/lv) 
66 cy ex ey ex 
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1 (Ol/lx)2 (Ol/lx) (Ol/ly) 1 (Ol/ly)2 
+2: Dll ax +D12 ax Ty +2: D22 oy 

+ D (Ol/lx) (Ol/lx + Ol/ly) + D (Ol/ly) (Ol/lx + Ol/ly) 
16 ox oy ox 26 oy oy ox 

_(~+M~)(O~x + 0t: )-(M~ +M~)(O~ )]dXdY (6.21) 

while V is again given by equation (6.13). 

6.2.3 Higher-order theories 

Higher-order theories have been developed which account for transverse 
shear deformation without resort to shear correction factors, and, in 
addition, incorporate the effects of transverse normal deformation. Since 
fibre-reinforced laminates normally possess much higher values of 
thermal and hygroscopic expansion coefficients in the thickness direction 
than in the in-plane directions, hygrothermally induced transverse normal 
strains (ez) can be significant. Chang and Leu [11] reported that neglecting 
transverse normal deformation may result in seriously overestimating 
thermal buckling temperatures of laminated plates. 

In contrast to the classical and first-order Reissner-Mindlin formu
lations, in which it is assumed that the in-plane displacements vary 
linearly with z while the transverse displacement is independent of z, 
higher-order theories include additional powers of z in the displacement 
expressions. For example, for a general third-order formulation [12], the 
displacement components are expanded as 

u(X, y, z) = UO(x, y) + zl/lAx, y) + Z2 ~Ax, y) + z3¢Ax, y) 

v (x, y, z) = VO (x, y) + zl/ly(x, y) + Z2 ~y(x, y) + Z3 ¢y(x, y) 

w(x, y, z) = WO (x, y) + zl/lz(x, y) + Z2 ~z(x, y) + Z3 ¢Ax, y) (6.22) 
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The corresponding strain components become 

8y = 8; + ZKy + Z2 Xy + Z31]y 

8= = 8~ + ZK= + Z2 X= 

" _,,0 +ZK +Z2X +Z31] 'y= - 'yo y= yz yz 

" - .," + ZK + Z2 X + Z31] ,xy - 'xy ly xy xy (6.23) 

where B~, 8;, I'.~y are given by equation (6.5), Kx, Ky, Kxy are given by equation 
(6.14), and 

a~x 
xx=-~-, 

ex 

oc/JX 
I]x = -~-, 

ox 

OWV owo .," __ +,/, ,,0 __ +,/, 
{yo - oy 'f'y' (xo - ex 'f'x 

(6.24) 

The condition that the shear stresses (Jyz and (Jxz vanish on the surfaces 
Z = ± h/2 can be satisfied by letting [12] 

(6.25) 

Equations governing the hygrothermal buckling can be obtained by 
utilizing the constitutive relations (6.3) and expressions (6.23) for the 
strains, in conjunction with the principle of minimum potential energy or 
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the virtual work principle [12]. The resulting equations are too lengthy to 
report here. However, applications of higher-order formulations will be 
discussed in later sections. 

6.3 SERIES-TYPE BUCKLING ANALYSES 

If the temperature or moisture content in a laminated plate is steadily 
increased, the middle surface generally undergoes a gradual transition 
from the regime of small deflections to the large-deflection regime. 
However, for certain laminate configurations and hygrothermalloadings 
the middle surface remains flat until a critical loading is reached, 
whereupon bifurcation buckling occurs. We now examine several such 
cases in which exact series-type solutions for the buckling load can be 
found. 

First consider thermal buckling of a thin anti symmetric angle-ply 
laminate (AI 6 =A26 = B11 = B12 = B22 = B66 = °16 = 026 = 0), simply sup
ported in such a manner that the boundary conditions (type 'S3') are 

x=O,a: u"=wJ=Nxy=Mx=O 

y = 0, b: v" = w" = NXI/ = Mil = 0 (6.26) 

Classical lamination theory predicts that a uniform temperature rise 
L1T = T1 produces no deformation of the plate, but produces the constant 
non-zero stress resultants [10] 

N x = ~ N~ = ~ H, Ny = ~ N~ = ~ I, MXII = ~ M~lf = ~ G (6.27) 

in which (H, I, G) can be evaluated in terms of Tj • 

To obtain the solution for thermal buckling, the displacements are 
expressed in the form 

v J = B cos :XmX sin fJl1Y 

we = C sin :XmX sin fJl1Y (6.28) 

where:Xm = mn/a and fJ" = nn/b. Equations (6.28) satisfy identically the 
boundary conditions (6.26). Substitution of equations (6.27) and (6.28) into 
equations (6.9)-(6.11) for buckling leads to a set of homogeneous equa
tions of the form 

[r]<A B C)T = {O} (6.29) 

The critical values of the thermal force ~ = ~H/I, or alternatively the 
critical values of the temperature rise Tit are found by setting I r I = 0, with 
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the result that [13] 

(Iv;), ~ [V, ,~, + 2(V( , + 2~""T'P; + V"p; I 
x;, + Ii f3~ 

where 

+ [2 (A 12 + A6 6) (3B 16 x;, + B2 613;') (BI6 X;, + 3B2 6f3~) x;,f3; 

-(A66 X;, +A22f3~) (3BI6 X;, + B26f3;)2f3~ 
- (All x;, + A6613~) (BI6X;, + 3B2J3~fx;,] 

L1'1lI1 

~mll = [(All x;', + A66 f3;,) (A66 X;', + A22f3;) 

-(AI2 +A6 /x;"f3;,] (x;, +~f3~) 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

The lowest value of (~)c in equation (6.30) represents the buckling load. 
For an angle-ply laminate which is not very thin, buckling can be 

investigated using the Reissner-Mindlin theory. In the case of the simply 
supported edge conditions 

x = 0 a' U = w = ./, = N = M = 0 
I • "f'y xy x 

y=O,b: v=w'=IjI,=Nnt=My=O (6.32) 

it can be shown that the plate again remains un distorted when exposed to a 
uniform temperature change, and that the corresponding non-zero stress 
resultants are given by equations (6.27). Equations (6.28) for the displace
ments, together with the expressions 

1jI, = D cos XmX sin f3l1Y 

ljIy = E sin XmX cosf3l1Y (6.33) 

for the rotations, satisfy the boundary conditions (6.32). Substitution of 
these relations into equations (6.16-6.20) results in a set of equations 
having the form [13] 

[P](ABCDE)T = {O} (6.34) 

The critical values of ~ correspond to the roots of this eigenvalue problem. 
A comparison of results obtained by the classical and Reissner-Mindlin 
formulations [13] is provided in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Figure 6.1 illustrates 
the influence of ply angle e on the critical buckling temperature (T 1)( of 
square, regular angle-ply ( + 0' / - 0= / ... ) laminates having two, four or 
eight layers and a total thickness h = 0.05a. It is seen that variations in e 
may result in large changes in (T I)c in the case of both four- and eight-layer 
plates; the maximum value of (T 1)( occurs at e = 45= and 135 'for these 
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Fig.6.1 Effect of ply orientation on the buckling temperature of square, antisym
metrical, angle-ply laminates with 2,4 or 8 layers. (El / Eo = 181.0, E2 / Eo = 10.3, 
e12 / Eo = 7.17, e2 3/ Eo = 2.39, e31 / Eo = 5.98, V12 = 0.28':Xl /:Xo = 0.02, :X2/:XO = 22.5 
in which Eo and :Xo are arbitrary reference values; h / a = 0.05, k~ = 5/6.). 
-- = Kirchhoff theory, - = Reissner-Mindlin theory. (Reproduced from 
Tauchert, Journal of Thermal Stresses, 1987 [13].) 

laminates. It is further noted that the critical temperature for a given 
thickness laminate increases as the number of layers (N) increases. 
Figure 6.2 shows the effect of plate thickness (the ratio a/h) on the buckling 
temperatures of laminates having ply orientations f) = 45:!. It is evident that 
for these laminates the buckling temperature predicted by the classical 
theory is higher than that calculated by the Reissner-Mindlin theory; the 
differences become significant when a/h :( 10. 

A series-type solution for a simply supported anti symmetrical angle-ply 
plate was also obtained using a higher-order (third-order for u and v, and 
second order for w) theory by Chang and Leu [11]. For simplicity the 
functions ~x, ~v and IjIz in equations (6.22) were arbitrarily set equal to zero. 
This restriction is sufficient but not necessary for satisfaction of the first 
pair of conditions (6.25) for stress-free surfaces; the accuracy of the results 
obtained is therefore questionable as described in Ref. [12]. 

Other problems for which exact buckling solutions have been derived 
include moderately thick, simply supported, symmetrical cross-ply 
laminates [14], and moderately thick, symmetrical angle-ply laminates 
having clamped edges [15]. In the latter case the displacement functions 
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Fig. 6.2 Effect of thickness on the buckling temperature of square, antisymmetri
cal, 45° angle-ply laminates with 2, 4 or 8 layers. (Lamina properties same as for 
Fig. 6.1.) (Reproduced from Tauchert, Journal o/Thermal Stresses, 1987 [13].) 

We, I/Ix and I/Iy are expressed as 

uf = L L W ~n sin CXm x sin PnY + L L W ~n cos CXm X cos PnY 
m=l n=l m=On=O 

00 00 00 00 

I/Ix = L: L X~n cos CXm X sin PnY + L: L X~n sin CXm x cos PnY 
m=On=l m=ln=O 

00 00 00 00 

I/Iy = L: L Y ~n sin CXm x cos PnY + L: L Y ~n cos CXm x sin PnY (6.35) 
m=l n=O m=O n=l 

and the solution to the first-order shear deformation theory is obtained 
using the general double Fourier series approach. 

6.4 RAYLEIGH-RITZ AND GALERKIN BUCKLING ANALYSES 

For laminated plates of arbitrary lay-up and support conditions, 
approximate solutions for the buckling loads can be found using either the 
Rayleigh-Ritz or the Galerkin method. 
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We first consider application of the Ritz technique [1, 2, 16, 17] to a thin, 
symmetric (B,] = 0) angle-ply plate having simply supported edges and 
subject to a uniform temperature rise. In this case the prebuckled state is 
characterized by non-zero in-plane displacements, but zero transverse 
deflection. Subsequent buckling involves flexure-twist coupling. 

Before investigating buckling of the laminate, the distribution of the in
plane forces in the prebuckled state must be determined. An approximate 
solution is found by expressing the displacement components UO and VO in 
terms of functions which satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions. In the 
case of '53' edge conditions (6.26) we assume [16] 

m n 

UO = L L u~ sin (J(,X cos /3]y 
,~1 }~o 

n m 

VO = L L v~ cos (J(,X sin /3IY (6.36) 
,~O ,=1 

in which (J(, = in/a and /3] = jn/b. Similarly, in the case of simple supports 
which are rigidly fixed against both normal and tangential displacements 
('51' type), such that 

(6.37) 

we take [16] 
m n 

UO = L L u~ sin(J(,x sin /3]y 
,~1 1=1 

m n 

VO = L L v~ sin (J(,X sin /3,y (6.38) 
i=1]=1 

Substituting the trial solution (6.36) or (6.38) into the expression for the 
plate's total potential energy II (which for the prebuckled problem is equal 
to the strain energy U given by equation (6.12)), and minimizing II with 
respect to the Ritz coefficients u~ and v~, yields a system of linear algebraic 
equations which can be solved for u~ and v~. The stress resultants Nx, Ny 
and Nxy are then calculated using equation (6.6). 

Assuming that the resultant forces remain unchanged during buckling, 
the values of Nx, Ny and Nxy calculated for the prebuckled state are 
substituted into expressions (6.13) for the potential energy V. Taking WO in 
the form 

p q 

WO = L L w~ sin (J(, x sin /3, Y (6.39) 
,~1 ]=1 

and minimizing II = U + V (in which the thermal force and moment terms 
have been dropped) with respect to w~, leads to a set of simultaneous 
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homogeneous equations in w~. Setting the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix equal to zero yields an approximate value for the critical buckling 
temperature. 

For the case of a symmetric angle-ply plate having an infinite number of 
layers (N = CX:;), the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure yields the exact solution 
(given by equation (6.30) with BI) = 0), providing the limits p and q in 
equation (6.39) are taken to be 2 in the case of '53' edge conditions or 3 for 
'51' conditions. For finite values of N, numerical results obtained for 
various fibre reinforced laminates indicate that reasonably good 
convergence of the Ritz solutions is obtained when 64 modes (p = q = 8) are 
considered [16]. Figure 6.3 shows contour and three-dimensional plots of 
the buckled mode shapes for simply supported, square and rectangular 
symmetrical angle-ply laminates, calculated using this procedure. 

The Galerkin method provides another suitable approach for calculating 
approximate solutions to thermal buckling problems. In this method the 
assumed displacement functions are chosen to satisfy static (force and 
moment) as well as kinematic boundary conditions. The trial functions are 
substituted into the governing differential equations and the resulting 
errors, or 'residuals', are required to be orthogonal to the assumed 
functions. 

The requirement that the assumed functions satisfy static boundary 
conditions can be relaxed, providing that certain boundary residuals are 
incorporated into the formulation; appropriate boundary residuals can 

YI 
r-----~======~~ 

Y 

x x 

x 
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x 

(e) 

Fig. 6.3 Buckled shapes of symmetrical, 22S angle-ply laminates. (Lamina prop
perties same as for Fig. 6.1; h / a = 0.05): (a) N = 3, b / a = 1, 53-type supports, (b) 
N = 3,b/ a = 1, SI-type supports, (c)N = S,b/ a = 2, 53-type supports. (Reproduced 
from Tauchert in Marshall (ed) Composite Structures, Elsevier, London, 1987 [16].) 

be derived through application of the principle of minimum potential 
energy [10]. 

Consider the case of a thin angle-ply plate having '51' type simple 
supports. In this case the prebuckling displacements are zero, and the 
corresponding in-plane stress resultants are uniform within the plate; i.e. 
N x = - N;:, Ny = - N; and N xy = - N~. For a Galerkin approximation, the 
trial solutions (6.38) and (6.39) are substituted into the equilibrium 
equations (6.9)-(6.11). Each of the three equation residuals is multiplied by 
sin (X,X sin PiY and integrated over the area of the plate. The resulting three 
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integrals, modified to include the boundary residuals, are then equated to 
zero. This results in a set of equations in the form of an eigenvalue problem, 
from which the critical buckling temperature can be found. Application of 
this technique to laminated thin plates having either simply supported or 
clamped edges is illustrated in a paper by Chen and Chen [18]. 

The Galerkin method was employed also by Yang and Shieh [5] to 
investigate thermal buckling of initially stressed, antisymmetric, cross-ply, 
thick laminates. 

6.5 FINITE ELEMENT BUCKLING ANALYSIS 

Recent investigations [4,9,19-25] have shown that the finite element 
method provides a convenient and effective technique for studying 
hygrothermal buckling of composite plates, particularly in cases of non
uniform temperature or moisture distributions, complicated geometries 
and arbitrary support conditions. 

In the finite element formulation, the deformation variables within a 
typical element(e) are approximated as 

[u} = [q,j{a e } (6.40) 

where [q,] is the matrix of shape functions and {a e } are generalized nodal 
displacements. For example, for the Reissner-Mindlin theory in which the 
deformation variable matrix [u} includes u ,v , W , ifix and ifi'/' the nodal 
displacement matrix for element (e) having nodes i, j, ... is 

(6.41) 

Similarly, for a higher-order theory based upon the set of deformation 
variables u', v", W, ifiw ifi'/' ifi:, ~x, ~lf' ~:, •.• , (see equation (6.22)), the gener
alized nodal displacements are 

(6.42) 

Using equation (6.40), the strain energy (e.g. equation (6.21) when the 
Reissner-Mindlin formulation is employed) can be expressed in the 
matrix form 

u = ~ G {aeV[Ke](ae} - {aCV {P}) 

-~ fa1T[K] fa) _ fa1TfF 1 - 2 t J t J t j t j 
(6.43) 

in which {a}, [K] and (F ] represent the global displacement, stiffness and 
hygrothermalload matrices, respectively. Likewise, the potential of the 
in-plane forces which develop during the prebuckling state (see 
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equation (6.13)), becomes 

1 1 
V = - L {aeV[K~]{ae} = 2: {a V[Kd {a} 

2 e 

where [Kcl is the global geometrical stiffness matrix. 

207 

(6.44) 

For hygrothermal loading, the equations governing the prebuckling 
equilibrium state are found by minimizing equation (6.43) with respect to 
the nodal displacement vector {a}, with the result 

[K]{a} = {F} (6.45) 

Equation (6.45) is solved for the nodal displacements, after which the 
corresponding stress resultant distributions and the geometric stiffness 
matrix [Kcl can be found. The eigenvalue problem governing subsequent 
buckling is then established by requiring that the increase in total potential 
II = U + V be a minimum; this yields 

I[K] +;.[Kcll =0 (6.46) 

where the lowest eigenvalue A corresponds to the amplitude of the critical 
hygrothermalload. 

A finite element formulation for thermal buckling of antisymmetrical 
angle-ply laminates, based upon the Reissner-Mindlin theory, was 
developed by Chen et al. [24]. This reference examines the behaviour of 
simply supported and clamped plates subject to uniform or non-uniform 
temperature fields. Results for simply supported plates, obtained using 
quadrilateral, eight-node, 40 degree-of-freedom elements, agree favourably 
with the corresponding closed-form first-order shear deformation solution 
[13]. In a similar study [25], results for clamped symmetrical laminates, 
calculated using the 9-node Lagrange element, were shown to be in 
excellent agreement with the general double Fourier series solution 
discussed earlier. 

The effects of moisture and temperature on the stability of laminates 
subject to in-plane loads were investigated by Sai Ram and Sinha [4]. Their 
finite element analysis accounts for transverse shear deformation and 
reduced lamina material properties at elevated moisture concentrations 
and temperatures. Non-dimensionalized critical load ;., defined as the 
ratio of the critical in-plane load (Nx)c at a specified temperature T and 
moisture concentration M to the critical value at To = 300 K and Mo = 0, was 
obtained by solving the general eigenvalue problem 

([K] + [Kd - },[K~]) {a} = {O} (6.47) 

where [K~] is the geometric stiffness matrix due to the applied in-plane 
load. Typical results which illustrate the effects of T and M upon ;. for 
graphite-epoxy laminates, obtained using quadratic isoparametric 
elements, are given in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
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A higher-order finite element formulation was employed by Chang [21] 
to analyse thermal buckling of anti symmetrical angle-ply laminates. 
Effects of ply-angle, modulus ratio and thickness upon the critical 
temperature of clamped plates are illustrated in this article. Chang and 
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Fig. 6.4 Effect of temperature T on the non-dimensional critical load A for a square, 
(0° /90 0 /Oc /90°) graphite-epoxy laminate. - = simply supported, --- = clamped 
(Reproduced from Sai Ram and Sinha, Composite Structures, 1992 [4].) 
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Fig. 6.5 Effect of moisture concentration M on the non-dimensional critical load ), 
for a square, (0° /90° /0° /90°) graphite-epoxy laminate. - = simply supported, 
--- = clamped (Reproduced from Sai Ram and Sinha, Composite Structures, 1992 [4].) 
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Shiao [22] used the same procedure to investigate thermal buckling of 
simply supported antisymmetrical angle-ply plates containing a circular 
hole. They found that depending on the ply angle, ratio of edge length to 
thickness, and number of layers, the critical temperature mayor may not 
increase with an increase in the hole diameter. 

6.6 OTHER BUCKLING ANALYSES 

In addition to the formulations and solution procedures described thus far, 
various other studies involving hygrothermal buckling should be 
mentioned. These include predictor-corrector techniques [26], three
dimensional elasticity solutions [27], and optimal design of laminates 
against thermal buckling [13,28]. 

A predictor-corrector approach was proposed by Noor and Burton [26] 
for accurate determination of thermal buckling responses of laminated 
plates. In this procedure the first-order shear deformation theory is 
employed in the first (predictor) phase to calculate initial estimates for the 
gross response characteristics of the laminate. The second (corrector) 
phase consists of either: calculating a posteriori estimates of the composite 
correction factors and using them to adjust the transverse shear stiffnesses 
of the plate; or calculating a posteriori the functional dependence of the 
displacement components on the thickness coordinate. The corrected 
quantities are then used in conjuction with three-dimensional equations to 
obtain more accurate estimates of the response quantities. Application of 
the procedure is illustrated for anti symmetrical angle-ply laminates 
subjected to a uniform temperature rise. 

Noor and Burton [27] also obtained an exact three-dimensional 
thermo elasticity solution for the thermal buckling of an antisymmetrical, 
angle-ply plate exposed to a temperature change having an arbitrary 
symmetrical variation in the thickness direction. The analysis is based on 
decomposing the plate variables into symmetrical and antisymmetrical 
components in the z-direction, and expressing each component in terms of 
double Fourier series in the x- and y-directions. Results of the 
thermoelasticity solution serve as a useful benchmark for assessing 
computational models based upon two-dimensional theories [27]. 

Resistance to hygrothermal buckling is an important consideration in 
the design of laminated structures. Optimization procedures have been 
utilized to maximize the buckling temperature of antisymmetric angle-ply 
plates of specified volume or mass [13,28]. The critical buckling 
temperature (T l)c calculated using equation (6.29) for the Kirchhoff theory 
or equation (6.34) for the Reissner-Mindlin theory was taken as the 
objective function in Ref. 13, with the ply orientations 8k (k = 1, 2, ... , N/2) 
representing the design variables. Optimum solutions for a typical fibre
reinforced composite material, obtained using Powell's method [29] of 
conjugate directions, are reported in Table 6.1. From a comparison of 
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results for cases 2 -4 it is clear that the Kirchhoff theory yields optimum ply 
orientations that are independent of plate thickness, whereas solutions 
based on the Reissner-Mindlin theory are affected significantly by the 
thickness ratio h/a. For laminates with h/a :::; 0.05 the two theories lead to 
very similar optimum ply angles; however the corresponding critical 
temperatures (T1)c predicted by the more accurate shear-deformation 
theory are significantly lower. 

Adali and Duffy [28] established optimal designs for antisymmetrical 
hybrid laminates, constructed of outer layers of high-modulus fibre 
composite material and inner layers of low-modulus fibre composite 
material. The sandwich structure was optimized with respect to fibre 
orientations and layer thicknesses. From comparative studies of hybrid 
and non-hybrid laminates it was observed that the optimal hybrid 
laminates can have a higher buckling temperature than the optimal 
high-modulus ones. Thus hybrid construction can improve thermoelastic 
stability as well as cost effectiveness of laminates. 

6.7 EQUATIONS GOVERNING HYGROTHERMAL 
POST BUCKLING AND LARGE-DEFORMATION RESPONSE 

6.7.1 Kirchhoff theory 

Following the assumptions of von Karman, Stavsky [30] derived the 
non-linear differential equations governing moderately large transverse 
deflections (of the order of the plate thickness) for anisotropic, 
heterogeneous, thermoelastic, thin plates. The formulation makes use of 
the non-linear strain-displacement relations, in which quadratic terms in 
the slopes ewJ/ex and 3wRy are retained while all other non-linear terms 
are neglected. Consequently the in-plane strain components become 

c;~ = c,u J + -21 (Cz:)2, £I~ = c,vo + -21 (3::))2 
ex ex . ey cy 

_ au ') cv::' C'lV') ow-, 
",c =_+_+ __ 
rxy cy ex ex ey (6.48) 

with the curvatures again given by equations (6.5). Use of expressions 
(6.48) in place of the corresponding relations in (6.5) leads to the following 
displacement equations of equilibrium [10]. 



(6.49) 

O( T MOT M_ - ax N xy + N xy) - oy (Ny + Ny ) - 0 (6.50) 

_ B22 ~ (OWO)2 _ B [~ (OWO oWO) + ~ (OWO)2] 
2 oy2 oy 16 ox2 ax oy oxoy ax 
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""12:) -'2 
ewe T M 

+N'I ay2 - ax2 (My +Mx) 

~2 '2 
2 U (T M) C T M - -;;--;;- Mxy + MXY - -a 2 (M'I + My) 

oxcy 'y' 
(6.51) 

The non-linear terms involving Nx, Ny, and Nxy in equation (6.51) can be 
expressed in terms of the displacements using equations (6.5) and (6.6). 

As an alternative to the displacement formulation, the large
deformation problem can be reduced to a pair of coupled non-linear 
equations in terms of the transverse displacement we and the Airy stress 
function F defined by 

eZF 
N =--

Xif cxay 
(6.52) 

For this formulation, equation (6.6) is solved for the in-plane strains and 
moment resultants, and results are expressed in the form [10,30] 

r:} [an alZ a,,] r + N; +N~} [bu b12 b,,]t} 5 = alZ aZ2 a26 Nif + N: + N~ + b2l b22 bz 6 Ky (6.53) 
{xy a16 a26 a66 Nxy+N;y+N~ b6l b62 b66 Kxy 

r} [en 
C12 C,,] { N, + N;+ N~ } 

My = C2l CZ2 C26 Ny + N,; +N~ 
Mxy C6l C62 e66 NXI/ + N~I + N~ 

[du 
dlZ d,,](} t'+MM} + d12 d22 d26 ~Ij - M; +Mt (6.54) 

d16 d26 d66 KXI/ M +M . xy xy 

Substitution of equations (6.52) and (6.53) into the equation for strain 
compatibility, namely [10] 

yields 

a2B~ + e2B; _ C2},~y = (e 2WO)Z _ iPwo aZw" 
oy2 ex2 excy axcy ax2 cyZ 

(6.55) 

a4F c4F c4E e4F a4F a4wo 

a22 ax4 - 2a26 er'ay + (2a12 + a6 6) ex 2ey2 - 2a16 exey-' + all at - b2l ax4 

a4w" a4wo a4wo 

-(2b26 -b6l )a_.3a -(bll+b22-2b66)~-(2b16-b62)' ~,,3 
xy uX cy OXU!J 
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(6.56) 

Likewise, substituting (6.52) and (6.54) into the equation for force 
equilibrium in the transverse direction gives [10] 

a4w' 04W c a4w a4w' c4wc 

d11 ~+4dI6~ +2(dI2 +2d66 ) ~+4d26 ~+d22 ~ ex ex oy ex cy cxcy cy 

a4F c4F c4F 
+ b21 -;:;-, 4 + (2b26 - b61 ) -;;----, 0 _, + (b11 + b72 - 2b6 6) ~ 

eX cX"cy - cx-ey~ 

a4F c4F 
+(2bI6 -bd ~+ b12~ 

cxcy cy 

02F a2W e 02F C2W' a2F a2w' 
=---2--+--

cy2 cx2 cxcy cxay cx2 cy2 

( 
-2 -2 -2 ) e c c T M 

- bl1~+2bI6-::;--;;-+bI2~ (N,+N,) ex exey oy , , 

( 
12 -2 -2 ) t C C T M 

- b61 -;;--, 2 +2b66 -::;--;;- + b60 -;;--2 (Nn, + Nn/) ex cxcy -cy' " 

(6.57) 

Closed-form solutions to either set of coupled non-linear equations, the 
displacement equilibrium equations (6.49)-(6.51) or the Airy stress
function formulation (6.56) and (6.57), are not available. For use in finding 
approximate solutions by means of an energy approach, the following 
expression for the plate's total potential energy is presented [10]. 

TI = rb ra {All I c~ c + ~ (aw")2J2 + Al J (~U ' + ~ (0,:)2J I cv + ~ (a~v')2J 
Jo Jo 2 Lox 2 ax Lex 2 ox Lay 2 ey 
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x -+-+-- +A -+--(eu ev ew ew) [ev~ 1 ( ewJ)2] 
ey h ex?y 26 ey 2 ?y 

(CU· ev' huC ew') A66 (eu' ave euf eW C )2 
x -+-+-- +- -+-+--ey ex ?x ey 2 ey ex ex ay 

-B [?U +~(ew)2Je2.w'_B {[~+~(awC)2Ja2wO 
11 h 2 ex ex2 12 ex 2 ex ay2 

+ [cv + ~ (?Z,U))2] ?2W'} _ B [?v, + ~ (?WC)2] iPw" 
ey 2 cy ex2 22 ey 2 ey ay2 

-B -+-+-- --+2 -+- - --{(eu ev" ?tu' ew ) e2w [cue 1 ( awO)2] c2WC} 
16 ?y h ?X ey h 2 cx 2 ex exay 

-B -+-+-- -+2 -+- - --{(eu ev elU ew) e2w' [eve 1 (CW')2] c2W O} 
26 ?y ex h ey ey2 ey 2 cy cxoy 

-2B ' -+-+-- --+- - +0 --(eu ?v ez,U?w) e2w' 011 (e2"w")2 c2wo a2wo 

66?y ?x h cy ?xoy 2 ?x2 12 ex2 cy2 

+~ -- +20 ----+20 ----+20 --o (?2WC)2 ?2W) ?2W" e2w' ?2W' ( iPWO)2 
2 ?y2 16 h 2 ?x?y 26 ?y2 exey 66 cxcy 

T M [eu 1 (eW)2] T M (CU O avo CWO ewc) - (Nt + N,) -,- + -2 -,- -(Nnt + Nn ) -~- +-;- + -a -~-(X ex' . cy LX X cy 

[ ~. 1 (~ »)'] ~2 '. T M ev ew' - T Mew· 
- (Nlf + N'/) -~- + -2 -,- + (My + My ) ~ . 'cy ey .. ex 

~ ~ O} T Mew T Mew + 2 (Mnl + M nt ) -;;-:;-, + (Mil + M,/ ) ~ dx dy. . . exey . . ey (6.58) 

6.7.2 Higher-order theory 

A higher-order non-linear theory which allows for transverse shear and 
transverse normal deformation was proposed by Chang and Huang [8]. 
Terms quadratic in the thickness coordinate z are omitted in their 
expansions for the displacements, corresponding to ~x = ~y = ~z = 0 in 
equations (6.22). Expressions (6.23) for the strain components are valid in 
this case, where £~, f::;' ~'~'I and K" K y' KXl/ are given by equations (6.48) and 
(6.14), respectively, and the remaining displacement functions in equation 
(6.23) are defined in equation (6.24). 

The equilibrium equations governing the geometrically non-linear 
laminate behaviour can be obtained by incorporating the constitutive 
relations (6.3) and the strain expressions (6.23) in the principle of minimum 
potential energy or the virtual work principle [8]. 
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Applications of the Kirchhoff and higher-order formulations to post
buckling and large-deformation problems are described in the following 
sections. 

6.8 APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL LARGE-DEFORMATION 
ANALYSIS 

As an example of postbuckling behaviour, we consider the non-linear 
response of a thin antisymmetrical angle-ply laminate that is simply 
supported and subject to a gradually increasing uniform temperature 
field. In order to obtain an approximate solution via the energy approach, 
the displacements are expressed in the form [31] 

y~ x 

UO = I I UI~ sin :X,x cos f3 ly 
I~j J~O 

x X 

v) = I I v:; cos :XIX sin f3 ly 
I~O I~j 

WO = I I w~l1l sin :x ll1x sin f3nY (6.59) 
m n 

where and (Xl = in/a and f31 = jn/b; note that here the in-plane displacements 
are represented by infinite double Fourier series, while the transverse 
deflection is approximated by a finite number of selected terms. 
Equations (6.59) satisfy identically the kinematic conditions for 'S3' -type 
simple supports (see equation (6.26)). Upon substitution of the trial 
solutions (6.59) and the thermal stress resultants (6.7) into equation (6.58), 
the potential energy II is expressed in terms of U ,;' v,;, w~1I1 and the 
temperature rise AT = T j • States of stable equilibrium then can be 
determined by minimizing II with respect to the displacement coefficients. 
There exists the possibility, however, that the functional II possesses 
relative minima, representing non-unique equilibrium positions. In order 
to identify the actual configuration taken by the plate, a method of 
incremental thermal loading has been proposed [31], wherein the 
continuously varying temperature field is represented by a sequence of 
incremental temperature changes. In the event of non-unique equilibrium 
states, the displacement field is taken to be the one associated with the 
minimum of II which lies closest to the minimum found for the preceding 
temperature level. Minimization of IT is performed using Powell's method 
[29] of conjugate directions. At each step of the incremental loading the 
search for a minimum of II is initiated using the values of the displacement 
coefficients u~, VI~ and w;~In calculated at the preceding step. Each 
application of Powell's search thus defines a new point along a stable 
equilibrium path. 
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Numerical results illustrate the effects of ply orientation, number of 
layers and aspect ratio on the postbuckling behaviour [31]. For certain 
laminate configurations and loading paths it was found that initial 
bifurcation buckling is followed by a secondary buckling of the 'snapping' 
or 'limit point' type. 

The Rayleigh-Ritz method was also employed [31] to investigate 
possible equilibrium paths for laminates exposed to a uniform 
temperature field. Figure 6.6 shows results for a regular anti symmetrical 
laminate, calculated using the two modes which predominate the 
transverse response, namely (m = 1, n = 1) and (m = 1, n = 3) in the series 
(6.59) for woo Three equilibrium paths, labelled (a), (b) and (c), appear in the 
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Fig. 6.6 Equilibrium paths for a square, 4-layer, antisymmetricai, 22S angle-ply 
laminate subject to a gradually increasing temperature field. (Lamina properties same 
as for Fig. 6.1). (Reproduced from Huang and Tauchert, Acta Mechanica, 1988 [31].) 
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load-deflection space shown. Note that equilibrium path (a) is followed as 
the temperature increases from zero to the initial buckling temperature. At 
this critical temperature, represented by point P, a bifurcation occurs. As 
the temperature continues to rise the postbuckling response is described 
by path (c). Equilibrium proceeds along this path until the temperature 
reaches a second critical value. At this temperature an abrupt change in the 
deflection occurs, corresponding to a jump from limit point Q on path (c) to 
point Q' on path (b). The deflected shapes of the plate just prior and 
subsequent to this snapping, as determined by Powell's minimization 
routine, are depicted in Figure 6.7. 

The incremental-load procedure was extended [32] to obtain approxi
mate solutions for the moderately large deflections of antisymmetrical 
angle-ply laminates under non-uniform temperature distributions. Unlike 
the uniform temperature problem in which the simply supported laminate 
remains flat until bifurcation buckling occurs, under non-homogeneous 
temperature fields transverse deflections may occur immediately upon 
loading. For instance, in the case of an in-plane parabolic temperature 

(b) 

Fig. 6.7 Deflected shape of laminate when (a) lXoT1 =3.49x1O- 3, and (b) 
1X0 Tl = 3.50 X 10-3• (Reproduced from Huang and Tauchert, Acta Mechanica, 
1988 [31].) 
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distribution of the form 

(6.60) 

the maximum deflection of certain two- and four-layer simply supported 
laminated plates vary with temperature amplitude TI as shown in 
Figure 6.8. Results of the large-deformation theory are nearly identical to 
those of the classical small-deformation theory for small values of TI , but 
differ drastically for temperatures exceeding certain critical values. The 
value of temperature at which bifurcation occurs increases with increasing 
numbers of layers. 

The centre deflection of the same two- and four-layer plates subject to 
the linearly varying transverse temperature distribution 

T (z) = TI z/h (6.61) 

is plotted in Figure 6.9. Results of the non-linear and linear theories are 
seen to be in relatively good agreement when Wcentrelh < 0.2. 

A similiar incremental-load approach was utilized [17] to examine the 
postbuckling response of thin, symmetrically laminated plates to uniform 
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Fig. 6.8 Maximum deflection of square, anti symmetrical, 22S angle-ply laminates 
subject to in-plane temperature variation. (Lamina properties same as for Fig. 6.1). 
--= large deformation theory, --- = small deformation theory (Reproduced 
from Huang and Tauchert, Journal of Thermal Stresses, 1988 [32].) 
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temperature change. Both fixed (51) and sliding (53) type simply 
supported edge conditions are considered in this study. 

For thin, symmetrical laminates having clamped edges and subject to a 
non-uniform temperature distribution, 5ivakumaran [7] applied the 
Galerkin method to the stress-function formulation. In the case of clamped 
edges which are free from in-plane forces (,C4' type) the boundary 
conditions are 

ew e2F e2F 
x=O,a: w'=-=-=--=o ex (1y2 exey 

ew e2F e2F 
y=O,b: w =-=-=-=0 (6.62) ey ex2 exey 

For an approximate solution to equations (6.56) and (6.57) that satisfies 
conditions (6.62), the displacements can be expressed as double series 
involving appropriate beam eigenfunctions, namely [7] 

w" = L L w;m Xm(x) Yn(y) 
m n 

F = L L Fpq Xp(x) Yq(y) (6.63) 
p q 
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Fig. 6.9 Centre deflection of laminates subject to transverse temperature variation. 
(Lamina properties same as for Fig. 6.1.) -- = large deformation theory, --- = 
small deformation theory (Reproduced from Huang and Tauchert, Journal of 
Thermal Stresses, 1988 [32].) 
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where 

Temperature and absorbed moisture 

cosh 7., - cos 7., 

/1 ~ sinh 1.1 - sin Xl 

and 'l., are the roots of the equation 

cosh 7., cos 'l., = 1 

(6.64) 

(6.65) 

The assumed series (6.63) are substituted into equations (6.56) and (6.57), 
the resulting equations are multiplied by X,(x) YJy), and then integrated 
over the area of the plate. This yields a set of non-linear algebraic equations 
which are solved for the coefficients W IlIIi and FI,,!' The solution procedure 
was applied [7] to symmetrical angle-ply laminates subject to simultaneous 
transverse loads and a uniform temperature field. 

Another example of the application of the Galerkin method to the stress
function formulation was presented by Librescu and Souza [6]. The 
first-order shear deformation theory was used to study postbuckling of 
simply supported, transversely isotropic laminates having initial 
imperfection and exposed to temperature and edge loads. 

6.9 FINITE ELEMENT LARGE-DEFORMATION ANALYSIS 

Geometrically non-linear problems are often most conveniently solved 
using the finite element method. As for the buckling analysis discussed 
earlier, the deformation variables (u; are interpolated in terms of the nodal 
displacements (a C ) using equation (6.40). Equilibrium is enforced by 
requiring that the potential energy IT, given by the sum of the potentials of 
the elements, has a stationary value; i.e. bIT = (eDjCa,) cia, = O. This yields a 
system of non-linear algebraic equations. By introducing a 'loading 
parameter' i. such that T(x, y, z) = i. rex, y, z), the resulting equations can be 
written in the general matrix form [33] 

(6.66) 

where ifJ, is referred to as the unbalanced force function. Various iterative 
and incremental schemes are available for solving equation (6.66). The 
conventional Newton~ Raphson iteration procedure, for example, is 
suitable for problems in which limit point instabilities are absent; however, 
this method fails to trace the equilibrium curve when the specified loading 
exceeds the limit point. Several methods have been proposed to trace 
post-limit equilibrium curves, including the' arc-length method' [34, 35] in 
which the length of the equilibrium curve, rather than the loading 
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parameter A, is used as the control parameter. In the case of a bifurcation 
point located on the fundamental equilibrium path, a method of Riks [36] 
can be employed to identify points along the branch point. 

The large-deflection response of a simply supported, antisymmetrical 
angle-ply laminate subject to a uniform temperature rise has been 
examined [33, 37]. The analysis was based upon the first-order shear 
deformation theory, and solutions to equation (6.66) were obtained using 
an incremental/iterative procedure in which the arc-length and Riks 
methods were employed to locate post-limit and post-bifurcation 
equilibrium positions, respectively. Calculated values of the deflection at 
the centre of a plate are shown in Figure 6.10. For the laminate and the 
range of temperature considered, there exist three equilibrium paths; 
stable states are indicated by solid lines, while unstable states are 
represented by broken lines. Note the existence of three bifurcation points 
(d, e, f) and one limit point (p) along these paths. Also shown in Figure 6.10 
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Fig. 6.10 Equilibrium paths for a square, antisymmetrical, 22S angle
ply graphite-epoxy laminate subject to a gradually increasing temperature field. 
(E 1 =181 GPa, E2=1O.3 GPa, G12 =GI3 =7.17 GPa, G23 =2.39 GPa, V12= 
0.28, 1X1=0.02xlO-6;oC, 1X2=22.5 X 1O-6;oC; h/a=O.Ol, N=oo.). --= 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, • = finite element method (Reproduced from Huang and 
Tauchert, Computers and Structures,1991 [33].) 
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are results of a Kirchhoff-based Rayleigh-Ritz analysis; agreement 
between the two solutions is seen to be very good. 

Non-linear bending of an antisymmetrical angle-ply laminate under a 
uniform temperature change has also been studied using a higher-order 
(third-order, but with quadratic terms absent) displacement theory [8]. The 
non-linear equations (6.66) were solved using Newton-Raphson iterations. 
Comparison of numerical results with those of the Reissner- Mindlin theory 
show that the higher-order theory predicts a greater centre deflection. 
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NOTATION 

the laminate stiffnesses 
dimensions of the plate in x, y directions 
stiffness coefficients of stress-strain relations 
for isotropic and cross-ply plates 
in-plane bending stress 
in-plane normal stress 
plate thickness 
neutral surface location for isotropic plate and 
Zn =znlh 
neutral surface location for cross-ply plate and 
Zm = zmlh, Znv = zn/h 
non-dimensional buckling coefficient, Nx)r I 
(n20n) 
initial stress resultants 
the applied surface traction and perturbing 
surface traction 
ratio of bending stress to normal stress, ami an 
displacements of plate in x, y, Z directions 
displacements of plate (z = 0) in x, y, Z direc
tions 
rotations of plate in x, y, Z directions 
higher-order shear deformation terms 
respective tensile and compressive Young's 
moduli for isotropic plate 
respective tensile and compressive Young's 
moduli in directions x, y, Z and i = 1,2,3 
respective tensile and compressive shear 
moduli for isotropic plate 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

respective tensile and compressive shear 
moduli for orthotropic plate and i, j = 1,2,3 
respective tensile and compressive Poisson's 
ratios for isotropic plate 
respective tensile and compressive Poisson's 
ratios for orthotropic plate and i, j = 1,2,3 

The linear: theory of elasticity, based on the assumption of finite strain, 
assumes that materials obey Hooke's generalized linear stress-strain 
relations. In general the elastic moduli relating the components of stress 
and strain only depend on the orientation of the coordinate system. Some 
materials exhibit elastic behaviour that differs under tension and com
pression. The stress-strain behaviour of these materials is not linear and 
hence a bilinear model is usually adopted as an approximate means of 
representing the moduli (Fig. 7.1). These materials are thus called 
bimodulus, bimodular, bilinear or different-modulus materials. 

It is known that some materials behave differently in tension and com
pression. These include for example, tyre cord-rubber materials, aramid
fibres, some polycrystalline graphites and high-polymers (Table 7.1). With 
increasing use of such materials in composites, studies of the behaviour of 
bimodular materials are of practical importance. It is necessary to develop 
a model to predict the response of bimodular composites, but the analysis 
ofbimodular materials is more complicated than that of ordinary materials 
since the elastic moduli depend on the signs of the stresses. 

The concept of a bimodular material was originated by Timoshenko [1]. 
The first material model with different moduli in tension and compression 

Stress (J 

(Compressive 
Modulus) 

E' 
(Tensile 

Modulus) 

Fig. 7.1 Stress-strain relation of the linearized different-modulus materials. 
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Table 7.1 Elastic properties for two tyre cord-rubber, unidirectional, bimodular 
composite materials stressed in the fibre direction 

Property and units Aramid -rubber Polyester - rubber 

Tension Compression Tension Compression 

Longitudinal Young's 
modulus (GPa) 3.58 0.0120 0.617 0.0369 

Transverse Young's 
modulus (GPa) 0.00909 0.0120 0.008 0.0106 

Major Poisson's ratio' 0.416 0.205 0.475 0.185 
Longitudinal-transverse shear 

modulus(GPa)b 0.0037 0.0037 0.00262 0.00267 
Transverse-thickness shear 

modulus (GPa) 0.00290 0.00499 0.00233 0.00475 

a The minor Poisson's ratio is assumed to be given by the reciprocal relation. 
b The longitudinal-thickness shear modulus is taken to be equal to the longitudinal- transverse 
shear modulus. 
Source: [10]. 

was proposed by Ambartsumyan and Khachatryan [2]. The bending of 
bimodular material plates has been the subject of many studies. Shapiro 
[3] considered the very simple problem of a circular plate subjected to a 
pure radial bending moment at its edge. Kamiya [4] used a numerical 
analysis for a high-polymer circular shell subjected to a uniform internal 
pressure. Results showed that the distribution of axial and circumferen
tial bending moments in the circular shell varies with the difference 
between the tensile and compressive moduli of elasticity. Also, Kamiya 
[5] treated large deflections of a different-modulus elastic plate subjected 
to a uniform lateral load by the finite difference method. Kamiya also 
applied the energy method to the large deflection analysis of a rectangular 
bimodular plate based on thin plate theory [6]. A series of investigations of 
bimodular plates followed and the transverse shear deformation effect has 
also been studied by Kamiya [7]. The results suggested that attention 
should be paid to the effect in plates of material with a large £I/Ec ratio. 

A macroscopic material model analysis of bimodular fibre-reinforced 
composites was made by Bert [8] and the results agree with experiments. 
Bert [9] used the macroscopic material model to study a laminated bi
modular composite-material plate using the finite element method. Also, 
Bert et al. extended this work to the vibrational analysis of thick rectangular 
plates [10] and cylindrical shells [11] of bimodular composite materials. 
The finite element analysis of bimodular plates by Reddy et al. [12] uses a 
displacement finite element method and Bert et al. [13] use a mixed finite 
element method, in the context of Mindlin plate theory. 
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Few analyses of the buckling problem appear in the literature. Jones [14] 
investigated the buckling of circular cylindrical shells and stiffened multi
layered circular cylindrical shells [15] on the basis of the Ambartsumyan 
model [2]. Bert and Reddy [16] used a closed form and finite element 
method to study the vibration and buckling of thick shells of bimodular 
composite materials. The buckling load is found by determining the lowest 
axial compressive load for which the natural frequency is also the lowest. 

Reissner [17, 18] and Mindlin [19] presented generalizations of classical 
plate theory incorporating transverse shear deformation; this required use 
of a transverse shear correction factor. The incremental displacements are 
assumed to be of the following form: 

ul (x, y, Z, t) = uAx, y, t) + zrpAx, y, t) 

u2(x, y, z, t) = ul{(x, y, t) + zrp,/(x, y, t) 

u3(x, y, Z, t) = w(x, y, t) (7.1) 

where z is the coordinate normal to the middle plane, UXf uy, and ware 
displacements of the neutral surface. rpx and rp,/ account for the effect of 
transverse shear. Despite the increased generality of the above theory, the 
related flexural stress distributions show only little improvement over the 
classical laminated plate theory. 

Recently, several exact solutions for composite material structures have 
been developed which indicate that Mindlin-type theories (with five 
kinematic variables) do not adequately model the behaviour of highly 
orthotropic composite structures. Therefore, a suitable higher-order plate 
theory is necessary to improve the accuracy of Mindlin-type plate theory. 

The higher-order terms are needed in the power series expansions of the 
assumed displacement field to properly model the behaviour of the 
laminates. Many different higher-order theories [20-23] have been pro
posed for the analysis of composite plates. A theory was given by Nelson 
and Lorch [20] for application to laminates, employing nine generalized 
coordinates in the kinematic assumptions. This higher-level theory is 
based on the assumed displacement forms: 

ul = U, + Z(Px + Z2~x 
U2 = ulJ + zrp,/ + Z2~,/ 
U3 = W + zrpz + Z2~: (7.2) 

The higher-order theory extends classical theory to include transverse 
shear, transverse normal and quadratic displacement terms in the kinematic 
assumptions. In these higher-order shear deformation theories the conditions 
of zero transverse shear stresses on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate are 
not satisfied, and a shear correction to the transverse shear stiffnesses is required. 

Reddy [21] provided a new theory in which the displacement field 
chosen is of a special form. This requires the use of a displacement field in 
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which the in-plane displacements are expanded as cubic functions of the 
thickness coordinate and the transverse deflection is constant through the 
plate thickness. This displacement field takes the form 

Ul = Ux + ZqJx + Z2~x + Z3</Jx 

U2 = u y + zqJy + Z2~y + Z3</Jy 

U3=W (7.3) 

The field satisfies the condition that the transverse shear stress vanishes 
on the top and bottom surface. ~x and ¢y equal zero. </Jx and </Jy are functions 
of other variables. The theory has the same unknowns (five variables) and, 
moreover, for a parabolic variation of the transverse shear deformation 
through the thickness, there is no need to use shear correction coefficients 
in computing the shear stresses. Lo et al. [22,23] extended the displacement 
form as follows: 

Ul = Ux + ZqJ, + Z2~x + Z3</Jx 

U2 = u y + zqJy + Z2~y + Z3</Jy 

U3 = W + zqJz + Z2¢: (7.4) 

A critical evaluation of new plate theories by Bert [24] indicated that the 
theory of Lo et al. [23] provides an accurate prediction of the non-linear 
bending stress distribution. Brunelle and Robertson [25] derived the 
governing equations for an arbitrarily initially stressed thick plate. Using 
these equations, the effect of in-plane bending stress on the buckling and 
vibration response was studied. A series of studies [26-35] concerning 
homogeneous and composite plates was performed by Chen and Doong. 
They derived the governing equations of a bimodular composite thick 
plate in a general state of non-uniform initial stress by the average stress 
method and studied vibration [26] and buckling [27] responses of 
bimodular thick plates. The influences of various parameters on the 
buckling load and natural frequency were investigated. Apparently, the 
buckling characteristics of bimodular material plates are different from 
those of homogeneous plates. In a series of very thorough investigations, 
Doong et al. [28-30] used higher-order shear deformation theory to study 
the bending, vibration and buckling response of single- and two-layer 
cross-ply bimodular material plates. The aspect ratio, thickness ratio and 
bending stresses were shown to affect significantly the buckling coefficient 
Kef for bimodular materials. The postbuckling behaviour of a simply 
supported rectangular bimodular thick plate subjected to a pure bending 
stress plus an extensional stress in the plane of the plate was studied by 
Chen and Doong [31,32]. The results show that bimodular properties and 
in-plane bending stress have significant effects on the postbuckled 
deflections of bimodular thick plates. The application of the finite strip 
method to bimodular plates was presented by Lee [37], who demonstrated 
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the higher-order strip element method for analysing the buckling of 
bimodular cross-ply plates. 

7.2 MODELS OF BIMODULAR MATERIALS 

Brunelle and Robertson [25] derived the governing equations for initially 
stressed thick plates. They used incremental deformatios and Hamilton's 
principle to obtain solutions. The results indicate that the transverse shear 
effects can decrease the stability of the plate and that initial bending 
stressses can cause a drastic reduction in the buckling load. The buckling 
coefficients depend on aspect ratio, thickness ratio and the ratio of bending 
to normal stresses. Brunelle and Robertson's method was extended to 
bimodular plates. The governing equations of orthotropic materials may 
be used for bimodular materials, but Hooke's law, i.e. the stress-strain 
relation, must be of bimodular form. Based on the above explanations, 
Chen and Doong investigated the vibration [26] and buckling [27] of 
bimodular plates. Also, a bimodular composite material plate based on 
Mindlin plate theory was considered in those studies. More accurate 
analyses of bimodular composite plate problems, based on higher-order 
plate theory, are contained in a series of studies [28-36]. 

The governing equations are based on a higher-order theory of 
bimodular composite plates. For a cross-ply composite plate, the laminate 
stiffnesses C 16kl' C 26kl , C36kl and C45kl will be equal to zero. The governing 
equations for orthotropic materials may be used for bimodular materials. 
The stress-strain relation must be of the bimodular form as follows: 

(Jx Cllkl CI2kl CI3kl 0 0 0 Cx 

(Jy CI2k1 C22k1 C23kl 0 0 0 "-'I 
(Jz CI3kl C23kl C33kl 0 0 0 Cz 

(Jyz 0 0 0 C44kl 0 0 GIfZ 
(7.5) 

(Jxz 0 0 0 0 C55kl 0 Gxz 

axy 0 0 0 0 0 C66kl Bxy 

where C'Jkl are the stiffness coefficients of the stress-strain relation, the 
third subscript (k) refers to the sign of the strain (k = t for tension and k = c 
for compression) and the fourth subscript (I) denotes the layer number 
(I = 1 to n, n is the total number of layers). From the stress-strain relations, 
it can be seen that there are now 18 independent elastic stiffness 
coefficients for each orthotropic layer, a set of nine material variables for 
tension and another set of nine for compression. 

We should consider a body in a state of non-uniform initial stress, which 
is in static equilibrium. Following the technique described by Brunelle and 
Robertson [25], the governing equations in rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
could be derived by using a perturbation technique. The governing 
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equations in the same form as equations (13) and (14) of Ref. [251 are 
written as follows: 

(ai/ US),I + illJ(<5s/ + Us,/ + Us).1 + Fs + flFs = pu~ 

155 + flPs = [al/uS,/ + 0',/<5/5 + us,/ + us)1nl (7.6) 

where al/' 0'1/' r, and PI are the initial stresses, perturbing stresses, body 
forces and applied surface tractions, respectively. It is assumed that initial 
displacement gradients are small and the equilibrium is static so that the 
products 0'1/ us,/ and pU's can be neglected. For the large deflection plate 
theory, von Karman's assumptions are employed to investigate post
buckling behaviour. Therefore, the perturbed displacement gradients are 
also small so that the terms 0'1/ us,/ may be dropped except for 0'11 u3,1' and 
0'12 U3,2' In order to give clarity to the integration procedure, it is useful to 
partially write out equation (7.6): 

a (a,/u1/ax/) aO'll - _ 
~ +-~- +Fl + flF1 - 0 
OX, eXI 

The non-linear stress-displacement relations of an orthotropic plate are as 
follows: 

ilx = Cllkl(Ul,x + !(u3,Y) + C12kl(U2,y + !(u3,/) + C13kl(U3,z + ~(U3,Y) 

ily = C12kl(Ul,x + Hu3,Y) + C2 2kl(U2,y + Hu3,/) + C2 3kl (u3,z + Hu3,Y) 

ilz = C13kl(U1,x + ~(U3,Y) + C2 3k/(U2,y + Hu3,/) + C33kl(U3,z + Hu3,Y) 
O'yz = C44kl(UZ,z + U3,y + U3,yU3) 

(7.S) 

For investigating the buckling problem, the von Karman assumptions 
(0'11 U3Y and O'IZ u3,z) in equation (7.7) can be neglected and the governing 
equations become 

a(al/u11 ax,) I ex, + a 0'11 I Ox, + Fj + LiF j = 0 

a (ai/ uzi ax) I aXI + a 0'121 Ox l + Fz + flF2 = 0 
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C((JI,U3!CX,)!CXI +coj CxI + f3 + ~F3 = 0 

P, + ~P, = ((JIjUS,] + aIJn, (7.9) 

The linear stress-displacement relations of an orthotropic bimodular 
plate are given by: 

ax = CllklUI,X + CI2k1 UZ,y + Cl3kl u3,: 

ay = C12k1UI,x + CZ2kI Uz,y + C23k1U3,z 

ifz = C13k1UI,x + Cz 3k1 U2,y + C33k1U3,z 

ayz = C44kl(U2,z + U3,y) 

ax: = Cs Ski (uL: + u3) 

7.2.1 Higher-order theory 

(7.10) 

The displacement field has been chosen in a manner similar to that of 
Lo et ai, [22]. The displacements fiJI U2, U3 in directions x, y, Z at an arbitrary 
location (x, y, z) are given by 

ul (x, y, z) = u,(x, y) + z 'PAx, y) + Z2 ~Ax, y) + Z3 cpAx, y) 

U2(X,y,Z) = uy(x,y) +z'Py(x,y) +Z2~y(X,y) +Z3cpy(X,y) 

U3(X,y,Z) = IV(X,y) +z'Pz(x,y) + Z2~z(X,y) (7.11) 

Substituting equations (7.11) into equations (7.10) gives 

ax = Cllkl (U x,x + z'Px,x + Z2(x,x + Z3cpx) 

+ CI2kl(Uy,y + Z 'Py,y + Z2 ~y,y + Z3 CPy,y) + C1 3kl( 'Pz + 2z ~z) 

ify = CI2kl(Ux,x + Z 'Px,x + Z2 ~x,x + Z3 CPx) 

+ C22kl(Uy,y + z'PI/,'/ + Z2~1/,y + Z3cpy') + C23kl ('PZ + 2zU 

az = C1 3kl(Ux,x + Z 'Px,x + Z2 (x,x + Z3 CPx) 

+ C2 3kl (uy,,/ + Z 'P'I,y + Z2 (y,y + Z3 CPy,y) + C3 3kl ('Pz + 2z (J 
ay: = C44kl ('P,/ +2z ('I + 3z2 cpy + IV,y + z'P:,y + Z2(z) 

ax: = CSSkl('Py + 2z (x + 3z2 CPx + IV,x + z'Pz,x + Z2(:) 

axy = C6 6kl (uY,lf + z 'Px,y + Z2 (x,y + Z3 CPx,y 

+ uy,x + z'Py,x + Z2~y,x + Z3cpy) (7.12) 

Following a procedure which is similar to Brunelle's method [25] and 
Doong's procedure [33], a simply supported rectangular bimodular plate 
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in a state of bending stress plus a compressive stress could be considered. 
The state of initial stress is 

(7.13) 

where an and am are taken to be constants and all other initial stresses are 
assumed to be zero. It is comprised of a tensile (compressive) stress an plus 
a bending stress am' The only non-zero stress and moment resultants are 

M:"= fallZ2dZ=h3anI12, 

P:x = f allz4dz = h5an 180, 

R:x = f a llz6dz = h7 ani 448 

Mxx = f al1zdz = h2aml6 

Pxx= fallz3dz=h4aml40 

Rxx = f a11z5dz = h6am/224 

(7.14) 

where all the integrals are through the thickness of the plate from -h12 to 
h12. Lateral loads and body forces are taken to be zero. Based on the above 
explanations, the governing equations and boundary conditions can be 
derived. The coefficients of these equations are given in Appendix 7.A. 

QI,x + Q2,y + R1,x = 0 

Q2,x + Q3,y + R9,x = 0 

Q4,x + Q5,y + R30,x = 0 

Q6,x + Q7,y - Q4 + R2,x = 0 

Q7,x + Q8,y - Q5 + RlO,x = 0 

Q9,x + QlO,y - Q 11 + R31,x = 0 

Q12,x + Q13,y -2Q9 + R3,x = 0 

Q13,x + Q14,y - 2QlO + R11,x = 0 

Q15,x + Q16,y - 2Q17 + R32,x = 0 

Q18,x + Q19,y - 3Q15 + R4,x = 0 

Q19,x + Q20,y - 3Q16 + R12,x = 0 (7.15) 
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For the case of a simply supported cross-ply laminated plate, the 
boundary conditions along the x = constant edges are 

fxx + t.Fxx = QI + R1; M~t + t.M;x = QI2 + R3 

Mxx + t.M.n = Q6 + R2; Pn + t.Pxx = QI8 + R4 

and along the y = constant edges are 

fy!! + t.Fyy = Q3; M;II + t.M;1f = QI4 

My!! + t.MI/I/ = Q8; P\fY + t.Pyy = Q211 

where 

(fll,MII,M~,PII) = f PJl,z,z2,z3)dz 

(t.FII,t.MIJ't.M~,t.P,) = f t.PI(1,z,z2,z3)dz 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

PI is the applied surface traction. The governing equations and the 
boundary conditions are exactly satisfied in closed form by the following 
set of functions: 

Ux = I i)IU I1l11 cos (mnx/a) sin (nny/b) 

uy = I I h VI1l11 sin (mnx/a) cos (nny/b) 

w = I IhW l1ll1 sin (mnx/a) sin (nny/b) 

CPx = I I I/txn1ll cos (m nx/a) sin (n ny/b) 

CPy = I I I/t yl1ll1 sin (m nx/a) cos (n ny/b) 

CPo = I I I/t :11111 sin (m nx/a) sin (n ny/b) 

(x = I I ((XI1I/h) cos (m nx/a) sin (n ny/b) 

(y = I I ((\fill/h) sin (mnx/a) cos (n ny/b) 

(: = I I ((:m/h) sin (m nx/a) sin (n ny/b) 

<Px = I I (<1>ml,,/l12) cos (mnx/a) sin (nny/b) 

<PI! = I I (<1>1/111"/ h2) sin (m nx/a) cos (n ny/b) (7.18) 
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All summations are from m, n = 1 to oc. Equation (7.19) is obtained by 
substituting the assumed displacement field of equation (7.18) into the 
equations of motion (7.15) and collecting the coefficients for any fixed 
values of m and n: 

([C] - ;.[G]){A} = {O} (7.19) 

{~} = {Unznf V mn' W mn' t/lxnmf t/lYmnl t/I :ml1' (nnn! (ymn! ~ zmll' <I> xmn' <I> ymn} T 

Here Ie refers to the corresponding buckling coefficient. The elements of 
the symmetrical coefficient matrixes (11 x 11) [C] and [G] are given in 
Appendix 7.A. The initial in-plane compressive stress is represented by the 
buckling coefficient K. The ratio of the in-plane bending stress to the 
normal stress is S. When 5 = 0 there is no bending stress. Since the 
equations are homogeneous, the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
must vanish. This leads to the eigenvalue problem for the determination of 
the buckling loads. 

For bimodular materials, the different properties in tension and 
compression cause a shift in the neutral surface away from the geometrical 
mid-plane, and symmetry about the mid-plane no longer holds. To 
determine the position of the neutral surface, one sets the strains in the x, y 
directions 8x and 8 lf, equal to zero: 

or 

and 

2" 3A, 0 
8y = Uy,y + z CfJy,y + Z (If," + Z 'I-'",y = 

or 

(7.20) 

The non-dimensional neutral surface location Zm' Zny is defined as 

Z -z /h--[Z2r +Z3 <D +V]/·/, ny ny ny~ymn ny ymn mIl 'Pymn (7.21) 

For a single-layer plate of isotropic material, 8x = ~" i.e. the positions of 
the neutral surface in the x, y directions are the same. In a two-layer 
cross-ply plate of orthotropic material, the top layer is oriented in the x 
direction, and occupies the thickness-direction interval from z = 0 to 
z = h/2 and the bottom layer is oriented in the y direction and is located 
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from z = - h/2 to z = O. Now, it is assumed that the lower portion of the 
bottom layer is in compression and that the upper portion of the bottom 
layer is in tension, whereas the inner portion of the top layer is in 
compression and the outer portion of this layer in tension (Table 7.2). The 
governing equations of composite materials could be used for the 
bimodular form. For a cross-ply plate of orthotropic material, the integrals 
for AI/f etc. are subdivided into four regions; they are as follows: 

i,j = 1,2,3,4,5,6 

f'''' 2 3 4 5 6 = C,,22 (1, Z, z , z , z , z , z ) dz 
... h/2 

J"" 2 3 4 3 6 + C,/21(1,z,z ,z ,z ,z,z )dz 
II 

or 

A,} = h[(C,/ll + C,/22)/2 + (C,,21 - C,/II)ZI/x + (C,/22 - C,,12)Z"Ij] 

B,) = h2[(C'/11 - CI/22)/8 + (C,/21 - C,/II )(Z~/2) + (C,}22 - C"d (Z,~,,!2)] 

D" = h3 [(C,/11 + C,/22)/24 + (C,/2 I - C'/II)(Z~J3) + (C,, 22 - C,/12) (Z~,,/3)] 

E,} = h4 [(C,/II - C,/22)/64 + (C,/21 - C,/I d (Z~J 4) + (C,/2 2 - C,/12)(Z~,,/ 4)] 

F,/ = h5 [(C,}II + C,/22)/160 + (C,/2 1 - C,/11) (Z~J5) + (C,/22 - C,,12) (Z,~,,/5)] 

G,} = h6 [(C"II - C,/22)/384 + (C1/21 - Cl/ll)(Z~x/6) + (C,}22 - C,,12)(Z~,/6)] 

H" = h7 [(C"II + C,/22)/896 + (C,/21 - CI/II)(Z~j7) + (C,/22 - C,}d (Z;,,,/7)] 

Table 7.2 Summary of regions and their corresponding fibre-direction strain states 

Layer 

I =2 
I=2 
I=l 
I=l 

Source: [9]. 

Region 

-h/2toZn 

Zn to 0 
o to Zn 
Zn to h/2 

Fibre-direction 
tension or compression 

Compression 
Tension 
Compression 
Tension 
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For a single-layer plate of orthotropic material, the Znx = Zny and the 
general expressions for AIJ'B,},D,},E,},F,},G,} and HI} can be obtained as 
simplifications of the above equations. 

or 

AI} = h[(e'}11 + e l}2 2)/2 + (el }22 - e l }11)Zn] 

B,) = h2 [(el }11 - e l }2 2)/8 + (el}2 2 - e l }11) (Z~/2)] 

D'j =h3 [(el}11 + e '}22)/24 + (el}22 - e l}11) (Z;'/3)] 

Ei} = h4 [(elj11 - e l}2 2)/64 + (el}2 2 - e l }11) (Z~/ 4)] 

F,} = hS [(el}11 + e l}2 2)/160 + (el}22 - e l}11) (Z~/5)] 

GI } = h6 [(el }11 - e l}2 2)/384 + (el}2 2 - e ,ll1 ) (Z~/6)] 

HI} = h7 [(el}11 + e l}2 2)/896 + (el}2 2 - e"11)(Z~/7)] 

An iterative procedure has been used to solve equations (7.19) and (7.20) 
and to obtain the final displacement ratios and corresponding buckling 
loads. 

7.2.2 First-order theory 

The governing equations of first-order theory based on Mindlin plate 
theory can be obtained by neglecting the, (XI (y, ({Jz, <P.T! <PY' (z terms in the 
incremental displacement field in equation (7.11) and introducing the 
shear correction factor K2 into e44kl and es Ski' The governing equations and 
boundary conditions can be obtained as follows: 

Q1,x + Q2,y + R 1,x = 0 

Q2,x + Q3,y + R9,x = 0 

Q4,X + Qs,y + R 30 ,x = 0 

Q6,x + Q7,y - Q4 + R2,x = 0 

Q7,x + Q8,y - Qs + RlO,x = 0 (7.22) 
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the boundary conditions along the x = constant edges are 

Uy=O; ({Jy=O; w=o 

Fxx + i1Fu = Ql + Rl 

Mn + i1M xx = Q6 + R2 

and along the y = constant edges are 

U y = 0; ({Jx = 0; w = 0 

Fyy + !'..FYI/ = Q3 

MI/If + !'..MYI/ = Q~ 

The buckling matrix equation is 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

([C] - ),[G]) {i1} = {o}; {i1} = {Uml1 , Vmll , Wmn , l/JXI1111, l/Jymn, V (7.25) 

The coefficients of the governing equations (7.22) for Mindlin plate theory 
(first-order theory) can be obtained by simplifying the higher-order theory 
coefficients directly. Thus, neglecting those terms containing (u (Y' ({Ju 
cPx, cP'!';;' in the elements of the symmetrical coefficient matrices [C] and 
[G] they reduce to 5 x 5 matrices. 

7.23 Modified higher-order theory 

Doong et al. [30] derived the governing equations of a plate in a general 
state of non-uniform initial stress based on a new higher-order plate theory 
with seven kinematic variables. They assume the same form for the 
displacements as Lo et ai., but introduce the condition that the transverse 
shear stresses, 'x, and "/" vanish on the top and bottom surfaces of the 
plate. These conditions are equivalent to the requirement that the 
corresponding strains are zero on these surfaces for orthotropic plates or 
plates laminated of orthotropic layers, i.e. Iy: (x, y, ± h) = 0 and 
~"x (x, y ± h) = O. The displacement field then becomes 

U1 = Ux + [({Jx-~Z({J"x -~(~y (w,x + ({Jx + ~2 ;;"x) ] 

u2 = uy + [({Jy - ~z({J"y - ~(~y (w,y + ({Jif + ~2 ;;:,y) ] 

U3=W+Z({J,+Z2;;, (7.26) 

and the state of initial stress is the same as in the previous higher-order 
theory. The governing equations are: 

Ql,x + Q2,y + RI,x = 0 

Q2,x + Q3,y + R9,x = 0 
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Q4,x + Qs,y + R30,x + (~h2) (Q18,xx + 2Q19,xy 

+ Q20,yy - 3Q1S,x - 3Q15,y + R 4,xx + R 12,xy) = 0 

Q6,x + Q7,y - Q4 + R2,x - G hZ) (Q18,x 

+ Q19,y -3Q1S + R4,J = 0 

Q7,x + Q8,y - Qs + Rl o,x - (~h2) (Q19,x 

+ Q2o,y -3Q16 + R 12,J = 0 
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+ R 4,xx + R 12,xy) = 0 (7.27) 

The coefficients in the above equation are given in Appendix 7.B. For the 
simply supported plate, the boundary conditions along the x = constant 
edges are: 

_ 4 _ 1 
Pu+~Pxx= -3h2(Q18+ R4); Tn+~Txx= -3(Q18+ R4) 

_ 4 
Mxx + ~Mu = (Q6 + Rz) - 3hz (Q18 + R4 ) (7.28) 

and along the y = constant edges: 

~=~ ~=~ w=~ ~=~ ~=O 

- 4 _ 1 
Pyy+~Pyy= -3h2QZO; Tyy+~Tyy= -3 Qzo 

_ 4 
Myy + ~Myy = Q8 - 3h 2 Q20 (7.29) 
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and 

1 2 1 3J . - 2:z , - 3z dz (z = x, y) 

Displacements of the following form satisfy the boundary conditions 

Ux = IIh U"lIlcos(mnx/a) sin(nny/b) 

uy = IIh V"lIlsin (mnx/a) cos(nny/b) 

w = I Ih Wmnsin(mnx/a) sin(nny/b) 

((Jx = I I t/I XIII nCOS (mnx/ a) sin(n ny /b) 

((Jy = I I t/I ymnsin (mnx/ a) cos(n ny /b) 

((J: = IIt/lomnsin(mnx/a)sin(nny/b) 

~: = I I (eln/h) sin(mnx/ a) sin(n ny /b) (7.30) 

Equation (7.31) is obtained by substituting the assumed displacement 
field of equations (7.30) into equations (7.27). 

([C] - i.[G]){A} = {O} 

To determine the position of the neutral surface, one sets the strains in 
the x, y directions equal to zero. Hence 

_ ! 2 _ ~ (_ h2 
y ) _ 0 

8x - Ux•x + Z((Jx.x + 2 Z ((J:.xx 3h2 w.n + ((Jx.x + 4 sz.xx -

or 

/h - [!. 2 ./, i 3 (W ./, ! y ) - u J /./, 
2nx - 2'XZnx\f'xmn+3Zllx 'Y. mn+o/xmn+4C1.(xmn mn I Ifxlnn 

and 

or 

(7.32) 
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The non-dimensional neutral surface locations Znx' Zny are defined as 

[ 1 2 4 3 ( 1 y ) uJ I,j, Znx=znx lh = "2.IXZnx!/Jxmn+3"z"x IXWmn+!/Jxmn+4IXSxmn - 'l'xmn 

Zny = znylh = l~ f3z~y !/Jymn + ~Z;'y( IXW mn + !/Jymn + ~ f3(ymn) - V J I!/Jymn 

Ks=O 

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.3.1 Buckling of bimodular plates 

There are many parameters which have effects on the buckling load. For a 
single-layer cross-ply plate, non-dimensional buckling coefficients are 
shown in Tables 7.3-7.8. In the computations, EC = 1.0, VC = 0.2, Et/Ec = 
0.2-2.0 and vtis given by the relation vt = vC elEc. The shear moduli Gt and 
GC in the compressive and tensile regions respectively are GC = P 12 
(1 + VC), Gt = Et/2 (1 + vt). The values of the buckling coefficient Kcr for 
various elEc ratios are shown in Table 7.3, where alh, alb, and 5 are equal 
to 10,1 and 0, respectively. It can be seen that the buckling coefficient has 
the largest value when el EC is equal to 1.0. The neutral surface locations of 
higher-order plate theory results are further away from the middle plane 
than those of Mindlin plate (first-order) theory results. This table also 
reveals that the buckling coefficients of the higher-order plate theory are 
lower than those of the first-order theory. 

The influence of the bending stress on the buckling load is shown in Table 
7.4 and Table 7.5. In Table 7.4, the effects on the buckling coefficients are 
shown for a value of Et I EC < 1.0. The reverse effect can be observed for a 
a bimodular plate with EIIEc > 1.0. The main reason for the difference 

Table 7.3 Values of buckling coefficients for various Ell EC values (aib = 1, alh = 10, 
S = (Jml (In = 0, VC = 0.2) 

E'lEe Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Ker 2n Ker 2n Ker 2n 

0.2 - 2.4474 -0.1978 -2.3048 - 0.2008 - 2.3091 -0.1993 
0.4 -3.2071 - 0.1184 -3.0556 -0.1203 -3.0572 -0.1194 
0.6 -3.5665 -0.0678 -3.4053 -0.0689 - 3.4053 -0.0683 
0.8 -3.7179 -0.0302 - 3.5349 -0.0307 - 3.5349 -0.0304 
1.0 -3.7573 0.0 -3.5265 0.0 -3.5265 0.0 
1.2 -3.7207 0.0255 - 3.4192 0.0259 -3.4192 0.0257 
1.4 -3.6460 0.0478 -3.2297 0.0691 -3.2297 0.0481 
1.6 -3.5448 0.0678 -2.9604 0.0691 -2.9604 0.0683 
1.8 -3.4262 0.0862 -2.6011 0.0879 -2.6013 0.0866 
2.0 -3.2955 0.1034 -2.1282 0.1054 -2.1285 0.1033 

Source: (35). 
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Table 7.4 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of the bending stress to 
normal stress ratio(E' / EC = 0.2, alb = 1, a/h = 10, VC = 0.2) 

5 Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Kcr Zn Ker Zn Kcr Zn 

0 - 2.4474 -0.1978 -2.3053 -0.2008 - 2.3091 -0.1993 
5 -2.3229 -0.2082 -2.1833 -0.2095 -2.1843 -0.2082 

10 -2.2064 -0.2176 - 2.0618 -0.2172 -2.0662 - 0.2161 
15 - 2.0979 -0.2260 -1.9445 -0.2240 -1.9437 -0.2231 
20 -1.9974 -0.2336 -1.8336 -0.2299 -1.8321 -0.2292 
25 -1.9043 -0.2405 -1.7302 -0.2352 -1.7284 -0.2345 
30 - 1.8181 - 0.2467 -1.6346 -0.2398 -1.6328 -0.2392 

Source: [35J [36J. 

between Ell EC > 1.0 and Ell EC < 1.0 buckling coefficients in bimodular 
plates is due to the change in position of the neutral surface Zn- The closer 
the neutral surface is to the mid-plane of the plate, the larger the buckling 
coefficients are. Values of buckling coefficients versus thickness ratio alh 
are listed in Tables 7.6 and 7.7. The higher-order shear deformation terms 
have little effect on the neutral surface location Zn for thin plates. The 
significant influence of higher-order shear deformation terms on Zn can be 
observed as the thickness increases and the buckling coefficients decrease 
with decreasing thickness ratio. The effect of aspect ratio on buckling load 
is given in Tables 7.8 and 7.9, where alh, El/Ec and 5 are equal to 10, 0.2-2.0 
and 0, respectively. It is seen that the larger the aspect ratio alb, the lower 
the buckling coefficient, and the further the neutral surface location is from 
the middle plane. Also, higher-order shear deformation terms have 
significant effects on Zn for high aspect ratio bimodular plates. 

Table 7.S Values of buckling coefficients for various values of the bending stress to 
normal stress ratio(E' / EC = 2.0, alb = 1, a/h = 10, VC = 0.2) 

5 Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Ker Zn Kcr Zn Kcr Zn 

0 -3.2955 0.1034 - 2.1287 0.1054 - 2.1285 0.1033 
5 -3.3889 0.0907 - 2.1891 0.0991 -2.1913 0.0966 

10 - 3.4744 0.0775 -2.2405 0.0926 -2.2455 0.0896 
15 -3.5494 0.0639 -2.2809 0.0860 -2.2892 0.0825 
20 -3.6121 0.0501 -2.3093 0.0794 -2.3212 0.0754 
25 -3.6607 0.0362 -2.3254 0.0730 - 2.3409 0.0684 
30 -3.6944 0.0224 - 2.3295 0.0667 -2.3487 0.0617 

Source: [35J [36J. 
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Table 7.6 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio a/h 
(Et / EC = 0.2, alb = 1, 5 = am/an = 0, VC = 0.2) 

a/h Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Kcr Zn Ker Zn Ker Zn 

10 - 2.4474 -0.1978 - 2.3052 -0.2008 -2.3091 -0.1993 
20 -2.5582 -0.1958 - 2.4247 -0.1966 - 2.4258 -0.1962 
30 - 2.5800 -0.1955 -2.4484 -0.1958 - 2.4489 -0.1956 
40 - 2.5878 -0.1953 - 2.4569 -0.1955 - 2.4572 -0.1954 
50 -2.5914 -0.1953 - 2.4608 -0.1954 -2.4610 -0.1953 
60 - 2.5934 -0.1952 - 2.4629 -0.1953 -2.4613 -0.1953 
70 - 2.5946 -0.1952 - 2.4651 -0.1952 -2.4643 -0.1952 
80 -2.5953 -0.1952 -2.4651 -0.1952 -2.4651 -0.1952 
90 -2.5959 -0.1952 -2.4656 -0.1952 -2.4657 -0.1952 

100 -2.5962 -0.1952 -2.4660 -0.1952 -2.4661 -0.1952 

Source: [35]. 

The results of the modified plate theory (a new higher-order plate theory 
with seven kinematic variables) are compared with those of the eleven
variable higher-order plate theory in Tables 7.3-7.9. The effects of modulus 
ratio, laminate thickness and bending stress on the buckling loads are 
investigated. Using the new plate theory, the computed buckling coefficients 
agree well with those of the higher-order plate theory, but the displacement 
field of the new plate theory satisfies the stress-free boundary conditions. The 
benefit of significant simplification compared with the higher-order theory 

Table 7.7 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio a/h 
(Et / EC = 2.0, alb = 1, 5 = arnlan = 0, ve = 0.2) 

a/h Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Ker Zn K" Zn Ker Zn 

10 -3.2955 0.1034 -2.1287 0.1054 -2.1285 0.1033 
20 - 3.4739 0.1023 - 2.2414 0.1019 -2.2421 0.1016 
30 - 3.5095 0.1021 -2.2638 0.1013 -2.2647 0.1012 
40 -3.5221 0.1020 -2.2718 0.1010 -2.2727 0.1011 
50 -3.5280 0.1019 -2.2755 0.1009 -2.2765 0.1011 
60 -3.5312 0.1019 -2.2775 0.1009 -2.2785 0.1010 
70 -3.5332 0.1019 -2.2787 0.1009 -2.2798 0.1010 
80 - 3.5344 0.1019 -2.2795 0.1008 -2.2806 0.1010 
90 -3.5353 0.1019 -2.2801 0.1008 - 2.2811 0.1010 

100 -3.5359 0.1019 - 2.2804 0.1008 -2.2815 0.1010 

Source: [35] [36]. 
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Table 7.8 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of aspect ratio alb 
(Et / Ee = 0.2, a/h = 10, S = a,,,/a,, = 0, ve = 0.2) 

alb Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

KCf Zn Kef Zn Kef Zn 

0.4 -5.2731 -0.1976 -4.9839 -0.1985 -4.9889 -0.1976 
0.8 - 2.5981 -0.1973 - 2.4508 -0.1998 - 2.4542 -0.1986 
1.2 -2.4982 -0.1983 -2.3491 - 0.2020 -2.3538 -0.2002 
1.6 -2.2797 - 0.2029 -2.1137 -0.2127 -2.1227 -0.2080 
2.0 -2.0966 - 0.2044 -1.9357 - 0.2161 -1.9451 -0.2105 
2.4 -1.9082 -0.2103 -1.7337 -0.2308 -1.7444 -0.2212 
2.8 -1.7545 -0.2119 -1.5712 -0.2469 -1.5786 -0.2335 
3.2 -1.5678 -0.2182 -1.4002 -0.2503 -1.4054 -0.2365 

Source: [35]. 

increases its utility in analysing the bending of plates. Buckling analysis 
using the finite strip method was developed for bimodular laminated 
plates by Lee [37]. Compared to analytical solutions, excellent agreement 
was observed for thick composite plates (see Tables 7.10-7.12). It is also 
shown that the higher-order theory yields more accurate results than the 
first-order theory. 

7.3.2 Buckling of bimodular laminated plates 

For a two-layer cross-ply plate of orthotropic material, the effects of aspect 
ratio on buckling load and neutral surface location are given in Table 7.13 
and Table 7.14. It is seen that the larger the aspect ratio (a/b), the lower the 

Table 7.9 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of aspect ratio alb 
(Et / EC = 2.0, a/h = 10, S = aja" = 0, "C = 0.2) 

alb Mindlin plate theory Higher-order theory Modified plate theory 

Kef Zn Kef Zn Kef Zn 

0.4 -7.1332 0.1028 -4.6049 0.1035 4.6054 0.1024 
0.8 -3.5053 0.1031 -2.2636 0.1046 2.2636 0.1029 
1.2 -3.3563 0.1037 -2.1685 0.1065 2.1682 0.1036 
1.6 -3.0069 0.1063 -1.9445 0.1169 1.9454 0.1081 
2.0 -2.7505 0.1071 -1.7782 0.1207 1.7809 0.1095 
2.4 - 2.4525 0.1104 -1.5787 0.1415 1.5912 0.1154 
2.8 -2.2105 0.1137 -1.4054 0.1831 1.4373 0.1221 
3.2 -1.9667 0.1145 -1.2648 0.1971 1.2794 0.1237 

Source: [35]. 
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Table 7.10 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of E'I Ee (alb = 1, 
alh = 10, S = rI",/rI" = 0, \,e = 0.2) 

E'lEe Doong et al. [35J Higher-order theory [37J First-order theory [37J 

Ker Zn Kcr Zn Kcr Zn 

0.2 -2.3048 - 0.2008 -2.3048 -2.0060 - 2.4344 -0.1977 
0.4 -3.0556 -0.1203 -3.0549 -0.1202 -3.2045 -0.1184 
0.6 -3.4053 -0.0689 -3.4045 -0.0688 -3.5663 -0.0678 
0.8 - 3.5349 -0.0307 - 3.5347 -0.0306 - 3.7196 -0.0302 
1.0 - 3.5265 0.0 - 3.5265 0.0 -3.7558 0.0 
1.2 - 3.4192 0.0259 - 3.4191 0.0258 -3.7226 0.0255 
1.4 -3.2297 0.0691 - 3.2295 0.0484 -3.6472 0.0478 
1.6 -2.9604 0.0691 - 2.9601 0.0686 - 3.5450 0.0678 
1.8 -2.6011 0.0879 - 2.6010 0.0870 -3.4253 0.0862 
2.0 -2.1282 0.1054 - 2.1284 0.1036 -3.2939 0.1034 

buckling coefficient and the neutral surface location is further away from 
the middle plane. The effects of higher-order shear deformation terms on 
the neutral surface location and buckling coefficient are evaluated by 
comparing the difference between the higher-order theory results and the 
Mindlin plate theory results. The significant influence of thickness ratio on 
the neutral surface location can be observed as the thickness increases and 
the buckling coefficient decreases with decreasing thickness ratio (Tables 
7.15 and 7.16). The higher EVE~ ratio gives a higher buckling coefficient 
and the neutral surface locations are further away from the middle plane. 
The higher-order shear deformation terms have little effect on the neutral 

Table 7.11 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio alh 
(Et I Ee = 0.2, alb = 1, S = rImlrI" = 0, )'e = 0.2) 

alh Doong et al. [35J Higher-order theory [37J First-order theory [37J 

Kcr Zn Ker Zn Ker Zn 

10 -2.3052 -0.2008 -2.3048 -0.2006 -2.4344 - 0.1977 
20 -2.4247 -0.1966 -2.4246 - 0.1965 -2.5546 -0.1958 
30 -2.4484 - 0.1958 -2.4484 -0.1958 - 2.5784 - 0.1955 
40 -2.4569 - 0.1955 -2.4569 - 0.1955 - 2.5869 - 0.1953 
50 -2.4608 - 0.1954 -2.4608 -0.1954 - 2.5908 - 0.1953 
60 -2.4629 -0.1953 - 2.4629 -0.1953 - 2.5930 -0.1953 
70 - 2.4651 -0.1952 - 2.4642 - 0.1953 - 2.5943 -0.1952 
80 - 2.4651 - 0.1952 - 2.4651 -0.1952 - 2.5951 - 0.1952 
90 - 2.4656 - 0.1952 -2.4556 -0.1952 - 2.5957 - 0.1952 

100 - 2.4660 -0.1952 - 2.4661 - 0.1952 - 2.5961 - 0.1952 
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Table 7.12 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio alh 
(£' I EC = 2.0, alb = 1, 5 = cr",/cr" = 0, \,c = 0.2) 

alh Ooong et al. [35J Higher-order theory [37J First-order theory [37J 

Kcr Zn KCf Zn Kcr Zn 

10 ~2.1287 0.1054 ~2.1284 0.1036 ~3.2939 0.1034 
20 ~2.2414 0.1019 ~2.2420 0.1017 ~ 3.4745 0.1023 
30 ~ 2.2638 0.1013 ~2.2647 0.1013 ~3.5105 0.1021 
40 ~ 2.2718 0.1010 ~2.2727 0.1011 ~3.5233 0.1020 
50 ~2.2755 0.1009 ~2.2765 0.1010 ~ 3.5293 0.1019 
60 ~2.2755 0.1009 ~2.2785 0.1010 ~3.5325 0.1019 
70 ~2.2787 0.1009 ~2.2798 0.1010 ~ 3.5345 0.1019 
80 ~2.2795 0.1008 ~2.2806 0.1010 ~3.5358 0.1019 
90 ~ 2.2801 0.1008 ~ 2.2811 0.1010 ~3.5366 0.1019 

100 ~2.2804 0.1008 ~ 2.2815 0.1010 ~ 3.5373 0.1019 

Table 7.13 Buckling loads of two-layer cross-ply laminated plates as given by 
Doong and Chen and Jones (E1 I E2 = 40, Gl2 1 E2 = 0.5,1'12 = 0.25) 

alb 2 3 Source 
-.-~-

N,b2 I 7(20) 2 ~0.74819 ~0.74793 ~0.74750 Doong and Chen [26] 
~ 0.74781 ~ 0.74781 ~0.74781 Jones [38] 

alii = 100, S = G,,/ G, 2 = G, ,/ G, 2 = 10 000 for Doong and Chen's results. 

Table 7.14 Dimensionless fibre-direction neutral-surface locations for two-layer, 
cross-ply bimodular plates (blh = 10, m = 1, n = 1) 

Aspect ratio alb Bert [9J Chen [27] 
~---- -

Z",lh ZnJh Znxlh Zn~/h 

Aramid -rubber 

0.5 0.4457 ~0.0648 0.4469 ~0.0655 

0.7 0.4434 ~ 0.0490 0.4443 ~0.0485 

1.0 0.4394 ~0.0347 0.4404 ~0.0345 

1.4 0.4335 ~ 0.0250 0.4343 ~0.0246 

2.0 0.4228 ~ 0.0174 0.4236 ~0.0172 

Polyester ~ rubber 

0.5 0.3687 ~0.1335 0.3693 ~0.1333 

0.7 0.3664 ~0.1119 0.3667 ~0.1114 

1.0 0.3632 ~0.0960 0.3636 ~0.0956 

1.4 0.3589 ~0.0870 0.3593 ~0.0867 

2.0 0.3514 ~0.0817 0.3517 ~0.0814 
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Table 7.15 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio a/h 
for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic material (alb = 1, 5 = 0, E~/ E~ = 0.2) 

a/h Mindlin plate theory results Higher-order theory results 

Ker Z,", Znlf Ker Zm Znlf 

10 -0.4134 0.1385 - 0.3348 - 0.4173 0.1375 -0.3392 
20 - 0.4642 0.1377 -0.3337 -0.4637 0.1374 -0.3348 
30 -0.4752 0.1375 -0.3334 -0.4738 0.1374 -0.3339 
40 - 0.4792 0.1374 - 0.3333 - 0.4774 0.1374 -0.3336 
50 -0.4811 0.1374 -0.3333 - 0.4791 0.1373 -0.3335 
60 -0.4821 0.1374 -0.3333 - 0.4800 0.1373 -0.3334 
70 - 0.4828 0.1374 - 0.3332 - 0.4806 0.1373 -0.3333 
80 - 0.4832 0.1374 -0.3332 - 0.4809 0.1373 -0.3333 
90 - 0.4834 0.1374 -0.3332 -0.4812 0.1373 -0.3333 

100 -0.4836 0.1374 - 0.3332 -0.4814 0.1373 - 0.3333 

Source: [36]. 

surface locations for thin plates. The significant influence of higher-order 
shear deformation terms on Znx and Znlf can be observed for thicker plates. 

The influence of the bending stress on the buckling load is illustrated in 
Table 7.17. One can conclude that the bending stresses produce softening 
effects in the buckling coefficient no matter whether values of EUE~ are 
smaller or larger than 1.0. Moreover, the reverse effect of Mindlin plate 
theory can be observed for a bimodular plate with EUE~ > 1.0.Values of 
buckling coefficients versus E~ / E~ and thickness ratio a / h are listed in 

Table 7.16 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio a/h 
for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic material (alb = 1, 5 = 0, E~ / E~ = 2.0) 

a/h Mindlin plate theory results Higher-order theory results 

Ker Znx Zny Kcr Zm Znlf 

10 -0.9560 0.2807 -0.1928 -0.9583 0.2839 - 0.1931 
20 -1.0837 0.2795 - 0.1918 -1.0781 0.2804 - 0.1919 
30 -1.1116 0.2793 - 0.1916 - 1.1041 0.2797 - 0.1916 
40 - 1.1218 0.2792 - 0.1915 - 1.1135 0.2794 - 0.1915 
50 - 1.1266 0.2791 - 0.1915 -1.1179 0.2793 - 0.1915 
60 - 1.1292 0.2791 - 0.1915 - 1.1203 0.2792 - 0.1915 
70 - 1.1308 0.2791 - 0.1915 -1.1218 0.2792 - 0.1915 
80 -1.1318 0.2791 - 0.1915 - 1.1227 0.2791 - 0.1915 
90 -1.1325 0.2791 - 0.1915 - 1.1234 0.2791 - 0.1915 

100 -1.1330 0.2791 - 0.1915 - 1.1238 0.2791 - 0.1914 

Source: [36]. 
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Table 7.17 Values of the buckling coefficients for various values of the ratio of 
bending stress to normal stress for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic 
material (alb = 1, a/h = 10) 

5 E~/E~ = 0.2 E~/ E~ = 2.0 

Mindlin plate Higher-order Mindlin plate Higher-order 
theory results theory results theory results theory results 

0 - 0.4134 - 0.4173 -0.9560 -0.9583 
5 - 0.4052 - 0.4089 -0.9641 -0.9586 

10 -0.3967 -0.3965 -0.9701 -0.9478 
15 -0.3880 - 0.3813 -0.9739 -0.9274 
20 -0.3792 -0.3645 -0.9755 -0.9000 
25 - 0.3703 - 0.3471 -0.9748 -0.8679 
30 -0.3615 -0.3299 -0.9720 -0.8335 

Source: [36]. 

Tables 7.18-7.20. Nearly the same buckling coefficients are obtained from 
the modified seven-variable plate theory and the eleven-variable higher
order plate theory. The thicker the plate is, the larger the differences are 
between the new plate theory and the higher-order theory results. The 
results of the finite strip method for two-layer bimodular plates are in good 
agreement with analytical solutions (Tables 7.21 and 7.22). 

Table 7.18 Values of buckling coefficients for various values of thickness ratio a/h 
for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic material (alb = 1, 5 = 0, E~/ E~ = 0.2) 

a/h Modified plate theory results Higher-order theory results 

Kcr Znx Zn" Kcr Znx Znv 

10 - 0.4184 0.1404 -0.3401 - 0.4173 0.1375 -0.3392 
20 - 0.4589 0.1376 - 0.3356 - 0.4637 0.1374 -0.3348 
30 -0.4677 0.1371 -0.3346 - 0.4738 0.1374 -0.3339 
40 -0.4709 0.1369 -0.3343 - 0.4774 0.1374 - 0.3336 
50 - 0.4724 0.1369 -0.3341 - 0.4791 0.1373 -0.3335 
60 -0.4733 0.1367 - 0.3340 -0.4800 0.1373 -0.3334 
70 - 0.4738 0.1367 -0.3340 - 0.4806 0.1373 -0.3333 
80 -0.4741 0.1367 - 0.3339 -0.4809 0.1373 -0.3333 
90 -0.4743 0.1367 - 0.3339 - 0.4812 0.1373 -0.3333 

100 - 0.4745 0.1366 -0.3339 -0.4814 0.1373 - 0.3333 

Source: [36]. 
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Table 7.19 Values of the buckling coefficient for various values of thickness ratio 
alh for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic material (alb = 1, S = 0, E~ I E~ = 2.0) 

alh Modified plate theory results Higher-order theory results 

Kcr Znx Zny Kcr Znx 

10 -0.9643 0.2851 - 0.1961 -0.9583 0.2839 
20 -1.0808 0.2807 -0.1926 -1.0781 0.2804 
30 -1.1060 0.2799 -0.1920 -1.1041 0.2797 
40 -1.1151 0.2795 - 0.1917 -1.1135 0.2794 
50 -1.1194 0.2794 - 0.1916 -1.1179 0.2793 
60 -1.1218 0.2793 - 0.1916 -1.1203 0.2792 
70 -1.1232 0.2793 - 0.1915 -1.1218 0.2792 
80 -1.1241 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1227 0.2791 
90 -1.1248 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1234 0.2791 

100 -1.1252 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1238 0.2791 

Source: [36]. 

APPENDIX 7.A 

The coefficients of the governing equations (7.15) are 

Ql =AllUx,x +A12Uy ,y +A13 cpz + Dll~x,x + DI2~I/.Y + B1lcpx,x 

+ B12 CPy,y + 2B13~z + Ell <Px,x + E12 <Py,y 

Q2 = A6 6(Ux ,y + Uy,J + D6 6(~x,y + ~y.,) 

+ B66 (cpx,y + CPy,') + E66 (<px,y + <Py,') 

Zny 

- 0.1931 
- 0.1919 
- 0.1916 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1915 
- 0.1914 

Table 7.20 Values of the buckling coefficient for various values of the ratio of 
bending stress to normal stress for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic 
material (alb = 1, alh = 10) 

S E; IE~ = 0.2 

o 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 

Modified plate 
theory results 

-0.4184 
-0.4097 
-0.3970 
-0.3814 
-0.3644 
-0.3468 
-0.3294 

Source: [36]. 

Higher-order 
theory results 

-0.4173 
-0.4089 
-0.3965 
-0.3813 
-0.3645 
-0.3471 
-0.3299 

E~ IE~ = 2.0 

Modified plate Higher-order 
theory results theory results 

-0.9563 -0.9583 
-0.9648 -0.9586 
-0.9542 -0.9478 
-0.9341 -0.9274 
-0.9070 -0.9000 
-0.8752 -0.8679 
-0.8411 -0.8335 
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Table 7.21 Values of the buckling coefficient for various values of thickness ratio 
a/h for two-layer cross-ply plates of or tho tropic material (alb = 1,5 = 0, E11 E~ = 0.2) 

a/h Finite-strip method results [37] Analytical results [34] 

Kcr Zm Zm, Kef 
~---.----

10 - 0.4176 0.1376 -0.3390 - 0.4173 
20 - 0.4651 0.1375 - 0.3347 - 0.4637 
30 - 0.4752 0.1375 -0.3339 - 0.4738 
40 - 0.4788 0.1375 -0.3336 - 0.4774 
50 - 0.4481 0.1375 -0.3334 - 0.4791 
60 - 0.4481 0.1375 -0.3334 - 0.4800 
70 - 0.4482 0.1375 -0.3333 - 0.4806 
80 - 0.4825 0.1375 -0.3333 - 0.4809 
90 -0.4827 0.1375 - 0.3333 - 0.4812 

100 -0.4829 0.1375 -0.3332 - 0.4814 

Q4 = AS5(W x + ((J,) + Dd(,x + 3¢,) + BS5(2(x + ({J:,,) 

Q5 =A44 (W,1 + ((JI) + DH((:,y +3¢1) + B44 (2(11 + ({Jz,y) 

Znx 

0.1375 
0.1374 
0.1374 
0.1374 
0.1373 
0.1373 
0.1373 
0.1373 
0.1373 
0.1373 

+ B13 ({Jz + Ell (x,x + E12 (y,y + F11 ¢x,x + F 12 ¢Y,1j 

Znv 

-0.3392 
-0.3348 
-0.3339 
-0.3336 
-0.3335 
- 0.3334 
-0.3333 
-0.3333 
-0.3333 
- 0.3333 

Table 7.22 Values of the buckling coefficient for various values of thickness ratio 
a/h for two-layer cross-ply plates of orthotropic material (alb = 1,5 = 0, E~ 1 E~ = 2,0) 

alh Finite-strip method results [37] Analytical results [34] 

Kef Zm Zml Kef Znx Znv 
-.~~~-----.. --.----~.---.--

10 -0.9590 0.2839 -0.1932 -0,9583 0.2839 - 0.1931 
20 -1.0789 0.2804 - 0.1919 -1.0781 0.2804 - 0.1919 
30 -1.1049 0.2797 - 0.1917 -1.1041 0.2797 - 0.1916 
40 -1.1143 0.2794 - 0.1916 -1.1135 0.2794 - 0.1915 
50 -1.1187 0.2791 -0.1915 -1.1179 0.2793 - 0.1915 
60 -1.1212 0.2793 - 0.1915 -1.1203 0.2792 - 0.1915 
70 -1.1226 0.2792 -0.1915 -1.1218 0.2792 - 0.1915 
80 -1.1236 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1227 0.2791 - 0.1915 
90 --1.1242 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1234 0.2791 - 0.1915 

100 -1.1247 0.2792 - 0.1915 -1.1238 0.2791 - 0.1914 
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Q7 = 066( qJx,y + qJy,J + F 66 ( ¢x,y + ¢.I{.X) + B6 6( ut,l/ + u l/X ) + E6 6( (LY + (y,,) 

Qs = 0 12 qJx,x + O 2 z qJy,y + 2023 (z + F 12 ¢x,x + F z 2 ¢y,y + Bl 2Ut ,x + B 22 u y,y 

+ B 23 qJz + E 12 (x,x + Ezz(y,y 

Q9 = Oss(2(x + qJz,J + B5S(qJx + W,J + Ess(3¢x + (:,J 

Q10 = 044(2(y + qJz,y) + B44(qJxY + w) + E44(3¢y + (:,y) 

Q11 = A 13 Ux,x + A2 3Uy,y + A3 3qJ: + 013(x,x + 023 (Y,l/ + B 13 qJx,x + B23qJl/,ll 

+ 2B33 (z + E 13 ¢x,x + E 23 ¢y,y 

Q12 = 0 11 Ux,x + 01Z Uy,y + 013qJ: + F11 (x,x + F 1Z (l/,lj + Ell qJx,x + E 1Z qJlj,y 

+ 2E13 (: + G1 l¢x,x + G12 ¢y,y 

Q13 = 0 6 6(Ux,y + Uy,,) + F6 6( (x,y + (y,,) + E 66 (qJx,lj + qJl/,.) + G6 6( ¢X"I + ¢lj,J 

Q14 = 012Ux,x + Oz 2Uy,y + 023qJ z + F12 (x,x + F22 ('1"1 + E12 qJx,x + E2 2 qJy,y 

+ 2E23 (z + G12 ¢x,x + G22 ¢y,y 

Q1S = 05S(W,x + CPJ + F S5 ((z,x + 3¢.J + E5S(2(x + CP:,x) 

Q16 = 0 4 4(W y + qJy) + F4 4((z,y + 3¢,) + E44 (2(lj + qJ:,y) 

Q17 = 2033 (: + 013qJx,x + 023qJy,y + F 13 ¢x,x + F 23 ¢l/,Y + B 13 U x,x 

+ B z 3Uy,y + B3 3 qJz + E z 3 (y,y + E1 3(x,x 

Q18 = F11 qJx,x + F12 qJy,y + 2F13 (z + H 11 ¢x,x + H 12 ¢l/,y + Ell Ux,x + E 12 u ,l ,y 

+ E 13 qJz + G11 (x,x + G12 (y,y 

Q19 = F 66 ( qJx,y + qJy,J + H6 6( ¢x,y + ¢lj,J + E6 6(Uy,y + Uy,J + G6 6( C,y + ('I) 

Q20 = F12 qJx,x + F2 2 qJy,y + 2F2 3 (z + H 12 ¢x,x + Hz 2 ¢Y"I + E12 Ut,x + Ez 2 Uy,y 

and 

+ E23 qJ: + G12 (x,x + G22 (y,y 

R1 = N xx Ux,x + Mxx qJx,x + M~x(x,x + Pyx ¢x,x 

R2 = Mxx Uy,x + M.~x qJx,x + Prx (x,x + P~,¢x,x 

R3 = M~xux,x + Pxx qJx,x + p;x(x,x + Rrx ¢x,x 

R4 = PXXUy,x + P;x qJx,x + Rrx(x,x + R;x CPx,x 

R9 = Nxxuy,x + Mxx qJy" + M;x(y,x + Pxx CPy,x 

R10 = Mxxuy,x + M;x qJv.x + Prx('I,X + P;x CP'I,X 

R11 = M;xUy,x + P xx qJlj,X + p;Jlj,X + Rrx CPl/,X 

R12 = P xxUy,x + P;x qJy,x + Rt,(y,x + R;x ¢l/,X 
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R31 =Mn1ux +M~, !Po"~ + Pn(,x 

R32 = M7,w, + P" (P:" + P~, (,' 

Coefficients of matrices [C] and [G] in equation (7.19) are (cx = mn/a, fJ = 
Inn/b,;' =4/31z2) 

CI,I = -All cx 2 -AhhfJ2 ; C1,2= -(AI2+A6h)cxfJ 

CI ,4= -(B11 CX 2+B6f,fJ2)/h; CI ,5= -(BI2+Bhh)cx(3/h 

Cl,6=A13 cx/h; C1,7= -(DI2 cx 2+D66(32)/h2 

Cl,8= -(DI2+Dh6)cx{3/h2; C1,9=2BI3 CX/h2 

Cl,lo= -(Ell cx 2+E66fJ2)/h3; CI,II= -(EI2+E66)cx{3/h3 

C2,2 = - A2 2 if - A6 (, cx 2; Cu = C1,5 

C2,S= -(B66 cx2 + Bn(f)/h; C2,6=A23 (3/h 

C2,7 = C I ,8; C2,8 = - (022 (3 2 + D66 cx 2 )/h2 

C2,9=2B23fJ/h2 ; C2,111=CI,11 

C2,11 = - (E66 cx 2 + E22fJ2)/h3 

C3,3= -A55 cx2 - A HfJ2; C3,4= -A55 cx/h 

C3 ,s = -A44(3/h; C3 ,6 = - (B5S cx 2+ BHfJ2)/h 

C3,7 = - 2Bs5cx/h2; C3,8 = - 2B44fJ/h2 

C3 ,9 = - (055 cx2 + DH fJ2)iz2; 

C3 II = - 3D44 (3/h3 

C4 ,4 = - (OIl cx 2 + D6f, (32 + AS5)/h2; C4,5 = C1,R 

C4 ,6 = (B13 - BS'i)cxh 2 ; C4,7 = - (Ell cx 2 + EOh f32 + 2B'is)/h2 

C4 ,s= -(EI2 +E66 )cxfJ/iz3; C49=(2DI3-D55)cx/iz 

C4,lll= -(FIlcx2+F66fJ2-3D'is)/h4; C4,11= -(FI2+F66)cxfJ/h 

CS,5= -(D22(J2+D66cx2+A44)/h2; Cs,6=(B23-BH)fJ/h2 

CS,7 = C4,s; Cs,s = - (E66 cx 2 + E22 fJ2 + 2B44 )/h2 

C5,9=(2D23-DH)fJ/h3; C5,lll= -(FI2+F66)cxfJ/h4 

Co,11 = -(F22fJ2+F6hcx2+3D44)/h4 

C6,6= -(D55 cx2 + D44(J2+A33)/h2; C6,7= -(2D5s-DI3)cx/h3 

C6,s= -(2D44-D23)fJ/h3; C6,9= -(E55CX2+E44f32+2B33)/h3 
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C6,10 = - (3Ess + EI3 )r.x/h4; C6,11 = - (3E44 + E23 ){3/h4 

C7,7= -(Fllr.x2+F66{32+40SS)/h4; C7,s= -(F12 +F66 )r.x{3/h4 

C7,g = (2E13 - 2Es S)r.x/h4; C7, 10 = - (GIl r.x2 + G66 {3 + 6Ess )/h4 

C7 II = - (G12 + G66 )r.x{3lh5 

Cs,s = - (F22 (32 + F66 r.x 2 + 4044 ) I h4; CS,g = (2E2 3 - 2E44 ) {3lh4 

CS,IO = C7,11; CS,II = - (G66 r.x2 + G22 {32 + 6E44 )/h S 

Cg,g = - (FSSr.x2 + F44{32 + 4033)/h4; 

C9,10 = - (3F5S + 2FI3)r.x/hS; C9,11 = - (3F44 - 2F23){3lhS 

CIO 10 = - (Hl1r.x2 + H66{32 + 9Fss)/hS ; Cl 0,11 = - (HI 2 + H66)r.x{3/h6 

CII,II = - (H66r.x2 + H22{32 + 9F22) I h6; 

Gl,l = G2,2 = G3,3 = r.x 2 ; GI,4 = G2,s = G3,6 = Sr.x61h 

GI,7 = G2,s = G3,g = G4,4 = Gs,s = G6,6 = r.x2 /12h2 

Gl,1 0 = G4,7 = G6,g = G2,1 1 = Gs,s = Sr.x2 I 40h3 

G4,10 = G7,7 = GS,II = Gs,s = G9,g = r.x2/80h4 

G7,IO = GS,II = Sr.x2 /224h5; Gl 0,1 0= GII,II = r.x2 / 448h6 

5 = (Jm/(Jn; Kcr = b2Nx/n2022; 

APPENDIX 7.B 

The coefficients of the governing equations (7.27) are 

[LI] [AI] [BI] [A2 ] [01] 2[B2 ] [Ed 
[L2] [Bd [Od [B2] [E1] 2[02] [Fd 

Ql1 [A3] [B3] A33 [03] 2B33 [E3] 
[L3] [Od [Ed [02] [FI] 2[E2] [GI] 

QI7 [B3] [03] B33 [E3] 2033 [F3] 
[L4] [Ed [FI] [E2] [Gl] 2[F2] [HI] 

[Td 
[T2] 

[1jJ z] 
[T3] 
[ ¢z] 
[T4] 

[[Ls]] = [[A4] [A4] [B4] 2[B4] [04 ] 3[04]] [L] 
[L6] [04 ] [04] [E4] 2[E4] [F4] 3[F4] 7 

[L7] = [[Ts] [T6] [T7] [Ts] [Tg] [TlolF 

255 
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(r =A,B,O,E,F,G,H) 

[r2]=[r13 r36 r 23 ]T (r=A,B,O,E,F) 

[r3]=[r13 r36 r36 r 23 ]T (r=A,B,O,E,F) 

[r4] = [rss r 4S] r 4S rss (r =A,B,O,E,F) 

[Td = [ux,x Ux,y Uy,x Uy,yP 

[T2] = [qJx,x qJx,y qJy,x qJy,)T 

[T3] = [qJZ,H qJz,xy qJz,yx qJz,yy]T 

[

W' xx + qJx,x + h2~z,x/ 4] 
[T4] = _~ W'Xy+qJx,y+h2~z,x/4 

3h2 w,xy + qJx,y + h2~z,x/ 4 
W,yy + qJy,y + h2~z,y/ 4 

[Ts] = [w,x w'/' [T6] = [qJxqJy]T 

[T7 ] = [qJz,xqJz)T, [Ts] = - [T7 ]/2, [T9 ] = [(z,x(z,yf 

[T10 ] = - 4[w,x + qJx + h2(z,xf 4 W,y + qJy + h2~z,/ 4]/3h2 

The elements of the symmetrical coefficient matrices [C] and [G] in equa
tion (731) are: 

C1,1 = - A 110(2 - A66 {32; C1,2 = - (A 12 + A 66 ) 0({3 

C1,3 = yO((E 110(2 + E 12{32 + 2E6 6(32)/h 

C1,4 = [(IE 11 - B11 ) 0(2 + (IE 66 - B66)2]/h 

C1,s = (yE12 + I E66 - B12 - B66 ) O({3/h 

C1,6 = {A13 0( + 0(/2[D11 0(2 + (012 + 2066 ) f32]} /h 

C1 7 = 0([E11 0(2 + 6B13 + (E12 + 2E66 ) {32]/3h 2 

C2,2 = - A22{32 - A66 0(2; C2,4 = C1,5 

C2,3 = Y (3( 2E6 60(2 + E 120(2 + E 2213 2 ) 

C2,s = [( yE66 - B66 ) 0(2 + (yE22 - B22){32]/h 

C2,6 = {3[2A23 + (0 12 + 2066 )0(2 + 022{32]/2h 
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C2,7 = f3[(E 12 + 2E66)CJ.2 + E22f3 2 + 6B23 ]/3h2 

51 = 6;055 -A55 -9/,2F5S; 52 = 6/,044 -A44 -9,,/F44 

53 = F12 -iB 12 + 2F66 - 2y H66; 54 = EI2 - {'G12 + 2E66 - 2{'G66 

C3,3 = 5 1CJ. 2 + 5 ~ - /[Hll CJ.4 + H22f34 + (2H12 + 4H66 ) CJ.2f32] 

C3,4 = CJ.[5 1 + 5 3 /'f3 2 + (F12 -),H11 ) '/CJ. 2]/h 

C3,s = f3 [52 + 53')'CJ. 2 + (F22 - i'H2 2) 'I' f32] /h 
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C36 = /' [ - G11 CJ.4 /2 - (2G66 + G) z}CJ. 2 f32 - E 13a2 - G22 f3 4/2 - E23f3 2]/h 

C3,7 =}'[ - H))CJ. 4/2 - (4H66 + 2HI2 )CJ.2f32 - 6F13 CJ. 2 

- 6F22 f3 - HI) CJ.4 - H22f3 4]/3h2 

C4,4 = [(2yFll - 0 11 - /,2H11 )CJ. 2 + 5 i + (2}'F66 - 0 66 - /, 2H66)f32]/h 

C45 = [(2yF12 - D12 - 2r' F66 + 2,' F66 - 0 66 - }' 2H66)CJ.f3]/h 

C4,6 =CJ.[(E 11 - /,G 11 )CJ. 2 + 54f32 + 2(B13 - },E 13 )]/2h2 

C4,7 = CJ.[(F11 - /,Hll )CJ. 2 + 5 3 f3 2 + (60 13 - 6}'F13)]/3h 3 

Cs,s = [(2yF66 - ° 66 _,),2 H66)!J. 2 + 52 + (2yF22 - D22 _,),2 H22 ) f32 /h2 

CS,6 = f3[5 4a2 + (2B23 - 2 Y E2 3) + (E22 -')' G22 )f3 2]/2h2 

C5,7 = f3[5 3CJ. 2 + (F2 2 - /' H2 2) + (6023 - 6}'F2 3) ]/3h 3 

C66 = - [(2F12 + 4F66)CJ.2 f32 + 40 13 !J. 2 + 40 23 f3 2 + Fll CJ.4 

+ F22f3 4 + 4A 33 ]/ 4h2 

C6,7 = - [(2G12 + 4G66 )a 2 f32 + 8E 13 CJ. 2 + 8E 23 f3 2 

+ GIl a 4 + G22 f3 4 + 12B 33 ]/6h 3 

C7,7 = - [(2H)2 + 4H66)a2 f32 + 12F 13a2 + 12F 23f32 

+ H11 CJ.4 + H22f34 + 360 33 ]/9h 4 

GI,l = G2,2 = CJ. 2h; GI ,3 = - h2CJ. 35/30 

G1,4=G2,5=2h5a2/15; G1,6= -h2!J.3/24 

G = -h2CJ. 35/120; G = -h2a2f35/30 L7 ~3 

G26 = -h 2CJ.2f3/24; G27 = -h2CJ.2f35/120 

G = hCJ. 2 + h3CJ.2(f33 + CJ.2)/252 3,3 

G3,4= -4h2!J.3/315; G3,s= -4h 2CJ.2f3/315 

G3,6 = (h 3a4 5 + h3CJ.2 f32 5 + 56h( 25)/336 
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G4,6 = - h2:x 35 /105; 

GS,6 = -h 2:x 2 f35/105; 

G6,6 = h3 :x 2 (f32 + :x 2 )/320 + h:x 2 /12 

G6,7 = h3 :x 2 (f32 + :x 2 )5/1344 + hcx 25/40 

G7 7 =h 3 cx 2 (fJ2 + cx 2 )/4032 + h:x 2/80 
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8 

Buckling and postbuckling 
behaviour of laminated 
composite plates with a cut-out 
M. P. Nemeth 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The buckling and postbuckling behaviour of thin plates with a cut-out and 
made of advanced composite materials are research topics of great 
practical importance. For example, composite plate-like subcomponents 
with cut-outs are being considered for use in many types of aerospace 
structures owing to their high stiffness-to-weight and strength-to-weight 
properties. These properties could ultimately yield substantial weight 
savings for aircraft structures. 

The need for a cut-out in a subcomponent is typically required by practi
cal concerns. For example, cut-outs in wing spars and cover panels of 
commercial transport and military fighter aircraft wings are needed to pro
vide access for hydraulic lines and for damage inspection. In some appli
cations, these structural elements are required primarily to resist buckling, 
and in other cases they must carry load well into the postbuckling range 
in order to yield weight savings. Thus an understanding of their buckling 
and postbuckling behaviour is needed for their design. 

Plate-like subcomponents come in many forms such as an annular plate 
or a rectangular plate with a circular cut-out. The present study focuses 
on rectangular plates with a single unreinforced cut-out. Developing a 
thorough understanding of the behaviour of this subcomponent is a funda
mental step toward understanding the behaviour of complex structures 
with cut-outs such as aircraft wing ribs. Knowledge of the basic response 
of the subcomponent provides information useful for the preliminary de
sign of complex structures. In addition, this basic knowledge provides 
valuable insight into modelling complex structures with general purpose 
finite element codes, which is a step that takes place at a later phase in the 
design process. Furthermore, knowledge of the subcomponent response 
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is very useful in identifying erroneous results that may occur because of 
improper finite element modelling. 

One objective of the present study is to describe the results of research 
that has been conducted on the buckling and postbuckling behaviour of 
rectangular composite plates with cut-outs. Another objective is to describe 
several of the key behavioural characteristics and trends in a coherent 
manner. To achieve this goal, the present chapter is structured as follows. 
First, nomenclature for concisely describing the plate geometry, loading 
conditions and support conditions is established. Second, an overview of 
past research is presented that focuses on identifying the analytical ap
proach used and then on describing what particular aspects of the behav
iour were investigated. Next, several of the key findings on the buckling 
and postbuckling behaviour of composite plates that have been identified 
since the early 1970s are described and discussed. Several subsections are 
included that address specific issues such as the effects of cut-out shape 
and plate anisotropy. Last, some closing comments about future research 
are given. 

8.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND TERMINOLOGY 

To describe the wide range of results obtained since the early 1970s in a 
concise manner, it is necessary to establish some convenient parameters 
and terminology for describing the plate geometry, loading and boun
dary conditions, and material composition. 

8.2.1 Plate geometry and laminate notation 

A rectangular plate with a centrally located elliptical cut-out is shown in 
Figure 8.1. The plate has length L and width W, and the plate aspect ratio 
is defined as LIW. Similarly, the plate has a nominally uniform thickness 
t and the plate slenderness ratio is defined as Wit. The lengths of the major 
and minor axes of the elliptical cut-out shown in Figure 8.1 are defined 
herein as d and h, respectively. The elliptical cut-out aspect ratio is defined 
as hid. In addition, the orientation of the principal axes of the cut-out is 
defined by the angle Ijf as shown in Figure 8.1. For the degenerate case of 
a circular cut-out, the parameter used herein to define cut-out size is the 
cut-out diameter to plate-width ratio diW. 

Several of the studies discussed herein address plates made from 
specially orthotropic materials. For these plates, the ratio of their appa
rent major-to-minor principal elastic moduli is defined herein as EJ Ev' 
For laminated composite plates, the fibre orientation angle of a ply is indicated 
by () in Figure 8.1. The ratio of the apparent major-to-minor principal 
elastic moduli for an individual ply is defined herein as Ell E2• A laminate 
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with all its fibres oriented in the same arbitrary direction is referred to 
herein as a unidirectional off-axis laminate. When an angle designation is 
given for these laminates, it also corresponds to e shown in Figure S.l. 
Symmetrically laminated plates with negligible anisotropy are referred to 
herein as quasi-orthotropic plates. 

8.2.2 Loading conditions 

The loading conditions discussed herein are primarily uniaxial compres
sion and shear loads. Some results are also given for biaxial compression, 
biaxial tension-compression, and combined tension or compression and 
shear loads. For a plate with a cut-out, there are different ways of apply
ing these loads that generally correspond to different deformation states. 
These deformation states are associated with the application of displace
ment or stress boundary conditions to introduce the loads. 

The compression loads are applied to a plate by either uniformly 
displacing or uniformly stressing two opposite exterior plate edges as 
illustrated in Figure 8.2. These loading cases are referred to herein as 

x 

Fibre 

L ~-f--- Y 

I~ w ------I.~I 
Fig. 8.1 Geometry and dimensions of a plate with a centrally located elliptical 
cut-out. 
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displacement loading and stress loading cases, respectively. Equivalently, 
a compression-loaded plate is referred to herein as displacement-loaded 
or stress-loaded. The shear loadings are applied to a plate in an analogous 
manner; i.e. a distinction is also made between displacement-loaded and 
stress-loaded plates. For a shear-stress-loaded square plate, a uniform 
shear traction (like pure shear) is applied to the exterior plate edges as 
illus-trated in Figure 8.3. For a corresponding displacement-loaded square 
plate, a displacement field is imposed such that the exterior edges remain 
straight as the planform of the plate deforms into a parallelogram as shown 
in Figure 8.3. 

The compression and shear displacement loadings are particularly 
important because they are representative of the load transmission that 
occurs between a plate-like subcomponent and an adjacent support struc
ture that has a much higher relative in-plane stiffness. When a plate does 
not have a cut-out, the distinction between displacement and stress load
ings is unnecessary. 

8.2.3 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions discussed herein fall into two categories referred 
to as in-plane and bending boundary conditions. The in-plane boundary 
conditions on the loaded edges are known from the applied loading. On 

x 

Stress-loaded plate Displacement-loaded plate 

Fig. 8.2 Loading modes and prebuckling deformation shapes for compression
loaded square plates with a large central circular cut-out. 
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an unloaded edge, several possibilities for boundary conditions exist. In 
the present study, two cases are considered. In the first case, an unloaded 
edge is free to deform in-plane and is referred to as a movable edge. In the 
second case, movement of the unloaded edge is restrained in the direction 
normal to the edge, but is free to expand or contract longi.tudinally. This 
boundary condition is referred to herein as an immovable edge. 

The bending boundary conditions that naturally receive the most at
tention in the studies described herein are clamped and simply supported 
boundary conditions. For both of these boundary conditions, the out-of
plane displacement normal to the plate is zero-valued. In addition, the out
of-plane rotation of a material line element normal to a clamped edge is 
zero-valued. For a simply supported edge, the bending moment acting 
tangentially to the plate edge is zero-valued such that the plate support is 
ana-logous to a frictionless hinge. Plates that are simply supported on all 
edges or damped on all edges are referred to herein concisely as simply 
supported and clamped plates, respectively. In all cases considered herein, 
the cut-out boundary is a free edge. 

8.3 OVERVIEW OF PAST WORK 

Martin [1] published what appears to be among the first studies of the buck
ling and postbuckling behaviour of square uniaxial compression-loaded 
composite plates with a cut-out in 1972. An approximate postbuckling 
analysis was derived for anisotropic stress-loaded plates with a central 

x 

o 
Stress-loaded plate 

Displacement-loaded plate 

Fig. 8.3 Loading modes and prebuckling deformation shapes for shear-loaded 
square plates with a large central circular cut-out. 
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circular cut-out and with simply supported edges. The anisotropy included 
in the analysis accounts for coupling between pure bending and extension 
and between the twisting and shearing modes of a plate. The analysis is 
based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method in which the double integrals over the 
doubly connected region are integrated numerically. Experimental and 
analytical results were obtained for several square glass-epoxy symmet
rical and unsymmetrical laminates with cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.5. 
Moreover, analytical results were obtained for several unsymmetrical 
laminates made of boron-epoxy material. The analytical and experimen
tal results appear to be in good agreement. 

In 1978, Knauss, Starnes and Henneke [2] presented an experimental in
vestigation of the buckling behaviour and failure characteristics of com
pression-loaded rectangular graphite-epoxy plates with a central circular 
cut-out. Displacement-loaded quasi-isotropic and quasi-orthotropic plates 
with either 24 or 48 plies and with cut-out sizes up to d/W=0.3 were in
vestigated. The loaded edges of the plates were clamped into a test fixture 
and the unloaded edges were supported by knife edges intended to simu
late simply supported edges. 

A survey of buckling studies conducted for the most part in Eastern 
Europe was presented by Preobrazhenskii [3] in 1981. The earliest work 
pertaining to composite plates mentioned in this paper is work on special
ly orthotropic square plates with a central square cut-out published by 
Ter-Emmanuil'yan [4] in 1971. In this early paper, compression buckling 
of a stress-loaded plate was investigated. The plate investigated is simply 
supported on the loaded edges and free on the unloaded edges such that 
the plate buckles as a wide column. Analytical results were obtained using 
the finite difference method in which the effect of the cut-out on the pre
buckling stress distribution is neglected. 

Herman [5] presented what appears to be the first investigation of the 
buckling and postbuckling behaviour of shear webs with a central circu
lar cut-out in 1982. This study investigated square displacement-loaded 
plates with d/W = 0 and 0.45, and made from a graphite-epoxy cloth. 
Analytical results were obtained using the finite element method for six 
test specimens. 

In 1983, Nemeth and his colleagues [6,7] presented an approximate 
analysis for buckling of rectangular compression-loaded specially ortho
tropic, quasi-isotropic, and quasi-orthotropic plates with a centrally located 
cut-out. The special-purpose approximate analysis was developed based 
on the Kantorovitch [8] variational method. Following this approach, kine
matically admissible displacement series are used for the prebuckling in
plane displacements and the out-of-plane buckling displacement with a 
prescribed distribution across the plate width and an undetermined dis
tribution along the plate length. The variational formulation of the pre
buckling and buckling problems are converted into systems of ordinary 
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differential equations that were solved using the finite difference method. 
The analysis is tailored to accommodate uniaxially stress-loaded and dis
placement-loaded plates that are simply supported on the unloaded edges 
and either clamped or simply supported on the loaded edges. The un
loaded edges are modelled as movable edges, and the cut-out shape is res
tricted to be symmetrical across the plate width, but is otherwise arbitrary. 
Additional documentation of the analysis and a corresponding computer 
program were presented in 1984 [9]. Parametric studies were also pre
sented [9, 10] that predict some of the effects of cut-out size, plate aspect 
ratio, compressive loading conditions, bending boundary conditions and 
plate orthotropy on the buckling behaviour. 

Marshall, Little and El Tayeby [10,11] presented an analytical and ex
perimental investigation of the buckling behaviour of compression-loaded 
orthotropic rectangular plates with a central circular cut-out in 1984 and 
1985. Approximate analytical results were obtained for displacement
loaded plates with simply supported edges using the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method. In this analysis, the prebuckling stress field is approximated by 
the statically determinate Kirsch [12] solution for an infinite sheet with a 
circular cut-out. In addition, the buckling mode is approximated by a 
single trigonometric term and decaying exponential term similar to the 
mode shape used by Kumai [13] for isotropic plates. Experimental results 
were obtained for simply supported glass-epoxy square plates without a 
cut-out and with seven cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.7. The analytical and 
experimental results appear to be in good agreement especially for the 
cut-out sizes with d/W :( 0.5. 

VandenBrink and Kamat [14, 15] presented buckling and postbuckling 
results for square compression-loaded symmetrical angle-ply plates with 
a central circular cut-out in 1985. Finite element results were obtained for 
stress-loaded and displacement-loaded graphite-epoxy plates with cut
out sizes up to d/W = 0.6 and with simply supported edges. 

Marshall, Little, El Tayeby and Williams [16] presented results for buck
ling of specially orthotropic rectangular plates with a longitudinally 
eccentric circular cut-out in 1986. A three-parameter Rayleigh-Ritz solution 
was obtained for compressive displacement-loaded plates with simply 
supported edges following the same analytical approach presented 
earlier [10, 11]. Experimental results were obtained for square glass-epoxy 
plates with d/W = 0.3 and 0.5, and with cut-out eccentricity values up to 
nearly 10% of the plate width. The analytical and experimental results 
appear to be in good qualitative agreement. 

A large number of experimental results for buckling of simply supported 
rectangular composite plates with a central circular cut-out were also pre
sented by Marshall, Little and El Tayeby [17] in 1986. Analytical results 
based on the analysis briefly described earlier [10,11] are in good quali
tative agreement with the experimental results. Also, the analytical and 
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experimental results show some of the effects of cut-out size, orthotropy, 
and plate aspect ratio on the buckling behaviour of simply supported 
plates. 

Nemeth, Stein and Johnson [18] summarized the earlier approximate 
analyses [6, 7, 9] and presented additional analytical results for square spe
cially orthotropic graphite-epoxy plates with a central circular cut-out. 
Results obtained from the approximate analysis and finite element analy
ses, and corresponding experimental results, were presented for cut-out 
diameters up to d/W = 0.7. The approximate analysis is generally shown 
to yield good approximations to the prebuckling stress distributions ob
tained from finite element analyses, and generally to be in good agreement 
with the buckling loads obtained from corresponding finite element analy
ses and from experiments. 

An interesting study of the membrane stress distributions in simply sup
ported rectangular glass-epoxy plates loaded in compression was pre
sented by Marshall, Little and El Tayeby [19] in 1987. Analytical and 
experimental results for displacement-loaded square plates were pre
sented that show the effects of circular cut-out size, plate orthotropy and 
load level on the prebuckling and postbuckling stress distributions. The 
analytical results are shown to predict accurately the observed experi
mental trends. 

Larsson [20] presented results for buckling and postbuckling behaviour 
of square specially orthotropic plates loaded in compression and with a 
central circular cut-out in 1987. More specifically, finite element results 
were obtained for uniaxial and biaxial stress-loaded plates with cut-out 
sizes up to d/W=0.6. Results are presented that predict the effects of bi
axial loading ratio, orthotropy and cut-out size on the buckling load and 
postbuckling stiffness. Selected results were also presented that illus
trate the difference in buckling behaviour for stress-loaded and displace
ment-loaded clamped and simply supported plates with a high degree of 
orthotropy. 

Also in 1987, Turvey and Sadeghipour [21] presented buckling results 
for uniaxial compression-loaded plates with a central circular cut-out ob
tained using a special purpose finite element program tailored for para
metric studies. In particular, square stress-loaded unidirectional off-axis 
laminates made of graphite-epoxy or glass-epoxy material were investi
gated. Results are presented that predict the effects of the laminate orien
tation, cut-out size, and bending boundary conditions (simply supported 
versus clamped) on the buckling load. 

Yasui and Tsukamura [22] published analytical studies of the compres
sion buckling behaviour of symmetrical cross-ply rectangular plates with 
either a central circular or a square cut-out in 1988. Stress-loaded plates 
made of either graphite-epoxy or glass-epoxy material were investi
gated and finite element results were obtained using an automatic mesh 
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refinement capability. Mesh refinements were carried out in both the pre
buckling and buckling phases of a solution. Results are presented by Yasui 
and Tsukamura that predict the effects of cut-out size and shape and plate 
aspect ratio on the buckling load for the two types of orthotropic materials. 

Turvey and Sadeghipour [23] presented a study of shear buckling of 
square graphite-epoxy and glass-epoxy plates with a central circular cut
out also in 1988. In this study, simply supported and clamped unidirec
tional off-axis laminates were investigated. Finite element results were 
obtained that predict some of the effects of cut-out size, anisotropy and 
bending boundary conditions on shear buckling of stress-loaded plates. 
Results were also obtained for clamped [( ± 45°)4]5 graphite-epoxy square 
plates with cut-out sizes up to d/W=0.6. These results illustrate the effect 
of the mode of shear loading on the buckling behaviour; i.e. results are 
compared for shear-stress-Ioaded plates, for shear-displacement-Ioaded 
plates and for shear-stress-Ioaded plates with the additional constraint that 
one pair of opposite edges remain straight during deformation. 

Nemeth [24, 25] presented a study of the buckling behaviour of rectangu
lar symmetrical angle-ply plates with central circular cut-outs in 1986 
and 1988. Both compression stress-loaded and displacement-loaded 
graphite-epoxy plates were investigated. Analytical results obtained from 
the approximate analysis described earlier [9] and experimental results are 
presented for several displacement-loaded plates with cut-out sizes up to 
d/W = 0.66. For these plates, the loaded and unloaded edges of the plates 
were clamped and simply supported, respectively. The analytical results 
are generally in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results 
and accurately predict the response trends. Finite element results are also 
presented that predict the effects of cut-out size on the importance of the 
bending anisotropy of the plates. In addition, results of a parametric study 
performed using the approximate analysis are also presented. These re
sults predict the effects of bending boundary conditions (loaded edges 
clamped or simply supported and unloaded edges simply supported), cut
out size, compression loading type, plate orthotropy and plate aspect ratio 
on the buckling behaviour. 

Lee, Lin and Lin [26] presented a study of the buckling behaviour of 
compression-loaded square plates with a central circular cut-out in 1989. 
Finite element results were obtained for uniaxial and biaxial stress-loaded 
plates with either clamped or simply supported edges. Specially or
thotropic plates with ExlEy = 0.1,0.5,2 and 10 were investigated. Results 
are presented that indicate the effects of cut-out size, bending boundary 
conditions, compressive loading conditions and degree of orthotropy on 
the buckling behaviour. 

A study of the buckling behaviour of square laminated composite plates 
with a central circular cut-out was presented by Lin and Kuo [27] in 1989. 
Finite element results were obtained for clamped and simply supported 
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stress-loaded plates loaded by either uniaxial compression, biaxial com
pression or tension-compression biaxial loading. Results are presented that 
predict the effects of cut-out size, lamina modulus ratio EtlE2, loading 
conditions, bending boundary conditions, plate slenderness ratio and 
laminate stacking sequence on the buckling load. In particular, antisymmet
rical cross-ply and angle-ply plates, and symmetrical angle-ply plates 
were investigated. 

Hyer and Charette [28] studied the use of curvilinear fibre geometry in 
laminate construction of graphite-epoxy composite plates with a central 
circular cut-out. Uniaxial tensile and compressive stress-loaded plates with 
L/W = 1 and 2 were examined. Buckling results were obtained from finite 
element analyses for several conventional straight-fibre format and curvi
linear-fibre format stacking sequences. 

Horn and Rouhi [29,30] presented experimental investigations of the 
buckling and postbuckling behaviour of compression-loaded laminates 
with a central circular cut-out in 1990. A total of 60 16-ply thermoset and 
thermoplastic square displacement-loaded laminates were tested for two 
selected stacking sequences and for cut-out sizes up to d / W = 0.7. The test 
specimens were clamped on the loaded edges and simply supported on 
the unloaded edges. 

Nemeth [31] also presented an experimental investigation of the buck
ling and postbuckling behaviour of square compression-loaded graphite
epoxy plates with a central circular cut-out in 1990. Results were presented 
for pathological specially orthotropic laminates with extreme degrees of 
orthotropy and for symmetrical angle-ply plates. Buckling loads, pre
buckling stiffnesses and initial postbuckling stiffnesses were obtained for 
displacement-loaded plates with cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.66. The test 
specimens were clamped on the loaded edges and simply supported on 
the unloaded edges. Actual load versus end-shortening and load versus 
out-of-plane deflection curves obtained for each specimen are presented 
that graphically illustrate the effects of cut-outs on the prebuckling and 
postbuckling load carrying capacity of the plates. Furthermore, buckling 
mode shapes obtained from shadow moire interferometry are presented 
that visually illustrate the effects of cut-out size and laminate stacking 
sequence on the distribution of gradients in the out-of-plane displacement 
field. 

Also in 1990, Owen and Klang [32,33] published a special-purpose 
analysis for shear buckling of symmetrically laminated rectangular plates 
with a centrally located elliptical cut-out. The prebuckling stress analysis 
is based on the complex variable formulation of plane elasticity with 
boundary collocation, and accounts for anisotropy in the form of shear
extensional coupling. The buckling analysis is performed using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method in which the double integrals over the doubly 
connected region are integrated numerically. In addition, the buckling 
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analysis accounts for anisotropy in the form of bending-twisting coupling. 
Buckling results were obtained for several stress-loaded square plates with 
simply supported edges. These results are for specially or tho tropic plates 
with extreme degrees of orthotropy and with circular cut-out sizes up to 
d/W = 0.5. In addition, results were obtained for several corresponding 
symmetrically laminated plates with relatively low degrees of bending 
anisotropy. The analytical results are compared with results from corres
ponding finite element analyses and are in good agreement. 

Rouse [34] presented an experimental investigation of the postbuckling 
behaviour of square graphite-epoxy and graphite-thermoplastic plates 
loaded in shear in 1990. A total of 38 specimens consisting of seven 
different laminate stacking sequences were investigated. Many of the 
specimens had circular cut-outs and cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.5 were 
investigated. 

Vellaichamy, Prakash and Brun [35] investigated optimizing laminate 
stacking sequence and elliptical cut-out shape to improve prebuckling 
strength without degrading buckling resistance of a plate. Simply sup
ported square plates loaded by various combinations of biaxial tension 
and uniform edge shear stress were considered. Laminate constructions 
were limited to graphite-epoxy plies oriented at 00 , 450 or 900 with respect 
to the edges of the plates. 

Also in 1990, Chang and Shiao [36] presented results of a study of the 
thermal buckling behaviour of square simply supported antisymmetrical 
angle-ply plates with a central circular cut-out. In this case, the loading is 
induced into a plate by constrained in-plane thermal expansion due to a 
uniform temperature rise. The results presented in this study were ob
tained using a higher-order plate theory that includes the effects of trans
verse shear and through-the-thickness deformation. Finite element results 
were obtained that predict the effects of fibre orientation, laminate stack
ing sequence, number of plies, cut-out size and plate slenderness ratio on 
the critical temperature. 

Sadeghipour [37] presented some additional details about the special 
purpose computer program previously described [21,23] for buckling 
analysis of plates with a cut-out. Some of the results presented previously 
[23] were also discussed. 

In 1991, Yasui [38] presented what appears to be the first in-depth para
metric study of buckling behaviour of laminated composite plates with a 
central circular cut-out using the finite element method. Results are pre
sented in this study for rectangular specially orthotropic plates and for 
symmetrical cross-ply and angle-ply laminates loaded in compression. The 
symmetrical angle-ply laminates investigated were assumed to have negli
gible bending anisotropy. Laminates made from either graphite-epoxy or 
glass-epoxy materials were investigated, and both uniaxial and biaxial 
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stress-loaded plates were considered. A large number of results were 
obtained that show the effects of cut-out size, plate aspect ratio, plate 
orthotropy and loading conditions on the behaviour of simply supported 
plates. 

A study of the thermal buckling behaviour of square antisymmetrical 
cross-ply laminates with a central circular cut-out was presented by Chen, 
Lin and Chen [39] in 1991. Results for simply supported plates loaded by 
a temperature distribution that is uniform through the plate thickness and 
either uniformly distributed over the plate surface or linearly varying 
across the plate width and uniform along the plate length were obtained. 
The finite element results include transverse shear deformation and pre
dict some of the effects of cut-out size, plate slenderness ratio, lamina 
modulus ratio E) E2 and lamina thermal expansion coefficient ratio (X1 / (X2 

on the buckling behaviour. 
Hyer and Lee [40] presented a study of the use of curvilinear fibre orien

tation to improve buckling resistance of square compression-loaded 
plates with a central circular cut-out also in 1991. Displacement-loaded 
graphite-epoxy plates with d / W = 0.33 and simply supported on all edges 
were investigated. The basic approach of this work, for obtaining practi
cal laminate designs, is to discretize the plate into groups of finite elements 
that are amenable to manufacturing techniques for curvilinear fibre place
ment. The fibre orientation within each group of elements is input as a de
sign variable in a gradient search algorithm and the buckling load is 
maximized. Results are presented that predict significant improvements 
in buckling resistance may be possible using curvilinear fibre geometry in 
laminate construction. 

In 1992, Lee and Hyer [41,42] presented experimental and analytical 
studies of the postbuckling behaviour of conventional laminated plates 
with a central circular cut-out and loaded in uniaxial compression. This 
work focuses on the behaviour of square graphite-epoxy plates with 
d/W = 0.3, and examines the behaviour of four different 16-ply laminate 
stacking sequences composed of 0°, 90°, and ± 45° plies. The plates were 
displacement-loaded with the loaded edges clamped and the unloaded 
edges simply supported. Finite element analyses were conducted and fail
ure predictions were given based on the maximum stress failure criterion 
and included the effects of interlaminar shear stresses. Analytical predic
tions of laminate failure were specified to occur whenever a fibre failure 
or intra laminar shear failure occurred during loading. This approach is 
shown to be in good agreement with the experimental data in some cases. 

Ram and Sinha [43] presented a brief note on the buckling behaviour of 
square graphite-epoxy plates with a central circular cut-out and subjected 
to hygrothermalloads in 1992. Results of finite element analyses, includ
ing transverse shear deformation, were presented for [0° /900 L and 
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[( ± 45°)2]T graphite-epoxy plates. The results predict some of the effects 
of moisture concentration, cut-out size, plate slenderness ratio and 
bending boundary conditions (simply supported or clamped) on the 
buckling response. 

Srivatsa and Krishna Murty [44] presented a parametric study of the 
compression buckling behaviour of stress-loaded composite plates with 
a central circular cut-out in 1992. Results were obtained from finite ele
ment analyses based on classical laminated plate theory for square 
graphite-epoxy plates. Moreover, results were presented for quasi
isotropic and symmetrical angle-ply plates that show the effects of cut
out size, fibre orientation angle and bending boundary conditions on the 
buckling behaviour. The bending boundary conditions studied include 
all edges clamped, all edges simply supported and the two permutations 
in which two opposite edges are clamped and the other two edges are 
simply supported. 

Also in 1992, Jones and Klang [45, 46] presented an extension of the 
analysis presented earlier [32,33]. Their analysis incorporates a strat
egy for exploiting problem symmetry to reduce the computational 
effort needed to integrate numerically the potential energy density. 
Moreover, the analysis was extended to include elastic rotational re
straints on the outer edges of a plate in which opposite edges of a plate 
are equally restrained. Results were obtained for several symmetrical 
laminates of practical importance and for 30° unidirectional off-axis 
laminates that are highly anisotropic. A large number of results were 
obtained that predict the effects of cut-out size, plate aspect ratio and 
rotational edge restraint on the buckling loads of compressive stress
loaded, compressive displacement-loaded and shear stress-loaded 
plates. 

Britt [47] presented results of a parametric study of the buckling 
behaviour of clamped and simply supported rectangular plates with a 
central circular or elliptical cut-out in 1993. The results were obtained 
using essentially the analysis presented before [32,33]. Results were 
obtained that predict the effects of circular cut-out size and plate aspect 
ratio on the buckling loads of several symmetrical angle-ply plates and 
one type of quasi-isotropic plate. Moreover, these results correspond to 
uniaxially compression-loaded plates and shear-loaded plates in which 
the loadings are applied as uniform edge stresses. Buckling interaction 
curves are also obtained for combinations of these two loading conditions 
applied to square plates with a circular cut-out. Results were also obtained 
that predict the effects of elliptical cut-out aspect ratio and orientation 
(the principal axes of the ellipse are rotated relative to the plate axes) on 
the buckling load of square plates loaded in compression, shear, or 
combined compression and shear. 
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The studies previously described herein contain many results. In this 
section, many of the key findings of these studies are presented. First, some 
of the known general behavioural characteristics of square compression
loaded isotropic plates are discussed. Similarly, some discussion of the 
general behaviour of square shear-loaded plates is also given. These brief 
discussions are intended to provide insight into composite plate behav
iour discussed subsequently. Next, some of the key findings for compres
sion-loaded and shear-loaded composite plates are described. After these 
sections, sections that focus on the effects of plate aspect ratio; cut-out 
shape, eccentricity, and orientation; combined loading conditions; bend
ing boundary conditions; and plate anisotropy, thickness effects, and 
unconventional laminate construction are presented. 

8.4.1 Behavioural characteristics of square plates 

A basic characteristic of compression-loaded square isotropic plates with 
large cut-outs, that is somewhat counter-intuitive at first glance, is that 
under certain circumstances they exhibit higher buckling loads than corres
ponding plates without cut-outs. This behaviour has been studied for 
many years and experimentally verified for isotropic plates [48-51]. As a 
result of this unusual behaviour, two fundamental effects of cut-outs have 
been identified that significantly influence the buckling behaviour of com
pression-loaded plates. 

The first effect deals with the plate bending stiffness. Inherently asso
ciated with a centrally located cut-out is a loss in bending stiffness in the 
central region of a plate that grows in importance as the cut-out size 
increases. When a substantial portion of the axial prebuckling load path 
is centrally located, the bending stiffness in the central part of the plate is 
of paramount importance to buckling resistance. Intuitively, the increase 
in loss of bending stiffness due to increase in cut-out size yields a reduc
tion in buckling resistance. 

The second effect deals with the prebuckling load path. It has been found 
that, when a large cut-out is present in a stress-loaded isotropic plate, the 
axial load path is, for the most part, centrally located [48-51]. These plates 
exhibit a reduction in buckling load with increase in cut-out size. However, 
it has been found that, in a corresponding displacement-loaded plate, the 
axial load path is, for the most part, not centrally located. A prebuckling 
load path of this form basically reduces, and in some cases eliminates, the 
importance of the loss in central bending stiffness due to cut-out size. In 
this case, the redirection of the axial load path away from the central 
region of the plate increases the buckling load. 
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The basic behaviour of shear-loaded square plates is fundamentally 
different from the behaviour of compression-loaded plates. This difference 
is more readily understood by replacing the shear load acting on a plate 
with the statically equivalent pairs of diagonal tension and compression 
forces. Using this idea, it is seen that a substantial portion of the destabili
zing compressive force acting in a shear-loaded plate is centrally located. 
In this situation, the buckling behaviour is strongly dependent on the loss 
of bending stiffness in the central portion of a plate due to the presence 
of a cut-out. Results for isotropic square plates suggest that the shear buck
ling load is dominated by the loss in bending stiffness; i.e. the shear buck
ling load decreases monotonically with increasing cut-out size [52,53]. 

For plates made of composite materials, several additional factors affect 
the behaviour of compression-loaded and shear-loaded plates with cut
outs. In general, the bending orthotropy and anisotropy affect how a 
cut-out alters the central plate bending stiffness. This effect may be 
compounded by the fact that the bending orthotropy and anisotropy also 
affect how the bending boundary conditions influence the distribution of 
bending gradients in the central region of the plate. In addition, the mem
brane orthotropy and anisotropy affect how a cut-out alters the prebuck
ling load path. This effect may also be compounded by how the membrane 
orthotropy and anisotropy influence the participation of the in-plane 
boundary conditions, including the loading conditions, in the buckling 
response. 

8.4.2 Behaviour of compression-loaded square plates 

The compression-loaded square plate with a central circular cut-out has 
been the focus of most of the research conducted on composite plates with 
cut-outs. Martin [1] investigated the buckling behaviour of square stress
loaded plates with a central circular cut-out and with simply supported 
edges. The basic effects of cut-out size were examined for [0° / ± 45° /90°1" 
unidirectional 0° and [± 45°h glass-epoxy plates. Analytical and experi
mental results for these plates show that the buckling load generally de
creases monotonically with increasing cut-out size. For a plate with cut-out 
sizes up to d/W = 0.5, the largest reduction in buckling load is less than 
20% of the buckling load of the corresponding plate without a cut-out. 
Corresponding analytical results for [± 45°h boron -epoxy plates predict 
slightly larger reductions in buckling load with d/W than for the 
glass-epoxy plates. 

Nemeth and his colleagues [6,7, 18,24,25] investigated the buckling be
haviour of stress-loaded and displacement-loaded graphite-epoxy plates 
with a central circular cut-out. In this study, plates with either clamped or 
simply supported loaded edges and simply supported unloaded edges 
were considered. The basic effects of cut-out size and plate orthotropy were 
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investigated by comparing the behaviour of several specially orthotropic 
laminates and several symmetrical angle-ply laminates. The specially 
orthotropic laminates investigated included the pathological cases of uni
directional 0° and 90° laminates and moderately orthotropic [(0° /90ohL 
laminates. The symmetrical angle-ply plates investigated were [( ± e)m]s 
laminates with values of e = 30°, 45° and 60° and m ~ 6. Compression
loaded angle-ply plates with m ~ 6 and with cut-outs were found to have 
negligible bending anisotropy. 

Analytical results obtained by Nemeth and his colleagues for these 
lami-nates predict the following trends. First, orthotropy significantly 
affects the influence of the type of compression loading. Stress-loaded 
plates are predicted to be generally less buckling resistant than the cor
responding displacement-loaded plates with increasing cut-out size. This 
effect appears to be amplified as the in-plane stiffness of a plate in the 
loading direction increases due to a change in stacking sequence. Second, 
stress-loaded plates are generally predicted to exhibit a trend of monoto
nic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size. Displacement
loaded plates are predicted, for several laminates, to exhibit a trend 
similar to the trend experimentally verified by Ritchie and Rhodes [50] 
for displacement-loaded isotropic plates with simply supported edges; 
i.e. a slight reduction in buckling load with d/W followed by monotonic 
increases in buckling load. This behaviour was also experimentally 
obtained [18,24,25] for [90° 2oh, [(0°/90°)5]5' [( ± 300 )6L and [( ± 600 )6L 
laminates. For each of these laminates, plates with large cut-out sizes 
buckled at loads either near or greater than the buckling load of the cor
responding plate without a cut-out. 

This counter-intuitive behaviour was also predicted analytically and 
found experimentally by Marshall and his colleagues [10, 11, 17] for 
displacement-loaded specially orthotropic plates made of glass-epoxy 
and with simply supported edges. Analytical and experimental results 
obtained by Marshall and his colleagues show that simply supported 
plates with d/W = 0.5 can buckle at loads as much as approximately 
30% higher than the buckling load of the corresponding plate without 
a cut-out. Moreover, the relative increase in buckling load capacity is 
substantially larger for the glass-epoxy plates than for that obtained 
experimentally by Marshall and his colleagues for the corresponding 
isotropic plates. Furthermore, Horn and Rouhi [29,30] conducted ex
periments on square graphite-epoxy and graphite-thermoplastic lam
inates with circular cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.7. In this study, the 
test specimens were displacement-loaded and clamped on the loaded 
edges and simply supported on the unloaded edges. The experimen
tal results show that the plates with large cut-outs buckled at loads 
near or greater than the buckling load of a corresponding plate with
out a cut-out. 
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The counter-intuitive behaviour of displacement-loaded plates with large 
cut-outs described above has been generally attributed to the redirection of 
the axial load path prior to buckling toward the unloaded edges of a plate. 
Nemeth [24, 25] identified another basic effect influencing the prebuckling 
load path in square symmetrically laminated composite plates with a cen
tral circular cut-out. This finding was uncovered by analytical results 
obtained for displacement-loaded and stress-loaded [( ± 60°)6]. graphite
graphite-epoxy plates with clamped or simply supported edges. These re
sults predict that the stress-loaded plates exhibit nearly the same behav
ioural trend as the corresponding displacement-loaded plates; i.e. a slight 
reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size followed by mo
notonic increases beyond or near the buckling load of the corresponding 
plate without a cut-out. Examination of the prebuckling stress distributions 
for these plates revealed the presence of zones of transverse in-plane ten
sile stresses near the cut-out. These tensile stresses were found to counter
act the loss in central bending stiffness due to the cut-out. Similar 
observations were later made by Yasui [38] for rectangular composite plates. 

Nemeth and his colleagues [6,7] also found that the influence of the 
bending boundary conditions at the loaded edges of a plate on the effect 
of a cut-out is predicted to increase substantially as the ratio .of the bend
ing stiffnesses normal and parallel to the loaded edges °11/°12 increases 
with a change in stacking sequence. This trend was also observed for other 
experimental results [18,24,25]. Similar trends were obtained using finite 
element analyses by Srivatsa and Krishna Murty [44] for stress-loaded 
plates with all edges clamped or with the loaded edges clamped and the 
unloaded edges simply supported. This influence of the bending boun
dary conditions on the effect of a cut-out on the buckling load can be 
rationalized by noting that the distribution of bending gradients in the 
central region of a plate is Significantly affected by the ratio D11/D22' 
Photographs of buckle patterns obtained by the use of a shadow moire 
technique for displacement-loaded plates with clamped and simply sup
ported loaded and unloaded edges, respectively, were presented by 
Nemeth [31]. These photographs show that, for unidirectional 0° laminates, 
large axial bending gradients are generally distributed across more of the 
plate width than in the other laminates considered; which all had lower 
values of °1 / On These displacement-loaded unidirectional 0° laminates 
also exhibited a monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut
out size. These two facts suggest that as the bending stiffness ratio 01 1/°22 
increases, the importance of the loss in central bending stiffness due to a 
cut-out can become greatly amplified. Typically, the loss in central bend
ing stiffness results in a reduction in buckling load. 

Analytical results were also presented by Nemeth and his colleagues for 
[( +45° /0° / -45° /900 tL quasi-isotropic laminates made of graphite-
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epoxy material, simply supported on all edges and displacement loaded. 
These results predict that as m increases, the buckling behaviour of the 
quasi-isotropic plates approaches that of the corresponding isotropic 
plates. 

Marshall, Little and El Tayeby [10, 11, 17] investigated the effects of cir
cular cut-out size and plate orthotropy on the buckling load by varying 
the modulus ratio Exl Elf for specially orthotropic plates. Analytical results 
were obtained for square displacement-loaded plates with simply sup
ported edges. These results predict relative increases in buckling load, 
compared to the buckling load for the corresponding plates without a cut
out, as dlW approaches 0.6 and for all the values of EJEIf considered. 
Moreover, the analytical results predict that the relative increase in buck
ling load with cut-out size is very sensitive to the modulus ratio. The largest 
overall gains in relative buckling load were predicted for plates with the 
smaller modulus ratios. 

Larsson [20] investigated the sensitivity of the buckling load of stress
loaded plates with a central circular cut-out to the modulus ratio EJ Ey. 

He obtained finite element results for simply supported square plates 
made of E-glass-epoxy material and two different types of boron-epoxy 
materials. The results predict a monotonic reduction in buckling load with 
increasing cut-out size in each case. In addition, the results predict basi
cally the same trend as predicted by Marshall and his colleagues [10,11, 
17] for displacement-loaded plates; i.e. smaller losses in buckling load, 
compared to the buckling load of the corresponding plate without a cut
out, with increasing d I Ware predicted for the plates with the smaller mod
ulus ratios. 

Lee, Lin and Lin [26] also obtained finite element results for stress-loaded 
square specially orthotropic plates with a central circular cut-out. Results 
for clamped and simply supported plates with EJEIf ratios of 0.1,0.5,2 
and 10 were obtained for cut-out sizes up to dlW = 0.4. These results pre
dict the same trends as those predicted by Larsson. In addition, these re
sults also predict that the stress-loaded clamped and simply supported 
plates with EJEIf = 0.1 exhibit increases in buckling load with increasing 
cut-out size instead of monotonic reductions. 

Similarly, Yasui and Tsukamura [22] obtained finite element results for 
simply supported stress-loaded square plates that predict the influence of 
the lamina modulus ratio E1 I E2 on the buckling load. In this case, isotropic 
plates and symmetrical cross-ply laminates made of glass-epoxy or 
graphite-epoxy materials were investigated. These results also predict a 
monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size in each 
case. Furthermore, the results predict smaller losses in buckling load, com
pared to the buckling load of the corresponding plate without a cut-out, 
with increasing dlW for the plates with the smaller modulus ratios. Chen, 
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Lin and Chen [39] also investigated the effects of lamina modulus ratio on 
the thermal buckling behaviour of [0° 190° 10° 190°] antisymmetrical cross
ply laminates with a central circular cut-out. Square plates with dlW as 
large as 0.6 were investigated. Finite element results they obtained pre
dict that the buckling temperature becomes less sensitive to dlW as the 
lamina modulus ratio EI/E2 decreases. This same trend is also predicted 
for the lamina thermal expansion coefficient ratio ll'1 I ll'2' 

Srivatsa and Krishna Murty [44] studied the basic effects of circular cut
out size and plate orthotropy for [( ± f))6L graphite-epoxy square plates. 
Finite element results were obtained for stress-loaded plates with all edges 
simply supported, all edges clamped and for plates with clamped and sim
ply supported loaded and unloaded edges, respectively. These results pre
dict, for the most part, a monotonic reduction in buckling load with 
increasing cut-out size for values of 0° :s; f) :s; 90°. Moreover, deviations 
from this trend are typically predicted to occur for approximately f) ~ 45°. 
For example, plates with e = 60° are predicted to exhibit increases in the 
buckling load with increasing cut-out size for each set of boundary con
ditions considered. The results also predict that the change in buckling 
load with cut-out size generally becomes much smaller for laminates with 
approximately e ~ 50° for each of the three boundary condition cases. 
Moreover, the buckling loads tend to diminish rapidly with increases in f) 
beyond approximately 60°. These trends were also predicted earlier by 
Nemeth [24, 25] for similar stress-loaded square plates with all edges sim
ply supported and plates with the loaded and unloaded edges clamped 
and simply supported, respectively. Yasui [38] also predicted practically 
the same trends for similar simply supported symmetrical angle-ply plates 
approximately a year earlier. In addition, results are presented by Nemeth 
for the corresponding displacement-loaded plates that also predict simi
lar trends. However, the results also predict less overall sensitivity of the 
buckling load to cut-out size for the displacement-loaded plates than for 
the stress-loaded plates. 

8.4.3 Behaviour of shear-loaded square plates 

Shear buckling of square plates with a central circular cut-out represents 
another fundamental research problem of practical importance. However, 
the behaviour of shear-loaded composite plates has not received nearly as 
much attention as corresponding compression-loaded plates. Rouse [34] 
investigated the effects of laminate stacking sequence, material system and 
circular cut-out size on shear buckling of square plates. Finite element and 
experimental results were obtained for several different quasi-isotropic 
and symmetrical laminates consisting of various arrangements of 0°, ± 45° 
and 90° plies. Laminates made of either graphite-epoxy or graphite-thermo-
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plastic material were investigated. The plates were modelled with clamped 
edges, consistent with the massive test fixture used in the experimental 
investigations he conducted. The finite element results and some corres
ponding experimental results show a basic trend of monotonic reduction 
in shear-buckling load with increasing cut-out size for both material sys
tems. This trend is rationalized by noting that in each case a substantial 
destabilizing compressive force acts along the compression diagonal 
of the plate. 

Owen [33] investigated the basic effects of circular cut-out size and plate 
orthotropy by comparing the behaviour of [(0°/90°/ ± 45°)3L quasi
isotropic laminates and several symmetrical angle-ply laminates. The sym
metrical angle-ply plates investigated were [( ± 8)6]s laminates with values 
of 8 = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. Graphite-epoxy material proper
ties were used for all laminates. Analytical results were obtained for sim
ply supported stress-loaded plates with d/ W up to 0.4. The results predict 
a monotonic reduction in shear buckling load with increasing cut-out size 
for each laminate type and reductions of approximately 50% in buckling 
load are predicted as the cut-out size increases from d/W = 0.1 to 0.4. 
Moreover, the results predict higher buckling loads for the laminates with 
8 = 30°, 45° and 60° for each cut-out size. For each of these laminates the 
fibres in the outermost plies are closely aligned with the compression 
diagonal of the plate. The highest buckling load is predicted for the lami
nate with 8 = 45° for each cut-out size. In this case, the fibres in the outer
most plies are exactly aligned with the compression diagonal of the plate. 

Jones and Klang [46] also investigated the effects of circular cut-out size 
and laminate stacking sequence on the shear buckling load of square 
graphite-epoxy plates with elastically restrained edges. In this study, 
[±45% 02L [±45°/9002]s and [(±45°)4L laminates were investigated. 
Analytical results were obtained for stress-loaded plates with d/W up to 
0.5 and with varying degrees of equal elastic rotational restraint on each 
edge between the bounding cases of clamped and simply supported edges. 
These results also predict a monotonic reduction in shear buckling load 
with increasing cut-out size for each laminate and for the full range of edge 
restraint. For each laminate, reductions of approximately 60% in buckling 
load are predicted as the cut-out size increases from d / W = 0 to 0.5. 

8.4.4 Plate aspect ratio effects 

Marshall, Little and EI Tayeby [17] obtained experimental and analytical 
results for rectangular specially orthotropic glass-epoxy plates with 
L/W = 2 and with a central circular cut-out. Relative changes in the buck
ling load, compared to the buckling load of the corresponding plate with
out a cut-out, were presented for compression displacement-loaded plates 
that show a trend of monotonic increase in relative buckling load with 
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increasing cut-out size. Substantial increases are exhibited by the plates 
with d/W > 0.4. The analyses and experiments indicate that these plates 
buckle at loads nearly 500;~) higher than the buckling load of the corres
ponding plate without a cut-out. In each case, the plates buckled into two 
half waves along the plate length and one half wave across the width. 

These high relative buckling loads obtained by Marshall and his col
leagues can be rationalized using the logic first presented by Vann and 
Vos [48] for isotropic plates; i.e. when a plate buckles into two half waves 
along the length and a single half wave across the width, the cut-out strad
dles the nodal line of the deformation pattern. In this region of the plate, 
the bending a~tion is substantially smaller than at the buckle crests. As .a 
result, the loss in bending stiffness due to a cut-out is not as significant as 
when the cut-out is centred on a buckle crest. Moreover, an increasing 
amount of the axial load is shifted toward the plate edges as the cut-out 
size increases. The net effect is larger increases in buckling load with 
increasing cut-out size when the cut-out straddles a nodal line as oppos
ed to being centred on the buckle crest. This behaviour is referred to 
herein for convenience, using the terminology of Vann and Vos, as the 
contra flexure effect of a cut-out. 

Nemeth and his colleagues [6, 7, 24, 25] investigated the basic effects of 
plate aspect ratio, orthotropy and circular cut-out size by comparing ana
lytical results for unidirectional 0° and 90°, [(0° /90 0 )5L and [( ± El)I1Js 
graphite-epoxy laminates with m ? 6. Compression-loaded simply sup
ported plates and plates with the loaded and unloaded edges damped and 
simply supported, respectively, were investigated. The results predict that 
a cut-out can significantly influence the formation of the buckle pattern in 
a rectangular plate. A long-known basic property exhibited by rectangu
lar plates is the garland curve shape of their buckling load-versus-plate
aspect-ratio curves. Near a cusp in these curves, particularly for the smaller 
values of plate aspect ratio, an increase in the buckling load occurs. In 
addition, when the bending stiffness normal to the loaded edges of a plate, 
D]!, is increased relative to the stiffness parallel to the loaded edge, Ow 
the spacing of the cusps and their amplitudes can increase dramatically. 
Similarly, when OJ ]/022 is reduced, the spacing of the cusps and their 
amplitudes decrease. 

The analytical results of Nemeth [6,7,24,25] predict that a central cir
cular cut-out can significantly affect the formation of these cusps. One ob
vious effect is the loss in central bending stiffness due to the cut-out. Results 
for simply supported unidirectional 0° and [( ± 15°)I1Js displacement
loaded plates predict that the plates with d/W = 0.6 exhibit the largest 
buckling loads as L/W increases. Moreover, the plates in which the cut
out straddles the nodal line of the buckle pattern exhibit the higher buck
ling loads, consistent with the contraflexure effect. Generally, the results 
for the simply supported plates and the plates with damped loaded edges 
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predict trends of increasing buckling load with increasing d/W for both 
stress-loaded and displacement-loaded plates as L/W increases. Moreover, 
the results predict this trend to be more pronounced as 0 11 / 0 22 increases 
and when the loaded edges are ~imply supported. 

These results also predict that the influence of the bending boundary 
conditions on the loaded edges (clamped or simply supported) are some
what sensitive to cut-out size, but are far more sensitive to plate orthotropy 
[6,7,24,25]. Generally, the bending boundary conditions become more 
influential on the buckling load as 0 1 /022 increases and d/W and L/W 
decrease. 

Results obtained by Nemeth [24, 25] for angle-ply laminates predict that 
as the plate aspect ratio increases, the buckling loads for the correspond
ing stress-loaded and displacement-loaded plates coalesce. Moreover, the 
value of L/W at which coalescence occurs becomes smaller as the fibre 
angle {} increases. This behaviour is explained by noting that, as the plate 
aspect ratio increases, the amount of material between the loaded edges 
of a plate and the central cut-out increases. Thus, in accordance with 5t. 
Venant's principle, the differences in the prebuckling states for the two 
loading conditions attenuate as the plate aspect ratio increases. Moreover, 
the more compliant the material is in the loading direction prior to buck
ling, the more rapid is the attenuation with increases in plate aspect ratio. 
The results also indicate that the buckling loads for the corresponding 
stress-loaded and displacement-loaded plates generally increase and de
crease with increasing L/W, respectively. This behaviour suggests that 
both distinctly different deformation states for square stress-loaded and 
displacement-loaded plates attenuate to a common state in which a size
able amount of the axial load is redirected to the unloaded edges by the 
presence of a large cut-out. 

Yasui and Tsukamura [22] also investigated the effects of plate aspect 
ratio and circular cut-out size on the behaviour of symmetrical cross-ply 
laminates made of graphite-epoxy or glass-epoxy materials. Results were 
obtained for simply supported stress-loaded plates using finite element 
analysis. These results also predict that the cut-out size and plate 
orthotropy significantly affect the formation of the plate buckle pattern. In 
addition, the results show that the square graphite-epoxy plates exhibit 
a monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing d / W, and that this 
trend generally reverses for approximately 1.4 ~ L/W ~ 2.3. For this 
range of plate aspect ratios, the plates buckle into two half waves along 
the plate length and typically the plates with the larger cut-outs have the 
higher buckling loads. This behaviour is consistent with the contraflexure 
effect and the attenuation behaviour of the prebuckling state previously 
discussed herein. More precisely, with increasing L/W, the prebuckling 
states of the stress-loaded plates attenuate to one in which a substantial 
amount of axial load is redirected toward the unloaded edges of the plate 
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due to the presence of a large cut-out. The same trends are predicted for 
the corresponding glass-epoxy plates but the sensitivity of the buckling 
load to d/W is generally less pronounced than for the graphite-epoxy 
plates. In addition, results for corresponding plates with square cut-outs 
having rounded corners predict basically the same trends. 

Yasui [38] also obtained similar results for symmetrical cross-ply lami
nates made of either graphite-epoxy or glass-epoxy material and for 
angle-ply laminates made of graphite-epoxy material. Results were 
obtained for simply supported stress-loaded plates using finite element 
analysis. These results predict essentially the same trends as described in 
the previous paragraph. In addition, Yasui identified the presence of zones 
of tensile stress near a large cut-out in a plate, similar to those predicted 
by Nemeth for square plates [24,25]. Yasui's results predict that these 
zones of tensile stress grow slightly in magnitude and distribution as the 
plate aspect ratio increases and contribute to an increase in the buckling load. 

8.4.5 Cut-out eccentricity effects 

The results obtained by Marshall and his colleagues [16] appear to be the 
only available results addressing the effects of cut-out eccentricity on the 
buckling behaviour of composite plates. These results are for square spe
cially orthotropic glass-epoxy plates loaded in compression by uniform 
edge displacements. The plates investigated are simply supported and 
have longitudinally eccentric circular cut-outs with d/W = 0.3 and 0.5 and 
with cut-out eccentricities up to 10% of the plate length. Experimental re
sults, and results from an approximate analysis, show a trend of mono
tonic reduction in buckling load with increases in cut-out eccentricity for 
both cut-out sizes. Moreover, the results indicate that the effect of cut-out 
eccentricity becomes more pronounced as the cut-out size increases. The 
largest reduction in buckling load was exhibited by the plates with 
d/W = 0.5 with an eccentricity of approximately 10% of the plate length. 
These plates buckled at loads approximately 30% lower than the buckling 
load of the corresponding plate without a cut-out. 

8.4.6 Effects of cut-out shape 

Only a few studies have been made that present direct comparisons of the 
effects of cut-out shape on the buckling behaviour of composite plates. 
Yasui and Tsukamura [22] investigated the effect of cut-out shape on the 
compression buckling behaviour of simply supported stress-loaded square 
plates. In this study, finite element results were obtained for specially 
orthotropic plates with either a central circular cut-out or a central square 
cut-out with rounded corners. In addition, plates made of either 
glass-epoxy or graphite-epoxy material were investigated. Results for 
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identical plates, one with a circular cut-out and the other with a square 
cut-out with the same width as the circular cut-out diameter, were ob
tained for cut-out widths up to 50% of the plate width.These results pre
dict that the plates with circular cut-outs have the higher buckling loads, 
and that the difference in buckling loads due to cut-out shape is slightly 
more pronounced for the graphite-epoxy plates than for the glass-epoxy 
plates. In addition, the results predict that the buckling load for a plate 
with a square cut-out is less than about 10% different from the buckling 
load of the corresponding plate with a circular cut-out with d/W ~ 0.3. 
Similarly, differences in buckling load due to cut-out shape of approxi
mately 14% and 34% were predicted for the glass-epoxy plates with 
d/ W = 0.4 and 0.5, respectively. A difference of approximately 21 % is pre
dicted for the graphite-epoxy plates with d/W = 0.4. This behaviour is at 
least partially explained by noting that, as the cut-out width increases, a 
plate with a square cut-out experiences a larger loss in central bending 
stiffness than a plate with a corresponding circular cut-out. 

Britt [47] studied the effects of elliptical cut-out shape on the behaviour 
of square compression-stress-loaded and shear-stress-loaded plates. 
Graphite-epoxy [( ± 8)6L plates with central cut-outs were investigated for 
values of 0° ~ 8° ~ 90°. Buckling loads were obtained for elliptical cut
outs with a major axis length-to-plate-width ratio d / W = 0.6 and with cut
out aspect ratios h/ d = 1/3,2/3 and 1 (Fig. 8.1). For these results, the major 
axis of the elliptical cut-out is normal to the compressive loading direction 
(1jI = 0). The results obtained by Britt predict basically the same trend for 
simply supported and clamped plates loaded by either uniaxial compres
sion, shear or the two loadings combined. In particular, the results predict 
that significant increases in the buckling load are obtained by reducing the 
aspect ratio of the elliptical cut-out. This effect can be rationalized by not
ing that as the cut-out ratio is reduced, the plate gains central bending stiff
ness to resist buckling without drastically altering the axial load path. The 
results also predict that the largest gains in buckling load are for approxi
mately 40° ~ 8 ~ 60°. 

In the same study, Britt also investigated the effect of rotating the ellip
tical cut-out by an angle IjIfor [(±300)6L [(±45°)6L and [(±45° /0° /90°)3]5 
graphite-epoxy square plates. The angle IjI corresponds to a clockwise ro
tation of the major axis of the elliptical cut-out as shown in Figure 8.1. In 
addition, several cut-out aspect ratios were investigated. Results for sim
ply supported stress-loaded plates predict a monotonic reduction in buck
ling resistance as the cut-out is rotated and the plates with the high values 
of h/ d exhibit the largest reductions. The biggest and smallest variations 
in buckling load are predicted for the [( ± 45°)615 and [( ± 45° / 0° /900hL 
plates, respectively. Corresponding results for shear-loaded plates predict 
a monotonic reduction in buckling resistance as the cut-out is rotated to 
45°, followed by monotonic increases in buckling resistance. Moreover, the 
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response curves given are symmetrical about the vertical line on the plots 
corresponding to !/J = 45°. The high aspect ratio cut-outs also exhibit the 
largest reductions, and the biggest and smallest variations in buckling load 
are also predicted for the [( ± 45°)61, and [( ± 45° /0° /90°)3], plates, respec
tively. Results were also obtained for the case of combined compression 
and shear load. These results predict that in this case the plates exhibit basi
cally the same trends with respect to cut-out aspect ratio and laminate type. 
The effect of the cut-out rotation is also predicted to exhibit, for the most 
part, monotonic reduction in buckling load with !/J. 

8.4.7 Effects of bending boundary conditions 

All the studies reviewed herein address the effects of bending boundary 
conditions in some manner. However, Srivatsa and Krishna Murty [44] 
and Jones and Klang [46] have addressed these effects directly for square 
plates with central circular cut-outs. Finite element results obtained by 
Srivatsa and Krishna Murty predict that the bending boundary conditions 
can entirely change the effect of a cut-out on the buckling behaviour. For 
example, results for uniaxial stress-loaded [0° / ± 45° /90°1, graphite-epoxy 

. plates predict monotonic reduction in buckling load with d/W for simply 
supported plates, clamped plates and plates in which the loaded edges are 
clamped and the unloaded edges are simply supported. However, results 
for corresponding plates with the loaded edges simply supported and the 
unloaded edges clamped show slight reductions in buckling load as d/W 
increases up to approximately 0.3. For larger values of d/W, the buckling 
load is predicted to increase monotonically. 

Jones and Klang investigated the effects of an elastic rotational restraint 
on the influence of central circular cut-outs in square compression-loaded 
and shear-loaded square plates. Analytical results for [± 45° /O~]s 
graphite-epoxy laminates predict a monotonic reduction in buckling load 
with d/W for compression-stress-loaded and shear-stress-loaded plates, 
for the full range of elastic restraint. Compression-displacement-loaded 
plates are predicted to exhibit a slight reduction in buckling load followed 
by monotonic increases with increasing d/W. The results also predict that 
the effect of the elastic restraint on the buckling load is much more pro
nounced in compression-loaded plates than in shear-loaded square plates, 
and that the influence of the elastic restraint diminishes as the cut-out size 
increases. 

8.4.8 Combined loading and in-plane boundary condition effects 

Larsson [20] studied the effects of compressive biaxial loading on the buck
ling behaviour of square stress-loaded plates with a central circular cut
out. Simply supported specially orthotropic plates made of E-glass-epoxy 
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material and two different types of boron-epoxy materials were investi
gated. For each case, finite element results obtained by Larsson predict 
that the sensitivity of the change in buckling load to changes in cut-out 
size is more pronounced for uniaxially loaded plates than for biaxially 
loaded plates. Results for boron-epoxy plates with d/W = 0 and 0.6 pre
dict that biaxially stress-loaded and biaxially displacement-loaded 
clamped plates, with equal load in each loading direction, buckle at loads 
approximately 4% and 30% higher, respectively, than the buckling loads 
for corresponding plates without cut-outs. 

Turvey and Sadeghipour [21] studied the effects of restraining the in
plane displacements normal to the unloaded edges of square glass-epoxy 
plates loaded in uniaxial compression and with cut-out sizes up to d/W 
= 0.7. In this situation, restraining the unloaded edges of the specially or
thotropic plates to be immovable induces a biaxial loading state. Results 
of their finite element analyses for stress-loaded plates predict that buck
ling loads for the plates with immovable unloaded edges are always less 
than the buckling load of the corresponding plate with movable unloaded 
edges. Moreover, the finite element results predict that the buckling loads 
of stress-loaded plates with immovable unloaded edges are less than the 
buckling loads for corresponding displacement-loaded plates for the full 
range of cut-out sizes. 

Turvey and Sadeghipour [23] also studied the effects of in-plane load
ing conditions and boundary conditions on square shear-loaded plates 
made of graphite-epoxy material. Finite element results were obtained for 
clamped [( ± 45°)4], laminates with central circular cut-out sizes up to 
d/W = 0.6. Also, results were obtained for shear-stress-Ioaded, shear
displacement-loaded, and shear-stress-Ioaded plates with the additional 
constraint that only one pair of opposite edges remain straight during de
formation. These results predict that the shear buckling load is practically 
independent of the three modes of shear loading considered. In each case, 
the buckling load diminishes monotonically with increasing cut-out size 
and the reduction is, for the most part, nearly linear with d/W. 

Lee, Lin and Lin [26] also obtained finite element results for biaxially 
stress-loaded (equal magnitude in each direction) square plates with a cen
tral circular cut-out. Results for specially orthotropic clamped and simply 
supported plates with modulus ratios Ej EI/ = 2 and 10 were obtained for 
cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.4. These results predict that the simply sup
ported plates exhibit a trend of monotonic reduction in buckling load with 
increasing cut-out size. Moreover, the results predict practically the same 
trend for corresponding simply supported plates with the different mod
ulus ratios. The results for the clamped plates show a much different trend 
and much more sensitivity to the modulus ratio. The clamped plates ex
hibit slight reduction in buckling load with increasing d/W followed by 
a monotonic increase in buckling load. Comparison with results for 
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corresponding uniaxially loaded plates with the same value of modulus 
ratio predicts that the buckling load of the simply supported plates loaded 
in biaxial compression is less sensitive to changes in cut-out size than that 
of the uniaxially loaded plates. 

Yasui [38] also studied the effects of biaxial compression loading on rec
tangular unidirectional 0° and 90° laminates and symmetrical cross-ply 
laminates with plate aspect ratios 0 ,;;: L/W ,;;: 4. Simply supported plates 
made of graphite-epoxy material and with a central circular cut-out were 
investigated. Finite element results were obtained for uniaxially and bi
axially stress-loaded plates that predict a substantial difference in behav
iour; i.e. the results predict that plates under equal biaxial compression 
exhibit monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size 
for the full range of aspect ratios considered, unlike the corresponding uni
axially loaded plates. Results were also presented for the cross-ply lami
nates for several different biaxial compression loading ratios that indicate 
essentially the same trend. 

Yasui [38] also studied the effects of biaxial compression loading on 
[( ± e)6L graphite-epoxy rectangular plates with a central circular cut-out. 
Finite element results were obtained for stress-loaded plates with all edges 
simply supported. Results for square plates predict, for the most part, a 
monotonic reduction in buckling load with cut-out size for values of 
0° ,;;: e ,;;: 90°. In addition, the results predict that the buckling loads for 
biaxially loaded plates, with equal loading on each edge, are much less 
sensitive to e and cut-out size than the corresponding uniaxially loaded 
plates. Results for corresponding rectangular plates also predict a trend of 
mono-tonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size, unlike 
corresponding uniaxially loaded plates. However, the longer plates con
sidered also showed much different sensitivity to e than the square plates. 

Britt [47] studied the behaviour of square plates with a central circular 
cut-out and subjected to combined uniaxial tension -compression and 
shear loads. Both the axial and shear load were applied as uniform edge 
stresses. Buckling interaction curves were obtained for [( ± 30°)6]" 
[( ± 45°)6L and [( ± 45° /0° /90°)31, graphite-epoxy plates with d/W = 0.1 
and 0.3. These results predict that the buckling resistance decreases with 
increasing cut-out size and that the decrease is more pronounced when 
uniaxial tension is present. 

8.4.9 Effects of anisotropy 

Nemeth [24, 25] investigated the effects of cut-out size on the importance 
of anisotropy in [+60~/ -60~L graphite-epoxy laminates loaded in com
pression. Laminates with these stacking sequences exhibit anisotropy in 
the form of bending-twisting coupling. Finite element results were ob
tained for displacement-loaded plates with clamped loaded and simply 
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supported unloaded edges. These results predict that the importance of 
the bending anisotropy in these plates becomes much more pronounced 
for d/W> 0.3. For example, the results predict that neglecting the 
anisotropy in the analysis of the plate with d/W = 0.6 would overestimate 
the buckling load by about 37%, as compared with about 24% for the 
corresponding plate without a cut-out. 

Turvey and Sadeghipour [21] investigated the effects of anisotropy on 
the buckling behaviour of compression-loaded unidirectional off-axis 
plates with a central circular cut-out. In particular, finite element results 
were obtained for stress-loaded square plates made of glass-epoxy materi
al and with a fibre orientation angle e = 45° (Fig. 8.1). Plates with this 
construction exhibit membrane and bending anisotropy in the form of 
shear-extensional and bending-twisting coupling, respectively. The 
unloaded edges of the plates were modelled as movable edges that permit 
in-plane shearing deformations. These results predict that these stress
loaded anisotropic plates exhibit a trend contrary to that typically exhi
bited by similar stress-loaded isotropic and orthotropic plates; i.e. the 
buckling load diminishes with increasing cut-out size, reaches a minimum 
value, and then increases monotonically. The results also predict that 
clamped plates are much more sensitive to changes in cut-out size than 
corresponding simply supported plates for values of d/W > 0.25; i.e. the 
clamped plates exhibit larger relative increases in buckling load than the 
corresponding simply supported plates. 

Turvey and Sadeghipour [23] also investigated the effects of anisotropy 
on corresponding unidirectional off-axis plates loaded by uniform edge 
shear stress. For the shear loading, the 45° fibre direction is aligned with 
the tension diagonal of a plate that is associated with the shear load. Finite 
element results for clamped and simply supported plates predict that 
shear-loaded anisotropic plates exhibit basically the same trend as corres
ponding isotropic and orthotropic plates; i.e. the shear buckling load de
creases monotonically with increasing cut-out size. The results also predict 
practically the same level of sensitivity to cut-out size for the clamped and 
simply supported plates. 

The effects of varying the degree of anisotropy exhibited by the unidi
rectional off-axis square plates with a central circular cut-out was also 
investigated by Turvey and Sadeghipour [21, 23]. Both compression stress
loaded and shear-stress loaded glass-epoxy plates were investigated. For 
compression-loaded plates, the fibre angle e (Fig. 1) was varied from 0° to 
90°. Finite element results were obtained for plates with d/W = 0 and 0.3 
and with movable unloaded edges. These results predict that the sensi
tivity of the buckling load for clamped plates to changes in e increases dra
matically as d / W increases from 0 to 0.3. Corresponding simply supported 
plates are predicted to be essentially insensitive to the presence of the cut-out. 
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For the shear-loaded plates, the angle e was varied from -45° to 45°. 
Values of e = 45° and -45° correspond to the fibre-direction being aligned 
with the tension diagonal and compression diagonal of the square plates, 
respectively. Finite element results were obtained for stress-loaded plates 
with d/W = 0.3. These results predict that plates with e = -45° are the 
most buckling resistant. This behaviour is rationalized by noting that a 
unidirectional plate has the most bending resistance to the destabilizing 
compression force when the fibre-direction is aligned with the compres
sion diagonal of the plate. 

Lin and Kuo [27] investigated the effects of anisotropy on the buckling 
behaviour of 2-ply and 6-ply antisymmetrical cross-ply, and 4-ply and 
6-ply anti symmetrical angle-ply laminates, with a central circular cut-out. 
Laminates with this construction exhibit anisotropy in the form of bend
ing-extensional coupling. As the number of plies forming these laminates 
increases, the bending-extensional coupling weakens. Simply supported 
and clamped plates with relatively small cut-out sizes (d/W :::; 0.3) were 
investigated. Moreover, uniaxial compression, biaxial compression with 
equal loading in each direction, and tension -compression biaxial loadings 
were investigated. Each of these loadings was applied by specifying 
uniform edge stresses. 

Finite element results obtained by Lin and Kuo for the 2-ply and 6-ply 
antisymmetrical cross-ply laminates loaded uniaxially predict a general 
trend of monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size. 
This trend is also predicted for the antisymmetrical cross-ply laminates 
subjected to either of the biaxial loadings. The buckling loads of the uni
axially loaded antisymmetrical cross-ply laminates, with simply supported 
or clamped edges, are all predicted to exhibit slightly larger reductions in 
buckling load with increasing d/W as the degree of bending-extensional 
coupling becomes smaller. This trend is also predicted for the corres
ponding simply supported plates loaded biaxially. Furthermore, the effect 
is predicted to be more pronounced for the biaxially loaded plates with 
large tension-load components. 

Lin and Kuo also studied the effect of varying the lamina modulus 
ratio E) E2 of the highly anisotropic [0° /90°] laminates on the buckling 
load. Finite element results for simply supported square plates predict 
that varying the lamina modulus ratio has, for the most part, practically 
no effect on the relative· changes in buckling load with increasing cut
out size. They also investigated the effect of varying the fibre angle for 
6-ply antisymmetrical angle-ply laminates loaded uniaxially. The finite 
element results obtained for these laminates also predict a general trend 
of monotonic reduction in buckling load with increasing cut-out size. In 
addition, the relative change in buckling load with cut-out size is pre
dicted generally to diminish as the fibre direction e approaches 90° 
(Fig. S.l). 
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Lin and Kuo also compared the buckling resistance of similar 4-ply anti
symmetrical and symmetrical angle-ply laminates, and of similar 4-ply 
antisymmetrical and symmetrical cross-ply laminates. Angle-ply lami
nates with angles of 30°, 45°and 60° between the fibre directions and the 
loading direction were investigated. In each case, and for each cut-out size, 
the antisymmetrical angle-ply laminates are predicted to be more buck
ling resistant than the corresponding symmetrical angle-ply laminate. 
However, the opposite trend is predicted for the cross-ply laminates. 

Chang and Shiao [36] investigated the effects of anisotropy on the ther
mal buckling behaviour of 2-ply and 6-ply antisymmetrical angle-ply lami
nates with a central circular cut-out. Simply supported square plates with 
relatively small cut-out sizes (d/W ~ 0.3) were investigated. Destabilizing 
membrane forces due to constrained thermal expansion and uniform heat
ing were considered. Finite element results obtained predict greater sen
sitivity of the buckling temperature with increasing d/W for the plates 
with more bending-extensional coupling. Furthermore, the results pre
dict that the sensitivity of the buckling temperature to d/W is strongly de
pendent on the fibre orientation angle e in the plates with a high degree 
of bending-extensional coupling. Chang and Shiao also note that in many 
cases the buckling temperature can increase with increasing cut-out size. 
This trend is similar to the trend for corresponding isotropic plates first 
published by Sumi and Sekiya [49]. 

Chen, Lin and Chen [39] investigated the thermal buckling behaviour 
of antisymmetrical cross-ply laminates with d/W as large as 0.6. Finite 
element results generally predict a trend of monotonic reduction in buck
ling temperature with increasing d / W. The sensitivity of the buckling tem
pera-ture to d/W was also predicted to be lower for corresponding 
laminates with greater bending-extensional coupling. 

Jones and Klang [46] investigated the effects of anisotropy on the buck
ling behaviour of unidirectional off-axis laminates with e = 30° (Fig. S.l) 
and with a central circular cut-out. Analytical results were obtained for 
compressive stress-loaded and displacement-loaded square plates made 
of graphite-epoxy material and with edges elastically restrained against 
rotation. These results predict that the displacement-loaded anisotropic 
plates exhibit a trend similar to that exhibited by similar displacement
loaded isotropic plates for the full range of elastic restraint; i.e. the buck
ling load diminishes with increasing cut-out size, reaches a minimum value 
and then increases monotonically. Similarly, the results predict that the 
stress-loaded anisotropic plates exhibit a trend similar to that exhibited by 
similar stress-loaded isotropic plates which exhibit a monotonic reduction 
in buckling load with increasing d/W. The results also predict that the 
effect of the cut-out on the buckling load becomes more pronounced as 
the amount of rotational restraint increases, and that this effect is more 
pronounced in stress-loaded plates than in displacement-loaded plates. 
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Jones and Klang also obtained results for elastically restrained 
[± 45° 10~]s shear-stress-Ioaded laminates. These results predict that the ef
fect of bending anisotropy on the buckling load decreases slightly with in
creasing cut-out size, and that the trend is valid for the full range of elastic 
restraint. 

8.4.10 Plate thickness effects 

Lin and Kuo [27] investigated the effects of plate thickness on the buck
ling behaviour of 6-ply antisymmetrical cross-ply laminates with a central 
circular cut-out and loaded in biaxial compression. Laminates with this 
construction exhibit anisotropy in the form of bending-extensional coup
ling. Simply supported and clamped square plates with relatively small 
cut-out sizes (dlW :( 0.3) were investigated. The biaxial compression load 
was applied by specifying equal uniform stresses on each edge of a plate. 

Finite element results obtained by Lin and Kuo, based on shear defor
mation plate theory, predict that the buckling load of the clamped plates 
is very sensitive to the plate width-to-thickness ratio Wit. The results also 
predict that the buckling load of the corresponding simply supported 
plates is practically insensitive to Wit. Furthermore, the results predict a 
trend of increasing sensitivity with increasing cut-out size for the clamped 
plates. 

Chang and Shiao [36] investigated the effects of plate thickness on the 
thermal buckling behaviour of 2-ply and 6-ply antisymmetrical angle-ply 
laminates with a central circular cut-out. Simply supported square plates 
with relatively small cut-out sizes (dlW :( 0.3) were investigated. Finite 
element results obtained predict that the sensitivity of the buckling tem
perature to d I W increases as Wit increases. This effect is also predicted to 
be more pronounced in the plates with a higher degree of bending
extensional coupling. Finite element results obtained by Chen, Lin and 
Chen [39] for simply supported square [0°/90°/0°/90°] laminates sub
jected to a uniform temperature rise predict the opposite trend; i.e. the sen
sitivity of the buckling temperature to dlW decreases slightly as Wit 
increases. 

Ram and Sinha [43] investigated the effects of plate thickness on the 
buckling of square simply supported plates subjected to hygrothermal 
loads. Results for [0°/90°1, and[( ± 45°)2]T graphite-epoxy laminates 
predict that the buckling behaviour of thin laminates with a cut-out is 
extremely sensitive to moisture content. Moreover, this effect becomes 
more pronounced as the cut-out size increases. 

8.4.11 Unconventional laminate construction 

Hyer and Charette [28] and Hyer and Lee [40] have studied the use of 
curvilinear fibre geometry in the laminate construction of square lami-
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nated composite plates with a central circular cut-out. Compression dis
placement-loaded graphite-epoxy plates withd/W = 1/3 and simply sup
ported on all edges were investigated. Finite element results predict that 
significant improvements in the buckling resistance may be possible using 
curvilinear fibre geometry in laminate construction as compared to con
ventional straight-fibre laminate construction. Furthermore, some lami
nate designs are given that are predicted to have improved tensile load 
capacity in addition to improved buckling resistance. 

8.5 POSTBUCKLING BEHAVIOUR RESULTS 

Substantially fewer studies of the postbuckling behaviour of composite 
plates with cut-outs exist than corresponding studies of buckling behav
iour. Moreover, most of the studies of postbuckling behaviour are for com
pression-loaded square plates and not many of those studies identify 
behavioural trends. However, the studies have identified a few key as
pects of the postbuckling behaviour of composite plates with central cir
cular cut-outs. These findings are presented in this section of the present 
chapter. First, results are presented for compression-loaded square plates 
and then for shear-loaded square plates. 

8.5.1 Behaviour of compression-loaded square plates 

The finding that some displacement-loaded plates with large cut-outs 
buckle at substantially larger loads than a corresponding plate without a 
cut-out raises some important questions. These questions deal with the 
issue of postbuckling stiffness and load carrying capacity; i.e. do plates 
with large cut-outs exhibit stable postbuckling behaviour? Martin [1] in
vestigated the postbuckling behaviour of square composite plates loaded 
in uniaxial compression by uniform edge stress and with a central circu
lar cut-out. Approximate analytical results were obtained for simply sup
ported [0° / ± 45° /90°L, unidirectional 0°, and [± 45°h glass-epoxy plates 
with 0 ,s; d/W ,s; 0.5. These results and some corresponding experimen
tal results indicate that the plates exhibit stable postbuckling behaviour 
for all cut-out sizes considered. Moreover, the analytical results predict a 
trend of monotonic reduction in postbuckling stiffness with increasing cut
out size. Analytical results were also obtained for [0° /900 ]T boron-epoxy 
plates that predict large out-of-plane displacements at the onset of load
ing, and a general trend of monotonic reduction in apparent in-plane stiff
ness in the loading direction with increasing cut-out size. 

VandenBrink and Kamat [14, 15] investigated the postbuckling behav
iour of compression-loaded square plates with a central circular cut-out. 
Results of finite element analyses were presented for simply supported 
isotropic plates and [+60~/ -60~]s graphite-epoxy plates. The finite 
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element meshes used in the analyses were 1/ 4-plate models that exploit 
behaviour with orthogonal planes of reflective symmetry or antisymme
try. However, these particular angle-ply laminates are highly anisotropic 
and do not exhibit behaviour consistent with the symmetry of the mesh. 
The results are more representative of [( ± 60°)5], laminates which possess 
much less bending anisotropy. 

Results obtained by VandenBrink and Kamat for isotropic plates with
out a cut-out predict that square stress-loaded plates have slightly less 
postbuckling stiffness than corresponding displacement-loaded plates. 
This finding is consistent with the fact that the stress-loaded plate has more 
centrally located compressive stresses since the applied traction remains 
evenly distributed across the width during loading. Results for displace
ment-loaded isotropic plates with d/W = 0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 and for stress
loaded [( ± 60 0 Us laminated plates with d/W = 0, 0.2 and 0.6, predict that 
all of the plates exhibit stable postbuckling behaviour. Moreover, the re
sults predict a trend of monotonic reduction in postbuckling stiffness with 
increasing cut-out size. In addition, the results predict that the isotropic 
plates are relatively stiffer than the angle-ply plates for each cut-out size. 

Larsson [20] conducted finite element analyses on simply supported 
square plates with a central circular cut-out and stress-loaded either uni
axially or biaxially. Isotropic plates and specially orthotropic plates made 
of boron-epoxy material were investigated. Results were obtained for 
plates with d/W = 0 and 0.6. These results predict stable postbuckling be
haviour for all of the plates and substantial losses in postbuckling stiffness 
due to the cut-out for the uniaxially loaded plates. Moreover, the results 
predict that the sensitivity of the postbuckling stiffness to cut-out size 
diminishes when the plates are loaded biaxially. The results also generally 
predict slightly larger relative losses in postbuckling stiffness for the 
boron-epoxy plates than for the isotropic plates. 

Marshall and his colleagues [19] investigated the effects of circular cut
out size on the postbuckling membrane stress distribution at the plate 
midlength for displacement-loaded square plates. Specially orthotropic 
plates made of glass-polyester material, with d/ W = 0.2 and OA, and with 
simply supported edges were investigated. Both analytical and experi
mental results for the plate with d/W = 0.2 show normal stress distribu
tions typical of plates with a small cut-out; i.e. a stress concentration next 
to the cut-out for loads near the buckling load and most of the load at the 
unloaded edges for loads approximately three times the buckling load. 
However, the results show a general trend in which the normal stress at 
the cut-out and the normal stress at the unloaded edges increases and 
decreases in magnitude, respectively, as d/W increases. Thus, the plate 
with the larger cut-out has a significantly different stress distribution at 
the cut-out. 
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Horn and Rouhi [29,30] investigated the postbuckling behaviour of 
square compression-loaded laminates with a central circular cut-out. Sixty 
16-ply graphite-epoxy and graphite-thermoplastic laminates and similar 
aluminium plates were tested for cut-out sizes up to d/W = 0.7. The test 
specimens were displacement-loaded and clamped on the loaded edges 
and simply supported on the unloaded edges. The experimental results 
show that all the panels carried load several times their corresponding 
buckling loads. In addition, the results show that the ultimate load of the 
plates decreased monotonically with increasing cut-out size. This trend 
was more pronounced for the aluminium and graphite-thermoplastic 
plates than for the graphite-epoxy plates. 

Nemeth [31] experimentally investigated the postbuckling behaviour of 
square compression-loaded graphite-epoxy plates with a central circular 
cut-out. Results were obtained for displacement-loaded isotropic plates, 
unidirectional 0° and 90° laminates, [(0°/90°)5], laminates, and [( ± 8)6L 
laminates with 8 = 30°, 45° and 60° (Fig. 8.1). The test specimens were 
clamped on the loaded edges and simply supported on the unloaded 
edges. These results show stable postbuckling behaviour for all the plates 
and many of the plates with large cut-outs exhibit substantial postbuck
ling load carrying ability. The results also show that the laminates with 
8 = 45° and 60° and with d/W = 0.66 exhibit substantial non-linear pre
buckling deformations due to material non-linearity. With respect to over
all trends, the results generally show a monotonic reduction in initial 
postbuckling stiffness with increasing cut-out size for all plates except the 
unidirectional 90° laminates. These laminates exhibited sizeable increases 
in initial postbuckling stiffness with increasing cut-out si:z;e. The unidirec
tional 0° laminates and the laminates with 8 = 30° exhibited the smallest 
changes in initial postbuckling stiffness with increasing cut-out size. 
Moreover, the isotropic plates and the [(0° /90°)5]5 laminates exhibit prac
tically the same relative reductions in initial postbuckling stiffness with 
increasing cut-out size. 

Lee and Hyer [41,42] investigated the effects of laminate stacking 
sequence on the postbuckling failure characteristics of compression-loaded 
square plates with a central circular cut-out with d/W = 0.3. Sixteen-ply 
[(±45% 0/900)2],' [(±45%~)2L [±45%~L and [(±45°)4], graphite
epoxy laminates were investigated. The plates were displacement-loaded 
and clamped and simply supported on the loaded and unloaded edges, 
respectively. All the laminates with 0° plies failed at loads nearly seven 
times their corresponding buckling loads. The [± 45°)4], laminates exhi
bited material non-linearity and failed at loads nearly four times their buck
ling loads. Moreover, the [( ± 45° /0° /90°)2], and [( ± 45° /0~)2]' laminates 
exhibited fibre compression failures at the midlength of one or both un
loaded edges of the plates. The [± 45° /O~L and [(± 45°)4L laminates 
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exhibited interlaminar shear and intralaminar shear failures at the un
loaded edges of the plates, respectively. 

8.5.2 Behaviour of shear-loaded square plates 

Herman [5] investigated the postbuckling behaviour of square graphite
epoxy shear webs with a central circular cut-out. Experimental results were 
obtained for displacement-loaded [45~/00]s laminates with d/W = a and 
0.45 and made from graphite-epoxy cloth. These results show that the 
plates with the large cut-out exhibit stable postbuckling behaviour and 
substantial postbuckling strength. In particular, these plates carried loads 
nearly eleven times their corresponding buckling loads. Results for corres
ponding plates without cut-outs exhibited nearly double the postbuckling 
load carrying capacity of the plates with d/W = 0.45. 

Rouse [34] conducted basically an experimental investigation of the ef
fects of laminate stacking sequence, material system and circular cut-out 
size on the postbuckling and buckling of shear-loaded square plates. 
Experimental results were obtained for several different quasi-isotropic 
and symmetrical laminates made of either graphite-epoxy or graphite
thermoplastic material. The experimental results show a trend of mono
tonic reduction in ultimate load with increasing cut-out size for both 
material systems. Results for 16-ply [(0°/90°/ ± 45°)2]5 graphite-epoxy 
laminates with d/W = 0, 0.08 and 0.25 also show a trend of increasing 
postbuckling stiffness with increasing cut-out size. However, results for 
24-ply [0°/90°/ ±45°)3L graphite-epoxy laminates with d/W = 0, 0.06 
and 0.25 show a trend of decreasing postbuckling stiffness with increas
ing cut-out size. Similar plates made of graphite-thermoplastic material 
showed the same trend. 

8.6 CONCLUSIONS 

A large number of results are contained in the studies described herein 
and several of the key findings of these studies have been presented and 
discussed. In the process of organizing this information, several important 
points have surfaced. First, both special purpose analytical methods and 
more general finite element methods have distinct advantages of their own. 
The special purpose analyses are typically more limited in scope than the 
finite element methods, but have been used to conduct extensive para
metric studies of buckling behaviour. These simple approximate analyses 
appear to be valuable in the sense that they can easily establish behav
ioural trends that are in good qualitative agreement with experimental data. 
Often the accuracy is within the accuracy of how well the actual material 
properties are known. Finite element methods are typically more accurate 
analyses, and their value becomes obvious when a high degree of fidelity 
is needed to articulate certain points of a behavioural trend. 
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The second point that surfaced in the present chapter is that the under
standing of buckling behaviour of plates with cut-outs is very fragmented. 
There is a definite need for studies that attempt to isolate and articulate 
each fundamental aspect of the behaviour in a consistent manner. 
Moreover, there is a need for more comparisons with experimental data 
to substantiate analytical results. In particular, these comparisons are 
needed in studies dealing with laminate thickness effects, bifurcation buck
ling behaviour of unsymmetrically laminated plates, or any type of 
counter-intuitive behaviour. This experimental verification is necessary in 
order to attract the interest of structural designers and to stimulate the 
development of innovative designs. 

Another important point that surfaced in the present study is the basic 
lack of knowledge concerning the postbuckling behaviour of composite 
plates with cut-outs. Ultimately, to obtain high-performance lightweight 
structures, postbuckling load carrying ability must be exploited. Thus, 
to develop innovative designs, postbuckling behavioural trends for 
compo-site plates with cut-outs must be established and experimentally 
verified. 

In closing, results discussed in the present chapter indicate that plates 
made of advanced composite materials have great potential for struc
tural tailoring. This fact alone has great practical implications. A con
siderable amount of research still needs to be done to obtain a unified 
understanding of the many facets of buckling and particularly post
buckling behaviour of composite plates with cut-outs in order to realize 
this potential. 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 

The constant demand for lighter and more efficient structural 
configurations has led the structural engineer to the use of new man-made 
materials. At the same time, this demand has forced upon him very 
sophisticated methods of testing, analysis and design, as well as of 
fabrication and manufacturing. The recent explosive progress in the 
production and use of composite materials has pointed toward the clear 
possibility of man creating specific materials for specific applications. At 
the same time, it has been realized that there arise demands for: a complete 
understanding of the behaviour of composite materials and the influences 
on this behaviour; establishment of design criteria upon which proper use 
of composites can rest; and the training of engineers in the design and use 
of composite structures. For all three items, it is important to recognize 
that, with the advent of composite media, certain new material 
imperfections can be found in composite structures in addition to the 
better-known imperfections that one finds in metallic structures. Thus, 
broken fibres, delaminated regions, cracks in the matrix material, as well as 
holes, foreign inclusions and small voids constitute material and structural 
imperfections that can exist in composite structures. Imperfections have 
always existed and their effect on the structural response of a system has 
been very significant in many cases. These imperfections can be classified 
into two broad categories: initial geometrical imperfections and material or 
constructional imperfections. 

9.1.1 Initial geometrical imperfections 

The first category includes geometrical imperfections in the structural 
configuration (such as a local out-of-roundness of a circular cylindrical 
shell, which makes the cylindrical shell non-circular; a small initial 
curvature in a flat plate or rod, which makes the structure non-flat, etc.), as 
well as imperfections in the loading mechanisms (such as load 
eccentricities; an axially loaded column is loaded at one end in such a 
manner that a bending moment exists at that end). The effect of these 
imperfections on the response of structural systems has been investigated 
by many researchers and the results of these efforts can be easily found in 
books, as well as in published papers [1]. 
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9.1.2 Material and constructional imperfections 

The second class of imperfections is equally important, but has not 
received as much attention as the first class, especially as far as its effect on 
the buckling response characteristics is concerned. For metallic materials, 
one can find several studies which deal with the effect of material 
imperfections on the fatigue life of the structural component. Moreover, 
there exists a number of investigations that deal with the effect of cut-outs 
and holes on the stress and deformation (local) response of thin plates. 
Another material imperfection is the rigid inclusion (small). The effect of 
rigid inclusions on the stress field of the medium in the neighbourhood of 
the inclusion has received (limited) attention. The interested reader is 
referred to the bibliography of Professor Naruoka [1]. 

There exist two important classes of material and constructional-type 
imperfections, which are very important in the safe (fail-safe or damage
tolerant) design, especially of aircraft and spacecraft. These classes consist of 
fatigue cracks or cracks in general and delaminations in systems that employ 
laminates (fibre-reinforced composites). There is considerable work in the 
area of stress concentration at crack tips and crack propagation (and arrest) . 
Very few investigations are cited, herein, for the sake of brevity. These 
include primarily those dealing with plates and shells and non-isotropic 
construction. Some deal with cracks in metallic plates and shells [2-5]. 
Others deal with non-isotropic construction and investigate the effects of 
non-isotropy [6-11]. In all of these studies, there is no mention of the effect of 
the crack presence on the overall stability or instability of the system. 

Finally, delaminations, which are the primary subject of this chapter are 
one of the most commonly found defects in laminated structural 
components. Most of the work, found in the literature, deals with flat 
configurations. A brief description and a historical sketch are given in the 
next section. 

9.2 HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Composite structures often contain delaminations. Causes of delamination 
are many and include tool drops, bird strikes, runway debris hits and 
manufacturing defects. Moreover, in some cases, especially in the vicinity 
of holes or close to edges in general, delaminations start because of the 
development of interlaminar stresses. Several analyses have been reported 
on the subject of edge delamination and its importance in the design of 
laminated structures. A few of these works are cited [12-15]. These and 
their cited references form a good basis for the interested reader. Edge 
delamination is not the primary subject of this chapter. The type of 
delamination that comprises the basic and primary treatise is the one that 
is found to be present away from the edges (internal). This delamination 
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could be present before the laminate is loaded or it could develop after 
loading because of foreign body (birds, micrometeors, debris) impact. This 
is an extremely important problem especially for laminated structures that 
are subject to destabilizing loads (loads that can induce instability in the 
structure and possibly cause growth of the delamination; both of these 
phenomena contribute to failure of the laminate). The presence of 
delamination in these situations may cause local buckling and/ or trigger 
global buckling and therefore induce a reduction in the overall load
bearing capacity of the laminated structure. The problem, because of its 
importance, has received considerable attention. 

A finite element analysis was developed by Whitcomb [16] to analyse a 
laminated plate with a through-the-width delamination. The postbuckling 
behaviour was studied. In the parametric study, stress distributions and 
strain-energy release rates were calculated for various delamination 
lengths, delamination depths, applied loads, and lateral deflections. Some 
delamination growth data were obtained through fatigue tests. Another 
paper on this subject was presented by Shivakumar and Whitcomb [17] in 
1985, in which the buckling of an elliptic delamination embedded near the 
surface of a thick quasi-isotropic laminate was studied (thin film analysis). 

Angle-ply composite sandwich beams with through-the-width 
delaminations were studied by Gillespie and Pipes [18]. Reduction in 
flexural strength was found to be directly proportional to the length of 
delamination and varied from 41% to 87% of the pristine value. Both 
experimental and analytical (finite element) methods were employed. 

A one-dimensional analytical model was developed by Chai, Babcock 
and Knauss [19,20] to assess the compressive strength of near-surface 
interlaminar defects in laminated composites. 

Bottega and Maewal [21,22] considered the dynamics of delamination 
buckling and growth for circular plates and delaminations. Bottega [23] 
extended this work to arbitrary-shaped delaminations. 

Simitses and his collaborators [24-27] investigated the delamination 
buckling and growth of flat composite structural elements. A simple, 
one-dimensional model was developed to predict critical loads for 
delaminated plates with both simply supported and clamped ends. The 
effects of delamination position, size and thickness on the critical loads 
were studied in detail. The postbuckling behaviour as well as the energy 
release rate were examined. The results revealed that the damage tolerance 
of the laminate was either governed by buckling or by the fracture 
toughness of the material. Parts of these investigations are presented in 
subsequent sections of this chapter. Reference [27] deals only with the 
question of delamination buckling and does not discuss delamination 
growth (postbuckling analysis). A one-dimensional model was employed 
to predict critical loads for delaminated flat plates with both simply 
supported and clamped ends. Two cases are examined. In the first case, the 
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delamination is such that it does not cause any resistance in the motion of 
the two parts, above and below the delamination surface, due to the 
applied axial loads. In the second case the two parts are connected by 
continuous springs of constant stiffness across the entire area (weak bond 
rather than delamination). In this work only the case of the existence of a 
prebuckling membrane state is considered. Therefore, for the case for 
which the stretching-bending coupling effect is examined, only clamped
clamped boundary conditions are considered. Simply supported edge 
constraints cannot supply the necessary normal bending moments to keep 
the plate flat before buckling and consequently prebuckling transverse 
deformations exist [28]. For this study, both cases of free plate sides and 
constrained plate sides are considered. 

In addition to the above mentioned studies, several important investiga
tions have been reported in the literature on this current research area. These 
are presented in a chronological order and, in some cases, they are grouped 
on the basis of common features. Besides the work of Kachanov [12] and 
Chai et al. [19,20], the earlier studies of Johnson and Ghosh [29], Wang [30] 
and Konishi and Johnston [31] also provide appreciation of the problem of 
delamination, delamination buckling and delamination growth. 

One-dimensional models for composite beam-plates were proposed, 
analysed and experimentally investigated by Kardomateas [32-39]. These 
investigations consider among others the effect of transverse shear, end 
fixity and elastic behaviour of delaminated composite beam-columns. 
Kapania and Wolfe [40] developed a finite element model to predict critical 
loads and energy release rates for axially loaded beam-plates. Later, 
Sheinman et al. [41] studied the effect of delamination on the stability of a 
laminated composite strip by employing a finite difference model. 
Professor Yin and his associates have made substantial contributions 
towards understanding the complex phenomenon of delamination 
buckling and growth of flat laminates. Yin and Fei [42-44] completely 
analysed the buckling and postbuckling behaviour of a compressed 
circular plate with a concentric circular delamination which is very close to 
one of the outer plate surfaces. Both thin film analysis (the substrate 
remains flat and only the thinner portion of the delaminated plate bends) 
and an improved analysis were employed. The improved analysis allows 
bending and non-uniform stretching deformations to occur in both the 
base plate as well as in the thinner portion as soon as the thinner portion 
buckles. The evaluation of the energy release rate was obtained by 
evaluating a J-type [45] integral over a surface that encloses the 
delamination boundary. Yin and Wang [46] first employed this approach 
to obtain an algebraic expression of the energy release rate in terms of the 
postbuckling solution of a delaminated beam-plate. 

These analyses were modified, improved and applied by Yin and Jane 
[47] and Jane and Yin [48] in dealing with anisotropic plates with circular 
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and elliptical delaminated layers. They developed an analytical procedure, 
based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method and von Karman's non-linear plate 
theory, for predicting buckling and postbuckling (delamination growth) 
behaviours. The authors present postbuckling solutions for uniaxial 
compression in the base plate along the minor axis of the ellipse (in the case 
of elliptical delaminated layers). This loading case was considered 
previously by Shivakumar and Whitcomb [17] in the buckling analysis of 
undirectional composite laminates (a special case of [48]), and by Chai 
and Babcock [49] in the postbuckling analysis of isotropic and specially 
orthotropic elliptical sub laminates. A similar problem dealing with a 'thin 
film' circular delamination embedded in a rectangular compressed 
substrate was treated by Nilsson and Storakers [50]. A finite element 
approach was employed and the problem was presented as an example in 
dealing with interface crack growth in composite flat laminates. 
Kassapoglou [51] studied buckling, postbuckling and failure of elliptical
shaped delaminations based on the perturbation method. The buckling 
load predictions seem to be different from those of Jane and Yin [48] by 
several percentage points. Finally, Peck [52] used a higher-order shear 
deformation plate theory in conjunction with the Rayleigh-Ritz approach 
to predict the buckling and postbuckling behaviour of elliptical-shaped 
sublaminates. He also used thin film analysis. Since the delaminated layer 
is thin, transverse shear effects would be more important in a complete 
analysis which allows the delamination to be at any plane between the 
outer surfaces of a thick laminate. 

There exist a few studies dealing with multiple delaminations in a 
compressed flat laminate. Kapania and Wolfe [53] developed a one
dimensional finite element model and applied it to a beam-plate with two 
delaminations. In addition, Lee, Giirdal and Griffin [54] propose a 
displacement-based, one-dimensional finite element model based on the 
layer-wise plate theory of Reddy [55] to predict buckling loads. Both of 
these contributions deal with the buckling analysis of laminated beam
plates with multiple delaminations. Larsson [56] discusses the problem of 
both delamination buckling and growth in composite plates with multiple 
delaminations. The interested reader is also referred to the literature cited 
in Storakers's survey [57]. Finally, the studies of Williams et al. [58], 
Whitcomb [59,60], Yin [61,62], Wang et al. [63,64], Evans and Hutchinson 
[65] and Donaldson [66] add substantially to this review. 

9.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A one-dimensional model of the laminated plate is employed. This simple 
model suffices in describing the phenomenon and in capturing essential 
effects. Delamination exists and grows (if it does) along a plane parallel to 
the reference plane. It is also assumed that delamination exists before the 
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compressive loading is applied. The location and len~th (size) of the 
delamination is arbitrary and the ends of the plate are either hinged or 
clamped (Fig. 9.1). Finally, it is assumed that the delamination separates 
the column (or plate) across the thickness into four regions, and each one of 
these regions has such dimensions (lengths and thickness) that 
Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is applicable. Moreover, each region is 
symmetrical with respect to its midsurface. The plate is of unit width and is 
subjected to a uniform compressive load, P, along the supported edges. A 
layer of uniform but arbitrary thickness h and of length a is delaminated 
(Figure 9.1). The delamination extends across the entire width of the plate 
(one-dimensional modelling). Note on Figure 9.1, the four regions, 1-4, 
mentioned above. The coordinate system is such that x is measured from 
the left end. Moreover, Ui and Wi (i = I, 2, 3, 4) denote the in-plane and 
transverse displacement components of material points on the midplane of 
each region (each part). For example, W3 is the transverse displacement of 
material points on the plane h /2 units from the top surface (region 3), 
while Wz is the transverse displacement of material points on the plane 
H / 2 units from the bottom surface (region 2). Furthermore, note that, 
because of the Bernoulli-Euler assumptions, Wi(X) characterizes the 
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Fig.9.1 Geometry, loading and sign convention. 
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transverse displacement of every material point in region i and position x. 
Similarly, the in-plane displacement, Ui (x, zJ, of every material point is 
given by 

Ui(X, Zi) = Ui (x) - Zi Wi.x (9.1) 

where Zi is measured from the midsurface of each region and the comma 
denotes differentiation with respect to the index that follows. 

9.3.1 Delamination buckling 

The delaminated plate (wide column) is assumed to be made up of a 
special type of symmetrical cross-ply laminate, such that the prebuckling 
state is a membrane one. The necessary equations, including kinematic 
relations, constitutive relations, relations between loads and moments on 
one side and kinematic parameters on the other, and equilibrium 
equations, are given below: 

M xx, = - 0xx, wl,xx 

P =0 J,X 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 

where PI denotes axial forces, MI bending moments and VI shearing forces. 
(Note that for a unit width plate N xx = PI') 

if GI/I/ = 0 (plate sides constrained) 

if 0'111/ = 0 (plate sides free) 

A1j, = I Q7j,(hk -hk - 1) I,!=x,y 
k~l 
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and E~x,' E~y" v:y, and C~y, are material constants of laminate (k) in region (i). 
The boundary conditions, both in-plane and transverse, and the 

continuity conditions (kinematic and internal loads) are also listed below. 

(a) In-plane boundary conditions 

at x = 0: Ul = 0; at x = L: P4 = - P 

(b) Transverse boundary conditions 

Simple supports 

Clamped supports 

at x = 0: W) = 0 and w),xx = 0 

at x = L: W 4 = 0 and w4,xx = 0 

at x = 0: Wj = 0 and w),x = 0 

at x = L: W4 = 0 and w4,x = 0 

(c) Kinematic continuity conditions 

at x = I) 

H 
U j +-w) y= U 3 2 " 

(9.9) 

(9.10) 

(9.11) 

(9.12) 

(9.13) 

(9.14) 

(9.15) 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 
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H 
U 4 + 2"w4,x = U 3 

(d) Continuity in moments and forces 

at x = l] 

H h 
M1 -M? -Mo +Po--P2 - = 0 - ., ., 2 2 

- V j + V2 + V3 = 0 

-P]+P2+ P3=0 

- V4 + V2 + V3 = 0 

-P4 +P2 +P3 =0 

(9.18) 

(9.19) 

(9.20) 

(9.21) 

(9.22) 

(9.23) 

(9.24) 

(9.25) 

where MI,VI and PI can be expressed in terms of the displacement 
gradients, through equations (9.4)-(9.6). 

9.3.2 Primary (membrane) state solution 

As the compressive load P is applied (quasi) statically, the plate remains 
flat and a primary state solution is characterized by 

w;=0 (9.26) 

and 

(9.27) 

where Al and 131 are arbitrary constants. 
Use of the boundary and continuity conditions leads to complete 

knowledge of the primary state, or 

w; = 0 i = 1,2,3,4 (9.28) 

(9.29) 
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and 

Pi =p~=-p 

(9.30) 

(9.31) 
i=1,2,3,4 

(9.32) 

9.3.3 Buckling equations 

The buckling equations are derived by employing a perturbation method 
[67]. The required steps are as follows: start with the equilibrium 
equations, proper boundary and interior continuity conditions, equa
tions (9.7)-(9.25), perturb them (from the primary state) by allowing small 
kinematically admissible changes in the displacement functions, make use 
of equilibrium at a point at which an adjacent equilibrium path is possible 
(critical point), and retain first-order terms in the admissible variations. 
The resulting linear ordinary differential equations are the buckling 
equations. These are 

P~x=O 

o xx, w~xxx - P; w~xx = 0 

(9.33) 

(9.34) 

where the superscript' a' parameters denote the small additional changes 
(that correspond to the admissible variations in W, and u,). 

9.3.4 Solution of buckling equations 

The solution to the buckling equations can be written as 

where k; = - (P;/DxJ and P; are given by equation (9.30). 

(9.35) 

(9.36) 

Note that this solution requires knowledge of 24 constants (C,jI C,2, a,l' i = 

1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1,2,3,4). There exists 24 boundary and continuity 
conditions, which are homogeneous in u~, W, and their space-derivatives. 
These consist of two in-plane boundary conditions, four transverse 
boundary conditions, 12 kinematic continuity conditions and six 
continuity conditions in moments and forces. 

Use of all these conditions yields a system of 24 linear, homogeneous, 
algebraic equations in C,jI C,2, and a,i' 
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The system of homogeneous, linear, algebraic equations which governs 
buckling of the delaminated plate can be written as 

[AJ {X} = 0 (9.37) 

where [AJ is a 20 x 20 matrix and {X} a 1 x 20 (column) matrix. (Note that 
the number has been reduced by four, through the use of in-plane 
boundary and continuity conditions.) 

For a non-trivial solution to exist for the system of equations (9.37), the 
determinant of the coefficients must vanish. The lowest eigenvalue (P) 
gives the value of the critical load. Note that the elements of the 
determinant contain the geometric parameters h, l, and a, the material 
parameters, En' Eyy' v XY' the effect of stacking sequence included in Du and 
the load parameter, P. 

9.3.5 Delamination growth 

Although the emphasis of this chapter is on delamination buckling, 
elements of the delamination growth analysis are also presented. 
Delamination of a composite laminate reduces the overall stiffness and 
thereby lowers the buckling load of the laminate. The latter mayor may not 
be a useful indication of the load-carrying capacity of the delaminated 
plate. In some cases it may be significantly smaller than the elastic collapse 
load in the postbuckling regime, especially if the laminate contains a 
relatively long and thin delamination. In order to determine the ultimate 
load capacity, and the possibility of spreading of the damaged 
(delaminated) area to the undamaged area, the postbuckling solution is 
employed. Delamination growth (if it occurs) is assumed to occur in its 
own plane, and it is governed by the Griffith fracture criterion. 

If growth takes place, it is important to examine whether the growth 
could be arrested at a later stage or not. The energy release rate has been 
used to determine whether the delamination growth is stable or unstable. 
The path-independent J-integral [68] has been used to obtain the energy 
release rate. 

Also, the present model will be used to study the effect of the presence of 
coupling between bending and stretching on delamination growth. In this 
aspect, a delaminated plate in the form of an unsymmetrical cross-ply 
laminate is studied. 

9.3.6 Delamination growth equations 

In deriving the equations governing the delamination growth, the case 
of a symmetrical delamination, where the delamination is located 
symmetrically with respect to the two ends of the plate, will be considered. 
Also, a clamped-damped boundary condition is assumed. In the 
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following analysis, the case of a plate strip (with its sides constrained) is 

considered (cyy = 0). The model, as presented here, is applicable to both 

cases; the case for which the primary state is a membrane one 

(delamination buckling) and the case where there is a coupling between 

bending and stretching (no delamination buckling). Making use of the 

symmetry conditions, the solution [26] could be written as 

(9.38) 

P, (B ) 1 f 2 
= - - x + ----="'-.' - z w - - w dx 

A A ",x 2 ,,x 
XXI ."I:X) 

i = 1,2,3,4 

0< x < I) 

(9.39) 

where 

i = 1,2,3 

The displacement components u, and w, (i = 1,2,3) are now given in 

terms of only three unknowns, A, k2 and k3' since kl is given in terms of the 

applied load P. To determine these three unknowns, three equations are 

required. The required equations are the continuity in forces and 

moments, as well as the continuity in in-plane displacement. 

(a) Continuity in forces 

(9.40) 

(b) Continuity in moments (see Fig. 9.2) 

(9.41) 
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where 

M - _(Bxx ) P -(D _ B;x) 
I - A I U A w"xx 

xx I xx I 

i = 1,2,3 

(c) Continuity in in-plane displacement (Fig, 9,2) 

U3(11 + ~,O) - U3 (11 ,~) = U{ll + ~ ,0) - U2(11' -~) (9.42) 

The simultaneous solution of equations (9.40,9.41 and 9.42) yields the 
values of P1, P2 and P3 in terms of the applied load p, Also, once PlI P2 and P3 

are known, the unknown constant A can be obtained and hence the 
displacement functions are known for every level of the applied load P. 
Now, the plate response is known, the next step is to establish the 
possibility of delamination growth. 

9.3.7 Energy release rate 

In the present work, it is assumed that delamination growth (if it occurs) 
will take place in its own plane and is governed by the Griffith fracture 
criterion. It is also important to find out whether this growth is stable or 
unstable. In so doing, one must calculate the energy release rate (the energy 
required to produce a unit of new delamination) for the plate. 

In order to calculate the energy release rate, the path-independent 
J-integral is used. The use of the J-integral, besides being helpful in 
avoiding the calculation of stress singularities at the delamination tip, is 
useful in the cases where plasticity effects are not negligible [69]. 

The J-integral is defined as 

(9.43) 

where r is a closed contour around the crack tip. 

h 

T 
t-h 

M, 

Fig. 9.2 Applied moments and forces. 
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But for our case with eyy = 0, equation (9.43) simplifies to 

G = J = ~ r f crx ex dS (9.44) 

where G is the energy release rate. 
The stress distribution is decomposed into two subsystems [26, 70]: a 

continuous stress field, which makes no contribution to the J-integral; and 
a subsystem which does. 

Now, the energy release rate takes the form 

1 {_ (2)2 _ _ _ _ ~ _}2 
G = 2: Axx2 ki DCxx1 - Ii k~ DC"2 + (Bn, - B"2 - O.5h) tan k111 e 

+-D + ----1- (k1 210.)2 0-2 

2 xX2 tan k1 11 Ii tan k2 

+-D. +----1- (k1 2 ~'l )2(}-2 
2 "'3 tan k111 Ii tan k3 

(9.45) 

where 

_ L4 
G=G~Q ' t 11 

- Bn 
Bn = tA ' 

xx 

DCn, = On, / Axx, (9.46) 

9.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Computer generated results are presented both in tabular and graphical 
forms. These results correspond to two different geometries. The first one 
consists of a laminate with homogeneous isotropic plies made of the same 
material. The second one consists of symmetrical 0' and 90 C sub laminates 
repeated ten times. Each group will be considered and discussed 
separately. A more complete set of results and detailed discussion are 
presented elsewhere [24-26]. 
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9.4.1 Isotropic geometry 

Before proceeding with the presentation and discussion of results, certain 
additional non-dimensionalized parameters are introduced. These are 

c = {I; 55 
4; CC 

(9.47) 

The results are presented in non-dimension ali zed form, and thus are 
applicable to all isotropic materials. 

Table 9.1 shows values of critical loads p of a clamped configuration with 
a symmetric delamination (equations (9.47)), for several values of the 
delamination length parameter ii, and of the delamination thickness 
parameter n. The last row gives the sum of the buckling loads of the two 
parts, if the delamination extends through the entire length Ii = 1. The sum 

- h3 H3 0 - 3 

Pdam = (t)3 + (t)3 = h (1 - h) (9.48) 

Table 9.1 Buckling loads, p, for a symmetrical delamination: clamped boundaries 

Non-dimensional Non-dimensional delamination thickness parameter, 11 
delamination 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
length 
parameter Ii 

0.G25 0.6400 1.00oo-a 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000 - 1.0000-

0.05 0.1600 0.9949 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000 - 1.0000-
0.10 0.0400 0.2499 0.9799 0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 
0.15 0.0178 0.1111 0.4434 0.9966 0.9985 0.9989 0.9990 
0.20 0.0100 0.0625 0.2495 0.9264 0.9924 0.9950 0.9956 
0.25 0.0064 0.0400 0.1597 0.6256 0.9662 0.9835 0.9859 
0.30 0.0044 0.0278 0.1109 0.6317 0.8582 0.9543 0.9638 
0.40 0.0025 0.0152 0.0624 0.2470 0.5314 0.7883 0.8481 
0.50 0.0016 0.0100 0.0400 0.1585 0.3469 0.5675 0.6896 
0.60 0.0011 0.0069 0.0278 0.1103 0.2435 0.4124 0.5411 
0.70 0.0008 0.0051 0.0204 0.0812 0.1804 0.3111 0.4310 
0.80 0.0006 0.0039 0.0156 0.0623 0.1390 0.2428 0.3514 
0.90 0.0005 0.0031 0.0123 0.0493 0.1105 0.1949 0.2923 
1.00 0.0004 0.0025 0.0100 0.0400 0.0900 0.1600 0.2500 

Pdam 0.9412 0.8572 0.7300 0.5200 0.3700 0.2800 0.2500 

. , 1.000 indicates slightly smaller than one . 
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is a measure of the load carrying capacity of the completely damaged 
configuration. 

These results are also shown graphiclly in Figure 9.3. It is clearly seen 
from these results that as long as ii ~ h, the buckling load is not affected 
appreciably by the presence of the delamination, provided that the 
delamination thickness is relatively small (h ~ 0.2). For the same condition 
of ii ~ h, the presence of the delamination becomes more pronounced as 
one approaches a mid-thickness delamination (h = 0.5). Note that for this 
extreme case, when ii = h = 0.5, Fer = 0.69 and Fer increases as ii becomes 
smaller and smaller. On the other hand, when ii ~ h the buckling load is 
greatly affected and it drops drastically, especially for the smaller values of 
the delamination thickness. 

A comparison of the buckling loads with the buckling load for the 
completely damaged system (last number in each column) reveals certain 
observations which suggest related conclusions. When ii ~ h the values for 
fJ are higher than Fdam • This suggests that for these geometries the load 
carrying capacity of the system is related to and measured by the buckling 
load of the delaminated configuration. On the other hand, for ii> h 
buckling occurs at low values of the applied load. Then, if the load is 
further increased, this may lead to delamination growth and the damaged 
area may extend along the entire length of the system. This, of course, 
depends on the fracture toughness of the material, but the implication is 
that Fdam is a good lower bound for the load carrying capacity of the 
delaminated configuration. 
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Fig. 9.3 Effect of symmetrical delamination on buckling loads of wide column with 
damped ends: n = normalized delamination thickness. 
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In Table 9.2, the value of the load in region 3 at the instant of buckling is 
given for the same range of parameters, if and ii, as in Table 9.1.These 
results are also for the case of clamped supports. The values for this region 
3 load are non-dimensionalized with respect to the critical load of the 
region 3 geometry, as if its ends were clamped. This is done primarily for 
finding the range of parameters ii and Fi for which thin-film analysis holds 
[19]. Clearly, when P3 is close to unity, thin-film analysis is applicable and, 
thus, delamination growth can be treated by the simpler analysis [19] 
developed for the case of thin-film behaviour. Thin-film behaviour implies 
that region 3 only experiences buckling and postbuckling deformations 
while the remainder of the plate remains undeformed. For small values of 
Fi, say il:(; 0.02, thin-film analysis is applicable for all values of ii. As ii 
increases, toward its maximum value of 0.5, the region of applicability of 
thin-film analysis is confined toward the high ii-value region. 

Results for simple supports, and asymmetrically located delamination 
are presented and discussed elsewhere [24], as is delamination growth for 
these geometries [26]. 

9.4.2 Orthotropic geometry 

Results for buckling loads of delaminated plates made of symmetrical cross-
ply sub laminates have been obtained. The material is graphite-epoxy. 

Table 9.2 Region of applicability of thin film analysis for a symmetrical 
delaminated wide column with clamped ends 

Non-dimcnsional Non-dimcnsional delamination thickness parameter, li 
delamination 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 
length 
parameter if 

0.025 1.0000-a 0.2500 0.0625 0.0156 0.0069 0.0039 0.0025 
0.05 1.0000- 0.9949 0.2500 0.0625 0.0278 0.0156 0.0100 
0.10 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9799 0.2499 0.1111 0.0625 0.0400 
0.15 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9979 0.5606 0.4963 0.1405 0.0899 
0.20 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9981 0.9264 0.4411 0.2488 0.1593 
0.25 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9983 0.9775 0.6710 0.3842 0.2465 
0.30 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9985 0.9835 0.8582 0.5368 0.3470 
0.40 1.0000 - 0.9998 0.9987 0.9882 0.9447 0.7883 0.5428 
0.50 1.0000- 0.9999 0.9990 0.9909 0.9636 0.8868 0.6896 
0.60 1.0000- 0.9999 0.9992 0.9931 0.9741 0.9279 0.7792 
0.70 1.0000- 0.9999 0.9994 0.9950 0.9819 0.9528 0.8447 
0.80 1.0000- 1.0000 - 0.9996 0.9967 0.9885 0.9712 0.8996 
0.90 1.0000 - 1.0000- 0.9998 0.9984 0.9945 0.9865 0.9503 
1.00 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000 - 1.0000- 1.0000- 1.0000-

" 1.000- indicates slightly smaller than one. 
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The orthotropic axes are alternately oriented at 0 and 90° to the 
structural axes. 

The engineering constants, typical of this material, are 

where 

ELis the tensile modulus in the filament direction (30 x 106 psi; 20.685 x 
101°Nm-2) 

ET is the modulus in the transverse direction (0.75 x 106 psi; 0.517 x 
1010 Nm- 2) 

GLT is the shear modulus (0.375 x 106 psi; 0.759 x 1O11l Nm -2) 

vLT is Poisson's ratio 

Results are generated for laminates with the stacking sequences, 
[0" /90c joeL aT! roc /90UocLoT and roc /90~ joeL or The effect of delamina
tion length and position on the buckling loads is studied. Note that 
[0" /90,° fooL OT means that there is a stacking which consists of one 
thickness of Oc, i thicknesses of 90", one thickness of 0, and repeated 10 
times. Figure 9.4 depicts buckling loads, p, of a clamped symmetrical 
cross-ply laminate with stacking sequence [0'/90: /O'l](IT' for several 
values of the delamination length parameter ii, and of the delamination 
transverse position parameter, h. The delamination is positioned 
symmetrically, in the axial direction. The results show that for a relatively 
thin delamination (h < 0.2), the presence of delamination has a negligible 
effect on the buckling load of the delaminated plate, as long as ii < h. On the 
other hand, for ii > h the value of the buckling loads is greatly affected by 
the presence of delamination and buckling occurs at low values of the 
applied load, especially for plates with thin delaminations. Then if the load 
is further increased this may lead to delamination growth; this of course 
depends on the fracture toughness of the material. The problem of 
postbuckling behaviour, delamination growth and accurate estimation of 
the load-carrying capacity of a delaminated configuration is discussed in a 
later section. 

Similar results for the same configuration, but with stacking sequence 
rOc /90 0 /ocl](IT' [0° /90~ /oclloT! and [0: /90~ /O'L OT are compared graphical
ly in Figure 9.5, with the results for the orthotropic plate (for h = 0.1). 

It is clear from Figure 9.5 that as the thickness of the 90° layers increases 
with respect to the thickness of the 0' layers the value of the buckling load 
parameter becomes larger for the same delamination length and thickness 
(the buckling load parameter for each case is normalized with respect to 
the perfect configuration). 
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Fig. 9.4 Effect of symmetrical delamination on buckling loads of cross-ply 
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The effect of the relative value of the transverse modulus (E22) to the 
tensile modulus (Ell) is studied. Figure 9.6 illustrates this effect for the case 
of a symmetrical, delaminated, cross-ply plate with clamped-clamped 
boundary conditions, for a delamination thickness parameter Fi = 0.1. The 
considered cross-ply plate has the stacking sequence [0" /90' /0°]1 or The re
sults show that when the 0" layers and 90° layers are interchanged the 
buckling load parameter drops drastically, even for ii < Ii. 

9.4.3 Delamination growth results; orthotropic geometry 

The energy release rate is obtained for a delaminated symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical cross-ply plate made up of graphite-epoxy with same 
material constants as given in the results of the buckling problem. 

Figures 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 show the relations between the non-dimen
sionalized energy-release rate, G = (L 4G) / (t5QII)' and the normalized 
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Fig.9.S Effect of stacking sequence on buckling loads of delaminated plates. 
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delamination length, a = a / L, under fixed axial load and delamination 
thickness. The three figures correspond respectively to the cases of 
symmetrical cross-ply, [0° /90 0 /0 0 ]1 OT' with delamination thickness Ii = 0.2, 
and unsymmetrical cross-ply, [90 0 /0°]1 OT' with delamination thicknesses 
Ii = 0.1 and Ii = 0.2. It is noticed that G varies over a wide range of changes 
in a, hence the curves are plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale. 

It is clear from Figure 9.7 that, if the length of the existing delamination is 
relatively short (a < Ii), then G never attains the critical value G* and, 
consequently, delamination growth does not occur. For such plates, the 
ultimate axial load capacity is not governed by delamination growth but is 
determined by its elastic postbuckling behaviour. This result is expected 
even before the energy release rate is computed as illustrated in Figure 9.4. 
In Figure 9.4 it is clear that the buckling loads for relatively short 
delamination lengths (a < Ii !( 0.2) are very close to those of the perfect 
column (p = 1). A quick look at the region for which a < Ii !( 0.2, will 
suggest that if it is required to deduce the energy release rate curves from 
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the buckling curves for the considered region (a < Fi < 0.2), it is simply a 
vertical line with load parameter fJ = 1. Therefore, the delamination 
buckling load is a lower bound of, and a close estimate for, the ultimate 
axial load capacity. 

On the other hand, for Ii> Fi, the figure shows two cases. First, if the 
fracture toughness is relatively small, G* < 10 -1, delamination growth 
under a constant axial load P is a catastrophic process. For this case, if a 
delaminated plate buckles under an increasing axial load P, the 
postbuckling solution follows a vertical path on the G - a curves (a = 

constant) until the curve intersects the horizontal path G = G*. The value of 
P at the intersecting point is the ultimate axial load capacity of the plate. 
Afterwards delamination growth starts and proceeds catastrophically 
under a constant axial load. 

Second, if the fracture toughness G> 10 -1, then the delamination 
growth and the load-carrying capacity will depend upon the value of the 
fracture toughness G*, as well as on the initial delamination length 
parameter. 
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Fig. 9.6 Effect of relative stiffness on buckling loads of symmetrical cross-ply 
laminates: (0° /90 0 /0°)1 OT' Ii = 0.1. 
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The general shape of the curves obtained for the unsymmetrical cross
ply laminates (Figs. 9.8 and 9.9) is similar to that of the symmetrical 
cross-ply laminates (Fig. 9.7). So, what has been said for the symmetrical 
cross-ply laminates is still true for the unsymmetrical cross-ply laminates 
with the same thickness (h = 0.2). For a thinner delamination thickness 
(h = 0.1), Figure 9.S shows that, even for Ii < h, the energy release rate does 
not vanish and the curves show unstable growth for O.5h < ah. One must 
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Fig. 9.7 Energy release rate for symmetrical cross-ply laminates, (00 /900 /0°)1 OT' 
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for the unsymmetrical cross-ply laminate. 

9.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A simple one-dimensional model has been developed and analysed for 
predicting delamination buckling loads. The model is employed to predict 
critical loads for delaminated wide columns made up of special 
symmetrical cross-ply laminates. The results show that for thin and long 
delaminations, the buckling load is very small and delaminations growth 
is a strong possibility, whereas for thick and short delaminations the 
buckling load can serve as a measure for the load-carrying capacity. 
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Fig. 9.9 Energy release rate for unsymmetrical cross-ply laminates: (90 /0)1 OT' 

h = 0.2. 

Also the postbuckling analysis of an across-the-width delamination is 
presented. The energy release rate associated with delamination growth is 
computed by means of the path-independent J-integral. Knowledge of 
both energy release rate and the buckling loads provides a basis for finding 
the ultimate load capacity of the structure. The effect of coupling between 
bending and stretching on delamination growth is studied by considering 
unsymmetrical cross-ply laminates. 
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Clearly then, for both delamination buckling and delamination growth 
characteristics, two parameters are of paramount importance, a and ii. The 
parameters are measures of the size and the through-the-thickness location 
of the delamination. Similar parameters seem to surface when studying 
other shapes of delaminations. Other important parameters include 
boundary conditions, stacking sequence and to a lesser degree location of 
the delamination relative to the boundaries of the laminate. 

A few recommendations are presented herein with regard to future 
directions of reasearch. 

• It has been observed that when foreign objects stride laminates, one, two 
or more delaminations may be present on the opposite side of the struck 
zone. Therefore, the problem of multiple delaminations requires more 
attention than it has received in the past. 

• In the situation described above, the shape of delamination varies from 
laminate to laminate and it appears that there is a relation between the 
delamination shape and the stacking sequence in the laminate. The 
problem of establishing this relationship and the study of the effect of 
delamination shape on delamination buckling and growth needs further 
investigation, especially for arbitrary through-the-thickness locations. 

• Most analyses assume that the delamination is present before the 
application of the external load. In several real applications the laminate 
is first loaded (in service) and then struck by foreign objects which cause 
delaminations. The possible failure of such laminates has not received 
the attention it deserves. 

• There exist a few studies [71-79] that deal with delamination buckling of 
curved laminates (cylindrical shells, cylindrical panels, etc.). The 
presence of curvature further complicates the solution of a difficult 
problem and it certainly deserves more attention. In conjunction with 
this problem, studies of delamination growth and of the possible 
presence of contact between the two sides of the delamination [79] seem 
to be absent from the literature. 

• Finally, regardless of geometry, type of load, shape of delamination and 
other characteristics, future studies must address the load carrying 
capacity of the system and how these studies can be incorporated in the 
fail-safe design of laminated structures. 
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Lay-up optimization of 
laminated plates under 
buckling loads 

S. Adali 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Optimization is a central concept in the design of composite structures 
because of the adaptability of composite materials to a given design 
situation. Design parameters such as layer thicknesses and ply angles can 
be employed to great effect to achieve an optimized structure with 
improved weight and stiffness characteristics. This chapter deals with the 
lay-up optimization of laminated plates subject to buckling loads. A 
survey of the subject is presented and the optimal configurations of 
rectangular laminates are discussed. Designs are studied with respect to 
layer thicknesses and ply angles for symmetrical and antisymmetrical 
laminates of hybrid and non-hybrid construction. The effect of bending
twisting coupling on optimal designs is discussed and the optimal 
configurations with and without this effect are compared. Several factors 
affecting optimal designs are highlighted. These factors include the use of 
discrete ply angles and layer thicknesses, restrained edges, shear 
deformation, cut-outs, thermal loading, strength and stiffness constraints, 
multiple design objectives and shape design. 

10.2 BUCKLING OF LAMINATED RECTANGULAR PLATES 

10.2.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions 

A laminated rectangular plate of length a, width b and thickness H in the x, 
y and z directions is considered. The plate is constructed of an arbitrary 
number K of orthotropic layers of thickness Hk and fibre orientation Bk 
where k = 1,2, ... , K. An analysis based on the linear stability theory and 
the initial equilibrium position can be used to determine the buckling load. 
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The equations governing the linear buckling of laminated plates under 
in-plane loads N" Ny and NXI/ are given by [1] 

where 

A16 u,xx + (A12 + A6 6) U.xy + A2 6UYlf 

+ A66 V,n + 2A26 v xif + AZ2 V.ifY 

- B 16 W,xxx - (B12 + 2B66) W xxy 

- 3B16 U,xxy - (B12 + 2B66)U.xyy - B 26 U,I/I/Y 

- B16 V,xxx - (B12 + 2B6 6) V,xxy - 3B26 V,XYI/ 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

(10.4) 

and u, v and ware the displacements of the middle plane in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively, and (QI,)k are the plane stress reduced stiffness 
components of the kth layer. Equations (10.1-10.3) give the displacement 
formulation of the buckling equations and their solution as an eigenvalue 
problem, subject to specified boundary conditions, determines the 
buckling load. 

The boundary conditions can be obtained from a consideration of the 
variational formulation of the problem and involve one member of each 
pair of the following four quantities along a boundary: 

Un or N~I' US or N~,s' w,n or M ~,' w or M~ls.s + Qn + Nn w,n + Nns w,s 

(10.5) 

where nand 5 denote the normal and tangential directions to the plate 
edge. In equation (10.5), Nr and Mr are stress and moment resultants 
obtained by integrating the stresses and their moments across the laminate 
thickness with respect to z. For rectangular plates n = x or y and 5 = Y or x 
corresponding to edges parallel to the y and x axes, respectively. 
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10.2.2 Optimal design formulations 

331 

Lay-up optimization of laminates under in-plane compressive loads 
involves the maximization of the buckling load by determining the 
optimum values of the layer thicknesses and ply angles. The dual design 
problem is the minimum weight design subject to a lower bound No 
on the buckling load. 

Let (Nx' Nxy' Ny) = (J'IN, ;'12 N, ;'2N) where )')1 ;'12 and ;'2 are proportiona
lity constants. Then the buckling load N for given values of 1.)1 }'I 2 and )'2 

corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue of the system of equations 
(10.1-10.3) denoted by Ncr' The optimum design problem for maximum 
buckling load subject to a thickness constraint can be stated as 

K 

max Ncr subject to I Hk = H (10.6) 
8k,Hk k 

where oo:s; 8k :s; 180°. The minimum weight problem can be stated as 

K 

min W = abI PkHk subject to Ncr ~ No 
8k,Hk k 

(10.7) 

where W is the weight of the laminate and Pk is the mass density of the kth 
layer. Additional constraints involving the stiffness and the strength of the 
laminate can be imposed on the basic formulation. 

10.3 SYMMETRICAL CROSS-PLY LAMINATES 

A common type of anisotropic plate is an orthotropic laminate with layers 
constructed symmetrically with respect to its geometrical and material 
properties. In the case of cross-ply laminates, the axes of orthotropy of each 
layer are aligned with the x-y coordinates of the plate so that 8k is either 0° 
or 90". Because of the symmetry, the coupling stiffnesses B,] are zero. Since 
QI 6 and Q26 are zero for 8 = 0° and 90°, the stiffnesses A 16, A2 6,°16 and ° 26 
also vanish. The equations (10.1) and (10.2) are uncoupled from equation 
(10.3) which now becomes 

0Il W,xxxx + 2(012 + 2066) W xxyy + 022 W,yyyy 

+ Nx w,n + 2Nxy W,xy + Ny w,yy = 0 (10.8) 

For a simply supported plate, W = 0, and M~ = 0 on each boundary. These 
boundary conditions can be exactly satisified by a displacement function 
of the form 

M N 

w(x, y) = I I Wmll sin(mnx/ a) sin (nny /b) (10.9) 
m n 
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The solution (10.9) represents M x N possible modes of buckling and a 
truncated series can be used to obtain the solution of equation (10.8). In 
particular, under the biaxial compression Nt = ;'1 N, Nlf = i.2N with N", = 0, 
the buckling load for the half wave numbers (m, n) is given by . 

(10.10) 

where IY.m = mnl a, fJn = n nib. The critical buckling load Ncr (Hk' 8k) and the 
corresponding mode shape are determined by minimizing Nntll over m and 
n. The solution of the optimization problem (10.6) determines the 
maximum buckling load as well as the optimum values of the layer 
thicknesses and the ply angles. It is noted that even though for cross-ply 
lay-ups, 8k values are either a or 90, their sequence has to be optimized to 
obtain the optimally designed laminate. 

10.3.1 Optimum ply angle sequence 

Earlier work on the lay-up optimization of symmetrical cross-ply 
laminates under axial buckling loads includes the studies by Chen and 
Bert [2], and Bert and Chen [3], in which the layer thicknesses are taken as 
constant and various combinations of ply angles for four-layered, simply 
supported plates are investigated. For laminates with an aspect ratio 
alb = 3 and under a uniaxial load N" the stacking sequences in order of 
increasing buckling load are (90' 190)sym' (OC 100)sym' (90 C 10')sym' and 
(0'/90 C )sym for glass-epoxy and carbon-epoxy materials. Under biaxial 
compression NyiNx = 0.5 and 1.0, the stacking sequences in order of 
increasing buckling load are (0= 10=)sym' (a' 190=)sym' (90= 190=)sym and 
(90= 10=)sym for boron and carbon-epoxy materials. 

10.3.2 Optimum layer thicknesses and ply angle sequence 

Hybrid laminates incorporating two or more fibre composite materials in 
their construction provide better tailoring capabilities as compared to 
single material ones referred to as non-hybrid laminates. Optimal designs 
of four-layered non-hybrid and hybrid laminates were given by Adali and 
Duffy [4] with respect to layer thicknesses and ply angle sequences. 

In the case of hybrid laminates, let IJ denote the ratio He I H where He is 
the thickness of the core layers. The optimization problem can be stated as 

max max Ner(lJ, 8k) (10.11) 
O:-:s,,~1 (h 
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with '1 = 0 and 1 corresponding to non-hybrid laminates. Solution of this 
problem is given [4] for laminates with graphite-epoxy surface layers and 
glass-epoxy core layers as well as for non-hybrid laminates. 

The effect of the relative magnitudes of the buckling loads in the x and y 
directions on the optimal '1 is investigated in Figure 10.1 where '1opt is 
plotted against 0 ~ )"2 ~ 1 (1"1 = 1) and 0 ~ ;"1 ~ 1 ()"2 = 1) for four-layered 
hybrid and non-hybrid laminates with alb = 0.75. In the case of non
hybrid laminates '1 indicates H,/ H where HI = H2 + H3 is the thickness of 
the inner layers. Unless indicated otherwise, the curves corresponds to a 
stacking sequence of (0° 1900)sym' It is observed that the thickness of the 
layers with fibres placed in the x direction increases as the load in this 
direction increases. However, the amount of increase is different for 
graphite, glass and hybrid laminates. The effect of the aspect ratio on 
designs is investigated in Figure 10.2 where '1opt values for a uniaxially 
compressed laminate are plotted against alb. It is observed that the 
optimal '1 is quite sensitive to changes in the value of the aspect ratio for 
alb ~ 0.63. In the case of non-hybrid laminates, '1opt is non-unique at 
alb = 1/5,1/4,1/3,1/2 and 1 and it can take any value across the 
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discontinuity for the same maximum buckling load. For the hybrid case, 
'loP! is determined uniquely as it displays a jump discontinuity at certain 
aspect ratios. In the case of biaxially compressed laminates, the optimal 
thicknesses of layers are observed to be more sensitive to the aspect ratio as 
compared to the uniaxial case [4]. Optimal design of non-linearly elastic 
laminates for maximum buckling load was obtained by Song and Pence [5] 
using the distribution of materials with different stiffnesses in the outer 
and inner layers as a design variable. 

10.4 SYMMETRICAL ANGLE-PLY LAMINATES WITHOUT 
BENDING-TWISTING COUPLING 

In the case of angle-ply laminates, the fibre orientation of the kth layer is 
between OJ and 180 0 and consequently the bending stiffnesses D1 6 and D26 

are different from zero giving rise to bending-twisting coupling. This 
effect can be neglected by assuming D1 6 and D26 to be zero. In this case the 
differential equation governing the buckling of a symmetric angle-ply 
laminate is again given by equation (10.8) and the buckling load N mn by 
equation (10.10). However, the values of D" are now functions of 8k• The 
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Fig. 10.2 Optimum thickness ratio '7 plotted against the aspect ratio (a/b) 
with N/Nx = a for cross-ply laminates: - = graphite-glass (900 /0°)" --- = glass
glass, - - = graphite-graphite. 
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values of D16 and D26 are the largest for three-layered symmetrical 
laminates (81 - 8 18) and become smaller for laminates with a stacking 
sequence of (81 - 8 I··· )sym as the number of layers increases [6]. For 
laminates with several layers, D16 and D26 can be quite small as compared 
to other D,j' However, it is noted that even small values of D16 and D26 may 
lead to erroneous results [6]. 

10.4.1 Comparison of cross-ply and angle-ply laminates 

Comparative results for four-layered cross-ply and angle-ply laminates 
were given by Bert and Chen [2,3] for simply supported plates and 
symmetrical angle-ply lay-ups were found to have the highest buckling 
loads under both uniaxial and biaxial loads. These results confirmed an 
earlier study by Hayashi [7] who treated the number of axial half waves as 
continous variables rather than discrete ones. For simply supported lami
nates under uniaxial compression N x only, Wang [8] determined the opti
mum ply angles explicitly for certain aspect ratios and compared the 
buckling loads of optimal cross-ply and angle-ply plates. Owing to the 
absence of loading in the y direction, the number of half waves in this 
direction becomes unity, i.e. n = 1. The aspect ratio minimizing Nx(m, 1) is 
computed as alb = m(Dll /D22)1/4 with the corresponding buckling load 
given by 

(10.12) 

This result is valid for m ~ 2 which leads to aspect ratios satisfying the 
inequality alb ~ (4DII/D22)1/4. For cross-ply laminates with a stacking 
sequence (0 0 /90 0 )sym' the buckling load Ncp is computed as 

Ncp = (n2H3/3b2) (U1 - U3) (10.13) 

where U, are stiffness invariants [9]. For angle-ply laminates with a 
stacking sequence (+ 8)sym' the buckling load Nap is given by 

Nap(8) = (n2~ 16~){[(Ul + U3cos4W 

(10.14) 

The extremum points of the buckling load Nap(8) can be determined from 
the condition aNa/ a8 = O. This operation produces only one equation with 
real roots which is sin 48 = 0 with the other equation having only complex 
roots for commonly used composite materials [8]. Thus the stationary 
points of Nap(8) occur at ply angles 8 = 00

, +45° and 90°. The values of 
Nap(8) corresponding to these angles can be computed from equation 
(10.14). A comparison of Ncp and Nap (8) yields the inequalities 

(10.15) 
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Consequently, for aspect ratios which satisfy the inequality a/b?: 
(4°1 /°22)1/4, 8 = 45° is the optimum angle and the angle-ply laminates 
give the higher buckling load confirming the results of Chen and Bert [2]. 

For short plates with a/ b ::::; I, the number of half waves in the x direction 
is unity, i.e., m = I, and the buckling load N/1, 1) can be computed from 
equation (10.10). The buckling loads for cross-ply and angle-ply plates are 
given by 

Ncp = (n2H3/12b2) [(U1 + U3) (r- 2 - rZ) - 2(U1 - 3U3)] 

Nap(8) = (n2H3/12b2) [(U1 + U3cos48) (r- 2 - rZ) 

- U2cos28(r-2 - r2) + 2(U1 - 3U3cos48)] 

(10.16) 

(10.17) 

where r = a/b. The extremum points of Nap(8) can be obtained from 
oNa/ c8 = 0 which yields the ply angles 

8 =0° 8 =90° 8 =~c -I{ (1-r4)U2 } (10.18) 
1 '2 '3 2 os 4(6rZ -1 - r4) U3 

An analysis of equation (10.17) indicates that 80pt = 00 for 0 < a/b < r l 

where rl is the root of the equation 

(10.19) 

For rl ::::; a/b < I, 80pt = 83 given by equation (10.18), and for a/b = I, 
8 opt = =+= 45 0. A comparison of cross-ply and angle-ply laminates using 
equations (10.16) and (10.17) shows that 

Nap(OO) >Ncp ?:Nap (+45°) for o <a/b::::;r 

Nap(OO»Nap(+45°)~Ncp for r::::;a/b::::;r j 

for rl::::;a/b::::;l 

where r ~ 0.414 is the root of the equation r4 - 6r- + 1 = O. 

(10.20) 

For aspect ratios 1 < a/b < (4°11 /0 22)114, numerical results indicate that 
80pt is a value in the vicinity of + 45°. For these aspect ratios, angle-ply 
lay-ups can again be shown to be superior to cross-ply lay-ups. It is noted 
that the above results apply to simply supported plates only. 

10.4.2 Optimum layer thicknesF 

The minimum weight design of angle-ply laminates has been given by 
Schmit and Farshi [10] under multiple buckling load conditions N x = Ab N xb' 

Ny = ;.b Nyb and Nxy = ;·b Nxyb where b = 1,2, ... denotes the bth load condition. 
The optimization has been carried over the layer thicknesses subject to 
lower bounds on the buckling loads. The solution of the problem is 
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obtained for simply supported plates by substituting the displacement 
(10.9) into equation (10.8) and applying the Galerkin method. The resulting 
eigenvalue problem is of the form 

Kw =;. KGw (10.21) 

where w = {W 11'" W 1N W21 ••• W2N ..• WMNV, K and KG are matrices for which 
the explicit expressions are given elsewhere [10,11]. The numerical solution 
of the problem is obtained by employing a sequential linear programming 
method, namely, the method of centres. This approach requires the 
linearization of the stability constraints /./> ~ 1 around the design point 
h = {H1 H2 ... HKY which are obtained by expanding ;.b in a Taylor series. 

10.4.3 Optimum ply angles 

Earlier studies on simply supported symmetrical angle-ply laminates by 
Bert and Chen [2,3] showed that optimum ply angles are functions of the 
load ratio NJNx and the composite material. Further studies by Hirano 
[12,13] and Joshi and Iyengar [14, 15] gave the optimum ply angle as45° for 
aspect ratios alb = 1 and 2 under uniaxial compression. The optimal ply 
angle is found to be OC for alb = 0.5, 38° for alb = 0.8 and 50S for 
alb = 1.25. Similar results were obtained by Nakagiri and Takabatake [16] 
who used the Hessian matrix to compute the changes in the design 
variables. It is noted that the results given by Joshi and Iyengar [14, 15] are 
based on a general laminate theory which does not assume a symmetrical 
lay-up a priori. However, the contributions of the stiffnesses with indices 
16 and 26 are neglected. A study of angle-ply plates by Muc [17] using a 
general theory but assuming D16 = D26 = 0 showed that symmetrical 
laminates give the highest buckling load for simply supported boundaries 
with eopt given by equation (10.18). The intervals of applicability of the 
expressions for eopt were determined [17] in terms of the aspect ratio and 
the half wave numbers m and n. Figure 10.3 shows the curves of e opt plotted 
against the aspect ratio for graphite-epoxy laminates with E1 = 181 GPa, 
E2 = 10.3 GPa, G12 = 7.17 GPa, and V 12 = 0.28. It is observed that for each 
value of NJNx1 eopt settles around a certain angle as the aspect ratio 
becomes larger. 

The results for maximum buckling load under shear only were obtained 
by Hirano [18, 19] without assuming symmetry a priori, but taking 
D16 = D26 = O. Optimum designs produced symmetrical lay-ups with the 
optimum ply angles being 45°,55° and 60° for aspect ratios alb = 1,1.5 and 
3, respectively, which validated the results obtained by Housner and Stein 
[20]. These results were confirmed by Grenestedt [21] using lamination 
parameters to compute the optimum ply angles which were observed to be 
similar for simply supported and clamped boundary conditions in the 
interval alb = 1-3. 
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Optimum ply angles of symmetrical laminates under axial compression 
Nx and in-plane shear Nxy were given by Chao et al. [22] for glass-epoxy 
materials and it was observed that (JOpl tends to 90° as alb increases which 
confirmed the results obtained by Crouzet-Pascal [23] for uniaxially 
compressed plates of the same material. Chao et al. [22] also determined 
the critical aspect ratio such that the laminate fails by buckling at aspect 
ratios higher than the critical one and by yielding at the lower ones. 

Optimization of symmetrically laminated plates was studied by Tang 
[24-26], Pedersen [27, 28], Grenestedt [21, 29, 30], and Cheng and Tang [31] 
with emphasis on the qualitative aspects of the optimal design. Tang 
[24,25] showed that symmetrical laminates give the highest buckling load 
and determined the optimum ply angles under unimodal and bimodal 
buckling. He obtained similar results for laminates under shear load [26], 
and also established [24-26] that for these problems optimization can be 
reduced to a single variable design problem. Pedersen [27,28] pointed out 
the importance of the function 

(10.22) 

in the optimal design of symmetrical laminates with buckling, vibration 
and lor deflection objectives and elucidated its character in terms of the 
mode parameter 1Jmn = mb / na for the computation of optimum ply angles. 
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Grenestedt [21,29] confirmed the results of Tang [24-26] by showing the 
sufficiency of one parameter to characterize the optimum configurations of 
symmetrically laminated plates. Convexity of the feasible region of the 
lamination parameters was investigated for the most general lay-up [30] 
and the feasible regions were determined for some special cases. Cheng 
and Tang [31] determined the expressions for optimum ply angles and the 
intervals where these angles are valid in terms of the mode parameter '7,,111 
for symmetrical laminates undergoing unimodal or bimodal buckling after 
establishing that a symmetrical laminate gives the highest buckling load. 

Boundary slope and critical buckling mode methods 

In a series of papers, Miki et al. [32-34] introduced the boundary slope 
(BSM) and the critical buckling load (CBM) methods for the optimal design 
of simply supported angle-ply plates under uniaxial [32,33] and biaxial 
[34] compression. The techniques used to determine the optimum fibre 
orientation make use of the lamination parameters defined as 

(10.23) 

which satisfy the inequalities 2Wi -I:%; W2 :%; 1. For angle-ply laminates 
with equal layer thicknesses and a stacking sequence of (8 1- 8 I "')sym' the 
lamination parameters are given by Wj = cos 20, W2 = cos 40. In the case of 
uniaxial loading, the buckling load can be expressed in terms of Wj and W2 as 

(10.24) 

where N x (m,l) is the buckling stress defined as N,/m,l) = 12b2 NJm,1)/n2H3 

and 

Am = (mlr?-(rlm)2, Bill = 6 - (mlr)2 - (rim?, 

Cm = (mlr? + (r Im)2 (10.25) 

From equation (10.24), the equation of the line expressing W2 in terms of Wj 
can be obtained. The maximum buckling stress can be obtained by 
translating this line in the direction of increasing buckling load until it 
becomes tangential to the boundary curve given by W2 = 2Wi -1. The 
optimum ply angle is determined by the contact point between the tangent 
line and the boundary curve. 

The optimum ply angle 80pt can be determined analytically when Bill > 0 
which corresponds to the cases of m = 1, J2 -1 < alb < 1 and m;:: 2, 
m - 1 :%; a I b :%; m + 1. For these cases, let the slope Sill = A",u2 I B",u3 of the 
tangent line satisfy the inequality I Sill I < 4. By setting the slope 4 Wj of the 
boundary curve equal to Sir" WI is computed as WI = A mU214BmU3 with 80pt 
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given by 

(10.26) 

For Sm:::; - 4, 80pt = 90~ and for S", ? 4, 80pt = O. The method outlined above 
utilizes the slope of the boundary curve of the allowable region of the 
lamination parameters and is referred to as the boundary slope method 
[32]. The method requires the assumption of the wave number m and is 
valid for certain intervals of the aspect ratios in which the actual m 
coincides with the assumed m. However, in other intervals, the actual m is 
always different from the assumed m. The optimum designs for these cases 
c!n be obtained by determining 00pt in such a manner that the maximum 
N x(m,l) does not change when the wave number changes from m to m + 1. 
This consideration gives the lamination parameter WI as 

(10.27) 

where 

(10.28) 

The optimum ply angle is given by equation (10.26) with WI determined 
from equation (10.27). This design procedure is referred to as the critical 
buckling mode method and is valid in the intervals of the aspect ratios for 
which BSM does not apply. Numerical results based on BSM and CBM 
techniques are given elsewhere [32,33] for graphite-epoxy and boron
epoxy materials. 

The above techniques were extended to laminates under biaxial com
pression [34]. The above design procedures provide an analytical solution 
for the optimum fibre orientation and reduce the computational time 
considerably in comparison to numerical techniques of solution. 

10.4.4 Optimum layer thicknesses and ply angles 

The designs of simply supported and clamped laminates taking both the 
thicknesses of layers and the ply angles as design variables were given by 
Fukunaga and Hirano [35]. The shear loading Nn, was also included in the 
formulation and the problem was solved by theGalerkin method. 

Let the stacking sequence of an angle-ply laminate be given by 
(0" / =+= 8)svm which can represent any arbitrary angle-ply configuration [35]. 
The optimum ply angle and the layer thicknesses of the (0"/ =+= 8)sym 
laminate are given by . 

(10.29) 
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[ 
(1 - W1)2 Jl!3 

Ho = H (1 _ 2W1 + W2) ,Ho = H - Ho (10.30) 

The displacement function satisfying the boundary conditions is given by 
equation (10.9) for the simply supported plate and by 

w(x,y) = ~ ~ W I1I11 [cos (m -a l)1tX) - cos em +a l)1tX) ] 

[ (m - l)1tY) (m + l)1tY)] x cos b - cos b (10.31) 

for the clamped plate. 
Even though for simply supported plates the optimum configuration is 

given by a symmetrical angle-ply laminate and is located on the boundary 
of the allowable region of the lamination parameters W] and Wz, the 
optimum configuration is not known a priori for clamped plates and may 
be located anywhere in the W]- Wz plane. In this case the cross-ply or 
angle-ply lay-ups may give the optimum solution depending on the aspect 
ratio. Under the shear load only, the angle-ply laminate gives the optimum 
configuration for both simply supported and clamped boundary 
conditions. 

10.4.5 Hybrid angle-ply laminates 

The design of symmetrical laminates with the core and surface layers made 
of different materials was given by Miki and Tonomura [36,37]. The 
surface layers are made of a high-stiffness but expensive material and the 
core layers of a low-stiffness but inexpensive material. The objective of the 
design is to minimize the material cost by determining the ply angles 
optimally and by maximizing the thickness of the core layers subject to a 
lower bound on the buckling load and an upper bound H on the overall 
thickness. For this problem the total thickness always assumes the upper 
bound H. Let He denote the core thickness and IJ the core thickness ratio 
IJ = He / H. Then the design problem for uniaxially loaded plates can be 
stated as 

max max 11 subject to Nx ~ No 
fh O:::;,/:S;1 

(10.32) 

where N x = 12bzN x /1tzH3. The stacking sequence of the laminate is taken as 
[( + Bs) / + BJlsym where the subscripts sand c refer to surface and core 
layers. The lamination parameters for this case are given by 

W1e = 1J3COS 2Bu W2e = 113 cos 4Bc 

(10.33) 
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From equations (10.10) and (10.32), N,is computed as 

Nt = A IIJU2s Wb + U2c W1J - B/II(U3s W2s + U3c W2J 
(10.34) 

where AIIII Bm and C,II are given by equation (10.25); 11/ = 11311/c + (1 - 113) U/s 

with U/c and U/s denoting the stiffness invariants of the core and surface 
layers. The design procedure in determining 00pt is similiar to the one 
outlined for the non-hybrid case above. The difference between the hybrid 
and non-hybrid cases involves the allowable regions of lamination 

parameters for the core and surface regions [36,37]. For 0 < alb ~ fi - 1, 

00pt = 0 for both the surface and core layers. For fi -1 < alb ~ 1,0; = 0 if 
A/IIUu /B/IIU3:; ~ 4; 0:; = (1/2)cos I (Am U2d 4B/// U3J if 0 ~AI1I U2dB I1I U3; 

< 4 where ~ = s or c indicates the surface and the core layers, respectively. 
The expressions for the maximum value of '1 are given elsewhere [36]. 
Numerical results, given for graphite-glass hybrid laminates, indicate that 
the optimal (Js and Oc values are similar to the fJopt values of the non-hybrid 
laminates shown in Figure 10.3. The core thickness decreases with 
increasing aspect ratio and increasing lower bound on the buckling load. 
The corresponding results for sandwich plates with an isotropic core 
section are given elsewhere [38,39]. 

10.4.6 Optimal design with discrete ply angles 

In many practical applications the ply angles that can be used in a design 
may be limited to a number of specific fibre orientations with the 
thicknesses of the layers specified as integer multiples of a given lamina 
thickness. Under these conditions, the optimum design problem involves 
the determination of the optimum stacking sequence using the available 
ply angles to maximize the buckling load. The solution of this problem can 
be obtained using integer programming techniques to deal with the 
discrete design variables. 

This problem was studied by Haftka and Walsh [40] who considered a 
biaxiallycompressed laminate composed of 0, =+= 45 C and 90 plies with the 
total number of layers specified as K. Let Ok, H, It and nk denote the zero
one ply-orientation identity variables defined as 

(10.35) 

with the values of Ok! it, /{II and nk being zero for any other (Jk. The design 
problem can be stated as: 

Determine N~ and Ok, It It/, nk, k = 1,2, ... , K/2 so as to maximize N; 
subject to 

N; ~ N,(111,n) for all 111, n = 1,2, ... (10.36) 
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0k+ Jt+ f~" +nk=l, k=1,2, ... ,K/2 

Furthermore, a constraint of the type 

K/2 

L (ft' - n') = 0 
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(10.37) 

(10.38) 

can be imposed to ensure that the laminate is balanced with respect to 
=+= 45" plies. The balanced configuration has the advantage of minimizing 
the values of 016 and 026 and thereby increasing the accuracy of the results. 

The design problem, equations (10.36)-(10.38) can be solved by linear 
integer programming. Numerical results are given [40] for graphite
epoxy laminates with 16 plies. It is observed that as i = N,/Nx increases 
from;. = 0.125 to;. = 2.45 for plates with an aspect ratio alb = 2, the number 
of =+= 45' plies decreases and the number of 90 plies increases which is 
similar to the trend displayed by optimal laminates with continuous ply 
angles (Fig. 10.3). Numerical results also indicate that as NJNr 

increases, =+= 45° plies move closer to the middle plane and outer layers are 
gradually occupied by 90 plies. 

A related design problem is the dual problem of minimizing the 
laminate thickness subject to a lower bound on the buckling load with the 
number of plies K determined as part of the solution. This formulation 
corresponds to the minimum weight design problem stated in 
equation (10.7). In the case of discrete design variables, the solution is 
complicated by the fact that K has to be large erumgh to avoid buckling 
failure. However, the buckling load depends on the stacking sequence 
which is initially unknown and the constraint on the buckling load can be 
satisfied with any ply configuration provided enough layers are used. This 
difficulty is overcome by designing the laminate with some of the outer 
layers specified as empty and subsequently assigning an optimum ply 
angle to these layers to prevent buckling [40]. The solution of this problem 
is not unique, because of the incremental nature of the problem. A unique 
optimal solution can be obtained by defining the best solution as the 
minimum thickness plate with the largest possible buckling load 
exceeding the lower bound on the buckling load. Numerical results for the 
minimum thickness plate indicate that even though the number of 90 plies 
increases as N,/Nx increases, the decrease in the number of 45 C plies is not 
steady due to the requirement of a balanced configuration. A detailed 
study on the optimization of symmetric laminates using discrete design 
variables was given by Gurdal and Haftka [41] where several optimization 
techniques applicable to integer programming problems were discussed. 
A comparison of continuous and discrete solutions indicated that even 
though the buckling load reduction could be as high as 25% at certain load 
ratios, this reduction is around 10% in the majority of cases. 
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These results [40,41] have been extended by Nagendra etal.[42] to 
include strain constraints of the form 

(10.39) 

where 5, denotes a safety factor and the subscript u indicates the ultimate 
values of the strains. Even though the buckling load is a linear function of 
the design variables, the expressions for the strain components are non
linear with respect to the layer thicknesses and the ply-identity variables 

(p.lIl d 
0u) k an Ilk' 

The optimization problem is solved by a sequential linear program
ming technique by developing linear approximations for strain constraints 
in terms of extensional stiffnesses. The inclusion of strain constraints leads 
to a higher number of 0 plies for low NJN\ ratios and to a higher number 
of 45 plies for high N/N\ ratios as compared to the unconstrained case. 

Optimal designs with continuous and discrete layer thicknesses were 
compared [43]. It was found that the maximum buckling load decreases by 
about 1 % for a laminate made up of 50 layers when discrete thicknesses are 
used. 

(a) Hybrid laminates with discrete ply angles 

The design of symmetrically laminated hybrid plates with discrete ply 
angles was studied by Adali et al. [44]; results were given for simply 
supported laminates with the surface and core layers made of graphite
epoxy and glass-epoxy materials, respectively.Table 10. 1 shows the ef
fects of the number of layers and the hybridization on the buckling load 
(Ncr = N\b2 / EoH3 where Eo = 1 GPa is a reference value) and on the 
optimum stacking sequence for the case alb = 2 and N/N\ = 1. In Table 
10.1, KgJ denotes the number of glass layers and the layer thicknesses are 
given by t = H/K. 

It is observed that the buckling loads of hybrid constructions are only 
10% less than those of all the graphite laminates if K] :'( K/2. The optimum 
stacking sequence depends on K and Kg] and does n~t follow a pattern as K 
and / or Kg] increases. 

10.5 SYMMETRICAL ANGLE-PLY LAMINATES WITH 
BENDING-TWISTING COUPLING 

The influence of bending-twisting coupling stiffnesses 0 16 and 02f, on the 
buckling of symmetrical angle-ply laminates has been investigated by 
Noor et al. [45], Nemeth [46] and Whitney [1,47]. A study of the subject is 
given by Grenestedt [48] using a perturbation approach for a combination 
of simply supported and clamped boundary conditions. It is shown [48] 
that when OJ(, and 0 26 are included in the formulation, the axial buckling 
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load decreases. Investigation of the sensitivity of symmetrical laminates 
indicates that the mode shape is more sensitive to anisotropy than the 
buckling load, confirming the numerical results of Nemeth [46]. Another 
finding is that e opt obtained using a specially orthotropic model is close to the 
optimum angle of laminates having bending-twisting coupling when the 
aspect ratio is alb = 2. A parametric study of infinitely long laminates by 
Nemeth[49] indicated that the buckling resistance can be increased by 
tailoring the laminate construction so as to increase the twisting stiffness 
parameter (012 + 2066) 1(011 0 22)1/2. Moreover, the importance of ani
sotropy generally diminishes as this parameter becomes larger. A detailed 
discussion of the effect of 016 and 026 on the axial and shear buckling loads 
was given by Rohwer [50] where the influence of boundary conditions, the 
number of layers and ply angles were studied. It was observed that the 
buckling load reduction under axial loads is the highest for small numbers of 
layers and for ply angles around 45 0 for a combination of simply supported 
and clamped edges. The influence of bending-twisting coupling under 
shear depends on the load direction. The shear buckling load may be less or 
more than that of a laminate with coupling stiffnesses neglected depending 
on this direction. These findings confirmed the earlier results [46] which 
showed that buckling loads of orthotropic and anisotropic laminates differ 
less than 2% if °'6 / (0;' 0,,)1/4 ~ 0.18 where i = 1,2andj = 21i. Comparison of 
laminates with and without bending-twisting coupling was given by 
Sherbourne and Pandey [51] for various boundary conditions and linearly 
varying uniaxial compressive loads. 

10.5.1 Optimum layer thicknesses 

Optimal design of symmetrical laminates with respect to layer thicknesses 
was given by Shin et al. [43] using the homotopy method for numerical 
optimization coupled with the finite element method for analysis. An 
important finding is that the maximum buckling load of symmetrical 
laminates is independent of the stacking sequence if the thicknesses of 
layers are unconstrained [43]. This result follows from the observation that 
the bending stiffnesses 01} for different stacking sequences can be made 
equal by adjusting the thicknesses of individual layers, i.e. two designs 
with different stacking sequences can have the same D" if the layer 
thicknesses are adjusted accordingly. To prove this invariance property, let 
the bending stiffnesses of a symmetrical laminate (Design a) be given by 

D~ = 2 D" + ~ «2,,)1' (z~ - Z;'_I) + ~ «2,,)1' + 1 (Z~+l - z:') (10.40) 

where D,} denotes the contribution of the layers k = 1,2, ... , P - 1, 
P + 2, ... , K I 2 and Z I' is the distance of the top of the pth layer to the middle 
plane. Let Design b denote the same laminate with the layers p and p + 1 
interchanged and the rest of the layers remaining the same. The bending 
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stiffnesses of Design b are given by 
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D~ = 21\ + ~ ((.2'j) l' (z~ +1 - 2 3 ) + H Q,/)p +1 (23 - Z~_1) (10.41) 

where z is the distance of the interface between layers p and p + 1 to the 
middle surface. Setting D~j = D~ from equations (10.40) and (10.41), one 
obtains 

(10.42) 

for i, j = 1,2,6. Equation (10.42) is satisfied for all i and j if 2 is chosen as 

(10.43) 

Thus, there exists a design with the same bending stiffnesses as those of the 
original laminate when the ply angles of two adjacent layers are 
interchanged. This result can be easily extended to any number of layers by 
induction [43]. It is noted that the above result applies to non-hybrid 
laminates. In the case of hybrid laminates, the invariance property can be 
obtained only if the order of layers with different materials is changed. 

The optimization problem described above involves the maximization of 
the uniaxial buckling load N x over the layer thicknesses Hk subject to the 
constraintHmm :<:; Hk :<:; Hmax [43]. Ply angles are specified as input parameters 
for each layer. Numerical results are given for graphite-epoxy plates with 
an aspect ratio a / b = 1.2 and stacking sequences of (0 /90 0

/ 45")svm and 
(45 0 /90 0 /OO)svm' It is observed that the optimum designs are unimodal when 
the total thickness H is small and become bimodal as H gets larger. Owing to 
the invariance property, the optimum designs have the same buckling loads 
for both stacking sequences when the minimum thickness constraint 
Hk ~ 0.01 H becomes inactive which occurs as the total thickness H exceeds a 
certain value. An important observation of the study is that when two or 
more layers have the same ply orientation, the optimum design is not 
unique. Similarly all the permutations of a stacking sequence for an 
optimum design are also optimum when the bending stiffnesses are kept the 
same using the invariance property [43]. 

A stiffness-tailoring concept was employed by Biggers and Srinivasan 
[52] to increase the uniaxial buckling load of symmetrically laminated 
plates. The concept involves the redistribution of 0 material across the 
plate width and through the layer thicknesses. This results in OC' material 
shifting from the centre of the plate toward the edge regions achieving an 
increase of up to 200% in the buckling load as compared to the plates with 
uniformly distributed Oc material [52]. 

10.5.2 Optimum ply angles 

Optimum ply angles were determined by Hausner and Stein [20] for 
clamped and simply supported laminates. In the case of clamped plates 
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under uniaxial load, 00pt shifts from 0 to 45· as alb increases from alb = 1 to 
alb = x, while the shift is from 45 to about 60 in the case of shear loading. 
For simply supported plates, 00pt ~ 45 for all values of alb under uniaxial 
loading and 80pt ~ 45 -60 for alb = I-x under shear loading which is 
similar to the clamped case. A concise outline of these results is given in the 
review articles by Leissa[53,54]. The behaviour of optimum ply angles with 
respect to the aspect ratio was investigated for clamped and simply 
supported boundary conditions by Kassimali et al. [55] for the uniaxial 
loading case. Optimum ply angles for maximum shear load with and 
without bending-twisting coupling differ only marginally for simply 
supported and clamped laminates for the aspect ratios alb = 1-3 as shown 
by Grenestedt [21]. However, the maximum shear load may be higher or 
lower than that of an orthotropic laminate depending on the direction of 
the shear load [21]. 

The effects of number of layers K and the bending-twisting coupling 
on the optimum ply angles and the buckling load were investigated by 
Sawyer [56]. For simply supported laminates of aspect ratios alb = 1 and 
10, and under uniaxial compression, 80pt = 45 for the stacking sequence 
((} I - (} I·· . tm with the effect of 0 1 hand O2 h becoming negligible for K ~ 8. 
Under in-plane shear, the stacking sequences (81 - 01 "')s\'m and 
( - 0 I 0 I··· )"'m give vastly different maximum buckling loads and optimum 
ply angles. In the first configuration, 0upt = 45 for alb = 1 and 80pt = 60· for 
alb = 10 with K ~ 2. In the second configuration, 00pt depends on the 
number of layers and shifts from 0 (or 90) to 45 when alb = 1 and shifts 
from 90 to 60 when alb = 10 as K increases from K = 2 to K = x. The 
maximum shear buckling load is higher for the first configuration and 
lower for the second configuration [56] as compared to that of a laminate 
with 016 = 026 = o. 

Qian et al. [57] determined the optimum ply angles of symmetrical 
laminates with bending-twisting coupling for a combination of simply 
supported and clamped boundary conditions. Directional design 
derivatives were used to derive the optimality condition 

(LW)T [00] (Lw) = 0 (10.44) 

where (Lw? = (w" w ,/1/2w,,) and [00] represents the matrix the elements 
of which are given by . 

(10.45) 

with bOk denoting the independent design changes. 
In equation (10.44), the buckling modes 'lu(x,y) and w(x,y) are equal in 

the case of unimodal buckling and are orthonormal in the case of bimodal 
buckling. Explicit expressions of optimality can be derived for both cases 
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using equations (10.44) and (10.45). The problem is solved by an iterative 
technique in which the designs are updated until convergence is achieved 
and the optimality condition (10.44) is satisfied. Numerical results were 
given [57] for eight-ply laminates with a stacking sequence (82/-821 
811 -(1)svm' It was found that optimum ply angles vary around +45" for 
various boundary conditions and aspect ratios when the load is uniaxial 
except when the unloaded edges are clamped and alb = 1 in which case 
810pt = 820pt = 08

• Under biaxial compression with NyiN, = 1, °1 opt and 820pt 

vary around 65° and - 70°, respectively, for simply supported and around 
55° and - 600 for clamped plates when alb ~ 1.4. 

The behaviour of 80pt with respect to the aspect ratio has been 
investigated by Walker et al. [58] for (01 - 8)sym lay-ups taking the bending
twisting coupling into account. Optimization results for four-layer 
graphite-epoxy (T300/5280) laminates under a biaxial load are given in 
Figure 10.4. For simply supported plates, 80pt values are close to those of the 
orthotropic case when a I b ~ 0.8 as shown in Figure 10.3. However, 
80pt = O~ for alb ~ 0.8 whereas 00pt > 0) for a I b ~ 0.55 when the bending
twisting coupling is neglected. 
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Fig. 10.4 Optimum ply angle e plotted against the aspect ratio (a/b) for symme
trical laminates with Di 6"" D26 "" 0: SSSS condition, -NJN, = 00, ---NJNx = 

0.5, ---NyiNx = 1.0; ecce condition, .-.-NJNx = 0.0, ···_···NJNx = O.S,.···NJ 
Nx = 1.0. . . 
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10.5.3 The effect of Poisson's ratio on optimal design 

Buckling analysis of uniaxially compressed plates is, in general, based on 
the assumption that the unloaded edges are free to translate and the 
Poisson's effect can be neglected. This assumption is expressed by the 
boundary conditions N" = N", = 0 imposed on the unloaded edges. When 
the unloaded edges are restrained from having transverse displacements, 
the buckling behaviour of the laminate changes as the compression 
becomes biaxial due to the Poisson effect [59]. The inclusion of the Poisson 
effect leads to lower buckling loads and considerable difference in the 
optimum ply angles as compared to the cases where these effects are 
neglected. As such the classical optimization results for uniaxially 
compressed plates become inapplicable in the presence of immovable 
unloaded edges. The effect of the restrained edges on the optimal design of 
symmetric laminates was investigated by Sherbourne and Pandey [60]. 

Let the uniaxial compression N, be applied in the x direction, and the 
edges y = 0 and b be restrained from moving in the y direction by setting 
the in-plane displacement to zero on these edges. Two types of boundary 
conditions on the unloaded edges are defined with NYlf = 0 on y = 0, b 
corresponding to free shear deformation, and ;'nt = 0 on y ~ 0, b correspond
ing to no shear deformation. In the first case N" is given by 

N = (AI2A h6 -Aj(,A21i )N, 
" (AIIAhO - Ai ,,) (10.46) 

In the latter case (;'"' = 0 on y = 0, b,), N" and Nnl are given by 

A I2N, AlAN, 
N'I=~' Nn/=~ 

II II 

(10.47) 

The problem was solved [60] by approximating the displacement w(x, y) 
by a series of orthogonal polynomials generated by a Gram-Schmidt 
process [61] and by computing the buckling load using the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method. In the case of simply supported square plates with Nnl = 0 on 
y = 0, b, 00pt is 0 if the Poisson effect is included as opposed to 45 if it is 
neglected. The variation of the buckling load with 0 is similar to the one 
given by Obraztsov and Vasil' ev [59]. For clamped plates, OOFt = 0 for 
al b = 1 and 2 with the Poisson effect and 0 and 45, respectively, without 
this effect. The maximum buckling load decreases when the free edges are 
restrained, with the decrease being substantial when the loaded edges are 
simply supported and relatively small when these edges are clamped. 
Figure 10.3 shows the curves of optimum ply angle plotted against alb for 
symmetrical laminates with restrained edges with bending-twisting effect 
neglected. 

Sherbourne and Pandey [60] also gave results for bidirectional laminates 
with a stacking sequence t, - 30 ,',' + 30)s\'01 where;' denotes the twist angle. 
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Bidirectional laminates differ from laminates with a stacking sequence 
(8/ - 8)sym in that the maximum buckling loads when the Poisson effect is 
included can be higher than those of the classical case. The optimum ply 
angles with the Poisson effect included are observed to be considerably 
different from those of the classical cases with the difference being larger if 
the loaded edges are simply supported. The optimum ply angle is found to 
be around 45 0 for aspect ratios a I b = 1 and 2 irrespective of the boundary 
conditions. This result seems to be due to the fact that Poisson's ratio vxy is 
negative for " ranging from 35 0 to 55 0 which induces a tensile force in the 
transverse direction, thereby increasing the buckling load and producing 
the optimum y in this range. 

10.6 ANTISYMMETRICAL ANGLE-PLY LAMINATES 

The antisymmetricallaminates are characterized by an even number of 
orthotropic layers the fibres of which are oriented at angles + (}k and 
- (}K -k+I' k = 1,2, ... K12. For this configuration, the stiffnesses AI6 = A 26 = 
BII = B22 = B66 = DI6 = D26 = 0 and the equations governing the buckling 
of these laminates can be obtained from equations (10.1) - (10.3) by setting 
the above stiffnesses equal to zero. The boundary conditions for simply 
supported plates are given by w = u(or v) = M:, = N:" = 0 on each edge 
which can be satisfied by displacement functions of the form 

M N . mnx nny 
u(x,y) = I IUlllnsm- COST 

III 11 a 
(10.48) 

M N mnx . nny 
v(x,y) = I I Vn",cos-- smT 

m II a 
(10.49) 

and w(x,y) given by equation (10.9). Under biaxial compression N<=N, 
Ny = IN, the buckling load Nn",(Hk, (}k) can be obtained explicitly [6,17]. The 
solution of the optimization problem (10.6) determines the maximum 
buckling load and the corresponding layer thicknesses and ply angles. 

10.6.1 Optimum layer thicknesses: non-hybrid and hybrid 
constructions 

This problem was solved by Duffy and Adali [62] for laminates under 
biaxial loading and comparative results were obtained for non-hybrid and 
hybrid laminates. Let Pk denote the mass density of the material in the kth 
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layer with Ps and Pc denoting the densities of the surface and core layers of 
the hybrid laminate. The buckling load is maximized with respect to layer 
thicknesses subject to the mass constraint 

K 

abLPkHk = constant 
k 

(10.50) 

or to the thickness constraint Lf Hk = H,. where H" is the total thickness of 
the hybrid laminate. The constant in equation (10.50) is taken as M c = H Pc 
which is the mass of the laminate made of the material used in the 
core layers. The mass M" of the hybrid laminate is given by 
M" = IJ H" Pc + (1 -I]) H" P, where '1 = H/ H". The thickness H" is computed 
from the equal weight condition M,. = Mc as 

H _ Hpc 
,,- (17Pc + (1 -17)P,) 

(10.51) 

The total thickness of the laminate made of the material used in the surface 
layers is H p/ Ps which is obtained by setting I] = 0 in equation (10.51). 

Numerical results are given for four-layered laminates with a stacking 
sequence ( + e I - e I + 0 I - e) and constructed of boron-epoxy, Kevlar
epoxy and glass-epoxy materials [62]. In the hybrid construction, 
boron-epoxy or Kevlar-epoxy are employed in the surface layers, and 
glass-epoxy in the core layers. The optimum values of I] are shown in 
Figure 10.5 as a function of the ply angle e for equal mass and equal 
thickness laminates with N./ N, = 1 and b I a = 2. In the case of non-hybrid 
laminates, I] gives the ratio of inner layers to the total thickness and its 

optimal value is I] = II J2 for boron, Kevlar and glass laminates with 
0" ~ e ~ 90". Values of optimum I] in the uniaxial case follow a similar 
pattern [62]. 

10.6.2 Optimal ply angles: non-hybrid and hybrid constructions 

Buckling loads for various ply angles were studied by Chen and Bert [2] for 
the uniaxially loaded laminates with alb = 3 which gave 45° as the 
optimum angle for simply supported boundaries. Optimal designs with 
respect to ply angles were obtained by Adali and Duffy[63] for simply 
supported non-hybrid and hybrid laminates subject to the equal mass 
constraint (10.50). The curves of eopt plotted against bla are shown in 
Figure 10.6 for boron-epoxy and glass-epoxy laminates withN./Nx = 1. It 
is observed that 00pt displays jump discontinuities at certain aspect ratios. 
In the case of uniaxial compression, 00pt fluctuates around 45° for non
hybrid laminates for 0.2~bla~1.1 and 0opt=O° for b/a> 1.4. For 
boron-glass laminates, {Jopt behaves in a similar manner up to about 
b / a = 0.94 after which {Jopt = 0:. The effect of boundary conditions on {Jopt 
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was studied by Chai et al. [64,65] for laminates with a uniaxial load acting 
on simply supported edges. Under uniform in-plane compression, 80pt 

fluctuates around 45' for simply supported and/or clamped unloaded 
edgesasa/b increases from 1 to 5 with K ~ 4. For square laminates, 80pl = 0° 
when one of the unloaded edges is free. However, if the in-plane 
compression is not uniform, (JOPI differs from zero as the number of layers 
increases [64]. Results obtained by Chai and Khong [65] show that (JOpl = 0° 
for square laminates with all edges clamped when the compression is 
uniform. In the case of non-uniform compression, 8 opt is about 40° for K ~ 4 
and 00 for K = 2. Minimum weight design of simply supported anti
symmetrical laminates was given by Iyengar and Joshi [66] with the 
buckling load and the deflection taken as constraints. Uniaxial buckling 
was one of the design objectives in the multiobjective optimization of 
antisymmetricallaminates studied by Adali [67]. 

Antisymmetrical laminates under shear load were investigated by 
Kumar and Kishore [68] for simply supported boundary conditions. It 
was found that for alb = 1~2, 80pt =45°~60' when K ~4 and 80pl = 45°~90° 
whenK=2. 

10.7 SPECIAL TOPICS 

10.7.1 Effect of shear deformation 

Transverse shear deformation can have a significant effect on the buckling 
loads and the optimum values of the ply angles for laminated plates made 
of advanced composite materials. This effect could be substantial not only 
in the case of thick plates but also in the case of transverse shear moduli 
being considerably smaller than the in-plane elastic moduli [47]. Previous 
studies on the optimization of laminated plates indicate that the use of 
classical plate theory (CPT) may lead to a suboptimal design of high
modulus composite plates with low length to thickness ratio [69]. 
Consequently, the optimization has to be based on a shear deformable 
plate theory if the effect of the shear deformation cannot be neglected. 

A first-order theory based on a displacement field of the form 

has been employed by Kam and Chang [70] to investigate the effect of 
shear deformation on the optimal design of laminated plates under 
compressive loads. Numerical solution of the problem is obtained by a 
finite element method and using shear correction factors derived from 
exact expressions for orthotropic materials. 

CPT gives the optimum ply angles around 45° for aspect ratios 
alb = 1,1.5 and 2 for uniaxially compressed symmetric laminates. Results 
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for alH = 10 using the shear deformation theory indicate that the 
optimum ply angle becomes smaller as alb increases and 80pt = 15 C for 
alb = 2. Number of layers seems to have a minor effect on 0opt. The 
maximum buckling load drops considerably when the effect of shear 
deformation is taken into account. Shear deformable antisymmetrical 
laminates under uniaxial loading show a similar trend with respect to 
optimum ply angles and buckling loads with 80pt ~ 40' for simply supported 
square plates when K = 10 and 0 when K = 2. These results confirm 
Khdeir [71] where other boundary conditions are also considered. 

Results for antisymmetricallaminates under a positive shear load show 
that 0opt=45' for alb=l, and 80pt increases as alb becomes larger. 
However, the increase in 80pt is larger when niH = 30 indicating the 
considerable effect of plate thickness on the optimal design. Optimum ply 
angles are the same under a positive or negative shear buckling load. 
However, under negative shear the maximum buckling loads are larger [70]. 

Minimum weight design of symmetrical laminates under biaxial com
pression was given by Lukoshevichyus [72] taking shear deformation into 
account, but neglecting bending-twisting coupling. Optimization was 
carried over the layer thicknesses with ply angles specified as 0', =+= 45 0 and 
90 c. The methods of feasible directions and finite elements were employed 
by Lin and Yu [73] to solve the same problem. They also give results for the 
minimum weight design of antisymmetricallaminates taking the ply angle 
and the total thickness as design variables. 

10.7.2 Effect of cut-outs 

The presence of cut-outs significantly affects the buckling behaviour and 
optimum design of laminated plates. Results obtained by Srivatsa and 
Krishna Murty [74] for symmetrical laminates under uniaxial compression 
indicate that 80pt depends on the size of the cut-out to a substantial degree. 
For simply supported square laminates made of high-stiffness graphite 
material, 80pt changes from 45 to 60: as dl n increases from 0.0 to 0.6 where 
d is the diameter of the central hole. For clamped plates this change is 
between OC and 60'. In the case of clamped loaded edges and simply 
supported unloaded edges, 80pt = 0-45' for din = 0.0-0.5. Parametric 
studies given by Nemeth [75] investigate the relations between the uniaxial 
buckling load, ply angle and the hole size for symmetrically laminated 
plates. 

A variable fibre orientation was proposed by Hyer and Lee [76] to 
increase the buckling resistance of composite plates with holes. The 
problem is solved by the finite element method and element fibre 
orientations are employed as design variables. A sensitivity study 
indicates the regions which are most effective in improving the buckling 
resistance. The results obtained using a gradient-search technique show 
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that the buckling load can be increased by 2.96 times as compared to a 
baseline design taken as (+45' 10~),vm' Minimum weight design of a 
stiffened composite panel containing a hole was given by Nagendra 
et al. [77] subject to constraints on the axial and shear buckling loads and 
maximum strain. The panel was optimized with respect to ply thicknesses 
in the skin and stiffener laminates as well as the stiffener height. 

10.7.3 Design against thermal buckling 

Laminates subjected to thermal loads may buckle under the action of 
forces generated by thermal expansion. Results given by Tauchert and 
Huang [78] indicated that buckling temperatures can be maximized by 
means of lay-up optimization. In particular, for simply supported 
symmetrical laminates with alb = 1, the maximum buckling temperature 
occurs at (Jopt = 45' for K;:: 3, but at 00pt ~ 25~ (or 65 C

) for K = 1. 
Optimal design of anti symmetrical laminates under thermal loads was 

given by Adali and Duffy [79] for the non-hybrid and hybrid cases. In the 
case of hybrid laminates, the optimization is carried over the ply angles and 
the hybridization parameter '1 = H/ H, and numerical results are given for 
simply supported laminates with graphite, boron and glass layers under a 
uniform temperature change L1T > O. The curves of (Jopt plotted against bl a 
are shown in Figure 10.7 for four-layered laminates. For non-hybrid 

laminates, the optimal values of '1 are 1 I y/~ for K = 4 and 0.5 for K = 8 with 
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• Multiobjective design of antisymmetrical laminates under 

thermal loads was given by Adali and Duffy [80] taking the buckling 
temperature and the maximum deflection as design objectives, and ply 
angles and thicknesses as design variables. 

10.7.4 Constrained and multiobjective designs 

In many applications, it is necessary to maximize the buckling load subject 
to such behavioural constraints as strength, frequency, displacement, 
stiffness, etc. The problem can also be formulated as a minimum weight 
design problem subject to buckling and other constraints. Alternatively, 
the laminate may be optimized with respect to several objectives using a 
multicriteria design approach. 

One of the earliest studies in which both buckling and strength were 
considered is that of Rothwell [81] who determined the cross fibre ratio for 
simultaneous failure of fibres by yielding and buckling. In the case of shear 
loading, the optimum ply angles were computed for simultaneous failure 
by shear and buckling. These results were obtained for simply supported 
and infinitely long plates with a symmetrical lay-up. Minimum weight 
design of composite wings was given by Starnes and Haftka [82] subject to 
constraints on the buckling load, strength, minimum gauge, displacement 
and twist angle. Similar results were obtained by Liu and Lin [83] using an 
optimality criterion approach. Minimum weight results with buckling, 
displacement and frequency constraints were given by Lin and Yu[73] 
with layer thicknesses and ply angles taken as design variables. Design of 
composite panels for minimum weight was given by Schmit and 
Mehrinfar[84] using a multilevel approach and under buckling, displace
ment and stress constraints. 

Design of symmetrical laminates with respect to buckling and strength 
was studied by Stroud and colleagues [85-87] and Maksimovic [88]. 
Minimum weight results for antisymmetricallaminates were obtained by 
Iyengar and Joshi [66] subject to buckling, strength and displacement 
constraints. The active constraint at the minimum weight was found to be 
dependent on the aspect ratio with the buckling constraint being active at 
low aspect ratios. Minimum weight designs for struts of various shapes 
were obtained by Wu and Webber [89] under buckling, strain and stress 
constraints using the laminated plate theory. A computer program called 
VICONOPT was developed by Butler and Williams [90] for the 
optimization of assemblies of composite plates under buckling and 
strength constraints. 

The relative importance of buckling, strength, frequency and flutter was 
studied by Bert [91] for symmetrical laminates. Multiobjective design of 
antisymmetricallaminates was given by Adali [67] taking the uniaxial 
buckling load, the dynamic deflection and the fundamental frequency as 
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design objectives. Pareto optimum ply angles and layer thicknesses were 
determined by taking two objectives at a time. A multiobjective formula
tion involving weight and strain energy change functions was given by 
Watkins and Morris [92]. The problem was solved by adopting a multilevel 
approach with buckling, strain and thickness constraints imposed at the 
element level. Numerical results were obtained for symmetric laminates 
with layer thicknesses and ply angles taken as design variables [92]. Multi
objective design of symmetrical laminates was given by Kumar and 
Tauchert [93] taking axial and shear buckling loads, bending strength and 
strain energy as design objectives. Pareto optimal solutions for layer 
thicknesses and ply angles were obtained for a combination of simply 
supported, clamped and free boundary conditions taking two objectives at a 
time. Numerical results indicated the importance of boundary conditions in 
the optimal design of laminates with multiple objectives [93]. Multi
objective thermoelastic design was studied by Adali and Duffy [80] in which 
Pareto optimum and min -max solutions were obtained for anti symmetrical 
laminates. Simultaneous design and control optimization of symmetrical 
cross-ply laminates was given by Sloss et al. [94] with the objectives specified 
as maximization of buckling loads and the minimization of the dynamic 
response. The optimum layer thicknesses and feedback control parameter 
were determined using a multiobjective formulation; these results were 
extended to hybrid laminates by Sadek et al. [95]. 

10.7.5 Shape optimal design 

The cross-sectional shape of orthotropic plates can be optimized to 
maximize the buckling load. This type of optimization is quite effective for 
isotropic structures and an extensive study of the subject is given by Brandt 
et al. [96]. Here a brief account is given for the shape optimization of 
orthotropic laminates under buckling loads using the technique of double 
series expansions to approximate the displacement and thickness 
functions. The optimal design problem can be stated as a maximum 
buckling load problem (10.6) subject to the volume constraint 

lhi" Iz(x,y)dx dy = V 
(] (] 

(10.53) 

where h (x, y) is the variable thickness of the plate. The solution of this 
problem was obtained for specially orthotropic laminates under a uniaxial 
compression N, by Levy and Ganz [97]. The differential equation 
governing the buckling of a variable cross section laminate is given by 

d1 1 (11310"')',, + d12[ (11 310""/),,, + (h31O,,,),yy] + 4dfi 6(11310,\1), 'If 

(10.54) 
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where dlJ = D,l h- 3. The optimality condition can be obtained by a varia
tional approach and is given by 

h2(dIIW:n + 2dI2W,xxW,J/lf + 4d66W:Ylf + d22W~1/1) = constant (10.55) 

The expressions for w(x,y) and h(x,y) can be determined by 
simultaneously solving equations (10.54) and (10.55) subject to constraint 
(10.53), Results for simply supported plates were obtained [97] using the 
Rayleigh representation of the buckling load, A Rayleigh-Ritz analysis of 
the problem indicated that the buckling load increases by 41 % in the case of 
optimized plates as compared to constant thickness plates [97], 

10.7.6 Optimal design in the postbuckling range 

Structures optimized with respect to buckling strength may exhibit low 
postbuckling resistance as reported by Frauenthal [98] in the context of 
isotropic structures, Consequently optimization in the postbuckling range 
becomes an important design consideration for laminates which may be 
exposed to compressive loads higher than the buckling load. Results 
reported byObraztsov and Vasil'ev [59] indicated that optimum ply angles 
to maximize the ultimate load carrying capacity of symmetric angle-ply 
laminates coincide with the fibre orientations providing maximum 
strength in the prebuckled state, Effects of designing for maximum 
buckling load on the postbuckling behaviour as well as optimal designs for 
maximum postbuckling stiffness were studied by Pandey and 
Sherbourne [99] for simply supported symmetric laminates; the initial 
postbuckling stiffness was adopted as a measure of the postbuckling 
strength. A non-linear analysis based on large deflection theory gives the 
postbuckling stiffness KI' as 

K = a22 + JI~1I1 all 

p 2 a l I all (1 + i. p;,,J + (a22 + fl~1I1 a l l)(a l 1 + i.a l 2) 
(10.56) 

where PIlIIl = f3j 'XIII = nal mb, i. = N,/ Ny and ai, are in-plane flexibility coeffi
cients given by ai, = A,~I. Equation (10.56) is evaluated at critical wave 
numbers m and n corresponding to the linear buckling load of the laminate, 
An examination of equations (10.10) and (10.56) shows that buckling load 
and the postbuckling stiffness are described by functions of different 
nature as reflected by D'I and A", respectively, in these expressions. 
Optimization based on the bending stiffnesses only leads to designs 
with a weak postbuckling performance. Optimization results were ob
tained [99] for laminates with a stacking sequence of [(IV -IJ/ 821 -82)sVffi 

I( -8/8/ -821 -82)svm] for which AI6 = A21i = DI6 = D2h = O. For uniaxially 
compressed laminates optimum ply angles for maximum postbuckling 
stiffness are given by (8Iopt,82opt)=(0,0) for alb=l and 2. The 
corresponding angles for maximum buckling load are (45,45). Under a 
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biaxial load with i. = 1, the corresponding ply angles are (15,5) and 
(0,90) for maximum K1• as compared to (45 ,45) and (70,70) for 
maximum Ncr. The values of Kp and Ncr at these ply angles indicate that a 
laminate designed with respect to one criterion will perform quite poorly 
with respect to the other. 

Designs can be improved with respect to both criteria by noting that the 
postbuckling stiffness often reaches its maximum value around 0 or 90' 
ply angles and the values of AI! are independent of the stacking sequence. 
By introducing 0 and/or 90 plies in the core region of the laminates, 
improved designs can be obtained which have slightly lower buckling 
load, but substantially increased postbuckling stiffness. Further results on 
maximum postbuckling stiffness design are given by Adali et at. [100]. 

Minimum weight designs of symmetrical laminates subject to buckling 
load and postbuckling strength constraints were given by Shin et al. [101] 
for restrained and freely shifting boundaries; discrete layer thicknesses with 
0, +45 and 90 plies are taken as design variables and comparisons of 
continuous and discrete solutions are provided. The effect of restrained edges 
on the postbuckling behaviour has been investigated with respect to ply angles [60]. 
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Instability of composite panels 
A. N. Palazotto 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

The US Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) has been carrying out 
research related to the instability of composite cylindrical panels since 
1979. This chapter is a review of the AFIT work and will discuss both its 
experimental and analytical features. Other organizations have pursued 
similar research [1, 2] and the AFIT work has cited their findings. AFIT is 
the only organization that has continued to explore many of the intrica
cies of this interesting area. More than 150 composite graphite/epoxy 
cylindrical panels have been tested. 

The experimental fixture used in this research has been updated over 
the years, such that it can be used with confidence. The various compo
nents have been described in detail previously [3-6]. In this chapter aspects 
of the components and manufacture of the composite panels will be discus
sed. Additional information about the techniques that relate to the 
graphite/epoxy material used in the panel's construction pertaining 
to the actual cutting process and panel lay-up may be found else
where [4,7]. 

The AFIT analysis was by the finite element method. The initial model
ling made use of the Structural Analysis of General Shells (STAGS-Cl) 
developed by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation [8] under the direction of 
Bo Almroth. It became apparent that there was a need for a computer pro
gram incorporating through-the-thickness shear in conjunction with large 
shell displacements. An in-house program named Shell was developed 
and successfully used in recent work. The theoretical relations present in 
this program have been described previously [9], as have some applica
tions [10-13]. A modified development of the theoretical relations will be 
presented here for completeness. The techniques of modelling the shell 
panel will also be discussed with consideration given to convergence. 

The most general problem undertaken is that of a graphite/ epoxy panel 
with a square cut-out. This structure undergoes large displacement and 
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moderately large rotation before it reaches its collapse. Experimental 
results are compared with the finite element solutions for various bound
ary conditions. For the most part, the theory compares reasonably well 
with the experimental findings. It should be noted that recently research, 
which included the non-linear material response of the graphite/ epoxy 
composite, showed even closer agreement [14]. The equations that are 
directed toward the double non-linearity have been described previously 
[15] and will not be elaborated upon in this chapter. Finally, the author 
has explored the non-linear dynamics of shell panels, which can lead to 
dynamic instability [16-19]. This research direction is mentioned because 
it is an extension of the work described here. 

In this chapter it is assumed that the shell panel considered is under a 
quasi-static load, and therefore the inertia terms can be eliminated. 

11.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experimental panels were made from graphite/epoxy, AS4-3501-6. 
The geometry of the panel (Fig.11.1) was as follows: R = 305 mm; length 
along the circumference = 305 mm; the thickness generally consisted of 8 
plies but 16 and 24 plies were also used; the vertical length generally was 
305 mm, but for the 16 and 24 plies the unsupported length was increased 
to 506 mm. The ply orientations were allowed to vary (primarily [0° /+ 45°/ 
- 45° /90 0 ]J The material properties were experimentally determined 
and for the research carried out the properties varied no more than 
5%: El = 136 CPa; E2 = 9.6 CPa; C12 = 6.3 CPa; C 12 = CD; C23 = 3.2 CPa; 
V12 = 0.276. 

Over 150 panels were manufactured and tested. The panels were laid 
up in moulds using a conventional technique. Figure 11.2 illustrates the 
actual manufacturing steps. Cenerally, for each large panel constructed 
per mould, four test specimens could be established. The panels were 
placed in an autoclave and cured using the proper curing process for the 
material. Upon removal from the autoclave, each panel was C-scanned to 
ensure proper construction. The thickness of the panel was measured at 
at least twelve positions and averaged to determine the mean. Test speci
mens were then cut from the large panels using a water jet along the verti
cal length and a radial diamond blade arm saw for the horizontal edges. 
Tight tolerances on the vertical length dimension were maintained. This 
proved to be critical for the introduction of an even load distribution. A spe
cial hole-cutting process was developed to prevent damage in the panel [4]. 

The axial compression experiment is shown in Figure 11.3. Figure 11.3a 
is a plan view of the clamping device for each horizontal support. Figure 
11.3b shows the vertical support fixture, while Figure 11.3c is a close-up 
of this support. A matrix of linearly variable displacement transducers 
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Radius of curvature / 
R=305mm 

"'" t = Thickness 

305mm 
or 

506mm 

x,u 

l,w 

(varies with lay up) 

Arc length = 305 mm 

Fig.ll.1 Shell panel geometry with ply orientation angle. 

(L VDTs) is shown in Figure 11.3d. These were used to determine radial 
displacement. Figure 11,3e shows the panel, containing a cut-out, seated 
within the test fixture. Finally, Figure 11.4 shows the complete test fixture 
and loading device. The boundary conditions for the top and bottom sup
ports were clamped, allowing for vertical displacement input along the 
top edge. The vertical edges are either assumed to be simply supported 
(shown in the figure) with u = v = W, = free and W = 0 or totally free. A 
vertically mounted L VDT (on the con~ex side of the panel) measured top 
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Fig. 11.2a 

Fig. 11.2b 
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Fig.ll.Zc 

Fig.Il.2d 
Fig.ll.2 Panel manufacturing stages: (a) - 45° ply overlaying a 90° ply; (b) + 45° 
ply; (c) 90° ply; (d) finished panel ready for the autoclave. 
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Fig.ll.3a 

Fig. t1.3b 
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Fig.ll.3c 

Fig.I1.3d 
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Fig. 11.3e 
Fig. 11.3 The axial compression experiment: (a) bottom support fixture; (b) vertical 
support fixture attachment; (c) close-up view of vertical support; (d) matrix of 
LVDTs; (e) panel positioned in fixture . 

edge displacements. Detailed measurements of radial displacements were 
carried out near the cut-out and compared with the finite element analysis. 

The top edge uniform displacement was applied with a 133.5 kN 
hydraulic compression machine. The load cell measured the total applied 
load as the displacement was slowly applied (1.27 mm min 1), up to the 
maximum collapse load. Strain gauges were positioned on each panel to 
check for an even load distribution. The data collected from the L VDT 
system and the strain gauges were saved on a V AX 11/780 computer for 
future use. 

11 .3 THEORETICAL RELATIONS AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

The basic theory, incorporated into the computer program used for this 
study, can be found elsewhere [9]. It is based upon the assumptions that 
through-the-thickness direct strain is zero and through-the-thickness shear 
strains are linear with respect to the displacement. With the finite element 
shown in Fig. 11.5, the kinematic relations for displacements can be 
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Fig. 11.4 The complete test fixture. 

stated as: 

u(x, s, z) = U ll +zt/lx - (3 ~2 )Z3 (t/lx + w) 

v(x, s, z) = vlI [1 - (z/R)] + zt/l, - L ~2) Z3 (t/l, + w) 

w(x,s)=w (11.1) 
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b 

R 

Fig. 11.5 The finite element with degrees of freedom. 

All the other strain components are evaluated in terms of displacement 
through the Green strain tensor. It should be noted that the computer pro
gram makes use of seven degrees of freedom: u, v, W, w", w", '-/Jx' '-/J, in a 36 
degrees of freedom element. 

The resulting finite element non-linear equations can be written as a set 
of linear algebraic relations in the following Newton-Raphson algorith
mic form: 

KT ~q = - F(q) 

where: 
q represents the nodal displacements, 
Kr is the so-called tangent stiffness matrix and 
F(q) are the equilibrium equations. 

(11.2) 

Further interpretation of the above expression can be observed by replac
ing the left and right-hand sides of equation (1 L2) with: 

[K + Nj(q) +N2(q2)] ~q = -l K + ~ Nj(q) + ~ NzCq2)] q + R (113) 

where: 
K is the constant stiffness matrix independent of the model displace-

ments, 
N j is a linear function of the nodal displacements q, 
N2 is a quadratic function of q, 
R is the nodal loading vector and 
~q is the displacement increment. 
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Each problem associated with the collapse of a panel was analysed with a 
displacement control algorithm. 

Finite element modelling of a panel with a cut-out is described elsewhere 
[9]. The optimal size of a rectangular element was 12.7 x 12.7 mm; this 
element was positioned around the interior cut-outs. Numerical analyses 
were performed to determine the effect non-square elements had on the 
convergence of collapse loads. Results proved [20] that it was possible to 
use oblong elements no closer than 50.8 mm to the cut-out. Thus, the finite 
element program named Shell (the tool for investigating the collapse of 
graphite / epoxy cylindrical panels) was designed to model a shell struc
ture undergoing large displacements and moderately large rotations. 

11.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An initial step in capturing the collapse features of composite panels was 
performed with the Shell computer program. These results were for 
various panel lengths with cross-ply [0°/90°] and quasi-isotropic 
[0° / - 45° / + 45° /90°] lay-ups. Free boundary conditions along the verti
cal sides exist while the supports at the top and bottom of the panels can 
be considered as fixed. 

Tables 11.1 and 11.2 represent the numerically derived global and local 
collapse characteristics, respectively. Table 11.1 indicates the maximum 
analytical load applied to the shells just before the panels collapsed. Also 
displayed in this table is the panel top edge displacement (u) that is asso
ciated with the collapse load. Table 11.2 displays the magnitudes of the 
largest radial displacements (w) observed in each panel configuration, at 
the time of collapse. Although this table represents points of maximum 
radial displacement, similar orders of magnitude were observed for the 
(w) distribution in the areas surrounding these points. In order to ensure 
valid comparisons between configurations, the data were collected at simi
lar percentages of collapse load. Information pertaining to these tables will 
be analysed in more detail subsequently. However, a few overall com
parisons will be made at this time. 

The Shell algorithm was based on Palazotto and Dennis' simplified large 
rotation theory. One of the key features of the Shell algorithm is that it 
incorporates a parabolic transverse shear strain distribution through the 
thickness of the shell. The presence of transverse shear decreases the glob
al stiffness of the shell panel. This enhances the bending which occurs in 
the shell as it reaches the collapse load. A comparison of the maximum 
bending rotations and transverse shear strains found in the shells during 
panel collapse is shown in Table 11.3. Again, even though the points cho
sen represent maximum values of rotation and transverse shear strain, 
the areas surrounding these points are similar in order of magnitude. The 
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Table 11.1 Numerical global collapse characteristics 

(a) Quasi-isotropic laminated shells 

Number of plies Shell type Collapse load 
(kN) 

8 305, NC 15.065 
8 305, cut-out 6.307 
8 506, NC 8.767 
8 506, cut-out 4.893 

16 506, NC 41.000 
16 506, cut-out 22.823 
24 506, NC 146.224 
24 506, cut-out 57.641 

(b) Cross-ply laminated shells 

Number of plies Shell type Collapse load 
(kN) 

8 305, NC 20.829 
8 305, cut-out 5.929 
8 506, NC 6.912 
8 506, cut-out 5.337 

16 506, NC 37.536 
16 506, cut-out 21.777 
24 506, NC 132.719 
24 506, cut-out 54.915 

NC = no cut-out; 
Shells are either 305 x 305 mm or 305 x 506 mm. 

377 

1l Displacement 
( 111 Ill) 

0.304 
0.280 
0.253 
0.430 
0.759 
0.759 
1.822 
1.012 

11 Displacelllf'l1 t 
(mm) 

0.304 
0.253 
0.152 
0.354 
0.506 
0.683 
0.911 
1.012 

transverse shear strains at the midplane datum surface are defined as: 

C4 = li/l, I - Iw) 

c5 = li/l) - Iw) 

(11.4) 

(11.5) 

where i/ls and i/lx are the rotations of the elastic curves due to bending and 
w,s and Wx are slopes of the elastic curves with respect to the S-Z plane 
and X -Z plane, respectively. These quantities are degrees of freedom cal
culated by Shell, and the difference between the magnitude of the bend
ing rotation and the magnitude of the elastic curve slope must equal the 
rotation of the elastic curve due to the presence of transverse shear strain [9]. 
It was consistently observed, throughout the analysis of transverse shear 
strain in all the panels, that the magnitude of C-I greatly exceeded that of 
C5 at collapse. Therefore, since C4 contributes more significantly to the col
lapse of the shell panels, the analysis of the effect of transverse shear strain 
will be limited to studying transverse shear stiffness with respect to the 
S-Z plane. It should be noted that the shear stiffness of the 0° lamina is the 
lowest in the S-Z plane, with G23 being half the magnitude of G l2 and Gl3 
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Table 11.2 Numerical global collapse characteristics 

(a) Quasi-isotropic laminated shells 

Number of plies Shell type Collapse load Maximum I w I 
(%) (mm) 

8 305, NC 100.0 5.307 
8 305, cut-out 99.1 7.008 
8 506, NC 96.5 8.346 
8 506, cut-out 98.4 11.869 

16 506, NC 100.0 12.730 
16 506, cut-out 99.3 13.941 
24 506, NC 100.0 16.504 
24 506, cut-out 98.1 13.951 

(b) Cross-ply laminated shells 

Number of plies Shell type Collapse load Maximum Iwl 
(%) (mm) 

8 305, NC 100.0 1.789 
8 305, cut-out 98.3 7.036 
8 506, NC 98.9 5.371 
8 506, cut-out 99.9 11.132 

16 506,NC 93.4 12.645 
16 506, cut-out 96.7 14.790 
24 506, NC 88.2 9.042 
24 506, cut-out 96.4 18.066 

NC = no cut-out; 
Shells are either 305 x 305 mm or 305 x 506 mm. 

Table 11.1 shows, that for all cases (except one) involving the collapse 
of shell panels without cut-outs, the quasi-isotropic panels behave global
ly more stiffly and collapse at higher loads than the cross-ply panels. The 
one exception involves the 305 x 305 mm solid 8-ply cross-ply shell panel. 
In this case, the cross-ply panel collapses at a load which is 38% higher 
than the quasi-isotropic collapse load. However, also note in Tables 11.2 
and 11.3 that the bending rotations and radial displacements for this case 
are very small. This indicates that very little bending is occurring and col
lapse of the panel is dictated by All' the axial stiffness of panel. Since All 
is greater for the cross-ply laminate than the quasi-isotropic laminate, it 
follows that the solid quasi-isotropic shell panel would collapse at a 
lower load. 

Table 11.2 verifies that a non-linear theory of this nature is required for 
collapse of these types of shell undergoing axial compression. Note that 
the radial displacements for the three thickness categories range from three 
to seven times the shell thickness in the 24-ply cases, six to seven times the 
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Table 11.3 Numerical maximum bending rotations/transverse shear strains 

(a) Quasi-isotropic laminated shells 

Number of Shell type Collapse I "', I I £4 I 
plies load (%) (degrees) (radians) 

8 305, NC 100.0 5.8 0.0003344 
8 305, cut-out 99.1 6.7 0.0008340 
8 506, NC 96.5 7.6 0.0008700 
8 506, cut-out 98.4 9.9 0.0022990 

16 506, NC 100.0 9.2 0.0006200 
16 506, cut-out 99.3 9.7 0.0027620 
24 506, NC 100.0 11.5 0.0010919 
24 506, cut-out 98.1 8.6 0.0052840 

(b) Cross-ply laminated shells 

Number of Shell type Collapse I", I I £4 I 
piles load (kN) (degrees) ( radians) 

8 305, NC 100.0 1.9 0.0008760 
8 305, cut-out 98.3 6.5 0.0010020 
8 506, NC 98.9 4.6 0.0005240 
8 506, cut-out 99.9 8.4 0.0014810 

16 506, NC 93.4 9.3 0.0006674 
16 506, cut-out 96.7 8.8 0.0030680 
24 506, NC 88.2 6.0 0.0011790 
24 506, cut-out 96.4 8.9 0.0042070 

NC = no cut-out; 
Shells are either 305 x 305 or 305 x 506 mm. 

shell thickness in the 16-ply cases, and to almost twelve times the shell 
thickness for the 305 x 506 mm, 8-ply quasi-isotropic panel with a cut-out. 
In comparing the radial displacements in Table 11.2, some interesting dif
ferences are noted in the shell responses between quasi-isotropic and cross
ply panels, with and without cut-outs. The cross-ply shell panels appear 
locally to respond more stiffly (comparatively smaller radial displace
ments) than the quasi-isotropic panels when no cut-outs are present; but 
then respond more flexibly (comparatively larger radial displacements) 
than the quasi-isotropic shells when large cut-outs are present. The most 
dramatic examples of this phenomenon involve the 24-ply shells and the 
8-ply, 305 x 305 mm shells; although to a lesser extent these trends were 
also observed in the 8-ply, 305 x 506 mm and 16-ply shells. In the 24-ply 
case, where the collapse load for the quasi-isotropic shell with no cut-out 
was similar to the cross-ply shell with no cut-out, the cross-ply shell dis
played radial displacements that were about 45% lower than the quasi
isotropic shell. Then after a large square cut-out was centrally placed in 
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both types of 24-ply shell, significantly greater radial displacements (about 
30%) were observed in the cross-ply laminated shells versus the quasi
isotropic shell panels. 

Table 11.3 indicates that significantly greater bending rotations occur in 
the 24-ply quasi-isotropic shell panel with no cut-out versus a similar cross
ply configuration, and yet globally the quasi-isotropic panel collapses at 
a higher load than the cross-ply panel. The cross-ply panels without cut
outs are axially stiffer than the quasi-isotropic panels, with the cross-plies 
having a 20% higher A11 stiffness term. Another difference in these two 
panel lay-ups is the existence of ±45° fibre laminae in the quasi-isotropic 
shells. This difference provides the quasi-isotropic panels with certain key 
bending stiffness terms which are significantly greater than similar terms 
for the cross-ply panels. For example, 0 66 (which directly relates to stiff
ening a laminate against in-plane twisting) is three times greater for the 
quasi-isotropic laminate than the cross-ply laminate. In addition the 0 16 

and 0 26 stiffness terms, which are coupling terms between direct bending 
moments and the shear force, exist in quasi-isotropic laminates but are 
zero for cross-ply laminates. These 0 16 and 0 26 terms help to stiffen the 
quasi-isotropic panels against the bending curvatures caused by large rota
tions (which are non-linear terms in this analysis). 

The presence of a large cut-out may cause the shell panel to twist dur
ing axial compression. This twisting can enhance the radial displacements 
caused by the bending rotations present during compression. The much 
greater 0 66 stiffness of the quasi-isotropic panels compared to the cross
ply panels, enables the quasi-isotropic panels to resist to a greater extent 
the twisting action for similar magnitudes of rotation (see Table 11.3: 24-
ply cases and 305 x 305 mm, 8-ply cases), thus producing smaller values 
of radial displacements. 

A common feature in all the numerical analyses involving the quasi
isotropic-shells, with and without cut-outs, was that the largest radial dis
placements occurred along the unsupported vertical edges near the centre 
of the panels. This would indicate that for quasi-isotropic shells, neither 
thickness nor the presence of large cut-outs influence the location of the 
largest radial displacements in a panel undergoing axial compression. 
These displacements will occur along free edges and near the horizontal 
centreline of panels during collapse. In addition, it was noted that the 
largest bending rotations usually were associated with areas where the 
largest radial displacements occurred. 

As expected, intuitively, the shells without cut-outs displayed greater 
stiffness than those with large cut-outs, requiring larger compressive loads 
to collapse the solid shell panels. One should note that the solid panels 
display a linear load versus axial displacement curve while the cut-out 
panels exhibit non-linearity throughout most of the loading range (see 
Fig.ll.6 and 11.7 as a representation of these phenomena). This indicates 
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Fig. 11.6 Load versus radial edge displacements numerically compared to experi
ment for the 102 x 102 mm cut-out [0° /+ 45° /- 45° /90°]5: • = numerical nodes 
25/1801 and 99/1727; - = LVDT 26; 0= LVDT 32. 

that a greater magnitude of bending is occurring in the panels with the 
large cut-outs. The greatest degree of bending appears to be present in the 
24-ply shell panels without cut-outs. The difference in panel axial length 
appeared to significantly affect the difference in collapse loads between 
shell panels with cut-outs and those without. A collapse load increase of 
139% was observed between the 8-ply 305 x 305 mm panel without and 
with cut-outs; whereas an increase of only 79% was observed for the 305 x 
506 mm, 8-ply shells without cut-outs. An increase in collapse load of 79% 
was observed for the 16-ply case. However, the greatest increase in 
collapse load between panels with cut-outs and those without was seen in 
the 24-ply case, where an increase of 154% was observed. In addition, as 
seen in Table 11.1, as the thicknesses of the shells increased so did the 
amount of top edge displacement required to collapse the panels. 

When comparing the axial load (NJ versus top edge displacement (u) 
curves for the three thicknesses of shells without cut-outs, it was observed 
that the 16- and 24-ply curves exhibit a non-linear behaviour while the 
8-ply curve does not. This is related to the fact that greater magnitudes of 
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Fig. 11.7 Top edge displacement versus load for quasi-isotropic 8-ply lay-up: 
• = numerical, t = 1.082 mm; -- = experimental SIN 67. 

radial displacement (w) occur in the 16 and 24-ply panels (see Table 11.2), 
which causes a greater coupling between u and w. Apparently, at radial 
displacement values greater than those which occur in the 8-ply case, the 
non-linear w terms present in the c~ and c~ (in-plane normal strains) 
expressions [9] ,used in Shell's formulation, become more pronounced and 
cause the Nl versus u curves to become non-linear. Note that c~ (in-plane 
shear strain) does not affect the Nt values for either the quasi-isotropic or 
cross-ply laminated shells since A16 is zero for both lay-ups. For a more 
convenient reference, these in-plane strain expressions are presented 
below, where e = 1 I R: 

cO = u + (~)[(U )2 + (v )2 + (w )2] 
1 ,1 2 ,1 ,1 .1 

c~ = V,2 - we + (~ )[(V2)2 + (w,2F + (u,Y + v2e2 + w2e2] 

+ v( wJe - (V,2)WC 

(11.6) 

(11.7) 
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E:~ = u,2 + V,l + (U,l)U,2 + (V,))V,2 + (Wl )W,2 

+ C[V(W,l) - (V,l)W] 
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(11.8) 

When comparing the 305 x 305 mm shells to the 305 x 506 mm shells 
it can be seen that significantly greater magnitudes of transverse shear 
strain occur in the panels which are longer in axial length. By referring to 
Table 11.3, it can be seen that about a 60% difference in transverse shear 
strain exists between the two lengths of 8-ply shells, both with and with
out cut-outs. It should be noted that the maximum transverse shear strain 
values represent shear strain distributions of similar orders of magnitude, 
which exist symmetrically around the four corners of a cut-out and along 
a panel's unsupported vertical edges. Also, the greater bending rotations 
associated with the longer panels would indicate that these panels respond 
less stiffly than the shorter panels to compressive loading. In addition, the 
panels with the smaller aspect ratios collapsed at higher loads, up to 72% 
higher for panels without cut-outs. Thus, it can be concluded that increas
ing a shell's aspect ratio (vertical length versus circumferential length) will 
reduce the load levels required to collapse the panel. 

The magnitudes of transverse shear strain increased with increasing 
panel thickness. The change in magnitudes of transverse shear strain pre
sent in the collapsed panels is fairly insignificant in a comparison between 
the 8- and 16-ply shells; but becomes significant when comparing the 16-
ply shells to the 24-ply shells, where the magnitudes increase by a factor 
of two. This result was consistent for the shell panels with cut-outs as well 
as those without cut-outs. It should also be noted that the presence of a 
large cut-out dramatically increased the magnitudes of transverse shear 
strain found in the shells when compared to the solid shells. It was con
sistently observed that the largest transve.rse shear strains for panels with 
cut-outs occurred near the four corners of the square cut-outs. For the 
8-ply and 16-ply solid shells, the greatest transverse shear strain distribu
tions occurred along the vertical unsupported edges near the panel cen
tre. However, for the stiffest panel (24-ply shell without cut-out) these 
transverse shear distributions migrated towards the clamped edges at the 
top and bottom of the panel, forming four small pockets of intense trans
verse shear strain about 50 mm from the clamped edges. As expected, the 
magnitudes of transverse shear strain for all the panels without cut-outs 
gradually decreased as the nodal locations moved towards the panel's ver
tical centreline, with zero shear strain resulting along the centreline. In par
ticular, for the stiffer 16- and 24-ply solid panels, extremely small bending 
rotations were observed along the vertical centreline at collapse. 

The numerical analysis performed on the cross-ply shell panels indi
cates that the largest radial displacements generally occurred along the 
vertical free edges and near the panel's horizontal centreline. However, in 
one case ([0° /90°]25' 305 x 305 mm shell without a cut-out) it was noted 
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that, in addition, even larger magnitudes of radial displacement occurred 
along the vertical edges, about 50 mm away from the clamped nodes. This 
indicates that this particular panel behaved more stiffly with respect to its 
planform area than the other panels investigated. In fact, there was a 251 % 
increase in collapse load for this panel when the large cut-out configura
tion was compared to the no cut-out configuration. This percentage 
increase was the largest of all the panels studied, including the thicker 
quasi-isotropic shell panels. In addition, at the points near the clamps 
where large radial displacements were noticed, the largest transverse shear 
strains in the shell occurred. The transverse shear strain locally reduces 
the stiffness of the panel, which enhances the effect of the bending in this 
area and increases the radial displacements. With the 305 x 506 mm cross
ply configurations, a 38% increase in a collapse load was observed for the 
8-ply shell without a cut-out versus the shell with a cut-out; a 72% increase 
was observed for the 16-ply shell without a cut-out and a more significant 
increase of 142% in collapse load was seen for the 24-ply shell without a 
cut-out. 

Results indicate that, as with the quasi-isotropic shells, the shells with 
cut-outs are more flexible than the shells without cut-outs. As with the 
quasi-isotropic shells, greater non-linearity exists in the load versus top 
edge displacement curves for the cross-ply shells with cut-outs, indicating 
that a greater degree of bending is occurring in the shells with cut-outs. In 
addition, when comparing the curves for shells with no cut-outs, non-lin
ear behaviour enters into the collapse of only the 16-ply shells at around 
24 kN. Table 1l.3b shows that for these shells under discussion, the 16-ply 
shell without a cut-out has significantly larger bending rotations (around 
9°) than the 8- and 24-ply cases, at 5° and 6° respectively. Table 11.2b shows 
that the radial displacements near the panel centre are greater for this 16-
ply case than the 8- and 24-ply cases with no cut-outs. It is also interest
ing to note that the maximum radial displacement for the 24-ply panel 
under discussion is similar to the maximum radial displacement for the 
8-ply (no cut-out) case. Therefore, as noted in the 16- and 24-ply quasi
isotropic cases with no cut-outs, the non-linear terms involving radial 
displacements (w) in the Shell in-plane strain expressions are becoming 
more important in accurately capturing the collapse response of the 
16-ply shell without cut-outs. When comparing the cross-ply responses to 
the quasi-isotropic responses, the only significant difference in curve 
trends involves the 24-ply, no cut-out cases. The 24-ply cross-ply curve is 
a straight line all the way up to panel collapse, while the curve for the 24-
ply quasi-isotropic case begins as a straight line but bends over at around 
120 kN and becomes increasingly non-linear. This phenomenon implies 
that for 24-ply cross-ply shells without cut-outs a lesser degree of bending 
exists (along with smaller radial displacements) than in 24-ply quasi
isotropic shells without cut-outs. It makes sense that greater bending is 
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Table 11.4 Comparison between experimental and numerical collapse loads 

(a) 8-Ply shell panels 

Configuration Experimental Nllmericalload Difference (%) 
load (kN) (kN) 

CP,NC, 305 9.465 20.829 54.6 
CP,NC, 506 6.494 6.912 11.7 
CP, C, 305 5.173 5.929 12.8 
CP, C, 506 4.127 5.337 22.7 
OI, NC, 305 9.230 15.065 38.7 
OI, NC, 506 6.490 8.767 26.0 
OI,C, 305 4.435 6.307 29.7 
OI, C, 506 3.340 4.893 31.7 

(b) 16-Ply shell panels 

Configuration Experimental Numerical load Difference (%) 
load (kN) (kN) 

CP, NC, 506 34.548 37.536 8.0 
CP,C, 506 21.920 21.777 +0.65a 

OI,NC, 506 37.199 41.000 9.3 
OI, C, 506 19.064 22.823 16.5 

(c) 24-Ply shell panels 

Configuration Experimental Numerical load Difference (%) 
load (kN) (kN) 

CP,NC, 506 62.303 132.719 53.1 
CP,C, 506 40.174 54.915 26.8 
OI,NC, 506 72.987 146.224 50.1 
OI, C, 506 44.871 57.641 22.2 

Shells are either 305 x 305 mm or 305 x 506 mm; 
CP = cross-ply laminate; 
QI = quasi-isotropic laminate; 
C = 101 x 101 mm cut-out; 
NC = no cut-out; 
., = experimental difficulties. 

occurring in the quasi-isotropic shells because of the much greater rota
tions in the 24-ply quasi-isotropic case (12°) than the 24-ply cross-ply case 
(6°). This 6° difference in magnitude of maximum bending rotations results 
in an 83% increase in magnitudes of radial displacements in the 24-ply 
quasi-isotropic shell with no cut-out versus a similar 24-ply cross-ply shell. 
These larger radial displacements in the quasi-isotropic case cause the non
linear terms (with respect to 10) in the strain-displacement relations to 
become more pronounced. In addition, the bending and twisting, with 
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Fig.11.S Collapsed panel with free edges. 

respect to the circumferential degree-of-freedom, becomes more important 
because the bending rotations in the curvature expressions are squared [9]. 

Comparisons between experimental and analytical results are shown in 
Table 11.4. For the most part, the theoretical assumptions yield collapse 
loads that are 10-20% higher than the experimental values. It has been 
shown that panel imperfections can account for as much as 10% (from the 
conservative point of view) [4]. Furthermore, it should be noted that results 
require through the thickness shear strain, even for an 8-ply lay-up [21]. 
(Fig.11.8 illustrates the features of a collapsed panel.) 

As stated above, a factor contributing to the sometimes large differences 
between the theoretically-derived numerical results and the experimental 
results has to do with imperfections in the shell's curvature. First, the 
radius of curvature of the datum surface can vary within the manufac
tured shell panel and therefore two panels of the same 'prescribed' cur
vature may in fact respond differently, all else being equal. In fact, the 
shell's curvature affects the geometric stability of the panel from the start. 
The panels were laid up before curing for a 305 mm radius of Cllrvature. 
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However, a visual inspection of the panels after curing revealed that this 
curvature was not entirely constant (geometric imperfection existed) in the 
panels' relaxed state, especially near the panels' centre. During experi
mentation, when the shell is clamped into the 305 mm radius of curvature 
loading fixture, residual stresses may be induced into the panel (in addi
tion to the residual stresses that may already be present from the curing 
process). These stresses would become increasingly larger towards a pan
el's centre owing to the greater amount of stiff material surrounding the 
centre, which acts to constrain its movement. When a large cut-out is placed 
in the centre of the shell panel, these stresses are relieved. Similar trends 
with respect to curvature imperfection were also documented in a techni
cal report by Leissa [22]. 

In most experimental cases, it was noted that the percentage difference 
between the results and the numerical data was decreased for the shells 
with large cut-outs. The presence of a cut-out increases the surface bend
ing rotations and significantly increases the magnitude of transverse shear 
strain. Therefore, the effect of a cut-out on the collapse greatly overrides 
many of the geometric or material imperfections that may be present. 

Previous research has shown that as the vertical sides become support
ed the collapse load increases [21] by as much as 100%. The features of ver
tical supports have been published extensively [4,9,20] and will not be 
presented here, since the features are of a similar nature to those with no 
vertical supports. 

11.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The following comments can be made based on this extensive research 
effort and the many references listed herein. 

• In order to predict the collapse characteristics of a cylindrical compo
site panel with cut-outs one must incorporate non-linear strain-dis
placements with through-the-thickness strain. 

• The refinement of the finite element model must be considered in the 
area of the cut-out making use of square elements of a 12 mm size. 

• The presence of a large cut-out in the panel significantly reduced the 
stiffness of the panel. Even with a relatively small concentric cut-out, a 
reduction of 100% in the collapse load could occur. 

• It appears that through this research an experimental device and an 
analytic tool have been developed and verified in predicting the col
lapse of cylindrical panels. 
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